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The need for a preliminary environmental impact analysis 
approach, able to ide ntify secondary impacts, has been 
revealed by a broa d literary review. Therefore, the 
component interaction technique has been developed which 
is able to structure a preliminary investigation of 
secondary impacts. The technique is based on a 
component interact i on 





direct dependencies between these components are then 
recorded. 
able to 
Computeri z ed matrix powering procedures 
structure the data to facilitate 
are 
the 
investigation of the secondary impact potential in the 
system. By virtue of its construction, the technique 
ensures that a preliminary analysis of impacts is based 
on a comprehensive and structured consideration of the 
environmnent. The procedure can also be used to 
substantiate and c ontrol the subjective content of an 
impact study. These two attributes of the technique 
support its appli c ation in conjunction with other 
methods of impact analysis. Various extentions to the 
technique have also been considered. 
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1. CHAPTER l - INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Introduction to the Topic 
Environmental impacts are a by-product of human activities 
undertake n to meet the phys ical and emotional requirements of man. 
Although modern societies a re increasingly able to manipulate the 
environment to meet thei r needs for food, shelter, and security, 
i t is apparent that the true cost of such actions normally 
involves some reduction in environmental quality. Therefore the 
demand for commodities to support th~ human population conflicts 
with the desirability of not degrading or destroying environmental 
resources. Analyses of environmental impacts are performed to 
provide the insight required by society to resolve this conflict 
of interests (Matthews, 1975,pl22}. 
A broad, but useful definition of environmental impact assessment 
is given by Munn (1975,p23} as "an activity designed to identify 







information about the impa cts". 
programs, projects and 
interpret and communicate 
As the term "environmental impact assessment" has such broad 
connotations, it has been redefined and other related terms have 
been introduced (Fuggle, 1979,pS). 
Environmental impact asse s sment (EI assessment) is described by 
Fuggle (1979,pS) as the administrative process by which the 
environmental impact of a project is determined. EI assessment 
procedures, approaches, or methodologies are the conditions 
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pertaining to the activity of conducting an environmental impact 
investigation (i.e. the terms of reference by which the impacts of 
a project are investigated, presented, and finally, considered by 
decision-makers). The nature of the process is normally defined 
by social values, administrative constraints, and legal 
provisions. 
Environmental impact analysis (EI analysis) is a process contained 
in EI as s essment, by which the environmental effects of a project 
are a nalysed. A method of EI analysis describes a complete 
activi ty for analysing impacts for an EI assessment. Clark et al 
(1980,plll) reserve the term "technique" for specialized 
procedures within EI ana lysis which evaluate (rather than 
identify) impacts. Gene rally, techniques will be taken as 
procedures which are only a ble to prescribe to some portion of an 
EI analysis. 
The documentary reports re s ulting from a particular EI analysis or 
assessment are termed t h e environmental impact statement (EI 
statement). This component of the EI assessment projects the 
process into the decision-making arena. 
Most EI analysis methods and techniques concentrate on impacts 
arising as a direct consequence of the proposed project. However, 
impacts indirectly caused by a project (secondary impacts) may be 
of equal importance, y et are rarely afforded adequate 
consideration. The fo c us of this report will be the 
identification of secondary impacts for EI assessment. 
1.2. The Development of Environmental Impact Assessment 
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United States of America as a respon.se to the far reaching 
provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1970 
(Anderson, 1973,p49). One of tne clauses of NEPA requires all 
federal agencies of the U.S.A. "to identify and develop methods 
and procedures, •..• which will insqre that presently unquantified 
environmental amenities and values may be given appropriate 
consideration;" (U.S.A. Congress, 1970). 
Various methods and techniques have been developed to facilitate 
compliance with NEPA. Important examples are the map overlay 
method of McHarg (1971, originally 1968), the matrix method of 
Leopold (1971), and Sorensen's network method (1971). A number of 
authors (Warner and Preston, 1974,p4; Jain and Urban, 1975,pll; 
Munn, 1975,pll7; Clark et al, l978a,p28; Fuggle, 1979,p6), in 
reviewing the development of EI assessment, concur that an 
adequate analysis method should perform all of the following four 
tasks 
* impact identification 
* impact measurement 
* impact interpretation 
* impact communication to information users 
Considering the complexity of the interacting systems that 
constitute the environment, and the infinite variety of possible 
impacting actions, it seems unlikely that a single method would be 
able to meet all the above criteria (Jameson, 1976,pl/ll; Holling, 
1978,p57). The general applicability of all methods also has to 
be balanced against the va l ues of the society and administrative 
constraints within which they are employed (Blisset, 1976,p268). 
h
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1. 3. Environmental Impact Assessment in South Africa 
Catlow and Thirlwall (1976,p7) have noted that methods used for EI 
analysis in the U.S.A. have evolved in response to the 
legislative requirements of NEPA, and are sensitive to the 
decentralized decision-making processes in that country . They 
contend that it would be inappropriate for the United Kingdom to 
adopt an American system of EI assessment. However, Holling 
(197 8,p57) recognizes that various methods and techniques can be 
satisfactorily combined to perform individual EI assessments. He 
feels that this adaptive a pproach could be successfully applied in 
developing countries, as many existing methods could be tailored 
to the needs and conditions of a particular assessment (1978,pl8). 
In South Africa, a White Paper (Department of Water Affairs, 
Forestry, and Environmental Conservation, 1980,p6) has signalled 
parliamentary intent to incorporate some form of EI assessment 
into a national policy on the environment. However, South Africa 
has a highly centralized and strictly bureaucratic public 
administration system ( Fuggle, 1980,p78 and 81). This creates a 
need for methods and techniques which can best present 
If it is environmental considerations within this framework. 
recognized that EI assessment is not a decision-making process in 
itself, but rather an input (by means of the EI statement) to the 
decision-making process (Catlow and 
1975,p30: Fuggle, 1979 ,p3 and 
inter facing with the bureaucratic 
Thirlwall, 1975,pl34: Munn, 
6), the responsibility of 
administration makes the 
efficient communication of impacts an especially important 
criterion for any South Af rican methodology. 
EI Assessment in the U.S.A., to a large extent, is separate from 






























Many authors feel that a procedure which is more integrated with 
the design phase would be preferable (Fischer and Davies, 
1973,p210; Jones, 1975,p7 2 ; Catlow and Thirlwall, 1976,p49; Clark 
et al, 1978b,pl20; Hallick , 198lb}. Environmental interests are 
better served by an ea r ly recognition of possible impacts. 
Although it has been sugges ted that a design interactive approach 
would be suitable in the South African context (Fuggle, 1979,p3}, 
its success would rest largely upon the ability of the assessment 
methods used to identify impacts. 
Fuggle (1979) has developed two methods for preliminary impact 
assessment in South Africa . These are adaptations of the Leopold 
matrix and McHarg map over l ay systems. The strength of these 
methods (especially the mat rix method) is that they concentrate on 
impact identification, impa ct communication, and are particularly 
suited for incorporation i n the planning and development phases of 
projects. However, the re cognition of impacts by all but the most 
sophisticated or specia l ized methods is complicated by the 
difficulty of identifying s econdary impacts. 
1. 4. Secondary Impacts in Environmental Impact Assessment 
EI Analysis has been define d as a process aimed at the recognition 
of causes and effects; a cause being any action of the proposed 
project which has an effect upon the environment. These effects 
are the environmental impacts of the action. Any effect in the 
bio-physical and socio-economic environments that arises from a 
cause directly related t o the project is termed a first order or 
primary impact. 
Secondary impacts are those effects on the bio-physical and 
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socio-economic environments which arise from an action, but which 
are not initiated directly by that action. Their occurrence is 
defined by the interdependencies which exist within and between 
the two systems. 
Figure 1 symbolically traces the secondary impacts which could 
arise from the dredging and f il!ing of an estuarine mud-flat 
(supposing that the proposed project was the construction of a 
marina). The top row of rectangles show a set of environmental 
components linked by various dependencies (second row of "boxes"). 
The way in which the primary impact of dredging anq filling the 
mud-flats affects all the c omponents is shown as a progression of 
causes and effects (in rows three anq four). Note that the 
"commercial facilities" comp onent of the socio-economic system has 
a fourth order dependency on "salt-marsh plants". 
action of dredging and filling the mud-flats has a 
impact upon "commercial facilities". 
Similarly the 
fifth order 
Various authors have used different terms to describe secondary 
impacts (see figure 1), but most are compatible with the above 
definition. Jain a d Webster (1977,p267), however, use the term 
"higher order impacts" t o mean secondary impacts as given above, 
while reserving the terms "indirect" or "secondary" to cover 
impacts resulting from an induced action. While secondary impacts 
(as defined for this study) are propagated by existing linkages in 
a system, induced seco ndary impacts occur when a project 
introduces new linkages, a l lowing a now connected component to 
impact the adjoining sys t em. For example, a new highway passing 
near an e xisting town may generate a link between highway traffic 
and town commerce. I f town growth (induced action) were 
stimulated by commercial a c tivity, the resultant effects would be 
part of the induced sec ondary impacts of the highway project. 
~ o econ i  ,
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Dependencies in the bio-physical environment are normally 
described by food, 
Therefore, the roots 
habitat, and 
of i nduced 
other defined relationships. 
secondary impacts are mostly 
confined to the socio-economic environment. 
The dist inction between secondary, and induced secondary impacts 
is important, and this thesis will adopt the term "induced action" 
per se, but will use "induced secondary impacts", where necessary , 
for impacts arising from induced actions in the socio-economic 
environment. 
Jameson (1976,pl/4) and FitzPatrick et al (1978,p2) adopt the 
U.S.A. Environmental Protection Agency definition of secondary 
impacts : "indirect or induced changes in population and economi c 
growth and land use, and other environmental effects resulting 
from these changes in land use, population, and economic growth". 
Emphasis is on secondary i mpacts and induced secondary impacts in 
the socio-economic sphere. Jones (1975,p71) in addressing 
secondary impacts of engineering projects also leans towards this 
interpretation. 
Munn (1975,pl20), Catlow and Thirlwall (1976,pl6), Ross (1976), 
Clark et al (1978a,p28 a nd 1978b,pll2), and Ward (1978,pl) place 
an emphasis on secondary i mpacts in the bio-physical environment , 
relating these to the defined interdependencies existing within 
the natural environment. 
Isard et al (1972,p93), Ja in et al (1977,p68), and Erickson 
(1979, p94 ) have recognized that dependencies exist between the 
socio-economi c and bio-physical environments, and that these allow 
actions affecting the one to initiate seconda ry ir~acts in the 
other . The s e linkages between the social and natural environments 
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A view common to all t hese authors is that secondary impacts 
constitute a significant p r oportion of the total impact of a 
project, and therefore need to be adequately assessed. 
Although the matrix method proposed by Fuggle appears suitable for 
use in South Africa, it is, unfortunately, a recognized failing 
that- such (matrix) methods are, in themselves, unable to consider 
secondary impacts 
1978a,p35). 
(Munn, 1975,pS: Chase, 1976,pl41: Clark et al, 
1. 5. Aims and Objectives 
It is the aim of this thesis to address the problem of identifying 
secondary impacts for EI a s sessment. The major objective is to 
develop an EI analysis technique taking the following 
considerations into account : 
* the need for an a nalytical technique which can identify 
environmental interdep endencies and subsequently, 
impacts. 
secondary 
* the technique should be adaptable to a wide range of EI 
analysis methods, but should, in particular, 
with the matrix method described by Fuggle. 
be compatible 
* the technique should be simple but explicit (considering the 
state of the art of EI assessment in South Africa), with a 
minimum r e liance upon research resources. 
* two importan t f unctions of the techniqu e should be the 
irl entifi cation (a s oppose~ to evaluation) 
of secrJ rH1Ft r y imp ac t s . 
and communication 
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* the technique should be available to designers and planners 
as an aid to the e arly identification of environmental 
impacts. 
A technique developed in a c cordance with these criteria may not 
always be suitable, beca use, as EI assessment attains higher 
l evels of sophisticati on o ver time (as can be 








it is envisag ed that an hierarchy 




The chapter following (chapter two) is a review of EI methods and 
techniques. Attention i s focused on procedures which give 
attention to secondary imp acts. There is also a subordinate 
emphasis on the use of matrices in EI analysis. This is in 
support of the technique p r oposed in chapter three. The technique 
is an adaptation of the component interaction matrix first used by 
the Lands Directorate, En vironment Canada (1974) for the EI 
assessment of the Port Nanaimo trans-shipment faci lity . Appendix 
A is a listing of the ASCI I FORTRAN computer prog ramme written to 
perform the mathematica l functions of the technique, whi le 
Appendix B contains exampl e s displaying the capabilities of the 
programme. 
The applicability and ef f iciency of the technique is analysed in 
chapter four, and chapter f ive contains suggested extentions and 
alternatives, should a mor e crnnprehensive assessment of secondary 
impacts be required. Conclusions are drawn in chapter six. 
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2. CHAPTER 2 - A SELECTIVE REVIEW OF METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
2.1. Introduction 
In this review, the great variety of assessment methods and 
techniques are divided into eight broad categories, and 
representative examples from each are given. Although attention 
is focused on approaches which assess secondary impacts, the 
concluding discussion investigates the possibility of extending 
the capabilities of methods which are not able to address higher 
order impacts. A case is presented for an adaptive approach to EI 
analysis, where some of the diverse range of methods and 
techniques are selectively combined to meet the conditions of 
particular assessments. 
2.2. Review 
2.2.1. Review categories 
Most authors who have reviewed the development of EI analysis 
(Cook, 1977,pl6; Jain et al, 1977,p73; Clark et al, 1978a,p27) 
adopt the following categor ization of procedures attributed to 
Warner and Preston (1974,p3) 
ad hoc; checklists; matrices; networks; and overlays 
Jain et al (1977,p74), have added "combination computer-aided 
methods" to the list; a ca t egory which is covered by "adaptive 
methods" in this study. As it is intended to cover both methods 
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and techniques, two further categories are included. The first, 
modelling procedures, covers computerized and other types of 
models; the second, evaluation techniques, represents procedures 
which are able to aggregate a number of observations (specifically 
impact evaluations) into a n normalized record or score. 
The categories of EI analys is approaches are therefore : 





6 modelling procedure s 
7 evaluation technique s 
8 adaptive methods 
Each of these is briefly d e scribed and discussed below. 
2.2.2. Ad hoc Approaches 
Ad hoc methods (perhaps the oldest and crudest approach to EI 
analysis) were widely used by U.S.A. Federal agencies immediately 
after the introduction of NEPA. The Environmental Guidelines of 
the Western Systems Co-ordinating Council (1971, cited by Jain et 
al, 1977,p90) is an example of this approach. The stipulations of 
NEPA are incorporated in broad guidelines which suggest areas of 
possible impact, without recommending specific me a n s for their 
measurement or evaluation. 
Although ad hoc methods do not generally address secondary 
impacts, the En vironme ntal Protection Agency's "Manual for 
Evaluating Secondary Impacts of Wastewater Treatment Facilities" 
(FitzPatrick et al, 1 9 78 ) is an exception. The approach is very 
specific to sewa ge proj e cts and is structured around U.S.A. 
legislation. Although the manual could provide useful guidelines 
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Procedures of this sort would probably not be widely used outside 
their originating environments. 
One attribute of these early methods that has been adopted by 
later more rigorous methodologies is the formulation of a 
multidisciplinary team of e xperts to conduct the EI analysis. 
2.2.3. Checklists 
Checklists are a more formalized version of ad hoc approaches in 
that specific areas of potential impact are listed, and 
instruct ions are supplied for impact identification and 
evaluation. Where qualitative or quantitative evaluations are 
attempted, each impact a rea is associated with a list of 
environmental parameters (also termed characteristics, variables, 
attributes , or components), and parameter data is measured to 
reflect the degree of impact. Four classes of checklist methods 
have been identified by Canter (1977,pl99) related to the level of 
impact evaluation ( i . e. none; descriptive; scaling; and 
weight-scaling). The first two, however, are similar and may be 
combined (Cook, 1977,pl8). 
Simple and Descriptive Checklists 
These differ from ad hoc methods only in that defined areas of 
possible impacts are li s ted, but no attempt is made to 
qualitatively or quantitatively evaluate impacts . An examp l e 
cited by Canter (1977,pl 99 ) is the checklist of the U.S . A. 
Department of Transport (1971) in which the impacts associated 
with transportation project s are described. 
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Scaling checklists allow lis t ed impacts to be ranked in order of 
magnitude or severity. I n some cases scores can be aggregated. 
This is permissible when impa cts are scored on an interval or 
ratio scale (Skutsch and Flowerdew, 1976,p213). 
It is difficult to meet the c riteria of an interval or ratio scale 
when evaluating diverse impac ts, even if they are associated with 
physical parameters. For exa mple, an action which causes the loss 
of half the population of a s pecies is not necessarily half as 
serious as one which leads to total extinction. In other words, 
although impact magnitude may be a function of some quantifiable 
attribute, the relationship · need not be linear. Further, it is 
not always possible to relate physical parameters to all types of 
impact. The impact on a sce nic view, for example, is not readily 
quantified in any terms. Consequently, scaling checklists tend to 
rely upon the subjective assignment of numerical values. 
The Adkins and Burke method (of 1971, cited by Jain et al, 
1977,p78) is a scaling checklist which scores impacts on a ranked 
scale of -5 to +5. The method assumes that the conditions of an 
interval scale are met, hence the number of negative scores are 
aggregated and average impact scores are used to compare project 
alternatives. 
Aggregating by the arithmetic addition of impact scores affords an 
equal weight to each impact. However, while the impact on a 
species of grass may be as severe as that on a species of bird, it 
may not be equally important. This disparity is not accounted for 































The environmental evaluat i on system developed by the Batelle 
Columbus Laboratories (Dee et al, 1973) is a weight-scaling 
checklist method which was favourably compared to many other 
me thods in the Warner and Preston review (1974). 
Seventy-eight envi r onmen t al parameters are weighted by a 
mu l tidisciplinary team usi n g a method of fractionation (1000 units 
are distributed among t h e parameters in accordance with their 
relative importance). A no rmalized numerical value i s derived for 
each parameter by the use of a value function which transforms 
parameter measures into environmental ir~act units (see figure 2 
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importance weight by the impact score, and summing the products 
ove r a ll i mpa cts . Th e re s ultant inde x can be used to comp are the 
"no project " situation with various project alternatives. The 
i d ea o f hi gh-li ghting key impacts using a "red flag" system is a 
n e c e s s a r y extention to the appr oach, as much information is lost 
to decision-makers by the high degree of aggr egat i o n 
1978,p52 ) . 
2 . 2.4 . Ma t r i ce s 
( Bisset, 
The matr i ces most oft e n used i n EI analysis are g r i d di a g rams in 
which t wo dis tinct l i s ts are arranged a l ong perpendicular axes. 
The presence of a n i n t eract i on b etween comp o n ents on op posing axes 
i s marked a nd score d in some manner in t he cell common to both. 
Th ese scor es are not norma lly op e ra t ed upon mathe mat ically, but 
t he r e a re t echn i q ues which uti l i ze the mathematica l r a ther than 
p r e s e n tatio n a l c hara cte ristics o f matr ices. 
2.2 .4 .l. Pr esentational Matri ces 
The best k nown use o f p r esentation a l matrices is the EI analy sis 
method d eve l oped by Leopo l d ( 1971) for the U.S. A. Geo log ica l 
S u rvey (Cook , 19 77, p21 ). A matri x is us e d to s ummar i z e and 
d i sp l ay the interacti o ns between a list of project a ctions and 
e nv ironmenta l cha r ac t er i st i cs. Th e l i s ts are re lated on a bas is 
of caus e and effect . Where a p r oject action is recogn i zed to h a v e 
a n ef f ec t on a n en v i ronmental character i s tic, the app r opri a t e 
raa t ri x cell is scored f or potential imp a ct 
significance (see fi gure 3) . 
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FIGURE 3. Illustrative diagrarmne of a Leopo l d impact matrix. 
1 7 
Many ada p t at ions to the ori g i nal Leopold matri x h ave b een made 
(Cl a rk e t a l , 1 9 78b , p ll2) . Chase (1 9 76, pl 4 2) h a s li s t e d five 
v a ri e ties of ma trices based on the meth od o f repr esent ing imp acts : 
1 ) Descri p t ive . Short written descriptions a r e used . The land 
us e analys i s matri x of Manning a nd Moncrief . (1 9 79 ) is an 
example where t wo or three words a re inser t ed in t he 
appropr i ate rn<i trix ce ll to indi c a t e the compara ti ve deg r ee of 
potenti al i mpact . 
2 ) Symbo l ized . Th e a ra ft env ironmenta l i mpac t s t a t ement 
contained in the Boston Transportat i on Plann i ng Review (of 
1 9 72, citec] b y Chase , 19 76 , p l 45 ) u ses squ a r e and roun d symbo l s 
i n a rnAtrix t o dist ing u i sh b e tween d i rect and ind ire c t 
impacts . The shapes a r e shaded to indicate the severity o f 
the imp act. 
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3 ) Characterized . Chase ( 1 97 6 , pl43 ) cites t h e environmental 
matrix us e d b y th e Delaware River Basin Commission in which 
characters are used to rank impacts. This is an appropriate 
representation for impacts s cored o n an ordinal scale , as it 
i 
avoids any quantitative significance. 
4 ) Num e ri c . Ordinal and inter va l s caled evalua tions are given by 
numer ical scores. Leopold (197 1 ) uses a scale of 1 to 10 to 
s c ore t wo impact attributes; significance and importance . 
F is c h e r n.nd Da vies (1973,p219) use one score on a scale of -5 
t o +5 t o ind icate b o th positive and negative d egrees of 
impact. An inte rval scaled impact matrix has been attempted 
by Ross (1976; discussed under mathema tical matrices) . 
5 ) Combinative. Impacts are represented by both numeric and 
non-numeric indicators. The method proposed by Fuggle 
(1979 , p23) uses each matrix cell to assess potential impacts 
in terms of importance, probability, time of occurrence, 
duratfon , benefit, e ffect of remedial measures, and risk. 
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Impac t i mportance is s ub jectively evaluated on a sca le of 1 to 
5, whil e a ll o the r attributes are represente d by chara cte r 
des c ripto rs (see fi s ure 4). An indicator of secondary impacts 
is optional to the method. 
Other change s t o the Leopo l d matrix hav e invo lved t h e c o mp ilation 
of t he a xe s ' ch e cklis ts. Altho u gh Leopold ' s mat rix stipulates 
l i s t s o f e i ghty-e i ght env ironmental characteristi c s a nd a hundred 
p r o j ec t acti ons, l a ter me thod s (Fischer a nd Davi es , 197 3; Fuggle, 
1 9 79) i ntroduce a g reate r degree o f fle x i b ility by designating the 
c h o i c e of pro j ect a ctio ns and environmental charac t eri stics to a 
multi d i s ci p lina r y assessment team. Fuggle's matrix is proposed as 
a pre limina r y me thod fo r EI analysis. Typical of other e xtended 




i t pres e nts a n ea si l y understood summary of a l arge number of 
prima r y i mpacts. 
a g e neralized but well defined approach forcin g a comprehensive 
c o nsideration of env ironmental components and p rimary impacts. 
an easily per f o r med p roc ess whi ch c an s p ecify the ove r all 
c h a r a cter o f a p r o j ect e arly in the d e si gn ph a s e. 
* i n an e xtende d form, t he method can inc lude informati o n about 
ma ny impact a ttributes , a nd clar ify the as sumpti o n s supporting 
t he a ss e s s me nt. 
* matri ces have low r e s ou r ce req uire ments. 
Pr oblems re l a t i ng t o the u s e o f mat r i c es are the f ollowi n g 
* u n le ss wei <Jht-s ca l e<i i mpac t s co re s a r e u sed , the c omparison o f 
* 
ma ny p r ojec t a lt e rnati ves is d if f i c u l t. Sca ling t h e mu ltitud e 
o f sco r es con ta iried in a ma tr ix i s no t a tractabl e propos i t i on. 
t h e rep li cabili t y of the meth od is undermi ned by a dep end e nce 
o n h i ghly s ubj ecti ve j u d ~ieme nt s. 
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* matrices give ina oequate consideration to secondary impacts. 
(Warner and Preston, 1974,pB: Chase, 1976,pl34 & 141: and Fuggle, 
1979,pl3.) 
Most criticisms are extenuated if matrices are seen as a 
preliminary approach to EI analysis. Impact evaluation and 
co~>arison are not crucial issues. 
all major impact areas is important 
particular concern. 
However, the identification of 
and the last point is of 
Although the term "interaction matrix" may imply a coverage of all 
interdependencies in a system, a two dimensional display of 
interactions between two parameter lists can only identify first 
order interactions. Welch and Lewis (1976,p201) have used a 
stylized three dimensiona l diagram to display some of the higher 
order interactions pertaining to environmental management. 
2.2.4.2. Mathematical Matrices 
A mathematical matrix is a rectangular array of quantities upon 
which algebraic operations can be legitimately performed. 
Mathematical matrices have not played an important role in EI 
analysis because of the difficulty in quantifying all types of 
i~>acts. There a re, however, some matrix applications which could 
be used as supportive as s essment techniques, and others which are 
worth noting for the way in which impact scores 
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The Peterson Ma t r i x 
The analy s i s p rocedure described by Peterson et al (1 974) relies 
di r ec tly on the rrITT ltiplicative properties of matrices. One ma tri x 
is used to score the impacts of p roject actions on the p hysica l 
e nvi ronment (essentially the primary impacts). A s e c ond evaluates 
the effe c t s t ha t the impact e d physical components may caus e on the 
h 11r:: a. n r~nv i ronment (essential ly the seconda ry iripacts of the 
f ' ,_-o :) cc t ) . A team o f asses sor s eva l uate all impacts on an ord ina l 
s c a l i;:; f rorn -~ ··~ · . ) to +3. The ma trices multiplied to find the are 
ef f e c t o f thr~ c,-iusa l e lements of the projec t o n th e human 
e nv i r onme n t . Th e p r oduct matr i x is opera ted on by a vector of 
human i mpact we i ghts . Th e wei ghted human impacts a re aggregated 
to produce a s i ngle overall score for the project. 
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FIGURE: 5. Di a g :i;Ammatic r e presentation of the Peterson matrix 
TIH-"th od { a dap t ed from Skutsch and Flowerdew , 1976). 
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The subjective judgements of an assessment team are the only 
inputs to the method . A low dependence on resources allows fo r an 
iterative p r ocedure of a ssessment and design modification during 
th e formative stages o f a project. Changes in design are 
• 
stimulated by the early recognition of possible impacts, and 
r e v i sion continues until an acceptable project proposal is 
produced (Cl ark et al , 198 0,p38). 
The 1nethod ach i eves some success in consider i ng the primary 
(p"J1ys ical) and secondary (human) impacts of a project. Coverage 
of s econda ry impacts, howe ver, is not detailed or structured. 
Much informat i on is los t in the aggregation process, which in 
itself, is invalidated by the multiplicati n and addition of 
ord inal scores (Skutsch a nd Flowerdew, 1976,p215). 
Th e Component Interact ion Matrix 
The convonent interacti o n matrix (CIM) developed by Ross (1974) 
was first used in an env ironmental impact assessment of five 
alternative sites for t he trans-shipment of lumber on Nanaimo 
estuary, British Columbi a (Lands Directorate, 1974). The 
uniquenes s of the area under consideration prompted an 
inve s ti 0ati on of secondary impact s in an atter11pt to pre s e nt the 
full i~1lication s of the p roject p roposals. 
In a CIM, t he envi r o nment is rep r esented hy a list o f 
env i ron men t a l components arrange<i a l ong both h o rizontal and 
vertical axes , and direct depe ndenci es be t ween the com_;_,onents are 
identified a nd marked as ones in the appropri a t e ce ll s . 
Inte rdependencies up to the " n " th orde r (i. e . a ll higher o n'J er 
dependencies) can ~e dete r mi ned b y the use of a Matrix powering 
procedure a d a pted from n e twork a n a l ysis . 
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'I'he Environment Canada CIM used twenty-one environmental 
compor.ents, and 120 first order dependencies were identified (se c 
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component interact i on matrix of the 
Lands Direc torate, Environment Canada. 
fifth order d e p e ndenci es had been discovere d. From the 
information revea led by the powering process , a minimum link 
matrix was der ived . All c e lls of the or i g inal CIM are us ed to 
contain inte<3er valuP.s d enot.i n <J the l eng th ( in terms of 
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inte rvening nodes ) o f the shortest linkages connecting the t wo 
compo ne nts ( see f i gure 7 ) . A d i s r up tion ma t ri x wa s also 
fo r mula t ed i n whi ch the i mpacts of each proj e ct alte r n a tive on all 
pr i mary dependen c ies are scored on an ordinal scale from 0 to 3. 
From fi gure 7 it can be s een that attention was restricted to the 
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spe cific and ciross categories (e.g. wind ~pee~ and interti da l 
vegetation), th e binary system for scoring dependencies does no t 
provide an indication of the magnitude and importance of the 
interactions. 
Provided that the initial identification of dependenci e s i s 
explicit , the va lue s (derived by mathemat i c a l p rocedures ) in t he 
mini mum link ma t r ix are substantive . The p rocesse s of matri x 
multi p l ication are no t complicated, but they are tedi ous f o r larg e 
ma t ri c es, and wo u l d normally requi r e the use of a comp uter. It is 
un f ortuna te tha t, while the minimum link matrix can indicate the 
existe n ce a nd length of a linkage between any t o components, the 
structure o f these linkages is not exposed. 
The r P-sults of the component interaction analysis were not readily 
incorporated into the overall assessment of the trans-shipment 
project. In fact the ad hoc assessment report of the five Nanai mo 
Port site p r op osals made little use of the results displayed in 
the compone nt interaction, minimum link, and disruption matrices. 
The CIM has b een reviewed by Clark et al (197 8a,p38; 1978b,pll3; 
and 1980,p35) and Bisset (1980,p30), but has not received much 
positive comme nt. The limitations discussed abo ve seriously 
undermine its a pplica bility as an EI analysis me thod. It is, 
however, afforded a t t enti o n as one of f e w approach e s which is abl e 
to consider seco nd a r y imp a cts. 'I'he minimum link. matri x is u se f u l 
as a mean s of c ommuni ca ting the compl ex s tructure o f t he 
e nvironmenta l s y stems like l y t o be a ffe c ted by a p ro ject. As s uch 
the CI M c o uld be v i ewed a s a fun c tional EI t ech n i q u e , b ut it woul d 
need to h e e xt e nded before seconda r y i mpact s could b e i denti f i ed 
and e va luated . 
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The Nanaimo Port alternati v es were re-analysed by Ross (1976) 
after he had extended the CIM approach. In the later method a 
team of judges weight each of the direct dependencies in the CIM, 
and these scores are norma l ized using psychometrical techniques of 
paired comparisons and non-metric multidimensional scaling. 
Interval value s for the i mpacts on the dependencie s a r e obta i ned 
in the same way (i.e. the d isruption matrix is normalized). The 
dep endency weights and i mpact scores are combined and aggregated 
over all first order depend encies to give an interval index of 
disruption for each project alternative. 
The approach is, in eff ect, a weight-scaled matrix where the 
impacts on dependencies (ra ther than environmental components) are 
evaluated. Ross estimate d that each judge was required to make 
well over 2000 paired compa risons, which were then submitted to 
computer analysis for · multidimensional scaling. The ranking of 
alternative sites achieved by this method agreed with that of the 
'original ad hoc study. Although the CIM matrix is the basis of 
the technique, the minimum link matrix is not consulted to give 
any consideration to secondary impacts. 
Input-Output Matrices 
An input-output study ana l yses the level of output of each sector 
of a given economic system in terms of its relationships to the 
productivity in all the other sectors (Leontief, 1970,p262). 
Central to the analysis is a form of component interaction matrix. 
The components are the producing and consuming sectors of the 
economic environment. 
per unit cash flow 
dependencies can be 
Dep e ndencies are quantified in terms of the 
of goods between sectors. 





































coefficients which reflect the inter-relationships between all 
sectors. The input-output matrix is generally used to investigate 
the effects throughout the economic system of a change in 
productivity in any one or more individual sectors. The analysis 
involves the mathematical procedures of matrix multiplication and 
inversion. 
Traditionally, economic and environmental assessment studies have 
been performed separately . However, the hyphenations between the 
socio-economic and bio-physical environments, . and the fact that 
the economic environment is part of the broader human environment, 
have stimulated a rationa l e for including economic analyses in EI 
assessments (Jain et al, 1977,pl28). 
Much of the environmental i mpact caused by economic activity is 
related to the use of valuable natural resources which are not 
included in the final price of the goods produced (Hjalte et al, 
,1977,p7). For instance, the direct consw~tion of clean water and 
the disposal of particu l ate waste-products into the air by 
manufacturing sectors of an economy deplete the natural resources 
of clean air and water. The costs of these cornmodi ties are 
external to the economy, and tend to be paid for in terms of 
reduced environmental qual i ty (i.e. increased levels of air and 
water pollution). 
Leontief (1970,p262) has investigated the polluting potential of 
economic activities by relating sectorial productivity to the 
production of waste products. The direct and indirect 
environmental ir,1pacts of economic activities have been 
investigated in greater de t ail by Hite and Laurent (1971,pl070). 
They propose an analyticRl approach in which an environmental 
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outflows from, the economy to the bio-physical environment. The 
product of this, and the input-output matrix, shows the effect on 
the non-economic environment of one unit final output from each 
sector (see figure 8). Investigation of the product matrix can 
r'IANUl=ACIUR ING-
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environmental impact because of its indirect dependence on other 
sectors (e.g. the manufacturing and food sectors). 
Isard et al (1972,p94) and Lee and Fenwick (1973,p25) have also 
incorporated elements of i nput-output 
addressing hyphenations between the 
environments. 
analysis into approaches 
economic and bio-physical 
Input-output analyses are not much used in EI assessment (Fuggle, 
1979,plB). Very high resource needs are involved in constructing 
an input-output matrix ( i n terms of data and analytical effort). 
Results displayed in a conventional or extended matrix still need 
to be interpreted before resource flows can be presented as 
environmental impacts. It is notable, though, that the cash and 
material flows in the economic and ambient environments can 
support a quantified investigation of higher order dependencies. 
'2. 2. 5. Networks 
It has already been stated that presentational matrices can only 
clearly show the primary interactions within any particular 
framework. It is possible to investigate higher order linkages in 
two dimensions by using directional diagrams called networks. In 
the component interaction matrix in figure 9 a, only direct 
dependencies are marked. However, the network representation of 
the same system in Figure 9 b traces linkages to their full 
extent. As in presentational matrices, there a re two distinct 
types of networks; those which trace the progression of causes 
and effects of various pro j ect actions, and those which trace the 
higher order dependencie s among the components of a de fine d 






















matrices" (Canter, 1977,pl96) and "flow diagrams" (Munn, 1975,p43) 
are terms used for the f i rst type of network, 




























FIGURE 9. The relationship between component interaction matrices 
(adjacency matrices) and networks. 
The Sorensen Network 
The network technique developed by Sorensen (1971) is probably the 
best known approach for investigatins higher order impacts (Clark 
et al, 1980,p23). Figure 10 shows a portion of a network devised 
by Sorensen to display the possible consequences of various forms 
of land use, for a sec tion of Californian coastline. Three 
options for resi dential de velopment are related to four primary 
impacts, and cause-effe ct linkages are developed for each 
identified primary impact. The diagram also takes cognisance of 
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Illustrative diagrarnme of a Sorensen network. 
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approach is to display, in 
intermediary links betwee n 
an easily understood format, the 
a project and its ultimate impacts. 
The network is correctly d e scribed as "a framework" in the title 
of Sorensen's paper (1971). The form and content of the diagram 
has to be predetermined fo r a particular EI analysis. 
is, therefore, limited to environments and 
alternatives for which adequate data is available, and 




The reference networks and supportive data for the Californian 
study and a later study by Sorensen and Moss (of 1973, cited by 
Munn, 1975,p43), were s t ored and manipulated by a computer. 
However, an extended data base needs an expanded display, which 
can in turn, make the network unwieldy and complex 
1975,p43; Clark et al, 1980,p33). Complexity increases as 
(Munn, 
higher 
order impacts are considered, and as a result, the Sorensen 
network is restricted to third and lower order impacts. Network 
impacts are not scored in any quantitative way, and therefore the 
comparison of project alte r natives is not readily achieved (Munn, 
1975,p43). 
The CIM and network approaches to secondary impacts have been 
compared by Clark et a l (1978a,p41), and neither technique was 
considered to be superior. Although networks display more 
information than CIMs, the latter are concise and more manageable. 
System Diagrams 
The technique developed by Gilliland and Risser (1977) is based on 
the energy network diagrams pioneered by Odum (1971,p37). A free 
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directional dependencies are quantified as energy transfers in 
appropriate units (e.g. kilocalories, dB(A), or currie). A 
section of the system diagram used to analyse the impacts of a 
missile range is shown in figure 11. Primary impacts are first 
identified by sbme conventional EI analysis method, and then a 
measure of the total higher order impact of an action is extracted 
by an interpretation of the degree of impact on the energy 
pathways. 
Primarily, the technique is intended as an aid to organizing and 
communicating the investigations of an EI analysis (Gilliland and 
Risser, 1977,p206). It has the same disadvantages as the networks 
discussed above (Bisset, 1980,p33). In addition, the 
quantification of dependencies restricts application to ecological 
systems, and makes the approach heavily reliant upon data 
resources (Clark et al, 1978b,pll4). However, the diagrams 
summarize much baseline data, and can be developed into more 
detailed models if an EI analysis warrants further research 
(Barile, 1978,p203). 
2.2.6. Overlays 
The concept of overlays was developed by McHarg (1971; originally 
1968) to incorporate broad environmental considerations into the 
selection of highway routes. The appr6ach has been reviewed as a 
valuable EI analysis method for projects of regional or linear 
proportions (Warner and Preston, 1974,pl6). 
The McHarg overlay is based on a set of transparent maps, each of 
which represents the spatial variation of an environmental 














The maps are shaded to show three degrees of parameter 
compatibility with the proposed project. A composite picture of 
the overall social cost of impacting any particular area is 
approximated by superimposing all the transparent maps. Any 
number of project alternatives can be located on the final map to 
investigate the degree of associated impacts. The validity of the 
analysis is related to the type and number of parameters chosen. 
For a readable composite map, the number of parameters in a 
transparency overlay is limited to about ten (Munn, 1975,pSB). 
Clark et al (1980, pll6) report that the efficiency of overlays 
has been extended by computerized techniques for mapping and 
combining many characteristics. For a c mputerized analysis, 
parameters are quantitatively scored onto a reference grid. In 
the aggregation process, parameter scores can be weighted for 
significance to give a weight-scaled representation of impact 
potential in the final diagram. 
I 
Although computerized overlays are demanding on data and 
analytical resources, they have a general applicability to 
environmental management and can form part of a broad data base 
for preliminary EI analyses (Warner and Preston, 1974,pl4). 
Parameter maps present data in a summarized and easily interpreted 
form (Fuggle, 1979,pl6), but are unable to reflect the possibility 
of secondary impacts (Cook, 1977,pl8). 
2.2.7. Modelling Procedures 
Models in EI analysis are simplified representations of the real, 
complex systems which may be affected by a project (Munn, 1975, 
















models. The component interaction matrix, for example, gives a 
I 
simple, structural representation of the components and 
dependencies within a specified environment. How·ever, functional 
processes, rather than structural components, are responsible for 
defining relationships within a system. Therefore the explicit 
identification and evaluation of impacts, and secondary impacts in 
particular, requires a study of the dynamic mechanisms that 
control the internal state of a system, (Bisset, 1980,p38). For 
this reason, although it is possible to construct models at many 
levels (e.g. conceptual, descriptive, physical or mathematical), 
dynamic models based on mathematical representation are best 
suited for extending the scope of an EI study (Reichle, 1975, 
p263). Mathematical relationships can be formulated to give the 
time-base necessary for a meaningful study of processes. 
Modelling is a resource intensive procedure, and EI analyses have 
been more likely to draw on existing models than to create new 
ones (Clark et al, 1978b,pll9). Reichle (1975,p263) has suggested 
that ecosystem models are an effective aid to the assessment of 
secondary impacts. Predictive models .for estimating the higher 
order impacts of major industrial and urbanization projects have 
been developed by Guldberg et al (1977) and members of the 
International Biological Program (Jameson, 1976,p2/l). However, 
Kane et al (1973,p65) and Holling (1978,p69) have recognized that 
the output of such models is not always directly applicable to 
particular EI analyses. They place an emphasis on computerized 
procedures for interactive simulation modelling within the 
framework of an EI analysis. The procedure of Kane et al (1973) 
is aimed at giving non-experts in mathematical ~odelling the 

















areas of impact. The interactive aid for computer modelling 
created by Furniss (1977) is a similar approach, but it 'gives 
greater control over the form and output of the model. 
The latter type of modelling procedures are tractable techniques 
for extending the depth of study of an EI analysis. Further, the 
modelling of system processes is possibly the most efficient means 
of investi9ating the origins of secondary impacts, 
certainly the only way of quantifying them. 
2.2.8. Evaluation Techniques 
and almost 
EI assessment originates as a decision, reflecting the social 
values <)f a community, to consider the environmental cost of 
development projects. Economic and environmental costs are both 
implicitly related to the value preferences of society, yet they 
differ in their ability to be quantified. The cost of economic 
goods is related to the utility attached to them by society and 
can be quantified in monetary terms. However, environmental 
quality is less easily quantified, as there are no common units 
for the utility of environmental fitness (Hjaite et al, 1977,p9). 
Consequently, the study of environmental impacts is partially 
dependent upon subjective judgements (Hart and Cullen, 1976, 
p233). The extent to which EI analysis is dependent on subjective 
judgements has been discussed in detail by Matthews (1~75). 
Decisions as to which environmental components and project actions 
are to be considered, and as to what constitutes an impact, cannot 
be made without reference to some framework of social values. 















an objective process. The 
however, an entirely 
interpretation of data is normally 
quantified evaluation of impacts is, 
subjective activity (Matthews, 1975,pl26). 
Various techniques h~ve been developed to ensure that the 
identification and evaluation of impacts is based upon acceptable 
value judgements. The validity of the subjective content of a 
study can be extended by employing a ·team of multidisciplinary 
experts to perform the assessment of impacts (Hart and Cullen, 
1976,p231), and also by incorporating public opinion into EI 
analyses (Runyan, 1977, pl25). ·Both tactics require some means of 
structuring the interaction among the group of assessors to arrive 
at a broadly representative conclusion on subjective issues. 
Runyan (1977) has identified four suitable techniques, of which 
the delphi (developed by Helmer in 1963). is the most versatile and 
widely applied example (Coates, 1976,pll2). The delphi technique 
is an integral part of the weight-scaled checklist method of Dee 
et al (1973) where it is used to derive commensurate impact scores 
to compare project alternatives. Although alternatives are ranked 
in order of total impact scores, the intermediary judgements 
supporting the final order are available for inspection (i.e. the 
impact weights and scaling functions are explicit). 
The meaning and precision of subjective judgements can be 
increased by the processes of scaling and normalization. Golden 
et al (1979,p28) have listed the mathematical procedures of 
pairwise ranking, multidimensional analysis, multivariate data 
analysis, and others, which can be used to extract useful 
information from unstructured or subjective assessment scores. 
















































(1980), for scaling attitude scores about environmental mana9e10Rnt 
options is particularly suited for gaugirig and structuring public 
opinion for EI analyses. 
Although there is a wide selection of techniques for processing 
the subjective facets of EI analysis, the major concerns that 
remain are the feasibility of using the sometimes complicated and 
computer dep~ndent procedures (e.g. multidimensional scaling) and 
the necessity for keeping the supportive value judgements 
available for scrutiny (Coates, 1976; Matthews, 1975,pl30). 
2.2.9. Adaptive Methods 
Up to this·. point no consideration has been given to the 
compatibility between the provisions for EI assessment and the 
form of EI analysis methods. EI assessment is not an economically 
profitabl~ activity over the short term. Therefore the social 
preference for a consideration of envir6nmental cost is normally 
reinforced by legal provisions. The type of analysis methods 
which will be acceptable to a particular situation is related to 
the level of commitment embodied in the re·levant legal provisions 
(Hallick, 198la,p69). 
In the U.S.A., where many EI analysis methods originate, the 
conditions of NEPA guarantee that federal impact statements arc~ 
incorporated into the decision-~aking process (Council on 
Environmental Quality, 1978,p400). There is also a certain amount 
of auton9my afforded to the assessors of environmental impuct, anc~ 
consequently there is a predisposition towards evaluative rnetl1ods 
(Bisset, 1Y78,p46). T:ne provisions of NEPA and the bureaucratic 


























process from the planning and ·development of a project (Jain, 
1977,pl9). 
In contrast, Catlow and Thirlwall (1976,p67) have concluded that 
descriptive rather than evaluative methods would be suitable for 
the flexible administrative and planning structures in the United 
Kingdom. They are of the opinion that it would be in the 
interests of efficient environmental management to 
analysis and project design as interacting activities. 
have EI 
This would 
avoid the high costs and delays which have been part of EI 
assessment in the U.S.A. (Catlow and Thirlwall, 1976,p7). 
Clark et al (1976) have devised an adaptive and comprehensive 
approach to impact assessment for the United Kingdom (the Project 
Appraisal For Development Control (PADC) system) based on the 
recommendations of Catlow and Thirlwall (1976). The PADC manual 
provides a checklist of activities for conducting an EI analysis 
compatible with the existing planning structure. Central to the 
approach is an interaction matrix ~nd ten technical advice notes 
or checklists for predicting impacts. Firm guidelines are 
provided on the communication of impact information. 
Holling (1978) has formalized the opinion that a selection· of 
methods and techniques can be drawn together in a structured 
framework to meet the constraints of, and conditions for, EI 
assessment in differing circumstances. The central thesis 
maintained by Holling is that EI assessment should be part of plan 
and policy formulation, rather than of post-design project 
appraisal. Nevertheless, an approach is described where matrices 
and other traditional methods are accommodated as preliminary 
analysis procedures, while simulation modelling is recommended as 
the most adaptable impact prediction tool. Interaction between 
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the researchers and decision- or policy-makers is facilitated by 
workshops throughout the formative stages of a development 
proposal. 
Adaptive methods have also been developed in an effort to extend 
the capabilities of EI analysis. A method proposed by Sondheim 
(1978) has the ability to consider many project alternatives using 
interval scaled impact scores. The co-ordinators of an analysis 
define lists of project alternatives and environmental aspects 
(components). Two assessment panels are chosen: the rating 
panel is free to use any method (e.g. matrices, networks, models, 
etc.} to evaluate the impact of each project alternative on each 
environmental aspect; and the weighting panel must weight the 
aspects in order of importance. The normalized and scaled rating 
and weighting scores are arranged in matrices which are multiplied 
and aggregated to obtain a preferential ordering of the projects 
(the procedure has similarities to the methods of Peterson et al 
(1974) and Ross (1976)). 
Although the method stresses an evaluation of impacts, the 
subjective processes are separable from the essentially objective 
activity of investigating impacts. Further, the subjective base 
can be extended by incorporating public representatives in the 
weighting panel. Sondheim ( 1978, p41} has recognized that the 
procedure, although comprehensive in its ability to compare many 
alternatives, is entirely dependent upon supportive methods for a 
consideration of synergistic or higher order effects. 
Jain et al (1977,p93} and Jain and Webster (1977} have described a 
crn~uter-aided approach to EI analysis which has been developed 
for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers by the Construction 



















person years of research into the environmental problems related 
to nine army activities (e.g. 
procurement) have been structured 
construction, training, and 
into an extensive checklist 
which can be selectively accessed through a computer-based 
retrieval system (Jain and .Webster, 1977,p268). The user provides 
information regarding the type of project, the· environmental 
setting of the project site, and the level of analytical detail 
required. Output from the system is partially in the form 6f 
interaction matrices which summarize the range of possible primary 
impacts. Further information is retrievable on secondary impacts, 
mitigatory measures, and pertinent legal provisions. The form of 
the output is structured to meet the procedural and analytical 
requirements of NEPA (Urban et al, 1975). 
The method is atypical in that it provides access to an already 
compiled data base, while most other methods are concerned with 
the collection of such data. A reasonable coverage of secondary 
impacts is possible because of the specificity of the area of 
concern (i.e. nine army activities). The method consolidates 
existing data and expertise to provide a comprehensive, 
economically efficient, and easily used approach to EI analysis. 
Although the approach is sophisticated and resource dependent, it 
is appropriate where there is a formal and defined commitment to 
EI assessment. 
2. 3. Summary and Discussion 
In South Africa, as there is no formalized commitment to consider 
the final evaluat.jons of an impact analysis, a need exists for 
descriptive rather than evaluative methods. There is also the 
necessity for procedures which can identify important 
e ng
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environmental concerns during the formative stages of a project 
design. These conditions should be met if EI analysis is to be 
accepted as a workable extention to the conventional methods of 
project appraisal. 
Having investigated four adaptive approaches to EI analysis, it 
seems feasible that various existing methods and techniques could 
be combined to meet the prerequisites stated above. Further, if 
methods are combined in a sequential manner, an analysis can 
progress from a simple investigation of major impacts to a more 
detailed study of the areas of concern. 
There are methods (e.g. matrices, overlays, and simple checklists) 
which can be used in the preliminary stages of a project to guide 
development in a direction of minimized environmental impact. 
This is achieved by communicating the more obvious environmental 
implications of a project. Once developed, more detailed methods 
(e.g. syptem diagrams, weight-scaled checklists, and dynamic 
models) can be used to assess the more complex implications of the 
project proposal, and to evaluate possible mitigatory measures, 
and environmental management strategies. 
Advanced and preliminary approaches to EI analysis should not be 
seen as separable activities. It should be the task of 
preliminary methods to focus attention on important aspects and to 
create a data base from which advanced methods can develop. 
Output from both stages can be incorporated in an EI statement for 
the final evaluation of a project. 
Preliminary methods are subject to resource, time, and simplicity 
constraints, which makes it difficult 
analysis of impacts. Nevertheless, 
to perform 
there is 
even a broad 
approaches for investigating primary impacts at 
a wide range of 
different levels 
 

































of detail. However, of the four main approaches which are able to 
consider secondary impacts - the minimum link matrix; networks; 
system diagrams; and dynamic models - none is able to provide an 
explicit procedure for identifying the range of secondary impacts 
which may be associated with a project. The first (minimum link 
matrix) gives a very broad indication as to the possibility of 
secondary impacts, while the latter three are only useful once 
areas of secondary impact have been identified. Although the 
utility of all these approaches is recognized, it would appear 
that there is no method or technique available for investigating 
secondary impacts at a level , appropriate to preliminary EI 
analysis. 
In chapter three a description is given of how the minimum link 
matrix can be extended to serve as a preliminary technique for 
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3. CHAPTER 3 - A TECHNIQUE FOR ADDRESSING SECONDARY IMPACTS 
3.1. Introduction 
In chapter one, the origin of secondary impacts was.associated 
with the inter-relationships between the components of a system. 
Such direct dependencies can make components dependent on others 
with which they are not directly linked. Consequently, actions 
affecting any component can have repercussions on those which are 
indirectly dependent on it. 
For an exhaustive study of secondary impacts, a full understanding 
of the structural features and functional processes which define 
dependencies within an environmental system would be desirable. 
This level of detail may be possible with advanced analytical 
procedures. For an initial investigation of secondary impacts, it 
is sufficient to know about all the possible direct and higher 
order dependencies in a system. 
A satisfactory technique for a preliminary investigation of 
secondar}' impacts should embody the following attributes : 
* The technique should be simple, descriptive, easily applied to 
a diverse range of impact studies, and adaptable to a wide 
selection of EI analysis methods. 
* It should be able to accommodate a broad definition of the 
environment: one which can include both bio-physical and 
socio-economic components. 
* There should be a minimal reliance on subjective 'judgements. 
Where subjective judgements are employed, they should be 
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* Besides exposing the configuration of all higher order 
dependencies, the technique should identify components which 
are most likely to originate, or which are most likely to be 
affected by, secondary impacts. 
The approach developed in this chapter is based on the component 
interaction and minimum link matrices (Lands Directorate, 1974) 
which are described in the "Mathematical Matrices" section of 
chapter 2. The elements of a component interaction matrix record 
\ 
(normally on a binary scale) the occurrence of direct dependencies 
between similar but perpendicular lists of environmental 
components. A minimum link matrix is of the same form, but the 
elements record the length of the linkages (in terms of 
intervening components) between all components. From a simple 
representation of direct dependencies in a component interaction 
mat r i x ( c IM ) , a minimum link matrjx (MLM) can be derived. This 
displays the extent to which each component is dependent on others 
in a system. The mathematical operations for deriving the MLM 
process information about higher order dependencies which is lost 
to the final matrix representation. However, the information can 
be extracted to extend the capabilities of the technique. The 
choice of components, and the recognition of direct dependencies 
represent the full extent of the subjective judgements associated 
with the MLM. The opinions of a multidisciplinary team could be 
structured by a delphi or similar technique to attempt a 
comprehensive listin9 of components and component dependencies. 
For these reasons, it is felt that the CIM is superior to other 
methods and techniques as a basis for the preliminary study of 
secondary irnpacts. 
s 
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As the component .interaction and minimum link matrices are both 
constituent parts of the proposed approach, confusion will be 
avoided by referring to the procedure as the component interaction 
technique (CI technique). In this chapter the theory supporting 
the CI technique, and its implementation as a computer programme 
are described and discussed. 
3.2. A Brief Introduction to Graph Theory. 
Berge ( 1.964) has described how graph theory can be used to study 
the characteristics of any situation which can be represented as 
. 
points joined by lines or arrows. Once a system is represented as 
a graph, certain concepts and theorems of graph theory become 
available for analysing its connectivity. As the CI technique is 
based on aspects of graph theory, some relevant terms are defined 
below (attribnted to Wilson and Beineke, 1979,pl and Nystuen and 
Dacey, 1961,p33). 
Graphs are defined as sets of systematically organized points 
(termed "vertices") and lines (termed "edges"). A graph is 
"non-planar" if I when represented in two dimensions, an 
intersection of two edges does not necessarily define a vertex. A 
vertex is "adjacent" to another if there is an edge connecting 
them. If all edges are of equal value for all adjacencies, the 
graph is a "binary graph". Edges may be assigned some value or 
wei9ht in a· "weighteo qraph". If the edges of a grRph are 
orientated it is a "directed graph", and the orientation of ed9es 
is displayed by an arrow-head on the lines. If a vertex, A, is 
not adjacent to a vertex, B, but there exists some sequence of 
vertices and e('Jges wl.1 i ch connect A nnd Fl, then A and B are 
"linked" and the seqt1ence of vertices and edges is termed a "path" 
intera ti  
 








































or "linkac:;e". A directed path must have all edges appropriately 
orientated. 'l'he "valency" 'of a vertex is the number of edges 
incident to it. If a graph is directed, then each vertex has an 
"out-valency" and an "in-valency" depending on the orientation of 
the edges incident to it. 
For the purposes of mathematical manipulation, every graph can be 
associated with an adjacency matrix which completely describes the 
graph. Every point in the graph is represented by a row and a 
column in the matrix. 
ele~ents of the matrix. 
Lines of the graph are represented by 
Using standard matrix notation, an 
adjacency between point i and point j in a binary grap~ will have 
element A(i,j) of the adjacency matrix A, set to one. If these -
points are not adjacent, then element A(i,j) is set to zero. If 
the line between i and j has some weighting, A(i,j) is assigned an 
appropriate value. 
Any system described in terms of components and dependencies can 
be reduced to a point-line abstraction which conforms to the 
definition of a graph. In such a case, the vertices of the graph 
represent components, and the orientated edges represent 
directional dependencies. Figure 12 illustrates the relationship 
between a simple descriptive model of an estuarine system and its 
associated (directed, binary, non-planar) graph. The 
environmental model has been compiled as an illustrative aid, 
rather than an accurate representation of an estuarine system. A 
more accurate estuarine CIM is discussed in chapter four. The 
adjacency matrix is also shown and can be recognized as the 
component interaction matrix of the system. Note that a 
dependency of component i on component j is given as i -> j in the 
graph~ and as A(i,j) = 1 in the adjacency ma tr.ix A. The row ( i ) 
components are dependent on the column ( j ) components. Further, 
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FIGURE 12. The descriptive model, network, graph; and adjacency 
matrix of an illustrative estuarine system. 
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the · dependency i -> j is an out-dependency for i and an 
in-dependency for j. 
3.3. Information from the Component Interaction Matrix 
3.3.l. Component Valency 
If the elements of a CIM are summed across each row, the 
out-valency of each component is derived. Similarly, summing down 
the columns gives the in-valency. These measures give some 
inunediate indication· as to 
, .. 
the status of each component in the 
system. In figure 12, the in-valency of "benthic fauna" is given 
as 3, and the out-valency as 1. This indicates that benthic fauna 
is only directly dependent on one other component, while three 
components are dependent upon it. This information is summarized 
in the valency ratio (in/out valency). 
3.3.2. Source and Sink Components 
A source vertex has an out-valency of zero, and a sink vertex has 
an in-valency of zero (Wilson and Beineke, 1979,p4). "Humans", in 
figure 12, are a sink component and can have no effect on the rest 
of the system. A source component has a potentially large 
influence on the components to which it is linked. 
3.3.3. Measures of Connectivity 
Kansky (1963,pl4) has desctibed a number of graph-theoretic 
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measures which reflect the degree of connectivity of a network in 
various ways. The measures are based on the values of "e" (the 
number of edges to the graph), and "v" (the number of vertices). 
For example, the gamma index is given as e/(v(v-@)) for directed 
non-planar graphs. The index is bound by 0 on the lower limit 
(indicating a graph of vertices with no connecting edges), and 1 
on the upper limit (for graphs where every vertex is adjacent to 
all others). 
While graph indices, derived from the adjacency matrix 
information, can be useful for comparing the structure of 
different systems, they do not explicitly reveal information on 
system configuration. 
in EI analysis; 
Therefore, they have a limited usefulness 
possibly as indicators of the relative 
susceptibility of different systems to secondary impacts. 
However, as will be shown, the MLM itself offers a more effective 
means of investigating the internal structure of a system. 
3.4. Graph Theory and the Minimum Link Matrix 
Shimbel (1951,pl71) has given a detailed exposition of a theorem 
in graph theory which supports the following statements 
If C = A x A where A is an adjacency matrix and C is the product 
by matrix multiplication, then' C(i,j} is the number of paths 
between component i and j of length 2 (i.e. there are two 
dependencies invoJ.ved in the linkage). Stated in general terms, 
if P[n] = A(powered ton), where A is an adjacency matrix, then 
P[n](i,j) is the nurober of paths consisting of n dependencies 
between components i and j. 
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shortest path or minimum link matrix (Haggett et al, 1977,p319). 
The fol+owing algorithm applies 
* 
* 
Initialize two binary matrices; A, the adjacency matrix, and 
L[n], the minimum link matrix, each to describe the graph in 
question. 'The value of "n" denotes the level of powering of 
the matrix A. At this stage ri = 1, and L[l] is a matrix of all 
paths of length one. 
By conventional matrix multiplication 9ompute P[2] = A x A (n = 
2). Every element of P[2] is inspected in conjunction with the 
corresponding element in L[l]. A non-zero value for the 
element P[2](i,j) indicates one or more two-step paths between 
components i and j. If L[l](i,j) = 0 then there exists a 
two-step path which is the minimum link path between i and j, 
(because there is no shorter path). Element L[l](i,j), is set 
to 2. Once every element of L[l] has been appropriately 
I 
adjusted, the matrix shows ai"l the dependency chains of length 
1 and 2, and is redefined as L[2]. 
* The procedure is repeated for P[3] = P[2] x A (n = 3), and if 
P[3](i,j) is non-zero and L[2](i,j) = 0 then L[2](i,j) is set 
to 3. On completion, matrix L[2] becomes L[3]. In general 
terms the procedure is : 
P[n] = P[n-1] x A 
for all i and j 
if P[n](i,j) > 0 and L[n-l](i,j) = 0 
then L[n-l](i,j) = n 
after all i and j have been considered 
J_,[ n] = L[n-1] 
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1) There· are no more non~zero elements in L[n], which indicates 
that there is a minimum path between all components in the 
system. The system graph is then said to be "strongly 
connected" (Wilson and Beineke, 1979,p8). 
2) There is no change in L[n] after powering the adjacency 
matrix to the level [n+l], although there are still some 
elements of L[n] at zero. This indicates that there are 
components in the system which are not directly or indirectly 
connected to all the others. If the graph is not in fact 
"disconnected" (i.e. where some components have no links at 
all to the system), then the graph is "unilaterally 
connected" (Wilson and Beineke, 1979,p8). 
In both these cases the final form of L[n] is the minimum link 
matrix and will be referred to as L[N]. "N" is taken as the 
final value of n. 
3.5. Information from the Minimum Link Matrix 
3.5.1. Graph Diameter 
If a system is strongly connected, then the value of N, that is 
the maximum value of an element in L[N], is called the diameter 
(Berge, i '.1964,pl26), or solution time (Haggett and Chorley, 
1969,p41) of the graph. The diameter of a strongly connected 
system is information that every component is dependent on all 
others by paths with N or fewer links. For a system which is 
unilaterally connected the value of N gives the maximum number of 
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have a diameter if there are no sink or source components (i.e. 
every component has an in-valency and an· out-valency greater than 
zero). 
3.5.2. Graph Distance 
There are various measures which can be derived from the MLM to 
give an indication of graph structure. The dispersion measure 
(Shimbel, 1953,p501) is the sum of all the elements of L[N], and 
offers some indication as to the ''.compactness 11 of a graph as a 
whole. It follows that if all components are closely linked to 
all others, then the minimum paths will be short, and therefore 
the sum of all the minimum path lengths (the elements of L[N]) 
will be small. The measure of dispersion may have application to 
a graph of components and dependencies if it is accepted that· the 
influence of any one (non-sink) component is likely to be greater 
in a compact, rather than a dispersed system. 
The accessibility measure (also attributed to Shimbel, 1953), has 
two forms for directed graphs. The out-accessibility measure is 
the sum of the minimum path lengths across a row of a MLM, and 
indicates how closely the row component is linked to the system as 
a whole. Summing eJements down a column gives the in-access-
ibility of a component, which is a measure of how closely linked 
the whole system is to that component. Carter (1969,p53) has used 
the measures in this sense to study the accessibility of urban 
places, but they could also provide information on the structural 
relationship between a given component, and the environmental 
system of which it is part. 
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Specifically, the values of the measures are dependent on the 
number of vertices in the graph. A further problem with the 
measures is that a value of zero for the element L[N](i,j} implies 
the shortest possible path between components i and j, when in 
fact there is no connection at all. It would be more appropriate 
if the eler'lents were set at infinity. The incorrect 11 sense 11 of 
zero values in a MLM contributes toward values which can give a 
spurious indication of a well connected system. Therefore, the 
measures are only useful for strongly con~ected graphs which, by 
definition, have no zero values in L[N]. 
Reed (1970) has overcome the inconsistencies arising from the 
presence of zeroes by transforming the accessibility measures to 
measures of "average graph distance". The revised measure is 
calculated by averqging the accessibility measure over the actual 
number of minimum paths which connect a component and the system 
( i . e. the accessibility measure is divided by the number of 
non-zero elements in the summation). 
3.5.3. Disruptive Measures 
The average graph distance has been used (Reed, 1970) to rank the 
nodes of a co~1unication network in order of their disruptive 
potential to the whole network. The procedure considers both the 
direct and indirect connections by which nodes are linked in a 
system, and could therefore, be applicable to a study of the 
secondary impact potential of component~> in 2ln environmental 
system. 
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Any component in a system has the potential to disrupt the 
activities of all other components which are directly or 
indirectly dependent upon it. The disruptive potential of a 
component can be taken as a function of the number of dependent 
components, and the length of the shortest paths by which they are 
dependent. Although both these variables are incorporated in the 
average graph distance of a component, the disruptive potential is 
not immediately apparent. 
If, however, a component is "removed" from the system (i.e. by 
removing all its incident.edges) and the average graph distances 
are recomputed, the absolute difference between these and the 
original measures provides an indication of the component's 
importance to the system. Should the remaining components only be 
able to exercise their dependencies through longer paths, the 
average graph ·distances will increase. Conversely, if fewer 
components are now connected, the average graph distances will 
·decrease. The degree of fluctuation in the average graph distance 
of the remaining components is related to both these conditions, 
and it is the absolute difference in the average graph distances 
of the original and reduced systems which is an indication of the 
I 
component's disruptive potential. In practice, the disruptive 
measure of a component is computed as the sum over all components, 
excluding the component in question, of the absolute difference 
between the average graph distance in ·the complete and reduced 
systems (Reed, 1970,p774). The mathematical representation of 
this formula is given in appendix· c. By computing the disruptive 
measure of all the components in an environmental system, it is 
possible to rank the components in order of their disruptive 
potential to the whole system. This can be viewed as a ranked 





































Disruptive measures, however, like the dispersion and 
accessibility measures, are not commensurate for systems with 
differing numbers of vertices. It is proposed therefore, that the 
measures be normalized by expressing them as a percentage of some 
assumed maximum value for a graph of the same number of vertices. 
In appendix C, a formula for the upper bound of the disruptive 
measure of a component has been derived. If components in 
different systems are to be compared, the disruptive measures can 
be· normalized by expressing each as a percentage of the maximum 
disruptive value. 
A procedure is given below for determining the rank order by 
disruptive measure of the components in any system 
* The minimum link matrix L[n) is derived from the complete 
adjacency matrix A. The average out-graph distance, G(i) for 
component i, is computed for each component in the system, and 
these values are stored in some manner. 
* A component x is deleted from the complete adjacency matrix A 
by setting the elements of row x and column x 
minimum link matrix, L[Nx] is recomputed 
to zero. 'fhe 
from the reduced 
adjacency matrix Ax, and the average graph distances, Gx(i), 
are calculated for all the non-deleted components. 
* 'fhe absolute value of G ( i) - Gx ( i) is computed and summed over 
all components except x (i.e. for all i except i = x) . 'rhe sum 
gives the value of the disruptive measure for component x. 
* The previous step is repeated for all x from 1 through to m, 





























All the component disruptive values can be normalized to give 
the percentage of total disruption, and the components may then 
be ranked 1n order of disruptive potential. 
The disruptive measures ·a~?ve refer to in-disruptive measures. 
Out-disruptive measures can be computed in a similar way (in-graph 
distances are computed}, and the normalizing procedure is 
unchanged. An out-disruptive me~sure is an indication of the 
disruptive potential of a whole system· on one of its components, 
and could be interpreted as the susceptibility of a component to 
secondary impacts. For clarity, the terms "component disruptive 
potential" and "component susceptibility to disruption" are used 
for the in- and out-disruptive measures respectively. 
3.6. Extracting Information From the Powering Process 
3.6.1. Minimum and Non-minimum Paths 
The elements of a matrix P[n] used in the powering procedure give 
the number of paths of length n connecting any two vertices of a 
graph. It is possible to construct, from all the levels of P[n] 
which are used to derive the MLM, a total path matrix T (Taaffe 
and Gauthier, 1973,pl25) where : 
T = P[l] + P[2] + P[3] + ....• + P[N-1] + P[N] 
The elements of matrix T specify the total number of direct and 
indirect connections between all the vertices of a system. 
Summing the values of T across any row gives the "gross vertex 
connectivity measure" (Carter, 1969,p45) of a vertex, which is 
similar to the out-accessibility derived from the MLM. The 
'* 
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connectivity measures of communication networks have been used by 
Carter (1969,p45) and Pitts (1965,plB) to investigate the relative 
importance of network nodes. Taaffe and Gauthier (1973,pl31) have 
recognized that the total pq.th matrix pas two major disadvantages, 
particularly for the study of communication networks : 
1) Many redundant paths are included in the matrix values. 
2) The indirect influence of a vertex is a function of the length 
of the connecting path, but summing over all P[n] gives an 
equal weighting to all paths, irrespective of their length. 
Therefore, there is a tendency to !avour the MLM (Taaffe and 
Gauthier, 1973,pl32: Carter, 1969,p45) as it circumvents both 
problems by considering only.the shortest paths. However, while 
redundant paths in communication networks are generally all paths 
longer than the mini~um path, this need not be so for 
environmental systems. For example, .in the system shown in figure 
12, there·are four paths by which "rooted vegetation" is dependent 
on "benthic fauna" 
1) rooted vegetation -> benthic fauna 
2) rooted vegetation -> estuarine fish -> benthic fauna_ 
3) rooted vegetation -> a vi fauna -> benthic fauna 
4) rooted vegetation -> avifauna -> estuarine fish -> benthic 
fauna 
If the greatest proportion of nutrients is not derived directly 
from "benthic fauna", then the shortest path may not, in fact, be 
the most irrvortant path. The cycling of nutrients may be faster, 
and therefore more important, via a longer chain of dependencies. 
Therefore the complex functional processes which define 
dependencies can give non-minimum paths a greater weighting than 
expected. For this reason there may be some value in considering 






































the total path matrix for environmental systems. Unfortunately, 
the degree of redundancy in the total path matrix is not readily 
apparent, and it is considered preferable to restrict 
consideration to the MLM for the CI technique. 
Weighting scalars (Katz, 1953,p41) have been used to give a more 
·re~listic interpretation of the indirect influence of longer than 
minimum paths in the total path matrix. Further, weighted graphs 
can be usefully 
j 
employed to select minimum paths of maximum 
influence (Taaffe and Gauthier, 1973,pl38). Both these approaches 
extend the subjective base of the approach, and will only be 
discussed in chapter 5 as possible extentions to the CI technique. 
3.6.2. The Minimum Path Accessibility Measures 
As the CI technique will be restricted to information about the 
minimum ·paths in a system, the total minimum path matrix, T(min), 
substitutes for the total path matrix, T. Elements of T(min) give 
the total number of minimum paths which connect any two vertices. 
For environmental systems, summing elements across a row of the 
T(min) gives the total number of minimum paths which make a 
component dependent on the system as a whole. Column summations 
indicate the total number of minimum paths which make the whole 
system dependent on a single component. These are respectively, 
the out- and in- minimum path accessibility measures, and the 
following procedure can be applied for their derivation : 
* rrhe procedures for determining L[N] and T(min) are performed 
simultaneously. 
* Considering the powering process P[n] = P[n-1] x A, the 
f()lJowinq adjustments are made to the conventional mode of 
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P[n](i,j} = P[n-l](i,l) x A(l,j) + P[n-l](i,2) x A(2,j) + ... 
+ P[n-l](i,m) x A(m,j} 
where m is the number of vertices in A. 
however 
P[n](i,j} is only set to the sum of products if 
P[n-l](i,j) = 0 
Once the minimum link matrix has been derived, P[N] = T(min), 
and the rows and columns can be summed for the out- and 
in-minimum path accessibility measures. 
The method recognizes that it is the presence of non-zero elements 
(rather than the value of the elements) in P[n-1] which is 
necessary to derive all the minimum paths. 
first non-zero value is carried over 
Therefore, only the 
from P[n-l](i,j) to 
P[n](i,j)! which is the total number of minimum paths between i 
and j. 
3.6.3. Configuration of the Minimum Paths - ("tracks") 
One of the majo~ tasks of the CI technique is to expose the 
configuration of dependencies which make any component dependent 
on any other component. To achieve this, detailed information 
must be extracted during the MLM powering process, and stored in a 
retrievable manner. Once the question "hov~ is component i 
dependent on component j" is asked, the stored data is accessed to 
define the relevant minimum path or paths: that is, a "track" is 
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procedure is not straight forward, and is explained in a number of 
I 
stages. 
Matrix Multiplication and Higher Order Dependencies 
P[n](i,j} is derived from the matrix multiplication of P[n-1] and 
A and the following .formula applies : 
P[n](i,j} = P[n-l](i,l) x A(l,j) + •••. + P[n-l](i,k) x A(k,j) + .•• 
+ P[n-l](i,m) x A(m,j) 
It follows that if P[n](i,j) > O, then one or more of the products 
is greater than zero, which is possible, if, for one or more 
values of k, P[n-l](i,k} and A(k,j) are both greater than zero. 
Non-zero elements of a matrix signal the existence 
deperidency, and for the above case : 
if P[n-l](i,k} > O then i is dependent on k 
and if A(k,j) > 0 then k is dependent on j 
(i -> k) 
(k -> j) 
of a 
Therefore the product identifies the logical sequence of 
dependencies, i -> k -> j. Now, because the dependency of k on j 
is derived from the adjacency matrix, it must be a direct 
dependency. However, as the dependency of i on k is indicated by 
an element in P[n-"'l], it must be a dependency to the order n-1 
(i.e. there are n-1 dependencies linking i and k). It is 
therefore necessary to inspect the products of P[n-l](i,k) and all 
other matrices down to P[l] to give a full description of the 
dependence of i on j. 
A Practical Example 
In figure 13; the powering procedure for deriving the MLM of the 
system described in figure 12 is shown. It may be noticed from 
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* During the powering procedure, whenever a minimum path is found 
(i.e. when P[n](i,j) > 0 while P[n-l](i,j) = O), then the 
values of k which give non~zero products in the equation for 
P[n](i,j) are stored in S(i,j). 
Once the MLM has been derived, the information contained in S is 
simply a comprehensive equivalent of that which was extracted in 
the example above. 
Information Retrieval 
For the general case of "how is i (dependent component) dependent 
on j (supporting component)", the following procedure extracts 
information from S to give all the minimum paths of dependence 
between i and j : 
* The value, or values, in S(i,j) are considered. If, however, 
S(i,j) contains no values, then no path of dependency exists ' 
I 
between i and j. If S(i,j) is equal to j, then there is a 
-
direct dependency between i and j. If any other value is 
stored in S(i,j), there is a higher order dependency between i 
and j, and the following steps of the procedure apply. 
* Let the value in S(i,j) equal k; the dependency is i -> k -> ? 
•••• ? -> j. Further information on the dependency between i 
and j is contained in S(k,j). 
* The linkage of the components listed in S(k,j) on j are 
developed in a similar way, until for some k, S(k,j) is equal 
to j. This indicates that the last (direct) dependency on to j 
has been found. 
* If more than one value is stored in any of the elements in S, 





























is applied to each branch of the linkage until. all branches 
converge at j. 
In figure 13 a portion of s is shown for the system described in 
figure 12. All the dependencies which can be tracked using this 
portion of S are given. They show how all componen.ts are directly 
or indirectly dependent upon "avifauna" (component 5). 
3.6.4. Critical Components 
From T(min) in figure 13 it can be seen that two pairs of 
components are dependent by two minimum paths (rooted vegetation 
->rooted vegetation: avifauna -> plant detritus). However, 
figure 14 shows how it is possiple to h~ve ma~y minimum paths 
between any two vertices. If any of the vertices A through to N 
were removed from the system, 1 and 4 would still be linked by 
other minimum paths. This is not the case for vertices 2 and 3. 
' FIGURE 14. Diagramme of a graph to show critical- and 
cut-components. 
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Removing either of these woµld disconnect verti~es 1 and 4. A 
' ' ·- .. 
vertex · .whose removal qisconnects the shortest path between a pair 
of vertices is critical to that linkage •. If there is only one 
minimum path between a pair of vertices, ·every vertex in the path 
is critical. Critical links apply to shortest paths only, and it 
is always possible that longer paths could provide alternatives to 
the ~ritical paths in.question. 
For an investigation of secondary impact potential of components 
in an environ~ental system, it would be useful to know which 
componepts are critical to which dependencies. An iterative 
pr.ocedure, based on ··the tracking process described in the last 
section, can provide information on the critical components of a 
system : 
* For all i and j, if there is. a higher order dependency between 
i and j (i.e. L[N](i,j) > 1), a track is performed to give all 
the minimum paths of dependence. 
* If some component k i  critical to the path between i and j, 
the identities of i, j, and k are recorded as part of a summary 
of all critical components. A critical component is recognized 
as any component, k, in the path of dependence, for which there 
is only one value in S{k,j). 
* While the process is repeated for every i and j, a total is 
kept for each component of the number of times it is critical 
to any path of dependency. The maximum number of paths to 
which a component can be critical is a function of the number 
of vertices in the system. A for™1la defining this function is 
developed in appendix c. Therefore the critical path totals 
for components in any sys'tem can be normalized by expressing 
them as a percentage of the maximum. This allows components of 
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differing systems (i.e! with different values of m) to be 
compared in terms of "critical importance". --: 
3.6.5. Cut-components 
If figure 14 represented a complete graph, vertices 2 and 3 would 
be cut-vertices. A cut-vertex is one which is critical to both 
minimum and non-minimum paths, and whose removal renders some part 
of a' strongly or unilaterally connected system completely disjoint 
from the remaining system (Wilson and Beineke, 1979,pB). 
The significance of minimum and non-minimum paths in environmental 
systems has already been discussed. Consideration has been 
restricted to minimum paths because the significance of 
non-minimum paths is not easily assessed. However, as the 
importance of cut-components is o.bvious and unambiguous, attention 
is given to their identification. 
The following procedure, which can be performed simultaneously 
with the disrupti e measure procedure, identifies all tl1e 
cut-components in a system and the dependencies which they 
disrupt: 
* The procedure to determine the disruptive measure of every 
component in a system has been described. L[N] is the minimum 
link matrix of the complete system, and L[Nx] is the MLM of the 
system with component x deleted. The following check is 
iterated over all i and j for every x 
if L[N](i,j) is non-zero 
and L[Nx](i,j) is zero 
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disrupt the dependence of i on j. 
Whenever component x is a cut-component in the path of 
dependence of i on j, the identities of i, j, and x are noted. 
This gives a summary ~f all the components which are 
cut-components, and the indirect dependencies which they have 
the potential to destroy. 
As with critical links, the to.tal number of times a component 
can act as a cut-component may be reco~ded. The totals are 
normalized in a similar way to the critical path totals, 
allowing components of different systems to be compared in 
terms of "absolute critical importance". 
3.7. Implementing the Component Interaction Technique 
The CI technique consists of all procedures which are able to 
extract information pertinent to the identification of secondary 
impacts from a , component interaction matrix. It is considered 
that the interpretation of the CIM, MLM, disruptive measures, 
tracks, and other ranked measures mentioned above, is sufficient 
for conducting a preliminary investigation of possible secondary 
impacts in any defined environmental system. 
As the procedures which generate the information are intricate 
and tedious to perform, the technique is unavoidably computer 
bound. This has obvious disadvantages for what is intended as an 
elementary analytical procedure, and detracts from the general 
applicability of the technique. However, the subject of system 
inter-relationships is complex, and it is unlikely that an 
adequate analysis could be performed by s.impler (non-computerized) 
 
 




























approaches. Further, it 
computers be compensated 
computer dependent parts of 
points considered : 
is intended that the reliance on 
for by structuring and presenting the 




The unfamiliar format of computing procedures often results in 
resistance to computer usage (Munn, 1975,p87). Interactive 
programmes which offer a simple interface between the user and 
computer have been successfully employed to overcome this 
problem (Furniss, 1977,pl: Jain and Webster, 1977,p258). 
Although the presentation of output greatly affects the ease 
with which it is interpreted, an understanding of the modus 
operandi of the programme is also important. Consequently, a 
computer programme which is adequately described and documented 
gives the user a basis for interpreting the meaning and 
validity of all output. 
Sound programme documentation and the use of a universally 
accepted programming language can facili tat.e the transfer of a 
programme to differing computer systems. However, the 
implementation of an approach is probably better served by an 
exposition of the algorithms used in the programme. 
An interactive ASCII. FORTRAN progra~une has been written to test 
and display the capabilities of the CI technique. The technical 
details of the programme are discussed in the programme-manual 
given in the first section of appendix A, and a full listing of 
the programme follows in section two. The results of a complete 
analysis of the environmental system given in figure 12, and a 
reproduction of the programme/user commands which created the 



































The output of the programme has been structured to facilitate an 
effective analysis and interpretation of results. Information 
generated by the subprogramme which performs the dependency tracks 
is utilized in a plotting programme to provide a diagrammatic 
display of the minimum paths of dependence (see appendix B). 
The literature on·graph theory algorithms contains many examples 
of efficient procedures (in terms of computer time and storage 
space) for storing and manipulating graph data (Heap, 1972,pSO), 
computing minimum paths (Dreyfu~, 1969), and identifying 
cut-vertices (Read, 1979,p387: Tarjan, 1974). However, while the 
procedures used in the CI programme are not necessarily efficient 
in themselves, they are better suited to the multipurpose nature 
of the programme. The algorithms described in this chapter form 
the basis of the appropriate CI subprogrammes • 
. 3.8. Summary 
A set of procedures which constitute the CI technique has been 
described. The technique is aple to extract information about the 
structure and higher order dependencies of an environmental 
system. A simple model of the system, in the form of a component 
interaction matrix, is the sole input of data to the technique. 
Consequently, the accurate construction of the model is crucial to 
the analysis (Matthews, 1975,pl23). Further, the procedure merely 
extracts and structures information without providing a direct 
evaluation of secondary impacts for an EI analysis. Only after 
the CI data is incorporated into some EI analysis method, can an 
assessment of secondary impacts be performed. 
These two important aspects related to the application of the CI 
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technique, (i.e. the formulation of a CIM, and the incorporation 
of the output from the technique into various EI analysis methods) 














4. CHAPTER FOUR - APPLYING THE COMPONENT INTERACTION TECHNIQUE 
4.1. Introduction 
Having dealt with the theoretical aspects o~ the CI technique, 
points related to its practical application are now discussed. 
Guidelines are given for constructing a CIM, and for incorporating 
information from the technique into the various EI analysis 
methods covered in chapter two. 
The CI results of three environmental systems are presented in 
appendix B. These are referred to in this chapter. Section one 
of appendix B is a full analysis of the illustrative estuarine 
system used in chapter three, and is employed to demonstrate the 
capabilities of the .CI technique. Section two presents an 
abbreviated listing of results associated with a more detailed 
estuarine system. The detailed estuarine system has a "positive" 
and ''negative" CIM. Unless otherwise stated, all references are 
to the analysis of the positive system, which is used to 
demonstrate the practical capabilities of the technique. For 
comparative purposes, section three contains excerpts from a CI 
analysis of the Nanaimo Port CIM (Lands Directorate, 1974). 
4.2. Deriving the Component Interaction Matrix 
The main problems of the CI technique are associated with the 
representation of complex systems through a list of components and 
an array of depend~ncies scored as zeros or ones. The following 
three sections address some of the problems associated with, and 
suggest certain guidelines for, the compilation of component 
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on the subjective content of an EI analysis. Before an 
environmental system can be modelled as a CIM, a relatively 
detailed understanding of the system is required. In most cases 
this will ensure that a multidisciplinary team of assessors is 
engaged to conduct the study. The value of a team approach to EI 
analysis has already been affirmed. Further,· atypical of other 
methods and techniques, the interdependent nature of the CIM would 
require each member of the team to have some insight into the 
structure and processes of the environmental system as a whole. 
It is felt therefore, that the formulation of a CIM can ensure an 
assessment of impacts which is based on a broad, but sound 
understanding of the system in question. 
Regardless of the method to be used, the construction of a CIM 
could be usefully incorporated into the preliminary stages of any 
impact analysis, as it facilitates a careful consideration of the 
environment. The following guidelines relate to a listing of 
·components which would be compatible with the CI technique, and 
the variety of methods with which it may be associated : 
* The component list 
team. The training or 
appropriate to some 
should be compiled by an interdisciplinary 
experience of each member should be 
aspect of the environment, or project 
proposal, under consideration. 
* The choice of components should represent the combined 
judgements of the team of assessors. Interaction among team 
members can be structured by a suitable evaluation technique to 
give a consensus of opinion on the final list. 
* The component list must describe the environment for which the 
project is intended, and which the project may affect. It is 
essential therefore, that the assessors have a clear 
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understanding of the nature and scale of the proposed project. 
Predetermined checklists (e.g. those of the Leopold or Batelle 
methods) may be used as a guide to the choice of components. 
However, the list should be tailored to the conditions 
particular to the project and associated environment. 
* Components should be included which allow an analysis of impacts 
in both the bio-physical and socio-economic environments. The 
choice of components to represent the socio-economic environment 
will be the most susceptible to bias (intentional and 
unintentional). For urban environments in particular, the 
subjective base of the component decisions could be extended by 
giving some form of representation to public opinion. 
* By definition components should represent environmental 
features, rather than environmental p~ocesses. This condition 
can be relaxed for steady-state processes which are themselves 
susceptible to impacts. For example, the components "freshwater 
(/flow)" and "nutrients (/cycling)" in the detailed estuarine 
system, represent not only the physical features of freshwater 
and nutrients, but also the fundamental processes with which 
they are associated. If a process does not normally assume a 
steady-state, and is itself a result of certain impacts (e.g. 
sand-bar destruction, or river flooding), then it should not be 
included in, or as, a component for a CI analysis. 
* Each component should be qualified by an explicatory 
description. It is necessary to have the sense and bounds of 
components defined so that the user can identify direct 
dependencies and interpret the results of the CI technique. For 
example, the "W/S biomass" component in the detailed estuarine 
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estuarine catchment or watershed (W/S) area. The distinction 
between this and the biomass supported by the estuarine zone is 
significant in this CI analysis. Further, a concise descriptive 
summary keeps the subjective choice and definition of components 
open to external review. As none of the systems presented in 
appendix B are related to a specific environ~ent or project, it 
is intended that the component labels will act as broad 
component definitions. 
* If components are to be ranked using measures derived from the 
CI technique, it is necessary to nave all components of 
comparable "weight" or "specificity". ·For example, a component 
representing all terrestrial vertebrates may have a biased 
dominance in a system which includes components representing 
distinct species. Difficulties may be experienced in judging 
the compatibility of bio-physical with socio-economic 
components, but a procedure will be developed later in this 
chapter for recognizing unduly "gross" components. 
* The number of components used to model a system is normally a 
function of the detail required. However, large CIMs are 
difficult to analyse and interpret. The programme used in this 
thesis is capable of ,processing a CIM of up to fifty co~ponents. 
A CIM of fifty components has 2500 elements, which is a 
formidable body of data. It is possibly more efficient to model 
large or detailed systems first_ as a small number of aggregated 
components, and then to expand the components of interest into 
detailed subsystems. That is, the CI analysis is performed at 
two levels of detail. 
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4.2.2. Determination of Direct Dependencies 
While the choice of components is an activity included in most EI 
analysis methods, the determination of all direct dependencies is 
particular to the CI technique. 
The possible · number of direct dependencies which must be 
considered ·,-cf...J:C::Cl.~~~~ square of the number of components. 'I'he 
\\ 
task is, therefore,, more demanding than choosing components. 
Further, the validity of a CI analysis is absolutely dependent on 
the exactness in the identification of direct dependencies. 
Dependencies can generally be recognized by a process of objective 
reasoning. However, the "all or nothing" choice (1 or O) for 
registering a dependency necessitates a value-based decision as to 
what degree of dependency should constitute the allocation of a 1. 
The following guidelines are offered for the determination of 
direct dependencies : 
* It should be the task of the assessment team to decide upon 
dependencies. 
* Some practical method of considering and recording all possible 
dependencies should be employed. An effective approach is to 
construct a CIM with the components listed along both (x and y) 
axes, and to systematically "ask" a standard question for each 
element of the matrix. For example; "is the existence of 
component i (row component) in any way directly dependent on the 
existence of component j (column component)". A "yes" answer 
will result. in the allocation of a one to element A(i,j) of the 
CIM. The consideration of all dependencies can be a tediously 
repetative task, especially for large matrices. The CI 
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directly as interactive responses to an exhaustive set of 
programme prompts. In this way a complete and structured 
consideration of dependencies is ensured (see appendix B, 
section 1). 
* The direction of dependencies must be consistent. In this 
thesis the convention is to have row components as the 
dependents and column components as supporting components. 
* The descriptive summary of components should be consulted to 
ensure that the correct sense of a component is used in the 
decisions on dependencies. A summary should also be constructed 
of the type and extent of all direct dependencies. The 
descriptive model given in figure 12 of chapter three could act 
as a brief dependency summary, and it is important to have some 
such record for the accurate interpretation of CI analysis 
results. Dependency summaries are not provided for the systems 
presented in appendix B. 
* Only direct dependencies should be marked in a CIM. Components 
may be "short-circuited'' if higher order dependencies are 
inadvertently recorded. For example, in the 
system, it could be considered that "benthic fauna" 
illustrative 
is directly 
dependent on "rooted vegetation" as a source of nutrients. 
Hm.,rever, recording such a dependency between "benthic fauna" and 
"rooted vegetation" would short-circuit the "plant detritus" 
component. 
* It is possible to have a wide variety of dependencies in any one 
CIM (e.g. dependencies of food, shelter, economics, aesthetics). 
Further, it is also possible to have "positive" and "negative" 
dependencies. If component i is dependent on component j 
because j has a beneficial effect on i, then the i -> j 
au t f 
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dependency is positive. However, if j has an inverse control on 
i (i.e. an "increase" in j "decreases" i), then the i -> j 
dependency is negative. Both positive and negative dependencies 
are scored as ones in a CIM. Two reasons can be given in 
support of a separate consideration of positive and negative 
dependencies 
1) A track on the linkage between a pair of components may 
contain both positive and negative links. This can 
complicate the interpretation of the dependency. 
2) A negative dependency may short-circuit a linkage of positive 
dependencies. 
The detailed estuarine system given in appendix B, section 2, is 
modelled as two CIMs. The first gives only positive 
dependencies, which are recorded for all affirmative responses 
to the question; "is component i related to component j, such 
that an increase in j gives an increase in i". The second 
matrix contains only negative dependencies, which are taken to 
exist when an increase in j causes a decrease in component i, or 
viceversa. For example, the dependency, "phytoplankton" -> 
"industrial effluents", is a negative dependency. 
Positive and negative dependencies may be represented within a . 
single CIM, provided that the dual nature of dependencies is 
recognized during the interpretation of results. 
* There may be some value in allocating a measure of degree to 
each identified direct dependency. The CI programme used in 
this thesis gives the user an option of recording dependencies 
on a binary (0 or 1) or weighted scale (0 no dependency; l 
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weighted non-zero values are reduced to ones for the 
mathematical operations of the technique. The advantage of the 
weighting option is that the CIM and valency summaries (only) 
give some (subjective) indication of the importance of 
components. A weighted version of the illustrative estuarine 
system is given in appendix B, section 1. 
4.2.3. Suitability of Component Definitions 
Once the CIM has been constructed, an initial interpretation of 
some of the CI analysis results should be performed to assess the 
compatibility. 
specificity) • 
among the component -definitions ·(in terms of 
Certain components may dominate a CI analysis simply because they 
·represent a significantly broader section of the environment than 
the other components. The specificity of components can be 
assessed from the valency and disruptive measure rankings. A 
distinct discontinuity in the ranked values of either measures 
could indicate an excessively gross component or components. 
However, it is possible that the importance of a component, rather 
than its broad definition, is responsible for high valency or 
disruptive values. An important component is one which is 
associated with some oiscontinui ty, but which cannot be di videcf 
into suitable mutually exclusive subcomponents. For example, the 
"bacteria" component of the Nanaimo Port CIM has an out-valency of 
seventeen, which is significantly larger than the next ranked 
component ("birds of prey" at eleven). This probably explains why 
it has the highest value in the out-disruptive or susceptibility 
to disruption ranking. The "bacteria" component is not readily 
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environmental system. The valency measures of the "nutrients 
(/cycling)" component of the detailed estuarine system do not show 
a marked discontinuity, but in both the in- and out-disruptive 
measure rankings, it is a decidedly dominant component. This 
indicates that the indirect influence of, and on, "nutrients 
(/cycling)" is substantial. Re-defining the cpmponent as organic 
and inorganic subcomponents could de-emphasize its indirect 
influence. 





in the .initial 
aggregate 
detailed 
estuarine system, it was found that "reptiles", "mammals", and 
"avifauna" depended upon, and were depended upon by, similar 
components. As none had excessive valency or disruptive values, 
they were combined to form the "terrestrial vertebrate" component. 
Once the components have been adjusted if necessary, the validity 
of a CIM is largely dependent upon the accuracy in the allocation 
of direct dependencies. There is no explicit procedure for 
checking the validity of the direct dependencies. 
The Component Interaction Technique and Impact Analysis 
There are three different levels at which a CI analysis can be 
useful to an investigation of environmental impacts. 
procedural, communicative, and interpretative levels. 
4.3.1. Procedural Level 
They are the 
It was mentioned in the last section that, besides the purely 
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analytical functions of the CI technique, the activities 
associated with_ the construction of a CIM can have a positive 
influence on the procedure for conducting an EI analysis. 
4.3.2. Communicative Level 
Many of the objectives of this thesis r.elate to an efficient 
communication of secondary impact potential of an environmental 
system to the evaluators of environmental impact. An MLM, as a 
constituent part of the CI technique, can communicate the extent 
of the interdependencies in an environmental system. Provided 
that there are not too many source and sink components (there are 
3 source, and 1 sink, components in the detailed estuarine 
system), most elements in an MLM will be non-zero. An impact on a 
component j can, theoretically, influence every component i, for 
which L[n](i,j) is non-zero. Therefore, the arrangement of 
non-zero values in an MLM gives a concise indication of the 
secondary impact potential within the system. 
While the MLM can display the existence of direct and indirect 
dependencies, the tracking facility can be used to show how any 
component is dependent on any other, and consequently, how an 
impact on a component can indirectly affect another to which it is 
not directly linked: 
sections of appendix B. 
Tracks are included in each of the three\ 
4.3.3. Intetpretative Level 
Many of the results of the CI technique have little value unless 
they are interpreted in conjunction with the component definition 
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and dependency summaries. 
There are over 2000 non-zero values in the detailed estuarine 
system MLM, but not all of these need indicate important 
dependencies. The significance of any linkage is related to the 
degree of the weakest dependency. As an example, the MLM of the 
illustrative system shows that "humans" are dependent upon 
"avifauna" by a path of three links •. The significance of the 
linkage is related to the degree of the weakest dependency. From 
the track given below (figure 15), it can be argued that the 
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FIGURE 15. A "track" on the dependence of "humans" on "avifauna" 
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"humans" -> "avifauna" dependency is not very significant because 
the dependence of "rooted 'vegetation" on "avifauna" is not 
important (i.e. the biomass of rooted vegetation supported by 
nutrients supplied to the system as bird faeces and detritus is 
not great). The track diagram (figure 15) is output from the CI 
programme used in this thesis. 
The significance 
from tracks of the 
of critical- and cut-components can be assessed 
dependencies listed in the critical- and 
cut-component summaries. 
Once the primary impacts of a project have been associated with 
the relevant environmental components by an EI analysis method, 
tracks can be performed to gauge the severity of the associated 
secondary impacts. The MLM column for the "rooted vegetation" 
component in the illustrat~ve estuarine system shows that a 
·primary impact (e.g. destruction of rooted vegetation biomass by 
dredging activities) can affect all the components in the system. 
The following tracks summarize how every component is dependent on 
"rooted vegetation" : 
plant detritus -> rooted vegetation 
benthic fauna -> plant detritus -> rooted vegetation 
estuarine fish -> rooted vegetation 
avifauna -> estuarine fish -> rooted vegetation 
humans -> estuarine fish -> rooted vegetation 
It may be contended from an inspection of the tracks, that the 
secondary impacts on the "plant detritus" and "benthic fauna" 
components are important in view of the total biomass which may be 
indirectly affected~ 
If a system is modelled as a large number of components, it may 
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not be feasible to perform and interpret all the tracks relevant 
to secondary impacts (a direct impact on all but one component 
(industrial effluents), in the detailed estuarine system could 
affect 44 other· components). For larger CIMs an interpretation of 
secondary impact potential is more easily obtained from a study of 
the various summaries and rankings provided ,by•' the CI technique. 
The terms rankings and measures have been loosely used to describe 
output from the CI technique related to the valency; average graph 
distance; minimum paths; critical- and cut-positions; and 
disruptive potential of components. Each component in a system 
has a value for each of these measures. Therefore, for each 
measure, the components can be ranked in order of their associated 
values. All 
. I 
the measures are on an ordinal scale as they derive 
from a continuum dichotomized as two intervals; that is, the 
binary scaled representation of direct dependencies (Siegel, 
1956,p25). Consequently emphasis must be placed upon the ranked 
position of crn~onents rather than on actu~l values. 
In chapter three, the graph-theoretic meaning of each of the six 
measures was discussed. The valency, average graph d.i stance, and 
disruptive measures have two forms : the "out" measure relates to 
the dependence of a single component on the rest of the system; 
and the ''in" measure refers to the dependence of the system upon a 
single component. Where the particular form of these measures is'. 
not explicitly stated, the "in" version is implied as it is of 
greater interest to a generalized study of secondary impacts. The 
first five measures listed above have an indirect relevance to 
secondary impact analysis. 
The valency measure is a total of the direct dependencies 
supported (in-valency), or originated (out-valency) by a 
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component. Direct (primary} and indirect dependencies are similar 
in that both give rise only to secondary impacts. By definition, 
an impacted component can transmit only secondary impacts to other 
components, irrespective of the length of the paths of dependency~ 
Nevertheless, direct dependencies are the basic part of all 
indirect dependencies and therefore, of a~l 'sec9ndary impacts. 
For this reason, valency is a useful indication of the direct 
influence of, or on, a component. 
In the detailed estuarine system, 46 out of 47 components (there 
is one sink component} all support direct and indirect 
dependencies on the 
source components}. 
same set of 44 components (there are three 
However, the severity of the secondary 
impacts which may be associated with these 46 components could be 
seen as a function of their average graph distance. A low average 
graph distance indicates that the number of links in the paths of 
dependence is, on average, small. Short paths of dependence are 
more likely to be significant than longer paths. \-'Jhile this is 
most probably true for the bio-physical environment, it is 
uncertain whether shorter paths.will always be more significant 
than longer paths in the socio-economic environment. 
The in-minimum path accessibility measure (in-minimum path 
measure} for a component is the number of minimum paths connecting 
a component to all others which are dependent on it. This measure 
has little value for the investigation of secondary impacts 
because the influence of a component is not affected by the number 
of alternative paths which support a dependency ur)on it. The 
measure does, however, offer an interesting ~nsight to the 
system's structure. Only one component in the detailed estuarine 
system has an in-minimum path measure of less than 47 (the number 
of components in the system). In fact few measures are l~ss than 
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94, which suggests that on average, each dependency operates 
through two or more minimum paths. 
The out-minimum path accessibility 
measure) does have some relation to 
measure (out-minimum 
the · susceptibility 
path 
of a 
component to secondary impacts. A large number of minimum paths 
linking a component to others on which it is dependent could 
reduce the possibility of secondary impacts on the component. 
Alternatives to an impacted minimum path are more likely for 
components with a high out-minimum path measure. 
The critical- and cut-component summaries and rankings have 
already received attention. The two measures are not mutually 
exclusive, as all cut-components must, by definition, be critical 
components. The cut-components of the detailed estuarine system 
are the "river mouth" and "beaches and dunes" components. They 
·hold cut-positions in every dependency of "tides" and "currents 
and waves" respectively, on all other ·non-sink components. 
However, the dependence of "tides" and "currents and waves" on the 
estuarine system is probably not significant, and in this case the 
cut-component summary is not important. The critical-component 
summary for the detailed estuarine system has been abbreviated in 
appendix B as there are many critical positions in the system. 
However, it may often be possible to perform one track to show how 
a component is critical to many dependencies. If component A is·, 
critical to the dependence of B on C, and the B -> A -> C linkage 
is part of other longer dependencies, then a track on the longest 
linkage is likely to display a number of the dependencies to which 
A is a critical component. The number of critical- or 
cut-positions held by a component has a direct bearing on the 
component's potential to originate secondary impacts, but gives 
little indication of its susceptibility to secondary impacts. 
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It is proposed, with some reservations, that the disruptive 
measure is the most useful of the CI measures for a direct 
indication of a component's importance with regard to secondary 
impact potential, 
(respectively the 
and susceptibility to secondary impacts 
However, "in" and "out" forms of the measure). 
the disruptive measure does not qualify as an environmental index 
of secondary impact potential (or susceptibility). An 
environmental index hai the form : 
index = measure / standard 
and is at least interval scaled (Inhaber, 1976,pS). The 
disruptive measures do not relate to any standard value, and are 
ordinal scaled. Further, no standard is immediately obvious as a 
suitable denominator for a secondary impact index. It is 
suggested in chapter three that the maximum bound of the 
disruptive measure could be used to normalize 





(/cycling)" in the detailed estuarine system expressed as a 
percentage of the upper bound (1104.0) is approximately 1%. A 
similar measure for "rooted vegetation" in the illustrative 
estuarine system is 25% . Both components are ranked first in 
their respective disruptive rankings. The large difference in 
values is related to the fact that a component in a small system 
is more likely to have a greater influence than one in a large 
system. This does not mean however, that a component in the large 
system is any less important. For this reason, it is not possible 
to specify some normalized value above which a component could be 
considered "important" in terms of secondary impact potential or 
susceptibility. 






































could be of some value to secondary impact studies would have to 
be some function of the number of components in the system. No 
such function is proposed for the CI technique. It is suggested 
rather, that the rankings of the other measures be used to 
interpret the significance of the disruptive measures. 
The table below (table 1) displays the Spearman rank correlation 
coefficients (Siegel, 1956,p202) for the association between 
component rank positions given by the six "iri" measures. Data was 
taken from the detailed estuarine system, and the analysis 
performed by computer using a BMDP statistical package (Health 
Sciences Computing Facility, 1977). All coefficients above 0.350 
VALENCY GRAPH DIST MINIMUM CRITICAL CUT DISRUPTIVE 
MEASURE MEASURE PATHS POSITIONS POSITIONS MEASURE 
VALENCY 1.000 
MEASURE: 
GRAPH DIST -0.713 1.000 
, MEASURE 
MINIMUM -0 .105 0.333 1.000 
PATHS 
CRITICAL 0.414 -0.416 -0.216 1.000 
PATHS 
CUT -0.055 -0.047 0.097 0.258 1.000 
POSITIONS 
DISRUPTIVE 0.408 -0.352 -0.005 0.761 0.287 1.000 
MEASURE 
TABLE 1. Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients 
have a level of significance greater than 0.01 for a one tailed 
test i.e. coefficients > 0.350 indicate a significant 
association of ranks (Siegel, 1956,p210). Most of the 

















because there is an inverse relationship between the measure and 
disruptive potential. The bottom row of coefficients indicates 
the extent to which the disruptive potential ranking correlates 
with the rank.ings of the other five measures. For the detailed 
estuarine system, the disruptive potential, of a component is 
closely associated with the number of critical positions held 
(coef. = 0.761), and to a lesser extent, the valency of the 
components (coef. = 0.408). There is also a fair negative 
correlation between the average graph distance and disruptive 
potential (coef. = -0.352). However, the coefficient for average 
graph distance and valency (coef. = -0.713) shows that these two 
measures are not fully ind~pendent. 
of the minimum path measure to 
As expected, the significance 
the disruptive potential of a 
component is minimal (coef. = 0.005). 
It is interesting to note that the valency measure is not strongly 
correlated to the disruptive measure. A coefficient of 0.408 
implies some association, but also shows that the disruptive 
measure is not fully accounted for by valency. This is evidence 
that there are many factors, not all of them obvious, which 
contribute towards a component's importance 
secondary impacts. This in turn gives some 







Although the disruptive measure cannot be used as an index, or to 
compare the components of different systems (an unlikely 
requirement in any event), it can "flag" those components within a 
system which are of secondary impact importance. This is a 
particularly useful facility for a preliminary analysis of 
impacts. 




















results of a CI analysis to give a clear indication as to which 
components are important, and for what reasons. This is seen as 
an advantage of the technique. A thorough understanding of the 
environment and careful thought, rather than strict compliance 
with a prescribed procedure, is required by the technique for an 
identification of secondary impacts. 
The usefulness of a CI analysis is .reliant upon a loosely 
structured interpretation of res'ults. The interpretative 
dimension of the CI technique can be expanded if the CIM data is 
easily modified. The interactive programlne used in this thesis 
allows the user to delete and add components, and to adjust 
component definitions at will. These facilities can be used to 
investigate the effects of different components, and component 
definitions upon th__e analysis of the modelled system. 
· 4.4. The Analysis of Secondary Impacts 
This section deals specifically with the compatibility of the CI 
technique with the EI analysis methods discussed in chapter two. 
The technique has some value to all the methods. While an effort 
has been made to minimize the subjective base of the CI technique, 
there is a significant reliance upon the interpretation of data\ 
for an analysis of secondary impacts. Rather than reduce the 
flexibility of the technique by stipulating set procedures for 
interpreting data, a general set of guidelines is proposed. The 
guidelines describe the possible contributions that the CI 
technique could make to an analysis of secondary impacts within 
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4.4.1. Ad Hoc Approaches, Simple and Descriptive Checklists 
Ad hoc methods have not been widely accepted as a general approach 
to EI analysis, but are sometimes developed specifically for 
commonly occurring projects (e.g. the ad hoc approach to waste 
water treatment facilities, of FitzPatrick et al, 1978). Ad hoc 
approaches offer no guarantee that all potential impacts will be 
considered. This is an area of some concern (Cook, 1977,pl7), and 
is one in which the procedural attributes of the CI technique 
could be gainfully employed. Construction of a CIM offers a 







As ad hoc methods are intended for 
environmental impact, a CIM may be 
a full CI analysis. However, the 
communicative facilities of the technique (i.e. MLM and tracks) 
·may be useful for exposing potential secondary impacts related to 
more significant projects. 
Most of the remarks above apply equally to simple and descriptive 
checklists because of their similarity to ad hoc methods. 
4.4.2. Scaled Checklists and Presentational Matrices 
Both these broad categories of analysis methods employ a list of 
environmental attributes against which impacts are evaluated. 
Normally, only primary impacts are consioered. The attribute 
lists can be compiled within a CI analysis procedure, with 
advantages which have already been discussed. The secondary 
impact potential and suscept.ibili ty of components can be evaluated 
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Scaled (as opposed to weight-scaled) checklists do not offer an 
obvious means for registering secondary effects. Impact scores 
may be arbitrarily scaled to reflect th~ degree of associated 
secondary impacts. Alternatively, information pertaining to 
secondary impacts within the system (an MLM, relevant. tracks and 
rankings) can be included in the EI statement (particularly when 
an aggregated impact score is derived). 
Weight-scaled checklists, and specifically the environmental 
evaluation system (Dee et al, 1973), are well suited for 
distinguishing between components of differing secondary impact 
potentials. In the environmental evaluation system, seventy-eight 
parameters (components) are weighted by a multidisciplinary team 
according to their relative importance. Beside$ using a delphi 
approach to determine the relative weights, there is little that 
can substantiate these scores, or insure that the primary· and 
secondary importance of components is considered. The versatility 
of the environmental evalua ion system would be increased if the 
list of environmental parameters could be adapted to particular 
environments and projects. Employing the CI technique in the 
preliminary stages of an analysis would provide a structured 
approach for determining the component list. Further, the 
activity of deriving a CIM, and the information which can be 
obtained from a CI analysis, could substantiate and consolidate~ 
the basis from which the value functions and parameter weights are 
derived. 
If the checklist were to be used in its original form, the 
seventy-eight parameters could be used as the component list for a 
CIM. An interpretation of CI results could determine whether the 
original parameter weights do in fact reflect the secondary impact 
potential, and susceptibility to secondary impacts of the 
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environmental parameters. Should a CI analysis show one or more 
components as being exceptionally important, the "red-flag" system 
could be employed to highlight this fact in the analysis report. 
Where necessary, the communicative facilities of the CI technique 
can be used to support and explain impact scores which are high 
because of associated secondary impacts. 
Presentational matrices offer various alternatives for 
representing secondary impacts once a CI analysis has been 
performed : 
* Each component can be assigned some indicator to represent the 
probability or severity of possible secondary impacts. Some 
manner of shading the matrix columns assigned to each component 
is favoured. Symbols or characters could be used if the 
secondary impact assessments satisfy ordinal scale conditions. 
Numeric indicators should be avoided as interval scaled scores 
are not possible. 
* Fuggle's combinative matrix (Fuggle, 1979) offers some means of 
representing secondary impact potential, and susceptibility to 
secondary impacts within each cell. of a matrix. This has added 
advantages to the former method as the secondary impacts 
associated with a component are normally related to the type of 
impact. For example, a reduction in the "avifauna" component of 
the illustrative estuarine system, caused say, by increased 
noise levels (traffic, boating, recreationalists etc.) would 
give rise to different secondary impacts than if the avifauna 
populations were reduced by increased industrial effluent 
discharges. The former impact may decrease .the diversity of the 
bird populations, but the biomass may remain constant, or even 
increase. The latter impact may decrease diversity and biomass. 
Suitable tracks would have to be performed, and the various 
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measures interpreted, to give an indication of the secondary 
impacts. ~fl1ile it may appear advantageous to investigate the 
secondary impacts of only highly probable, or important primary 
impacts, the possibility of synergistic effects from minor 
impacts should not be ignored. 
* One of the major advantages of matrices is their ability to 
summarize and display primary impacts. This facility can be 
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CIM and MLM can be adjoined to an impact matrix to give some 
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Only a superficial consideration of 
achieved within the overlay approach. 
97 
secondary impacts can be 
If a CIM is constructed for 
the environmental system in question, components can be aggregated 
until a suitable number of broad parameter~ have been derived. 
Choosing the mapping parameters in this fashion ensures that most 
aspects of the environment are given some representation in the 
individual overlays, and composite map. Further, an indication of 
the secondary impact potential, and susceptibility to secondary 
impacts, of each parameter can be assessed from a general overview 
of results from a CI analysis of the system. A CI analysis would 
be most useful to a weighted overlay approach (possible when 
computerized techniques are used to combine the parameter maps). 
Information from the CI technique can provide the insight required 
£or weighting the parameters to reflect their secondary impact 
importance. 
4.4.4. Networks, System Diagrams, and Models 
The CI technique, networks, system diagrams and models could be 
seen as as a complementing hierarchy of approaches for the 
assessment of secondary impacts. The CI technique is a simple·, 
means of modelling an environmental system, and for exposing all 
the possible indirect dependencies. The various measures of the 
technique, and in particular, the tracking facilitiy, can be used 
to screen every indirect dependence for those which may be 
important secondary impact pathways. Important pathways can be 
incorporated into a framework for a network analysis. Employed in 
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constructing networks in which all significant dependencies are 
represented. A network can in turn be used as the basis for a 
system diagram. The direct dependencies between components are 
quantified in terms of energy transfers, and system diagrams 
therefore give some representation to the processes which define 
direct dependencies. An investigation of totai ~ne~gy transfers, 
critcal- and cut-position measures, and disruptive measures may 
bring to light certain subsystems of co~ponents and processes 
whose importance and complexity would support a more detailed 
analysis. For example, from the critical and disruptive measures 
in the detailed estuarine system analysis, the "nutrient 
(/cycling)" process, and the components with which it is 
associated, would appear to be particularly important. Simulation 
or similar models could be constructed to provide a greater depth 
of analytical detail for subsystems of obvious importance. 
·Further, modelling the processes of a system is possibly the only 
approach by which secondary impacts may be objectively quantified. 
4.5. Summary 
In the context of an adaptive approach to EI analysis, the CI 
technique offers a much needed means of considering secondary 
impacts at the preliminary stage of an EI analysis. The technique._ 
can be used in conjunction with all the major EI analysis methods 
to identify and communicate information about secondary impacts. 
The usefulness of the technique is largely dependent upon the 
adequacy of the environmental model (the CIM) from which the CI 
data is extracted, 
analysts. 
and the interpretative adroitness of the EI 












































of the technique itself can be extended. In most cases, the 
extentions expand the subjective base of the technique. Attention 
is also given to other approaches to secondary impact analysis 
which achieve a greater level of analytical detail. 
The interactive nature of the computer program~e used in this 
thesis to perform the CI analysis was found to have a beneficial 
effect on the analytical power of the CI technique. Possible 
extentions and improvements to this programme are given in the 




















5. CHAPTER FIVE - EXTENTIONS AND ALTERNATIVES 
5.1. Introduction 
Most of the aims and objectives for this thesis, which are 
outlined in chapter one, are fulfilled by the CI technique. The 
reliance on computing facilities remains a minor concern, but 
appear.s to be an unavoidable consequence of any detailed 
consideration of secondary impacts. 
Two of the objectives pertaining to the development of a suitable 
secondary impact technique 
subjective judgements, and on 
require a 
analytical 
minimal reliance upon 
resources. If these 
restrictions are relaxed, two extentions to the CI technique may 
be feasible, and certain alternative approaches could be favoured. 
None of the extentions or alternatives have been tried or tested 
within this study. Discussion is therefore brief, and intended as 
a broad guide to possible further investigations or developments. 
5.2. Considering Non-Minimum Paths 
The distinction between minimum and non-minimum paths was 
discussed in chapter three, where it 







cut-component measure is an e·xception to this rule. There are two 
reasons why it may be advantageous to extend the CI technique 
capabilities to consider non-minimum paths in some way : 


























dependencies in the bio-physical environment, this may not 
always be true for socio-economic systems. 
2) In terms of impact studies, longer than minimum paths have some 
significance. If a critical component is impacted, there may 
exist some longer than minimum path or paths which offer 
feasible alternative linkages to the disrupted dependency. 
The total path matrix was defined in chapter three as one in which 
each element, T(i,j}, represents the total number of alternative 
paths (both minimum and longer) which link i to j. Using the 
notations defined in chapter three, an element of the total path 
matrix T, is calculated as 
T(i,j) = P[l](i,j) + + P[n](i,j) + •.• + P[N](i,j} 
where N is taken as the diameter or solution time of the system. 
(The graph-theoretic terms used here are defined in chapter 
three.) 
Rows and columns of T can be summed to give respectively, the 
I 
out- and in-gross vertex connectivity measures (Carter, 1969,p45), 
which are similar to the accessibility measures. derived from the 
MLM. The gross vertex connectivity measures can be converted to 
"average connectivity measur~s" by dividing them by the number of 
non-zero elements to the summation. The average connectivity and 
.average graph distance measures are similar, and the former can be 
used to calculate a disruptive measure (as described in chapter 
three) which gives consideration to all the possible paths of 
dependence between all components of a system. 
The accessibility and connectivity measures have been compared in 
various communication network studies (Taaffe ,and Gauthier, 
1973,pl25: Carter, 1969: Pitts, 1965), and found to give 
noticeably·different ranks to network vertices. However, it would 
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appear that the total path disruptive measures have not been 
previously applied. 
Two broad inconsistencies, mentioned .in chapter three, detract 
from the usefulness of the tot?l path measures 
1) Many redundant paths may be included in t;h.e total path matrix 
\ 
values. 
2) It is possible that there is an inverse relationship between 
the length (in links) and importance of a dependency, but 
linkages of all lengths are given an equal weight in the total 
path matrix. 
Further, there are different ways by,,, which a path can be 
redundant, each of which has a different significance to secondary 
impacts. Consider the following linkage~ between components A and 
x of some system . . 
1) A -> B -> x 
2) A -> B -> c -> x 
3) A -> B -> c -> D -> x 
4) A -> D -> E -> x 
5) A -> B -> E -> B .,..) x 
The first is the minimum path linkage between A and x. All the 
other paths are redundant in the sense that a shorter path exists. 
The redundancy of the third path is "magni.fied" by the fact that 
it would not offer an alternative to the second linkage if 
components B or C were impacted. This is not the case for the 
fourth linkage, as it offers an alternative path which does not 
include components B or c. The fifth linkage is redundant in the 
strictest sense, as the path operates through the same component 

























Garrison (1960, cited by Taaffe and Gauthier, 1973,pl29}has used a 
weight-scaled total path matrix (first described by Katz, 1953) to 
study the connectivity of communication networks. The 
introduction of a scalar weight 's' to the powering process has 
the effect of reducing the influence of indirect and redundant 
paths. The weight-scaled total path matrix, T~~ is derived as 
follows: 
Tw = s1 P[l] + s2Pt2J + ••• + s"P[n] + ••• + sNP[N] 
where 0 < s < 1 
There are no rules or guidelines for choosing the value of s 
. (Haggett and Chorley, 1969,p42). It is clear however, that a low 
value of s will give less emphasis to the higher powered matrices 
(i.e. to the longer paths). The degree of subjectivity in the 
choice of a value for s can be controlled if there is some 
understanding of the probabilities related to the various forms of 
redundant paths. For environmental systems, the occurrence of 
redundant paths depends upon the structur~ of a system, and there 
is no obvious means of assessing their predominance. 
If a value for s can be chosen with some confidence, the 
weight-scaled total path matrix can be used to derive disruptive 
measures which are not only based on a consideration of minimum 
paths, but on all paths of dependence. The advantage of extending. 
the approach in this manner should be weighed against the 
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5.3. Weighted Dependencies 
The possibility of weighting direct dependencies was superficially_ 
considered in chapter four, mainly for the purpose of displaying 
the importance of components in the CIM and .valency summaries. 
The "all or nothing" decision for registering a dependency is 
easier if some range of alternative scores is offered. The 
weighted values in such a system are not used in the mathematical 
procedures of the CI technique ( i .·e. all weighted values are 
reduced to ones). 
The problem of minimum and non-minimum paths could potentially be 
resolved if weighted dependency scores were used in the 
mathematical procedu~es of a CI analysis. Presently, the CI 
technique considers the length of a path -as a function of the 
number of constituent links, and all links are given an equal 
status. It is the task of the analyst to interpret the relative 
importance of links. The interpretation of link importance occurs 
after a CI analysis has been performed, normally when specific 
tracks are considered. None of the CI measures can be interpreted 
in the light of the variable importance of direct dependencies. 
Should it be possible to weight the direct dependencies before an 
analysis, the relative importance weights can be used as 
information by the CI procedures to ensure that only the most 
irr~ortant shortest paths are considered in the analysis. 
There are three levels at which weighted dependencies can be 
allocated and assessed, related to whether the weights are scored 
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Ordinal Scale - "importance weights" 
In the illustrative estuarine system (see figures 12 and 13 of 
chapter 3), there are two minimum paths which make "avifauna" 
dependent upon "plant detritus". They are 
2 3 
1) avifauna -> benthic fauna -> plant detr,itus · 
2 1 
2) avifauna -> estuarine fish -> plant detritus 
Subjective weights have been assigned to all the direct 
dependencies (above each dependency arrow in the tracks) according 
to the following conventions: 1 - minimal: 2 - appreciable: 3 
complete dependence. Assuming that the weights satisfy ordinal 
scale conditions, the fist linkage can be recognized as the more 
important shortest path, simply because a "3'' dependency is more 
important than a "l" dependency. This is a rather simple example 
when compared with the following hypothetical tracks : 
2 2 2 
, 1) A -> b -> c -> X 
1 3· 
2) A -> e -> X 
In this situation ordinal scaled weights are of little. use, 
because they may not be added and the totals compared (Siegel, 
1956,p24). Therefore there is no explicit means of judging the 
relative importance of the linkages. 
Interval Scale - "distance" weights 
If however, the weights could be scored on an interval scale, a 
measure of "distanae'' is assigned to each dependency and the 
weights can be added to find the "shortest" linkage. For this 
approach, the weights must be an inverse of those used above (i.e. 
lIi II 
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1 - complete; 2 - appreciable; 3 minimal dependence). This 
gives the linkages as . . 
2 2 2 
1) A -> b -> c -> x sum = 2+2+2 = 6 
3 1 
2) A -> d > x sum = 3+1 = 4 
Adding the weights of each linkage shows the second path to be 
more important. As the weights have a connotation of distance, 
many communication network algorithms are applicable for finding 
' 
the most important "shortest" paths (Taaffe and Gauthier, 
1973,pl39; Dreyfus, 1969). 
Ratio Scale - "flow" weights 
The concept of distance is not, however, well suited to 
environmental systems~ Consider the following tracks 
1 3 1 
1) A -> b -> c -> X sum = 1+3+1 = 5 
1 2 2 
2) A -> d -> e -> X sum = 1+2+2 = 5 
Both these linkages are of equal importance if the "distance" 
analogue is used. However, it is possibly more correct for the 
study of environmental systems to consider dependencies in terms 
of "flow". In the first linkage above, the dependencies of A on 
b, and c on X are complete, but the minimal dependence of b on c 
is the regulating " weakest link" in the dependence of A on X. If 
the weights were rather expressed in terms of "dependence flow" 
the linkages become 
1) 
3/3 1/3 





2) A --> d --> e --> X 
x product = 3/3 x 1/3 x 3/3 = 0.33 
product = 3/3 x 2/3 x 2/3 = 0.44 
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and the second linkage is the more important shortest path, 
because the product of its weights indic,a,tes a greater "flow" of 
dependence. It is only possible to multiply weights if they are 
scored on a ratio scale (Siegel, 1956,p29). 
The three examples above use a 1 - 3 scale for weighting. This is 
\ 
in keeping with the CI programme's weighting option, but there is 
no reason why different scales should not be used. 
From the discussion .above it may be concluded that the advantages 
of a weighted CIM can only be realized if the weights are scored 
on an interval or ratio scale. Interval.scaled CIMs are possible, 
and have been employed by Ross (1976) in an attempt to extend the 
Nanaimo Port trans-shipment EI analysis (see chapter two). The 
resource intensive techniques pairwise-ranking and 
multidimensional scaling were applied to derive the scaled 
weights. No record of a ratio scaled CIM has been found • 
. The mathematical procedures for processing a weighted CIM are not 
excessively complicated or lengthy. The various algorithms 
presented in chapter three would remain largely unaltered. It 
would be necessary however, to replace the conventional matrix 
multiplication procedure by some boolean equivalent, related to 
how the weights are to be interpreted (Taaffe and Gauthier, 
' 
1973,pl41). 
Although it is possible to process weighted CIMs, the effort 
involved in deriving interval or ratio scaled weights may detract 
from such an approach. Weight scaling would be particularly 
difficult if bio-physical and socio-economic dependencies .must be 
considered within a single weighted CIM. 
Should a weighted analysis be favoured, it may be simpler and less 
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contrived if the subjective judgements of a team of assessors were 
structured by some evaluation technique to provide the direct 
dependency weights. The choice of analogue to be used in the 
powering procedure (i.e. "importance", "distance", or "flow"); 
would depend upon the degree of confidence in the allocation of 
weights. 
A decision as to whether a weighted analysis should be employed in 
preference to a conventional CI approach would have to consider if 
the greater degree of subjectivity and analytical effort is worth 
the additio~al detail. Further, 'entirely different approaches may 
in fact be more useful for similar commitments of analytical 
resources. 
5.4. Input-Output Models 
The CI technique, in either its binary or weighted 
give a direct indication of secondary impacts. 
primary impacts on a system have been identified, 
form, cannot 
Only once the 
can the CI 
technique measures and tracks be interpreted to assess the extent 
of the associated secondary impacts. An input-output model (see 
"Mathematical Matrices", chapter 2), is a sophisticated form of a 
CIM in which the component lists are the producing and consuming 
sectors of a system. The values of the matrix elements reflect 
the degree to which a row sector supports a column sector 
(Leontief, 1970). Conventionally,· the sectors are economic 
sectors, and the element values are coefficients of input to the 
supported sector per unit output of the producing sector. Changes 
in the system can be modelled by altering the total output or 
input values of the appropriate sectors. Thereafter, mathematical 
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operations (matrix inversion) can be performed to produce a matrix 
which reflects how the production and consumption of all other 
sectors is affected by these changes. If it were possible to 
score direct dependencies at a level comparable to a dependence 
coefficient, the facilities of an input-output matrix could be 
used to give a direct representation of second~,ry impacts within a 
framework similar to that of a CI analysis. Such an analysis 
could be, and has been, performed on socio-economic systems (Lee 
and Fenwick, 1973: Hite and Laurent,: 1971). However, it is 
unlikely that dependence coefficients could be derived for a 
combined analysis of bio-physical and socio-economic systems, 
without extending the subjective content of an analysis beyond 
reasonable limits. A heavy reliance on value judgements would be 
necessary as there are no common units by which the "production" 
and "consumption" of bio-physical and socio-economic "commodities" 
can be evaluated. Nevertheless, the input-output matrix is 
potentially the most powerful approach to secondary impacts within 
the field of mathematical matrices. 
5.5. A Brief Note on Induced Secondary Impacts 
' In chapter one, a distinction was made between secondary and 
induced secondary impacts. No attention has been afforded to 
induced secondary impacts because of their widely varying form of 
occurrence. However, if the sense of a CIM where changed to that 
of an "activity interaction matrix" (AIM), a superficial 
consideration of induced secondary impacts is possible. For an 
AIM, the component lists are replaced by lists which reflect the 
full range of probable activities related to the project, and 
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activities which the project may induce (e.g. clearance of site, 
access roads, waste removal, service facilities, commercial 
growth}. The interaction between all activities is investigated, 
and if a row activity could be directly. "stimulated" by a column 
activity, a one is assigned to the appropriate matrix element. 
The tracking facility of the CI technique could then be used to 
display how any activity may induce some other listed activity. 
That is, the shortest sequence of events linking any two 
occurrences can be exposed. 
5.6. Summary and Conclusions 
Various useful extentions to the CI technique are possible if the 
restrictions on the subjectivity of an analysis are relaxed. The 
extentions relate to weighting the CIM information in some manner.· 
The technique can also be applied to an investigation of induced 
secondary impacts. 
The strength of the unweighted CI technique is its ability to 
structure a preliminary investigation of secondary impacts. As 
and compatible with a wide range of EI 
the technique may detract from its broad 
the advantages of the adaptations may be 
if alternative techniques or methods are 






In chapter four, a complement of three alternative methods was 
discussed (networks, system diagrams, modelling procedures}. 
Network methods give a concise summary of secondary impact paths 
and -are an efficient means of communicating secondary impact 
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information. A certain degree of quantification can be achieved 
by transforming networks to system diagrams. However, it is 
recognized that modelling procedures, and simulation models in 
particular, are a favourable alternative for a detailed analysis 
of secondary impacts. 
The fact that many approaches to secondary impact analysis are 
computer-bound has been viewed as something of a disadvantage. 
However, the advent of micro-computers allows analysts of 
environmental impacts 
facilities. Therefore, 
cheap and easy 
it could be 
access to computing 
expected that the 
acceptability of computerized approaches will increase for all 













6. CHAPTER SIX - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6 .1. Resume 
This thesis is concerned with the identification of secondary (or 
higher order) impacts for environmental impact analysis. A 
literature review has exposed the need for a preliminary 
environmental analysis approach able to consider secondary 
impacts. Therefore, a computerized technique has been developed 
which is able to structure a preliminary investigation of 
secondary impacts. 
6.2. The Literature Review 
The following issues, central to environmental i~pact analysis, 
were revealed from a review of the literature : 
* Secondary impacts can form a large part of the ultimate 
environmental impact of a project. 
* Of the range of environmental impact analysis methods that 
exists, none is able to give adequate consideration to secondary 
impacts, particularly during the formative stages of a project's 
design .. 
* Methods offering a quantification of impacts tend to be favoured 
in countries where environmental impact assessment is enforced. 
In countries where there is little or no legislation covering 
environmental impact assessment, the most favoured approaches 






































* Environmental interests are best served when impacts can be 
identified during, rather than after, the design of a project. 
Therefore, in addition to the more detailed methods used for a 
final assessment of impacts, a need exists for comprehensive, 
but simple preliminary impact analysis approaches. 
* As no methods are able to meet all the requirements for an 
adequate environmental impact analysis, an adaptive approach 
would be of value. For an adaptive approach, methods and 
techniques are selectively combined to meet the requirements and 
conditions of particular impact assessments. In this way it is 
possible to balance the strengths of some approaches against the 
weaknesses of others. 
Consequently, this thesis has as its main objective the 
a_evelopment of a preliminary environmental impact technique able 
to identify the secondary impacts of a project within the 
framework of an adaptive approach to impact analysis. The 
. component interaction technique was developed to this end. 
6.3. The Proposed Technique 
The basis of the approach is a component interaction matrix. The 
matrix models the environment as a list of environmental 
components (arranged along both axes of the matrix) and an array 
(the actual matrix) of ones and zeros. The presence (1) or 
absence (0) of a direct dependency between all the listed 
components is recorded in the matrix. The matrix represents, the 
sum total of input data to the technique, and it is suggested that 
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the model be constructed by a multidisciplinary team of impact 
assessors. 
Computerized matrix powering procedures are able to structure the 
data to facilitate an investigation of the s/econdary impact 
potential in the system. The technique provides two main forms of 
information : 
* All higher order dependencies in the system can be recognized 
and traced out (i.e. all the shortest paths of dependence can be 
exposed). Once the primary impacts of a project have been 
identified (using some conventional impact analysis method), the 
range of possible secondary impacts can be assessed from a study 
I 
of the paths which link the impacted coiinponents to others which 
are dependent on them. 
* Certain measures are derived which can be used to "flag" those 
components of the system which have a p9tential for initiating, 
or which are particularly susceptible to, secondary impacts. 
All information is explicit and can be substantiated by referring 
back to the component interaction matrix data. An emphasis is 
placed upon the interpretation of data~ and no quantification of 
secondary impacts is attempted. 
Although the component interaction technique is computerized, it 
was considered that the increasing availability of resource 
efficient computing facilities, and the advantages of using 
interactive programming approaches, should minimize the 
restrictions on implementing the technique. 
It was recognized that problems related to value judgements are 
unavoidable in any approach to environmental impact analysis. '1,he 
technique, however, has a minimal reliance on subjective 
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judgements. Further, the procedures for constructing the 
interaction matrix can be used to substantiate and control the 
subjective content of an impact· study. 
While the results of a component interaction analysis offer a 
means for considering secondary impacts, the activity of 
contructing a matrix model does much to ensure that a preliminary 
analysis of impacts is based on a comprehensive and structured 
consideration of the environment. These two attributes of the 
technique support its application in conjunction with other 
methods of impact analysis. 
Various extentions to the approach have been considered in this 
thesis, particularly in the form of weighting the direct 
dependencies in some manner. However, it was concluded that the 
technique is best served by a binary representation of direct 
dependencies. Extending the technique would increase either the 
subjective content of an analysis, or the dependence on analytical 
resources. Nevertheless, the technique is able to support, or 
form the basis of, more detailed analyses of impacts by advanced 
analytical methods. 
6.4. Conclusions 
The major objective of this thesis is realized in the component 
interaction technique in so far as it isolates those features 
related to secondary impacts needing more investigation. However, 
it is recognized that the detailed analysis and evaluation 
(quantification) of secondary impacts is an area still requiring 
attention. 
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8. APPENDIX A - COMPONENT INTERACTION PROGRAMME / MANUAL 
8.1. P.ROGRAMME MANUAL 
8.1.1. Introduction 
The component interaction programme has been written to perform 
component interaction analyses of environmental systems modelled 
as a list of components and an array of zeros and ones. The 
programme performs all the procedures mentioned in chapter three 
of this thesis. Chapter three should be read as a preface to this 
manual as many of the terms and algorithms used are described 
there. 
The programme is written in ASCII FORTRAN (Sperry Univac 1100 
Series, level 9Rl) for the University of Cape Town Univac 1100/81 
time-sharing computer. It is an interactive programme intended 
for VDU terminals (a cathode ray tube screen and keyboard) or 
teletype terminals. Data files are created and accessed within 
the programme (these functions are transparent to the user) by 
.. ,,., .... 
interfacing with the EXECS control language. 
In its most efficiently segmented form, the absolute programme 
element executes by occupying under 25K of core space. A full 
analysis of the.largest possible component interaction matrix was 
found to take two minutes of central processing time on average. 

























runstreams. Some of the interactive commands from the programme 
are presented in appendix B. From these it may be seen that if a 
user understands the terms ·related to the component interaction 
technique, few additional instructions are required to perform the 
computer analysis. 
8.1.2. Programme Structure 






the data input routines 
data editing routines 
component interaction analysis routines 
data output routines 
While all input/output routines are controlled by the programme 
,only, other functions are controlled by user responses to 
programme prompts. 
content errors (as 
User replies are checked for format and 
far as is possible) to avoid runstream 
termination. A recognized error solicits a standard error 
message, and corrective. options are offered in most cases. 
Data Input 
Data is entered as a set of structured interactive responses, or 
by accessing a specified data file from within the programme. All 
file manipulations are performed by programme calls to the system 
function "FASCF2" (which avoids runstream termination if errors 
I 
are detected in the specified file names). A component 
































the component matrix, whether it is weighted or unweighted, the 
component labels (names), and the array of matrix elements (which 
records the presence or absence of direct dependencies between the 
listed components). The programme is capable of processing 
component interaction matrices which are d 1imensioned 50 x 50 or 
less. 
Data Editing 
The edit mode can be selected at any stage after the data has been 
entered to the programme. Once in edit mode (i.e~ control is with 
the ''editor" subroutine), various editing options are offered. 
Matrix elements and component labels can be altered, or whole 
components (i.e a row and a column of the interaction matrix) can 
be added or deleted. Once the data has been edited, and if a data 
file is being used ~o store the matrix information, the new 
~ersion of the matrix can be stored in the old data file, a new 
file, or given no permanent storage. All edited versions of the 
component interaction matrix are printed to the hardcopy 
printfile. 
Component Interaction Analysis 
At any stage after the data has been entered, any of the component 
interaction procedures can be requested by the user. There is one 
restriction enforced by the programme. The minimum link matrix 
must first be derived before other measures or tracks are 
performed. This is because the powering process in the minimum 
link subroutine ("minlnk") provides much of the information used 

























the initial matrix 
edited matrices 
minimum link matrices 
valency rankings 
average graph distance rankings 
minim~m path accessibility measure rankings 
critical-position summary and rankings 
cut-position summary and ranking 
disruptive measure rankings 
dependency tracks 
The matrix data can be edited and analysed repetitively. 
Data Output 
126 
,None of the analysis results are printed to the active terminal. 
All output is written to an alternative printfile {controlled 
entirely by the programme), which is "sym'ed" to the system 
printer at the end of a run. The user is given instructions on 
how to retrieve the hardcopy, and the programme allows a printout 
heading to be specified for each version of a matrix. Dependency 
tracks performed by the programme are plotted by the system 
plotter. Plotting information is 
/plotinfo/: and unit 3 /plotdata/). 
written to two files {unit 2 
At the end of a run, if 
tracks have been performed, a call to "FASCF2" starts a plotting 
programme which uses the data in the plotfiles to create the 














8.1.3. Technical Features 
Most of the comments which follow are pertinent to the programme 
listing. 
The programme has been fully documented, and in addition, the 
programme commands do much to make the programme "readable". The 
subroutines, arrays, and variables have been named to give some 
compliance with the terms introduced in chapter three, or to give 
an indication of their function. All two dimensional arrays begin 
with "mx-", and character variables and arrays end with "$". 
Files 
The files used in the programme are the following: 
* unit 1 - data file 
* unit 2 - alternate printfile 
*unit 3 - plotting information file (headings etc.) 
* unit 4 - plotting data file (actual track information) 
* unit 13 - direct access file for track information (S in 
chapter three) 
A call to i:he system function "ADATE$" is used to obtain the date 
and time of the run, and this information is used to specify a 
unique name for the alternat~ printfile. The date and time also 
appear on all printouts. 
Run streams 
Runstreams associated with the programme are listed after the 
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programme listings. These are for accessing1:tnd executing the 
programme, and for initiating the plotting of tracks. Note that 
the plotting is initiated by a runstream which is "started" within 
the run, but performed by a separate plotting programme 
("abstrack"). 
Plotting 
The plotting programme is written in the "CALCOMP" plotting 
language, and the "Graphics Display Package 11 of the University of 
Cape Town is used to interface with that system's plotting 
hardware. The plotting is completely.transparent to the user. 
8.1.4. Improvements and Extentions 
Experience with the programme has shown that the following 
improvements would be beneficial to the component interaction 
programme: 
* The input of data is a long process for large component 
interaction matrices. The programme could off er a means of 
suspending and resuming the process to allow the user to 
terminate the programme without losing the data already entered. 
* The input and editing of data is efficient as an interactive 
process, but computing the component interaction measures is 
time consuming in 1 demand 1 mode. A run 'started' from the 
programme to perform the analysis of data in 'batch' mode would 
be preferable. 
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files on which the track information is stored {unit 13). If 
both these files could be accessed, it would not be necessary to 
perform the minimum link procedure every time a component 
interaction matrix is analysed in different programme runs. 
* Many of the algorithms used to extract the component interaction 
analysis data are taken directly from chapter three. No effort 
has been 
matrices, 
made to optimize the 
and for performing the 
procedures used for powering 
other mathematical functions 
included in the technique. Further, the method used for writing 
and reading to files can be improved upon by more advanced 
input/output routines available within ASCII FORTRAN. 
8.1.5. Reference Manuals 
The following computer language manuals were used: 
Execs Hardware/Software Summary. Sperry Univac 1100 Series, 
UP-7824. 
FORTRAN (ASCII) Level 9Rl - Programmer Reference. Sperry Univac 
1100 Series, UP-8244.1-A, June 1979. 
Programming Calcomp Pen Plotters (Exec II and Exec VIII Offliue). 
California Computer Products Inc., September 1969. 
Graphics Display Package (GDP). University of Cape Town, October 
1978. 
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8.1. COMPONENT INTERACTION PROGRAMME 
The following pages list of the component interaction 
and associated plotting programmes developed and used 
for this report. The runstreams associated with each 
programme are also given. The programmes are stored on 




















































































COMPONENT INTERACTION PROGRAMME 
**~**•***Q*~~*$*•*********~*•*******o*~*****•***•••*••••••••••••••• 
THC ~AIN SlG~E~T OF TH[ COMPDNENT !~TERACTIO~ pqQGRAMMl . 
• THIS PROGRAM~E PERFORMS THE PROCEDURES OF THE CDHPONL•T INTERACTION . 
• 
. 
• • • • • • • 
. 












THE P~OGRAH~~ IS DA5lD O~ A MAT~IX HODEL OF AN [NVIPONMENTAL SYSTE~ 
ARRAYS us<_;) IN Tltl5 P•WGr<A,.M£ TO CONTAl'J •'JD MANIPULATE THE CDMPO.NENT 
INl[~ACTION U•lA (MATRIX MODEL I AO[ ALL BOUNDED AT 50 X SO• 
MXC~PT - INTEGER ARRAY TO HOLD THE COMPONE~T INTERACTION MATRIX DATA 
M~Ll~K - INT[GEq AR1AY ron TH[ MINIMU~ LIN( MATRIX DATA 
MXMl~A AND MXMINn - INTEGCR ARR•YS FOR THE 'llNIHUH PATH ACC~SSIBILJTY 
MfASUq[S DE•IVEO IN THE ROUTINE "HINLNK" IND PROCESSED 
IN 11 MNPATff 11 • 
FTYf'S - INTEGER INfl!CATO• DF THE 'IOD[ OF DATA INPUT CllOSEN ev THE USER 
II - [~ITIALIZE DATA FILE: 2 - ACCESS OAT4 FILE: ] - NO DATA FJLEI 
~q~N - NUMDCR OF MESSA~E LI~ES IN 'MSG$' TO 6E PRINTED OY 'MSGPRT~-
5KIP - INTEGLH IQ OR II INDICATOR TO '10UTINE 'MSGPRT' TO SIGNAL FOR 
TH~ USER PROMPT 
R~PLY - INTEGfR V•R!AALE FOR USER REPLIES TO PROGFAMM( OPTIONS 
STATUS - INT(GER VAR!A3LE SET BY THE FUNCTION FACSFZ TO REFLECT THE 
srarus R[TURNED OY THE FUNCTION 
TTLN - ·~ l~TEG[R INDICATOR or NHICH FORM OF MATRIX IS BEING PRINTED 
ll:INITIAL: ':£~1TCD: ~:~INIMUM LINK: q:LAST COPYI 
HDGFNO - INTEGER COU~TER or lHE NUM~ER OF CHARACTERS IN HOGS 
FNENP - INT~G~~ VANllOLF or THE ~UMOER OF CHARACTERS IN THE USER. 
SUPPLIED DATA FILE NAME. NEEDED FOR A CALL TO 'FACSF2' 
FACSF2 - UNIVAC SYSTEM INT[GlR FUNCTIO~ TO EXtCUTf EXf.CB COMMANDS 
FRDH filTHIN T~[ PROGRAMME (SEE SPER~Y UNIVAC PROGRAMMER 
REFERENCE MANUAL UP-B2~q.1, ASCII FORTRAN LEVEL 9Rl 0 P7-Jll 
FASCr - UNIVAC SYSTC~ INTEGER FUNCTION SIHILAR TO FASCF2 EXCEPT THAT 
FHAU~ CO~CIT!DNS ARE REGISTERED IN TH~ PROGRAMME 
NrRAC~ - INTcG[R COUNTER OF THE NUMBER OF TF.ACKS REQUESTED P.Y 
Ttt!: US[f( TllROJG'i TltE ROUTINE "TRACKS' 
NrlLEh - INIEGER l~DICATOR TD CONTROL ACCESS TO HECOROS IN THE DIRECT 
4CLESS rtLC:: 13 
ASGNED - INTEGE~ VARIA3LE USEO TO CHECK THE STATUS RETURNED BY FACSF2 
FO~ AN EXEC REQUEST TD ASSIGN A FILE• SET TO THE EQUIVALENT 
OCTAL VALU[ INDICATING FILE ALREADY ASSIGNED TD PROGRAMME 
IMIN - TllE ~INl~UM VALUE !INTEGER> or A CO~PONENT MAH'IX ELEMENT 
IHAI - THE ~AXIMU~ VALUE llNlEGERI OF A CO~PONENT MATRIX ELEMENT 
MSG• - CH•~•CTER ARRAY Of THE PROGRAMME MESSAGES FOP PRINTING 
TO THL TER~INAL SCREE~ SY THE ROUTINE 'M5GPRT' 
MTLDL~ - CHAR~CTER ARRAY or T'i[ COMPONENT LABELS 
RfPLY~ - CHANACT[R VARIA!LE FOR USER REPLIES TO PROGRAMME QUESTIONS 
FNl~Ei - CH•NACTE~ VARl,dLE OF THE USER SUPPLIEC DATA FILE IUNIT II ~AME 
HOGi - CHARACTER VA2IARLE OF A USER SUPPLIED HEADING FO~ THE 
MIRDCOPY PRINTOUT OF TllE PROGRAMME OUTPUT 
DATE! - CHARACTCR VARIABLE FOR THE DATE OOTAINCD OY A CALL TO SYSTEM 
FUNCTIO~ 'ArlATE\' USt:D FOR HEADING IN THE PLOTTING PROGRAMME 
TIME~ - CHARACTER VOR[ABLE or THE UNIVAC SUP~LIED TIME !CALLEO 
,,, ·~oATc;• 1•-! M~:r~ PRDGRA~f,EI. USED To SPECIFY A UNIQUE 
FIL! roR •HE ·~T:~N\TE PRINTFILE - U~IT 2 
Hf~D~ - CHAAACT~R VARl•DL~ OF A PROGRAMME SUPPLIED HtADING FOR 
HAHDCOPY PffJNTJIJT FPO~ 'PRT~RT' 
ER~SG! - CH~~ACTE~ VA~tABLl ~ITH STA~PARP ERROR ~~S~AGE 
• FILES 
• • • • 
UfllT I - PERMINE~T DAT• FIL~ cu,T•l~ING THE CDMPDN[~T MATRIX DATA 
UrJtT 2 - ALTLRNAT~ rRt~TFIL~ 
U~!T 3 - D~•n FIL~ U5E) F0~ THE PLOTTING l~FORMATIO~ CRF~TED 
~y 'TR~C~~· 
ur11r q - ~~curJD l>ATA ~tLE r0~ 0 LOTTJHG INF3R~~T[ON (QFATED ev 
'T!~~CKS' 
UN IT lJ - '}Jf.r::T 1"..CCi..:'.";:; FIL~ r~r.AT~D ff'~ T•I~ ~.-J'J f"•\Our.·AMM':: TO STOI\'£ 
l~sro·?~;ryo~ J~[0 I~ T•f[ 'TR~c~· 3UPR0UTI~E. 
I "'Tr. (j [ a :• x c r T ' ·:· • ~I ) ' • ... '( L I ·~ ~ I .... j ' :, .. J • ~· )( ,, I N A ( 5 :"\ , ' ,. l( ri I ~ 8 ( s ':' ) ' 
FTY c, ··~ (jt1, ·1t:1r, R~_PLY, >T.-'TU'.=', TTLN, H::J(f:.~;o, r'~:t-10, 
... F~C r .. ·, AC5t' ~Tr:A.(I(' t;F ILf.f.1, "-Sli~~!:.['l/(l i -.. J .. • .... ~:i.:':'·L-·r;·."/ 1 
+ r~~t ,1·~~1\ 
CHAHflCTt- R r1 G'!.-06 (6), ""TL':Lt1"i...,IS!~J, 
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Tll::... .)U!Vi' 'JUT I 1~ 1. :. l ~~ THE. rtqo Gt?A~.,~~, I Ii THE ORUf. R I~ IHI CH THE. Y AP~[ A" 
I~ THE r~0G~AHME LlSll~b 
:-_XT[PtlAL HSr;F'RT, 
PR f l•RT, 
DI M1'il', 
01\ T J 1-.Jr., 
















Tiil rROGRAMMF: CAN BE SEGMENTED TO SAY~ CORE SPACE ON EXECUTION • 
THE FIRST FIVE SUBROUTINES FORM THE MAIN P~OGRAMM[. THE EDITING 
RO~T!NCS FORH THl SECO~D SEGMENT. THE "MINLNK" ROUTINE IS THE 
THIRD SfGEMENT. ALL T~E OTHER ROUTINES FORM THE FOURTH SEGMENT • 
Tlt<O PP.OGRA'1M[ IS BEST SEr.MCNTt:o. THE FISflT SIX SU&P.OUTINES FORM 
THE MllN SEGMENT, THt EDITING ROUTINES ANOTHER, "MINLN~" ON ITS 
o~~. AND TH~ COMPONENT INTERACTION PROCEDURES AND "RUNFIN" THE LAST 
INITIALIZING .THE STANDARD ERROR MESSAGE AND DEFINING FILE 13 AS THE 
Ol~£CT ACCESS FILE FOR TRACK INFORMATION 
f.RMSG~ : '•••• RE-ENTER THE LAST RESPONSE• 
nEFINE FILE 1312500,Jl,U,NFILERI 
IT WAS FA UL t Y • ' 
THE D~TE AND Tl~E ARE STORED JN DATEf, AND TIMES FOR HEADINGS AND 
SPECIFYING A UNl~UE ALTERNATE PRINTFILE IUNIT 21 
LABEL qc IS THE FIRST OPERAOLE STATEMENT IN THE PROGRAMME 
?n C~LL ADATECDATES,Tl~Ell 
NTRACK = 0 
A CHECK IS ~ADE TO £NSUP.t THAT NO PREVIOUS PLOT FILES STILL NEED 
TO AE PROCESSED• TRACKS CANNOT BE PERFORMED UNTIL THE PLOT DATA 
THE FILE "CHECKE~" IS A DUMMY FILE WHICH ONLY GETS DELETED &HEN THE 
TR•CK PROGR,MMC IS CO~PLETE 
STATUS: FACSF2C'QASG,AX CHECKERo • 'I 
STATUS• FACSF21'~f~EC: CHECKER. • 'I 
IF~~J!IYJ:~w;g~R'r~IT SET OF TRACK PLOTS JS STILL PEING •• 
M5G>l21• 'PRDCf.S5ED• YOU MAY NOT BE ABLE TO PERFORM •' 
"SG,131• 'FU~THER T~ACKS DURING THIS -RU~. •' 
~SGN = ~ 




AS~liNING THE ALTER~ATE P91~TFIL[ IU~IT 21 
STATUS= F"~CSF2C'~ASG,UP Fr•11r1~c~11• •• '> 
STATUS= fAC5F2l'~U3E 2,PF'//TlMEi// 1 • • '> 






M GN = 
'ALL ~A?A ~ D C~MPtJTEP I~/FO~~~TIO~ ~ S0CJAT~O ~· 
·~1r T•t[3 u~ 71LL df ~V~JLAOLf TO OU AS~ *' 
1 •fA~ CUf,Y p I~T-OIJT L!3TCD uun~~ YOU U5[rt~. *' 
·~~T '{ ' 0[ CRl~TJVC l~~ADING OF UP T FIFTY o• 
'CH.A ,l\Cl'~F':i FOR THIS PRl"'T-OUT. .. 
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R~Al)(o, '<A~S>'• ER~= 120> YO~t 
~0GC~D = ~S 
THE FOLLOUlt!G Pf.'OCEL'UR~ 15 U5CD THRrlUGl<OUT Tlf( PRC'GPAl<MF. TO Ct(ECK 
'THE. L(NGTH or USL.R R'£PL IES TO HEAflJr.JGS A~D f ILE. NAM[S. 
111 IF'C(H;)•ji:'.\ID.GT.QJ.,VJ).(HOGJ.CHOGENC:HJGEND>.FQ•' 1 )) THEN 
HDG:'40 = liOGEND - l 
GU TO 11 r; 





G:J I IJ l .t""'! 
C:W I< 
tlSGiCl>~ 'ltl U?OER TO E~TER TH£ COMPONfNT M-TRJX O~TA o• 
~5GSt2>= 'TYPE "'I'' TO A5SJGN A PER~AflE~T D~TA FILE •' 
MSG1(J): 'TYPl ''2'' TO ACCfSS A PER~A~E~T r~TA FILE •' 
M5Gicql: 'TYP[ ''J'' FOR ~o PERHAN[NT ~ATA RECORD •• 
~5G!J ; ~ 
C~LL M3GP~TtMSG1.M5~NtS~lP> 
R~~D '*• ~. (RP = 270, rrvrE 
INllTALIZING A DATA FILE FO~ THE COMPONENT 1-TEfiACTION ~ATRIX DATA 
IFIFTYPE.[Q.llTHrN 
150 MiG~lll• 'ENTER A NA~[ IAS ANY COMOINATION Cf" I TO 12 •• 
M5G~l21• ''LPHANU~ERIC CHA~ACTERSI FD~ THE OAT' FILE• •' 
MSG"'l :e .;.: 
lb~ CALL ~3GPRTIHSGt 1 ~SGN 1 5KIPI 
rEADI .. , 'IAl21', ERR .• 1601 n-iAMEf 
FNE'l!l • IZ 
17rJ !Fl IFtlENO.GT.u1 •• ,ND. lf'iAMEtll'NEND:r'iENDl.EQ.' .,, THEN 
FNE•D • FN~ND - I 
GO TO I Hl 
END IF 
lf"lrN~NU.EQ.~I GO TO 160 
ASSIGNING THE FILE SPECIFIED eY THE USER. IF STATUS REFLECTS AN 
A~ C~ROR CD~DITION, THE USER IS GIVEN CORRECTIVf OPTIONS 
STATUS• FAC3F21 1 .A5G 1 UP 1 //l'NAMESll:FNENOl// 1 ~ 1 F2 • 'I 
REPLY • 1 . 
tf (STATUS•N~.nt T~~N 
M3G~111~ 'A FILE or THIS NA~E ~LREADY EXISTS UNDER •• 
~SGit~>~ 'YOUR PROJECT-to. •' 
M5G~lll• 'TYPE "I" 10 ENTER ANOTHER NAME FOR.THE FILE•' 
M5G~l41• 'TYPE "2" TO OVER-oRITE THIS EXISTING FILE •' 
~SG;<S>: 'TYPE "3" TO USE ANOTHER WAY TO ENTER DATA •' 
HSGtlbl= 'TYPE •q• TO TERMINATE THE PROGRAMMf •' 
'15GN ~ b 
l8~ CALL MSGPRTfMSGl,MSGN,SKIP) 
F~~oco, ., ERR = 19Ut REPLY 
IFIRErLY.~Q.11 TH~N 
~o To ts.~ 
flS~ lf(flEPLY•EQ.2) THEN 
IFIST~TU5.~E.~So~~DI THEN 
ST\Tll~ ~ FA:srzt•~ASG.• •1/rN~M(\(l!FNfNO)//' ••• , 
f;NIJ IF 
'lO TO lJ':' 
ELSE tr(~[PLY.~Q.J) THEN 
GO Tl' I .l) 
ELS: JFCR[~LY•(l•~' TH~~ 
Jr T!i[ US~R A~Q~T3 TtiE ?qOG~~·'ME THIS C0~01TIO~ JS ~lCOFOEO ON THE 
.a.LTF:>-tNA.TE ri,lf'JTrJLE· J:HJCH ~lt.L ~[ PfL~--~E.D Af';n SYl'>"'l;:"O t.'Y "RUNF°JN" 
H~1'0't ~ • "' 11U~·! !\30F:TC:l - ATTt.MrJ;::(l TO .&.~SIG"! r [LS •11r:~'HF.f. 
t1:r·1c~SOJ//' 1HIC"li ALR[AOY EXIST$ •• 
;'1.,JJi·:C.?, 'Cl~'l,//,2X:,A,//////// 1 15),j_) 1 ) HDGt.,Hf:.l\Di. 
S r ." TU.:; = ( 'ia: i\. S .-, , f l • • ' > 
fHJUt IN t'...i C-~LL•::rt Tn Tt 1:q·,,_.,T£" TrlL. r~or;r,·.a~,~~c:. 
(~LL :~ tJ ~l r I ., ( ... x ( '1 r> T ':,.TL~ L 1 • ~· 5 (i I .... T n ~:: N 'TTL~ .. ' 1 ~, I ~I t I'\ 4 )( • FT y f" E. ' 
:,J T !t ACK , ~: i1 t'f ~ G "i , H [)hi , T I~·'.:. ·1, ) 



























































































t?·• ~ 1 ;"?t·1ru,~.::·~~~Jt,.;·1 
,....;O TO } l) ~ 
c tiD If 
Er<r IF 
ONC~ Trl~ rlLE IS A551G~[D IT IS DEFINED AS FILE 1, DATA IS ENTERED 
BY C~Ll5 TO ··01~1Nr'' ~·JD ··o~Tl~P''• J~ TH[ CATA IS ENTEFED CCPR[CTLY 
TH~ CC/lrJ'/E'H [:-IT':HACT!Jfj DATA IS ··•·1TTEN TO THE FILE I ~y - CALL ro 
"~Xf"" 1'.r!l T" . 
z~~ STATUS= FACS~2•'~USE 1, 1 //FNAHEtct:FN[NO)//' ••• , 
CALL 01MfttP(~5G$,~f0~3N 1 [R~SG~) 
IFli"'~iGl(bltl!S),E_~.·~P('IP.T') TH!;.:N 
HtAOI ~ 1 • 0 UN 410RTCn - •TTE~PTED TO DEFINE A MAT~IX 1 // 
•GR~ATER TtiAN SJ X S•, o ' 
t\!iIT'.::(2, 1 (JH1.11,2x.A.////////.1~.x,A•'' HOGt..ttE•os 
CALL ~U~FINl~XC~PT,MTLBLS,~5Gt 1 MTDMS~,TTL~,JMIN,IM•X,FTYPE 1 
~TRACK.ERHSG~.HDGi.TrMr~, 
GO TO 3S1 
END IF . 
C~LL O\TINPIMXCMPT,MTLBLS,MSG$,MTDMSN 1 IMIN,IMAX 1 ERMSGSI 
CALL MXFWRTIHXCMPT,~TLBL~,MTOMs~.IMIN,J'1AXr 
TfLN • I . , . 
·1F,~EPLY.£Q,2> rHaN. . . . . I 
HEADi = ' DATE : 1 //0ATE$// 1 TIME : 1 //TIMES// 
' DATA f"ILE IOVER-•RITTENI : 1 //FNAME$ 
ELSE . . 
HEAOt • 1 OAT! : 1 //0ATES// 1 TIME 
' DATA FILE IASSIGNEOI : 1 //FNAMES 
1 1/TIMtS//-
F.ND IF 
THE MiTRIX DATA 15 WRITTEN TO THE ALTERNATE PRINTFILE BY A CAL( TO 
"PRT~RT" ~ITH TTLN • I 
c ALL PR T"R T, ... XCMPT. '1TLBL' •• .. T DMSN. T TLN. HOGS I HE ADU 
MSG1111• 'A COPY or THE CO~PDNENT INTERACTION MATRIX •• 
MSG~f21• 'HAS BEEN RECORDED ON YOUR PRINTflLE. •' 
SKIP : 1 
HSGN " 2 
CALL MSGP~TIMSGS,'15GN 0 SKIPI 
ACCf.SSING AN ALREADY EXISTING DATA FILE 
ELS~ IFIFTYPE.EQ.21 THEN 
ZZU MSG~lll• 'ENTER THE NAME OF THE DATA FILE: •' 
MSGN = I . 
230 CALL ~5~PRTC~SGS.~SGN,SKJP) 
R£ADlo 1 'IA111' 1 ERR= 2301 FNAMES 
FtffND • I Z 
zqa lf"llFNEND.GT.01.A~D.IFNAME$lfNENO:FNE~Dl.EQ. 1 .,, THE~ 
FNEND • f"NEND - I 
GU TO 2~'1 
F.ND IF 
IFIFNEND•EQ.DI GO TO 230 
STATUS • FAC51'1'G'SG,A 'l/FNAMESfl:FNENDl// 1 • 1 1 
IFllST•TUS.NE.JJ.AND.ISTATUS.NE.ASGNEDll THEN 
IF THE FILE CANNOT BE ~SSIGNED THE USER IS OFFEREr CORRECTIVE OPTIONS 
~3Gilll• 'THE A!~YE (RRO~ MESSAGE INDICATES WHY TOUR o' 
MSGSl21• 1 f"ILE C~N~OT U[ ASSIGNED TO THIS RUN• •' 
HSGi(J,= • TYrE ''l'' TO R:-(NTER ~ DATA FILE NAME . *' 
~s~iC~)= ' TYPE ••z•• TO USE ANOTH~R NAY TO ENTER DATA •' 
MSG!l~I• ' TYPE •3• IQ TERMIN~TE THE P~OGRAMMC o' 
t~ S<i"'I = '; 
758 CALL MSGPNTl"5&1 1 ~SGN,SKIPI 
R:AD($• $• ERR = Z6Q) R[ 0 LY 
tFCR~f'LY·E~·I> Tt•EN 
GO TO ~z·; 
J=:L'SE" IF CR';;:PLY.tr~.2) TH::N 
GO T 0 1 .) ., 
[LS( lF(!ifPLY.EJ.J) TH~N 
tr lr-H-: P~IJGr-;'.\M•1:: 13 At''J~?TEO Tttl3 co•.1!)Jl ION 13 REC0fi:(H_[l ON THE PRJNTf'"ILE 
Arf!J TH:-~ TC::R!'-~l~!:\Tl~HJ FIJ"!':"Tlo:-J5 UF 11 RUNF"J!'.," Af\E Jf"'F"LEV.EP!TS::D 
ti~~()~ : '• RU'l hPO,lTC:D - D~TA F !LE 1 1/FNAM[\I I :H>ENDI// 
' COULO NOT RE ASSIG~£0 o• 
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Gl' T ll 2S -
"." :10 IF 
l '·H; IF 
Jr Tti~ FILE IS ~LC[3$CO 3UCClSSFULLY IT ~[COMES UNIT I, ANO THE 
C0MP0NiNT t1~TRIX :ATA IS RShO l~TO Tti~ f'ROGRAMML ~y A CALL TO ··~~£RO" 
·;rtirv.:; = F,,c-::rz<'.Jus:: i,•11r:-:~M~J11• • • , 
R~AJ l 1, 'f 12>') ~T~~~~ 
(~LL ~·rqoc~xc~rT,~'TL~L\,MTD~SN,IMtN,J~AXJ 
TTL'< • 1 
H~Aor • • UAT~ : 'l/DATEt//' TIME : 'l/TIMEi// 
• 0.\ r A F TLE f ACC~':i5ED) : 1 //FN~M(\ 
A C~Lt. TO '*P~T~~T" •RITES THE ~~TRI~ DATA TO THE PRl~Tf tLE 
C~Ll PRTkRTt~X(MrT,~TLUL!,~TOMS~,TTLN,HOG\,H~APtl 
w;Gte 11• • Tiie COMPON>:NT '4ATR IX DATA HAS eEEN ENTF:RfD FROM •• 
H~G•lll= 'TH~ FIL~ INTO THE PROGRA~ME. A COPY OF THE MAT- •' 
MSG;(JJ= '~IX lt~5 PEEN RECOR0[0 ON YOUR PR1NTF1LE• •' 
IFCl~~~.[~.J) lHf~ 
r~')[.J·i;c•t)= 'TH!:: l~T~RACTI0'-45 ARE ENTE~ED AS 7EP.OS CR ONES· •• 
(L:;t. IFll~H.E'J.31 Hll"j 
~SGl(q) •'TH[ l'TEAACTIO'S ARE SCALED FRO~ ZERO TO THREE• •' 
Cl{) IF 
~RIT~CRCPLY~, 'f 12) 1 ) MTDMSN 
~SGi C:d• 'THE COMPONENT MATRIX IS OPIENSIONED AT 'II 
fiCPLYlf l:l)//' X 'l/R(PLYS(1:2J// 1 e • 1 
·'1SG~ ~ ? 
SKIP • I 
C'LL ~SGPRT(MSG,,~5GN 1 3KIPJ. 
~o r:~"•NENT COPY or THE M~TRIX DAT• REQUl~Eo. THE DATA IS READ 
INTO THE P~nGRl~M[ nY CALL~ TO DATINP •~D DIMINP, ANO THE DATA IS 
1~ ,~ITT~~J T~ Jl~L PRlNTFtLt eY CALLING ''PPTWRT" 
~LS€ l~frTYP~.~Q.)) T~[N 
C~LL OJr11'1PC~SG1,~TDMSN,ER~SGt) 
IFC1SJ\tbl(1:S)e['.J•'~BORT') THl£N 
H[ac1 ••• PUN ~~O"TLO - ATTE~PTED TO DEFINE A MATRIX .,, 
'G2E~TER Tli~~ SJ X SO • ' 
WR I TSC 2 1 'C 1Hl,.I/, 2X 1 A1 ////////, lSX,.A)' J HOG~ 1 t-1Ei\Of 
C~LL RUr.;Fl~CM~C~PT,MTLPL1 1 MSGJ,~TDMSN,.TTLN 1 1MlN,.l~-X,.FTTPEt 
NTH-CK,~~~SG~,HDGi,.TIME~) 
<iU T'.1 J';:1 
c rm IF 
()LL DATI~rc~xc~~r.~TLnLf.~SG~.~TD~S~,l~lN,1M4X,~RMSG,, 
TTL N • l 
11:,,111 = ' DAT~ : 'llDATEt//' Tl~E : 'llTIP'Elll 
' $ DATA ~~TE~~D I"lTCqACTlVELY •' 
CALL PRT~Rf(VXc~r1.~TL~Li,~TD~SN,TTL~,HOGt,HE40\J 
~3G~·(l>= ·~ COPY or THE CG~PONF~T INTERACTION MATRIX •' 
i'l'iri"!l2>= 'ttA3 r\[.("l R£C011'0£) ON Y:)UR PRJNTflL(. •' 
':K ! P • 1 




C.i.l T 0 I 111") 
r: '<i: ! r 
TH:.. .1 z~r;:u•·1·~.· i)FT~P':i TH-:'" U5:"'H THE: CHOICr or CALLit~'G THE: V,\-\IOUS 
pr~nc cur.t::~;. '"~1/JlJiK" 1U':"',T P~. C·'LLrr. nrr1)!i:£" A"~'f OTHE""H PG'OCt:.CllF:E. 1:: 
C.!\Ll C • 
tf'"C1l,Ht5:~.C1'.•·~ ) TH~'; 
~ ..) b ~ I I ) ~ • \ -., y ;'j lJ !.' •• ,\ fl· I x I 5 '-~ c: /I. 5 r. r-; II 1!- L y 
M:.;r~t(/):::: 'Ti+· f"OLL:.'j ,~,:; 1-·r..:icr:--oui;oc.:.s !'>'lf\Y 
T' ,.~G ·" '"" ~ 
':;KI i' :: : 
(AtL ·1-::;·,r··~rc ... ~.r;'f.,·11·;"V,·_;l(Jr> 
L~l~G!:. ~O~E or 
TAK~ so~L Tt~r. 
.. . . 
~;:·.; 




~ ,~ 6 









'f 1 b 
•t I 7 
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t~ rJ ,f ( l > = ' T Y P 
r• <.; \. ( : ) = 'TYP 
'T YP 
1 1 Yf' 
t T 'f P 
.v G't () >.::: 
; ~ c; :: < '-f > = 
,.~ :::, -;. c :.:, , ::::: 
M c;1.; : S 
::!.:: 
..3 .. ... , .. 
U..-11 
" 
T t'J r: DI T 
re co~r 
ro eo s 
FOR ~:: i\ 
TO TC!".\M 
c l.L MSGPRT(~SG,,MS~N,SklP) 
u AOl~, $ 1 ~RR = J'I~) REPLY 
OQ CORRECT THr ~ATRTX D~TA .. .. T~ THr ~I~I~J~ LINK MAlPJX 
LECTED !~l~~ACTION TR•CES •' 
UQ~5 OF COMrO~ENT I~PORTA~CE *' 
rJATE TtiE PkOGRA~~E *' 
I ((~~f)LY.GJ.2>.Ar:o.c~~PLY.LT.S).AND.CTTL~.N~.JJJ THFN 
t•SG1 Cll= 'Ttt: MJFJl~UM LJ~!K ~ATRJX MUST A€ COMPUTED BE~O~E *' 
•1sc~f2)= 'Fl!RTH[fl r~1ro~~4TION (4~ BE EXTRACTED FFO~ ~N •• 
MSG•l31• 'l~IT!AL o~ lOITEo CO~PONENT l~TERACTION M~TRIX ••• 
SK r r -= 1 
!,~ 5 (~!-I = J 
CALL M~GP·~T(~S 1i,,~5;~,SK[P) 
GO TO· 2~ ' 
[ ·~o IF 
IF'"C~r.rL'f•CQ.t) THEN 
CALL E~I ront~XCt1PT,~lL3l$ 1 ~SG\,~TDM3N,rTYPt,rNCNO,l~l~,JMAX, 
TlLt~,~RM5~$,HE•D,,HOG$,.~NA~E$ 1 0ATE1•Tl~E') - . 
c IF Tl~!: rf~OG~A~HC ~AS TERMI~AT[O IN THE EDIT MOOE THE "RUNFJ~'' 





.. JF'IHE~O$.[Q.'AnoRT'J THEN CALL RUNFINfMXC~PT,MTLOLS,MSGl,MTOMSN,TTLN,IMIN,IMAX,FTYrE, NTRACK 0 ERMSGl,HJ~S,TIME'I 
GO TO J<;,; 
ELSi=: 
GO TO 281 
END IF 
ELSE IF!P.EPLYoEG•Zl THEN 
CA.LL MINLl'lK lMXUIPT .. ULINK ,~XMINA,MXMINO •"TOMSN,NFILERI 
TTL•<• 3 
CALL pqTURTIMXLINK,MTLSL$ 0 MTOMSN,TTLN,HDGS 1 HEAO'I 
MSGSlll= 'A COPY ~F THE MJNIMU" LINK MATRIX HAS BEEN •~ITTEN 
~SG•IZI= 'TO YOUR PRINTflLE. 
MSGN ::r 2 
:;KIP = I 
CALL M5GPRTl~5Gs,~5GN,SKIPI 
GO TO ZBG 
ELS£ I~tR£rLY•F.Q.J) THEN 
IF
0
TRACKS:ARE TO BE PE~FORMEO, TWO DATA FILES ARE CREATED IONLT IF 
THE THERE 15 NO S[T OF PLOTS "AITING TO BE PROCESSED! TO HOLD THE 
rLOTT!NG INFORMATION FJR THE rLOT PROGRAMME MHICH 15 INITIATED IN 
''PUNFIN''• 
• THE FILES ARE ONLY CREATED Jr THIS IS THE Fl~ST CALL TO "TRACKS" 




* THC DUMMY f!LE 'CHECKER' IS CAE~TED BY THC PROGRAMME, ANO IS USCO TD 
* ENSURE THAT P~EVJOUS TRACKS HAVE ~EEN PROCESSED BEFORE NEA DATA IS 
,. 3RITTEN TO TH[ FILES J AND ~. THE DUMMY FILE IS DELETED OY THE 
* 'STA~TED' RUN3TRL•M ~HICH CONTROLS THC rLOTTING AFTER THE PLOTTING 
~ PROG~AMME HAS TERMINATEQ• 
* ST~Tus-::: FAC5F2( 1 ~~SG,UP c••ECKER.,F2 •• , 
!FISTHllS.~o·D> THEN 
MSG~(l> ='~E~ TRACKS CANNOT 9[ PE~FOR~~O YET A5 YOUR LAST •' 
~5G1iC2J -= 1 flA.t:::1t IS STILL S£l~JG PR::>CSSSED• TRY "GAIN LATEP.•' 
~5GN = 2 
'jl( t p = l 
CALL HSGrRTf~5Gl 1 MSGN,5KIPl 
GO T 0 2 U , 
E'•O ! F 
ST qus 
ST,TUS 
5 T '\ TU5 
<; T .i TU'.j 
C '.~n 1 F 
F.'l.(SF" c•·.~~. G,t!P PLOTl .. JFO.,r2 
f.\(t;f ('JA. G 1 l/F' PLOTOt\fA. 1 F"2 
f:\C":lr l'"..JtJ ·: 3,?LtlTl\IFO. • ') 
rac~r c•~u ~ ~,Pl0'T~~r~ •• '> 
., ., 
CALL fl{.~C"-5 '"'~XLI~~< ,l.'!TL!"'L,. ,...,TDt<1~~ ,NTHr1CI\ .~r tLfR,1t!'Ut"'i\-O, 
~~~~{,~o:· ~-
C""L'5C:. p- C l 
M 5G f ( l = 
,·-~ _; li "'J :- l 
SKIP • I 
~ , t. :; H; G: ) 
LY.~U.~I TH~~ 



































' ~ Tl~9 Hi . ~ .FT P[9
u"Ilf . D
GY 
"I' ti f. '1ITI tll
'II £
OLL to ·PRt,qt . [~  .I II 10 1 IF!









• '. HOG' , l .I'1 ,FlY .
t ' XCM ,, l~ ' ,, N91 J .t~~ . ~ " 
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':"1 l' I 
r:1 . '" 
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l c~ r al ~
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.F. L D. rfo"!t~. iM~t
D   FiN" 
. t. 10 . l . . ~~. I .
IlFiIIIE  .. ' ..
• I 
• I 
C~~~.~TI~rl~1\ , F lf. .ff!:'(;C l\w
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r. LL "1~GPr'?TC!1 
r.1 !i ~ C 1.) = 'TY P 
r: 1~1·<2>= •ryr' 
i~ G 'l f 3 > = 'TY P 
t• G i. { 'f > = 'T Yr' 
M G1'CS>= •ryn 
!,~ r:;t(6).-: 'TYP 
t-1 r:-rJ :: t• 
Ci 1 '1SGN,St<JP) 
u 1" f 01.;- TH[ V 
"z" r0 co 11rur 
"1 11 TO C0~1PUT 
1114•• TO Cllf1!='JT 
u~u T0 C'r•PUT 
"'-''' FOR TH( 0 
c t_L MS~P~T<~3~T,·,s~~.sKIP> 
f' .\0(1J., "(s:' :,:r-R = 3z:J) r.£PLY 
I IO'(f'LY.CQ.!l TH~r· 
LENCV RA~Kt~GS or CQMPON[NTS 
THE 11.VEitA.GE P.\TH Rl\NKJ"'IGS 
Tll[ >'rtl!MUM Llt<IC RANr.JNG5 
THE CRITICAL PATH RAN~INGS 
THS CUT-COMPONENT ~ANKINGS 
S~lJPTJV[ M~~SUrit RANKtrJGS 
C~Ll V~L~CY(:~XC1PT,~1TLJ!L1,~TD~SN,J~4X> 
EL>£ 1rcR:PLY.~Q.l) THF.N 
CALL DSTAtJ1CMXLIN<,~TLBLt,MTO~SN) 
f..L5 1:: (t(!\[f'LY.1-:1J•l) Tu:-:N 
CALL ~tJr~T!~(f1X~INA•'4X~IM~.MTLOL1 1 HTDMS~J 
ELSL JFCl~~PLY·~Q.1> THEN 
CALL CR!TCLIMXLl~l,~TL"L',~TD~SN,~FILERI 
EL~~ IF(R(PLY·S~·S> T~CN 
C\LL CUTTEi?(~XC~rT,MXLIN~,MTL8Ll."TDM5NJ 
~LS[ tr<Ht:rLY.i·:~.b> Ttl~N 
CALL Dl~RPTf~XC"1Pf•"1TLCL,,MT,~SNJ 
F.L5E 
PH TNT'>' 1 CP:!-t5G> 
GO TO 31•) 
r::r .. n IF 
MSG HI I= 'Flll"IT"ER !'IPOl"ITANCE RANKINGS llES/NOI ? •' 
M:.)GN = l 
(,\LL,.. "1SGPR TC ~SGS, "15~N .sK IP l 
Rf.A.~C*, 'C~.31'> HEPLY1' 
JF(R~PLYl~cu.'YES'J THEN 
r.;.i TO 3;J() 
ELS~ IFCR~PL~l.N(,'~O'I THEN 
f'f?INT-o,£RM5G~ 
GO TO 33<:! 
Et/D IF 
;:;o TO 2an 
[L~€ 1Fff~€PLY•EQ.SJ THEN 
•• . '
.~ . '.. . '
CALL ~UNF!NCMXCMPT,MTLAL$,MSGS,MTDMSN,TTLN,IMIN•IMAX,FTYPE 1 
NTN,CK,tRMSGl,HDGi,TIMEil 
GU TO 3 1.;!l 
ELS£ 
rSINT*,E.~"15G'f. 
GO T"l .:!qq 
r.'•C> Ir 
GO TO ~0!1 
MjGflll= 'C>O YOll •liH TO INITIATE A NEW RUN 7 IYESINOI •' 
MjG!J :: I 
C4LL M5GPRTCM5Gl,MSG~,SKIPJ 
P~40C•, 'CAJJ', CRR: 36~) R~PLY' 
IFC1?EPLY1•~W•'YE~'> TttEN 
r;o To qli 
F.:LSC lF"CR::PLY!t.N[. 1 ~l0 1 J THEN 
rR l~JT• 1 £.HMSGl-
GO ff) JS:~ 
r:~D Ir 
C'LL CL03lC13,01 








. TllJS P.!JIJT PIE Pil!NTS TH~ PROGRAM~E MES5AGES TO Tll~ TF"HHINAL SC~EEN 
AH !J~~rn·.; 
~s ~ - i:~R~V IJ5~J TO P4~S A ~~~ nr SIV M£S3~G~ LINES TO THE ROUTINE 
~s ~ - Tti[ NU~:~[P OF l1~~5 To TH~ ME55AGL 
$t\ r - AN I~·i.>I:·'T'lf.' Tn ['JCLtlDC (;J) \)~SKIP CJJ THE: R[r'LY PR':_'IMPT 
« OTHC:"l _i\t\:?,'IY·; 1''~D V·'\;\J .\'.:'L:.:··i 
• F!''f'f - Clf/,:-i!~C"T~=>-:"')rr.:1•JJ r0:< THE V/\~1·'-rL;:::: 0 11-JTJf~G rORf"'A"!' 
'I) TIL\tP1 - CHA 1,:fo(Tf!~ r;;:P!U:c;~·:T 1\TIO'J IJF ~~·G~ f"O'< Vi\!~I~Plt.: F~Rf'!.\T 5T~lNG 
f'J~CG~'i ;yfp, 1~~~ _ 
CHA!-{ACTE"? '1:;f;~"..;"";t!:>J, 


















































































Sl:TTJfl!rJ THE ~llJ"1•!.Er. OF 1[:;51'G[ lt~1!:5 IN THE Vl\Rf.,3Lr:- FORM~T 
"i.=\ITCITR.\IJ'.i. 1 '111) 1 ) ~5GN 
F" ·1 T 1 ( lf : 'i > :: T !l ,\ ~J ·~ . 
~ '.\:RITirJG THE M[55Ai;t: TO TH[ T£:P.MJf1.'L SCREEN 
• 
~H!TEC•, FMT~I IHSG;C~I, ~ = 1,MSGNI . 




IF 1'5K l'".E-:Q• l > GO TO 1J5 
PRINT•,' ????••••' 
SF.TTP!G THE PRu!1PT PWICATOR TO THE AFFIRMATIVE 
IJ5 SKIP = ~ 
n~TtJRN 
CNO 
··~··$~000000•tJ••·························~················~······· SUUROUTINC PHT~RTCMXTRIX,MTLBL$1MTDMSN,TTLN,HDGS,HEADJI 
• • .. 
• • .. 
• • • 





THIS ROUf!NC PRINTS VARIOUS FOR~S OF THE CO~PONENT MAfRIX TO THE 
•LT[RN•T!VE P•INTrILE IFILE ZI TO PROVIDE HARDCOPY TO THE USER 
AR~UH[~l5 
MXTPIX - T"E MATNIX W"ICH IS TO BE PRINTED 
MTLRL~ - THE CHARACTER ARRAY OF THE COMPONENT LABELS 
MTDMiN - T"E D!MCNSION DF T"E COMPONENT MATRIX 
TTL4 - AN INTEGER INDICATOR OF dHICH FORM OF MATRIX IS BEING PRINTED 
ll=INJTIAL: Z=EDITEo: 3=MINIMUM LINK: ~=LAST CDPYI 
HDGS - A CHARACTER VARIABLE •ITH A USER SUPPLIED DESCRIPTIVE HEADING 
HEAD~ - A CHARACTER VA~IABLC, PROGRAMME SUPPLIED, GIVtNG THE DATE 1 
TIME, AND TYPE OF DATA FILE USED 
OTHER ARRAYS A~D VARl49LES 
FMT$ - A C"ARACTER VARIABLE FOR THE VARIABLE PRINTING FORMAT 
TR~~$ - A CHARACTER VARIABLE roR INSERTING THE MATRIX OIMENSION 
INTO THE VARIA3LE FORMAT 
ASTRK~ - A CHARACTER VARIABLE OF ASTERISKS FOR PRINTING THE MATRIX 
UNLNi - A CHARACTER VARIABLE OF DASHES TO UN~ERLINE HEADINGS 
!~T~GER ~~XTRJXlSCT.S~>. 
+ TTLN 
CHARACTER MTLBLi•iOC501 1 
HDG~•S,, HEAoioss, FMTl•32. TRAN~•2. ASTRKl•t26. 
UNLNt•l26 . . . 
* INITIALIZING ASTRK1 AND UNLNS IF THIS 'JS THE FIRST CALL TO PRTWRT 
o l•E• lF THIS 15 TO PRl~T AN INITIAL COMPONENT MATRIX ITTLN •II • 
• 
IFCTTLN.EUoll THEN 
DO 1r5 N = 1, 12b 
ASTRK5CN:N) : '•' 
UNLN$1N!NI = '-' 
1~5 COHTINUL 
END IF 
"' T"l CDHPO"E~T LAD~LS A•E PRINTED IF THE MATPIX IS NOT THE MINIMUM 





rrcrTL~~. E..3) THEN 
WRITE( , 1 (1Hl.~,// 1 6X,A,/,&X,l\J') HEAni.HOG$.ASTRK$ 
~RITCC • 1 (/,bX,''TH~ COMPO~~NTS AR£ ~s FOLLOns:-••,/) 1 ) 
\"''.?ITLC '··~~;1c6x.12,2x,A,1:>>'> lN.HTLnL1.CN>. t.I = l,MTDMSNJ 
THE j] zr AHD roHM or "fHr: ~t\TKI'.'< IS CHECJ<.[0 FHOM TH:: Vf1P.JA~LE:5 
'TTL~· AND 'MTO~s~· ~fJJ APPqOPKtAT[ HfAPl~~s AR~ PRINT~O 
1FC:1TO~S'J.GT 11J ~C~f 
,• ;~ I f C: ( .Z , ' / I , '> , ' 1 (I 'I>"* Y ') U r.t ~!A TR t X 1 5 T 0 0 L A~ Gr T 0 r I T (1' J ' ' , 
' 'A ~·.1:H,L r~(i >)"O'-O:'',l,oX,''.o-11q TttF fOLLft1\;Jt·'Jij "l\GC'5 MUST''• 
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I , t- X , ,; 1 ' ) U ··: L r·J 1 ( 1 : 1~ ) 
':. L ~;::. l ~ ( r Tl '-l. r· 1 ••• ~) TH N 
~--i;1r~_(l,''lHt,l,f:.'I., 'Tt'f E:!:>lr::::n co~ro~Jr~-1T INTE~."CTtOrJ MATR1x••, 
I 6X 1 1't>'> lltJLN"i.lt:) J 
~LS Ir<TTL:~.!:~.3J Ttl ~ 
\"" tfi:(.:,•ctH!,1,cx, 'THE Mtr~tMU'"! LINK M/,TRIX'•.1,bY.,A)'• 
+ IJ LNt.tl::".3) 
fLS 
~" ITC: I!, ' t I H 1 ) ') 
1:.t..iO I l:'" 
• Tlli:: "HP!X 15 P''lNT!:O ACC ROING TC Tiff: VA~!AaL£ FOR'1AT IN f'1TS 
~ TH~ lJTH ~~D lqf)f (l~AP~CT RS or f~·r~ ~RE SET TO TH[ MftTPIX 
C'IMffJ$ICN (".f0M5r:l TO GtV TH[ cu~r!:CT f"OR"1 or TH!: MATRIX 
1r· Titi: lHTRIX IS Dl'<E•IS!O ED L[';S TllA'l 31 IT IS PR!NTF:O ON ONE PAGE 





1 FfMTr'P1$'1.LE·31) THE"J 
FMT·~ = 1 16X,t2,2H •,5UJ3 1 qH ~ 1 1Z,2X 1 AJ 1 
wr~J T~ CTh'At.i,. .• t' ! Z>.) ""TfH15N 
FMTll!3:l~l • TRANl 
~RITEC2, •c1,1~x,snJ)J 1 ) ,~. N = 1.,MTDHSN) 
XRITECZ, 'IQX,Al'l ASTR~•CI: llMTD~SN•ll+'lll 
DO llS l • l, MTU~SN 
>'RlT:I?, fMT<I !, CMXTRlxl!,J), J • l,HTOHSN>. I, MTLBLSlll 
CONT l NUl 
~RIJ[C2 1 'C9X,AJ 1 ) ASTRK4tl:f(MTOMSN•3)+q)) 
WRITE<?, 'fl~X,SOIJJ') CN 1 N = l,~TDMSNJ 
£L~;c_ 
fMTt = 'CZX.,3013, 11 • ••,12,zx,A>' 
nRtT~<TRA~~.·c12>'> CMTOMS~-29) 
r~T:cs:.1 • TRAN' 
~RITEtZ, •t1,1~x,JnlJ)') .~. N z I.JO> 
RR!TCIZ, 'CQX,Al'l A5TRKSll:9ll 
DO lZS l • lo MTOMS~ 
6RlTCl2 1 'CbX,12,'' •'',3013) 1 ) 1 1 f~~T~IXfl,J), J • 1130> 
CONT wur 
ftRtT~cz, 1 (9X,,,., ASTRKitl:qt) 
~R1TfC2., 'Cl~X,3:113>'> Ctl, N = 1 1 3~> 
·•~1Tfl2, '11111,/,~X,'llHIALIG'l SUITABLY ll'!TH THE LEFT SIDE OF THE> 
l7H PRt:CEEO!NG PAGE),/,bX,\l'I UNL'lSC!:5BI 
~RJT(f2, 't/.2X 1 J~IJ>"> tN, N : 30,MTOMSNJ 
~R!TE12, •c7x,•1•1 ASTRK$ll:ICMTOMSN-Z8l•Jll 
DO 1.15 I = l 1t1TOMSN . 
•RITEIZ, rMTtl IMXTRIXll 0 Jlo J • JO,MTOMSNlo J, MTLBL51ll 
Cll"T INUE 
~RITCIZ, 'lZX,Al'I ASTRKtll:llMTO~SN-281•311 
~Rll~(2, 'f2X,JOJ3l 1 J CN, N ~ JQ,MTOMStt) 
[.'-JO t f" 






* .. TH15 ROUTl•lE ALLu•s THE us~q TU ENTER THE CO~PDNlNT MAT~IX Dl~ENSION 
ARGU•[~TS 
M~GS - CttAR~CT q •R AY 0F PROGRAM MESSAGES TD THE USEP FOR PRINTING 
o HTD~5N - TH~ C ~PON NT ~AT~IX OfMtNSJON V~LUE (,<~TOMSN<~l) 
o nY Ttt ROU JN~ '•~SGPPT' 
[f~MSGf - CHARA T~R ARtA3LC C0NTAINING TH[ STANOARO EfROH M~SSAGE . 
~ OTH(~ ARRAYS ~~O V~7IA3LE~ 
0 ~Sbt! - NtJ~~~R or ~FSS'~~ Ll~J[~ 1:, ·~sGi' TO eE PRINTE~ RY ·~sGPRT' 
<\!l..JP - l~T£:G:h.' ( n:;:·t1 l"lDIChT'..11 TO R0UTl'J£. 'MS~P'tT' 1(1 51<•"-AL FOR 
TH[ u·;cn '~ll'~PT 
0 R~rLY7 - CHft~ACT ~ VAJ~IA~L~ T~ ~~C~IV~ us~q R~rLY CYE~/f,()) ro l'ROG-
r~}\~H:E ~ C5-1 I (i'JS 
l l·i T:: ".":Er\ •• -:;:, r; !-.! , ':I<. f PI JI 
c HA~ fl c Tl ii: r1sc,1 >!1 l~ ') ( & , • 
P~~LYt~J, F~'1SG!~~.1 
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. 7(f 7 
7qA 
79? 
i.·ii:, ~ G'l(l)= ·•;iitl\T IS Trtr 0( .... [~~~t"";'. :·r r~=- :-:..,.~::..'-~';T -.i,.&TPIX? •• 
1·~ ,;~(;:>= 'C:.:.~;rr.~ ,\I'~ lNTLC:..":~: V.\L'~·:: t.:1,..=-.=.. 1 • ".~ !.•,;t' r1rry1 •• 
" GO; ~ Z 
llS c LL M~G"~Tt~s~~.~:~N,5Klrl 
r. AQ (..._, tt 1 ::1;f( = 12SI ~T:'J''S._. 





r~n'':"Ot'.S'"~·.Gl·~--, GO TJ 135 
!F( (Mj(J;1st .• L"C·'"~;;) • .\,'-J[l. (~T(.'o\SN.r;r.11 J GO TO l'SS. 
12':• P:\JNTl),£\"\t~::>b;. 
GQ Tl' 11 S 
ALLO~ING THE USCR TO ucnErt~[ MTOMSN tr OUT OF. ll~l~S 
1J5 ~1::'."Gl-l 1 ): 'TttE: L1\P6[5T ~1tiT1·nx POS~IPLE IS so x 58· •ANT •' 
r!i~'(2J= 'TO rr-nI~EriSlO~ THE CO~PONENT M~TRIX ? CYES/NO> •' 
~ 3GN =- 2 
Jq5 C~LL MSGPkTCM~G! ,M~~tJ,SKIP> 
R!:l\D Co., 'CAJ>', ERR= 13S) REPLY!-
IF (R~PLY'!,.EQ. 1 YLS') Tl-fE~ 
GO TO l J'.> 
~LSE l~tREPLY~.NE.'NO'> THEN 
PRIMT•,ER~SG'! 
GO TO 145 
om IF
• IF THE US~R DOES ~OT 21~H TD qEDEFINE AN ERRONEOUS 'MTDM5N', ~SGll61 
• [S USEC TO INDICATE TO THE ~AlN PPOGRAM THAT ROUTINE 'RU~FIN 1 MUST 
• Be C~LLE"D •ND TllE P"OGR•,..~E 15 TEPMINAH:o 
M5GiCb)tl:SJ = •Ae6RT' 
• 




SUBROUTINE OAT!~PCHXCHPT,MTL0LJ,MSG~,MTOMSN,IM!N 0 JHAX,ERMSGSI 
• THIS ROUTl'lE ALLON$ THE USER TO ENTfR THE COMPONENT MATRIX DATA . 
o AH~lP1ENTS 
• MXC"?T - THE CO~PONENT ~AT~lX INTEGER ARR~Y 50X50 MAXIMUM 
• MTL~L\ - THE CHARACTER ARRAY ISO MAXI or CDMPONE'lT LABELS 
• MSG~ - CH•RACT[R APRAY Foq THf PROGRAMME ~ESSAGES TO BE PRINTED BY 
• MTOM3N - THE C0'1PON~NT MATRIX DIMENSION ~ALUE 
• I'll" - THE MiNIMU:-1 VALUE or A COMPONENT MATRIX ELEMENT 
• (MAX - TH! MAXIMUM VALUE CF A COMPO'lENT MATPIX ELEMENT 
• ITH!S P~OG~A"ME HAS !MIN • o; AND !MAX • I OR 3 ONLY! 
$ [PMS~• - CHARACTER VARIA9LE OF THE STANDARD CRROR MESSAGE 
o ROUTINE 1 HSC,Pkl 1 .. 
• OTHER ARRAYS ANO VAR!A9LE5 
• SK'IP - J>;TEG~R lllO!CAT:Jo C'J OF' I) TO SIGNAL THE PRINTING or THE 
o USCR PRO~PT t!Y ROUTINE '~SGPRt• 
* RCPLY - INTEGER V~HllOLE ~O~ USER RtPLY TO QUESTIONS f ltZ•••• 
• CHEC~S - Cltl~ICT~R VAR!A!LE FOR TESTING FOR"AT OF USE~ INPUT 
• 
trJTC:GEf? MXC~PTI' :"1 1 C):)) 9 
. IMJ~, I AX, SKIP, REPLY 
CliARACT~P t1Tlel ~2~tSJ), MSGlob!)Cb)., 
+ Cllf"C!". *S~·• £;l~SG'f..o-5;J 
$ 
* £:t;Tf ~·t~.Ci TH~ CU~·1t'0N£"-JT LAt'.flS * ci.ctt LA11=·L IS CHECKED rcn> LE 1H1TU USING CHECK\ AMO THt:..M fNTC::R:.o TO 
o f'Tl~'L't 0.\JC€. COflR~CT 
M G i ( l 1 
,. G'I l> 
t-• G~ = 
•, If' • 
c LL r~s 
~: r; ! c l ) 
jv'I G1:f,;: l 
.. ~ lj \i = 
s t p = 
'~IOTE ~t;y ~J3TAKl~ YOU r•~y ~AK~ ~HEN ENTERING *' 
·~~TA• YOU ~lll Gt 4~LE TO c0qR[CT THEM LtT£R c' 
r- i-\ r c ·~ s G ~ , Ms ;; ~; , c.1< t P , 
·~~T!.~ THE co~:rn~F~iT LAPELS c.A,1Y CO~UIN~llDN •• 
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D·~ l l~~ LRLtJ '= J ,i.tT{l'i'5°'J 
l:JS ri-:t\!~,• ' 
"'· !: l T ::-,: ( ., , ' ( ' ' C 0 MP(~~,- •J T • ' , I Z , ' ' ? ' ' ) ' > la l ,,, 
P£Arf«, 1 (\2~>', ER~= l~S) C•tECKS 
lF(CH[CKbCZl:~S).~~i:::.• 1 ) Tfl[N 
P~INT~,·~~•~ HE-E~TE~ TH£ LAST LAS[L• IT WAS 100 LO~G•' 
P~JtJT«,'o«o• CLAEEL TO a: ZJ CHJ~ACTE~S OR L~SS> ' 
GO TO l_~IJ 
fL5~ 
r~TLUL'!fLHL~J) = :'.HECKrct:zu> 
t N{) l F 
l IS CONTPWL 
TH;. U5f.::"H SPf.Cir=IE5 HO','! TH!= ~AT?IX CLEME'JTS WILL BE [rJT(qt:O• 
rnH i"llATt:V[rt '1lTHOD 15 U5EO, THC INPUT JS CHECKED FOR M.AGNITUOE 
AND FORM; IF ERQOFS ARE DETECTED THC USER RE-ENTERS THE ELEMENT • 
IF TtiE: EL~M~NTS AR( ENT£q(D ROt UY RON, T~E ~UMOER OF ELEMtNTS JS 
15 CHEC~ED OY rtR3T RC~DING THE l~PUT AS A CHARACTER VARIABLE C'C~ECKS') 
A~D TFSTl~G THC PRESENCE OF DLANK5 AND CHA~ACTERS. IF ALL CORRECT THE 
l~PUT 15 1iFRE~D INTO '~XCMPT' 
MSGiC l)='TYP[ '"l"' TJ ZNT~R THE MATRIX DATA AS 7£POfS OR AS ONES $ 1 
~5~il21•'TYPE •2• TO tNTER THE DEPENDENCIES ON A NEIGHTED SCALE •' 
M~GN = 2 
12S CALL ~:SGP~TC'15G'f.,-!iSGN,S!CIP> 
PCAD(*, ~. Et?~ = 12S> REPLY 
fF(P~rLY.fQ.t) THE~ 
IM Ir~ : U 
1 Ml\X ~ 1 
ELSE IFIP.EPLY.~Q.21 THEN 
IM!N :Iii Ll 
I "\AX • 3 
!':LSE 
PRJNT•,CRM56'f 
GO TO 125 
E'ID IF 
MSGllll• 'TTPE "I" TO. ENTER THE COMPONENT INTERACTION•' 
M3G$121• ' MAT'!IX ELEMENT !JY ELEMENT• •' 
M5~iCJ)= 'TYPE 1'2'1 TO ENTER THE COMPONE~T INTERACTION •' 
M~G4(q): ' MATRIX ROft BY ROW. •' 
MSGN • ~ --
1 JS. CALL ~S~PkT(MSGt,HS~N.SKJP) 
~LADfo, *• tRR ~ 2b5) REPLY 
ENT~•ING THE ELEMENTS ONC AT • TIME 
IFl~EPLY.EQoll THEN 
MSGilll• 'TO ENT[~ TH[ ELEMENTS Of THE COMPONENT MATRIX •' 
Jr(J~AX.EQ•l>- THEN 
"3~1121• 'TYPE •1• fDR A DEPENDENCY BET~EEN COMPONENTS •' 
NSG$IJI• 'TYr[ •o• fDR ~n INTER•CTl'N 6ETWEE~ CO~PONENTS •• 
MSG~ • ) 
ELSE l~CJMAX.[Q.1> THC~ 
MSG•l21• 'TTPC "G" FOP NO INTER~CTl~N SET~IE~ COMPONENTS•' 
M~Gtlll• ' TYPE "I" FOR A LIMITED DEPENDEN'E •' 
~SGt(Y): • TYPE ''2" ro" A APrRfCIADLE·"OEPtNOENCE ••. 
MS~LCS)~ t TYPE 1'3'' FOR A COMPL[TE orPE~OENCE •• 
MSGN ::. 5 
f.ND IF 
M~GN • 3 
S~tr • l 
CALL MSGPfiT(~~G$,,SGN,5KJP, 
DO 17S· I • 1 1 '1TDMSN .. 
f!RIT~(b-,'l'' •JJ•• tNTE.RACTJO,JS "'lTH ''tAJ't Hll8l:.$CI, 
Dv 16$ J = I ,'ITO~SN 
1 .. 5 Pr'I M.T<i •' _' 
.~RIT(Co, •r•• TH'.: o::::PE•IO[~CY Of" 11 ,AJ'J MTLBL!Cl) 
l'Rff(.(* 1 't'' 0'1' '',A>'J. ~Tl.Sl'f=CJ) 
_P/l}NTo,' ???••• ' . 
FE~DCo, ~. ERQ = !SS) ~~c~rTCI,J• 
CHCCl<t~G 'TH:7: Iriru·r 
JSS 
lf" ( (r1)1("'1r"Tf I ,J) •LT• f ~!J~·!) .OR. (MX(MJ"'Tf t ,JJ.GT. IMAX)) TH(t.: 
,.. •· J 'J To, t' f;.., Su .. 





















































































[NTC1<tNG TH~: ':lf..,..',[~,T3 ~Q,'; ~\Y RON 
fL5E IF(~LPLY.£~•2> Tti[N 
f".SGtCll= 'TO L'.;T[' TJI[ ELE~Er-.JTS OF THt COMPO~J[P.JT Ml\TRJX: •' 
lFf fMAX.[~•l) THEN 
MSGi<~>= 'TYPE ''I" FOR ~ DEPENDENCY 6ET~(tN CO~PON~NTS o• 
~~g~c;•; 'TYF'[ ")° FOR~ NO t~-4TC::RACTION BETNEEt1 COHPONfNTS •' 
ELS~ Jr C l'"1A)(.[f.i.3) TtlF~N 
MSGS!il• 'TYPE •a• FOR ND INTE~ACTION RETUE(N COMPONENTS •' 
~~~S(J)= ' TYPE "'1'' roR A LIMITlO OEPENO[~CE •' 
1 tt:;GJ.f'~)= ' TYF'( .. 2" FOR "1 .APl-"RtCJAt'LF' D~PCNOF.NCE •: 
MSGirS>= • lYPE ••3•• FOR A COMPLETE DErENOENCE •• 
~·::: G~J =- 5 
END YF 
~KIP = I 
CALL MSGPRT,MSG~ 1 MS~N,5KIP) 
MSG$(!)= 'TO [rJrEq Tit[ '1AT~Jx, TYPE 1,,, ONE ROf; AT A TIME •• 
~SG1121• '"ITH Nn COMMAS oq SPACES BET~EEN THE ELEMENT<; ••• 
~3GN ::: 2 
5r. IP • I 
CALL M5GPRTC~SG\,~$GN,SklP> 
DO 2 1~S l : l 1 MTOMSN 
!B5- PRl!>JT*•' ' 
WfllTCl•,'I" •••• INTERACTIONS WITH 11 ,AJ'I MTLBLltll 
PR lt.JTO, 1 ' 
PRINT~,'???? •••• • 
• CHECKING IF THE CORRECT NUMBER Of ELEMENTS ARE PRESENT 
• REAoco, 'CASS).', ERR. 195) CHECKl 
IFllCHfCKJIMTDMSN!MTDMSNloEQo' 1 lo0RolCHECK,IMTDMSN•I! 
MTDMSN+5J.~E•• ''> THEN 
195 PRINT•,'•••• RE-ENTER THE LAST RO•• IT WAS fAULTTo' 
GO TO !PS 
ELS~ 
R~ADIO, •1so11111•, ERR c 1951 IMXCHPTCl,JI, J. 1, MTOMSNI 
ENO If 
• CHECKING EACH ELEMENT 
• 
.. 
DO 2~$ J • l 1 MTDMSN 
205 IFll~XCMPTll,JloLTolMINloO~olMXCMPTCl,JloGT.IMAXll THEN 
WRIT~C•, ''''••'••••THE '',12•'' fLEHE~T IN THE LAST ''• 
••Ron IS FAULTY.'')') J 
«RITE!•, •111,3x,A,1,2x,so121•1 MTLBLSlll, 
H!XCMPT!l,Nl,N • 1 1 1'\TDMSNI 
MSGllJI• 'TYPE "I" TO RE-ENTER THE ELEMENT •' 
MSG'l~I• 'TYrE "2" TD RE-ENTER THE WHOLE ROW •' 
MSG~ ~ 2 . 
215 CALL MSGPRTIMSGJ,MSG~,SKIPI 
READ!•, • 1 ERR • ZJSI REPLT 
IFIREPLToEQoll THEN 
M~GTlll• 'f~TER THE CORRECTED VALUE •' 
HSGN = l 
225 CALL MSGPRTIMSGl,MSGN 1 SKIPI 
REA~I•, *• EFR = 2251 MXCMPTll,JI 
GO TO 205 
EL5E IFIRlPLY.[g.z> THEN 




. !:ND IF 
C."ID IF 
245 C')'H lf<Ul 
2 55 CONT li'llJE 
ELSE 
2bS PRJNTo 1 E~HSGt 
c.o ro 135 
!>~H"~ 1 r:. 
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HIJ<~ ?OUTtrJ~: .... rttTC.~ TH:: C0"1f-'01'J[~JT ~~.rope OAT4 TC A. PERMANENT DATA FILE 
Af?(,U~!t:~JTS 
MXC'1?T - 11.;n::.l;C:? ~f:RAY ( :,·1 xsu> OF TH:: COMPQfJ;.NT Ml\ TR Ix OATA 
~ ~TLRL'! - Clt.A.i\ACTE~ l\R~AY ·~;.:;) or TH[ COMPO~[NT LAnlLS 
~ MTDM~N - THE Ol!4f~Sl04 0F THE COMPQ~[NT MATRIX 
• ll"lN - f'1r MlNl'IU~ IPHEGUll VALUE CF A MATPIX ELEMENT 
!MA~ - TilE ~AXIMU~ lltHF.:Gi:RI VALUE or A MATHIX ELEMENT !EITHER I OR 31 
• * fTLC:i 
• U"lT l - Ti!E PERMANENT DATA rtLE CREAT~O BY THE PROGRAMME ANO NAMED 
• ~y THl USER 
• 
• THE DATA IS •RlTTEN TO TH~ •ILE IN THE roLLOW!NG ~RDER:-
• RECOi?D I - TllE MATRIX Dl~CN51(1N '"IT0'1SN' 
• R~CO~O Z - THE MINIMUM ~•D MAXIMUM ELEMENT VALUES, 1 IMI~' AND 'IMAX' 
• RECORD 3 - LAfi[L ONE 
• RECO~O ~ - ROW ONE OF THE COMPO•~NT MATRIX STORED JN •RqAY 'MXCMPT' * RECO~D S - LA~CL T~O 
• RECORD 6 - ROW T~Q 
• R~CDRO 7 - ETC. 
• ALL THE RECORDS AqE FORM~TTED AND ARE READ WITH THE SAME FORMAT 
• DY THE ROUTINE 'MXFRD' DHEN INPUTTED TO THE PROGRA~ME ;. 
INTEGER MXC~PTISD,SDI, 
+ I H I :-~ 9 I M ~ X 
CllARACTER MTLBL$•2nt<;:)I 
WijlfE(J, •cr2>•> MTO~S'l 
5RITF1l, '1211211'1 IMIN, IMAX 
DO 1115 I • 1 1 '1TDHS~~ 
IRlfEll, 1 1Al'I MTL9LSlll 
"RlP:ll, 'l"s~llZll'llMXCMPTIJ,JI, J = l,MTOMSNI 
105 CO'HlNUE 
E WFIL'C l 
R'::o"! IND 1 





SUOROUTINE MXFRDIMXCMPT,MTLBL, 1 MTOMSN,IMJN,IMAXI • 
• TH[5 ROUTINE RLAOS THE COMPONENT MATRIX DATA INTO THE PROGRAMME FROM 
o A PE•MANCNT DATA Fill REFERENCED BY THE USER. ASSIGNED BY THE PROGRAMME 
* ARGUM(NTS 
MXCMPT - INTEGER ARRAY 15",501 TO HOLD THE COMPONENT MATRIX ELE~ENTS 
MTLRLS - CHARACTER ARRAY 1501 OF THC COMPONENT LABELS 
• MTDM~N - THE CO~PON[NT MATRIX Dl~ENSION 
• !MIN - Til[ Ml~IMU~ !INTEGER! VALUf OF A MATRIX ELE~ENT ISET TO 01 
!M•X - TH~ ••X!MUM VALUE or A MATRIX ELEMENT 11 OR JI 
• tfL(S 
• UNIT I - THE P[PMANENT DATA FILE SPECIFIED ~y THE USlR ANO ~SSIGNED 
• BY Tiit: PROC,RAt1..,L 
• THE UAT• IS READ IN THE ORO[R A~D FORMAT SPECIFIED IN ROUTINE 'MxrwRT' 
• 
INTEGER HXCMPTC~O,SJJ. l~lNt JM•X 
CHAqACTER MTLPL~•2ncsu> 
RCAJll, '1211211'1 JMI~, l~AX 
Dll lil5 I = l ,MTOMSN 
RfADll,'IAZJl"I MTLSLSlll 
~EAOC1,'f~OCl2)) 1 ) C~XC~PTCJ,J), J: 1,~TD~SN> 
1U5 co•11TTNlJ£. 
"'E:. t"la t 




SUfi;.?OUT JIJ[ ::o I ro~;cr~xC~1PT ,HTL~Lt,nc:;Gs ,'4T2!""5~:,rrYP~,rr.Jr:r-in, tf':IN, 1:--tJ\):' 
•TT l tJ 1 : f.'~! 3 G t, Hf_,., D '5 , f.t){, 1· "r "'J 4 ~· 1 ~ l , ~ t. TE°' , TI "\C.. l) .. 
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'" t\ rr· Ix [\;.,TA 
A~GlJ~1t:l-JT5 
~xc~~PT - JNT(GER ~RRAY or Tli[ COMPOtJE~T MAT~IX DATA 
t1TLPLt - CH4HACTF~ 'RR~Y or THE COMPO~ENT LABELS 
l"SG; - CHPRACTCR ~R"AY 0r UP TO SIX ~ES5AG[ LINES TO ~E PRINTED BY 
TO THL TCRl>'ll'<AL 5CRt:E'I E!Y 'MSGPRT' 
MTDHSN - INTLGSR VARJA3LE OF THE COMPONENT HATR!X DIMrNSION 
FTYPE - INTEGER INDICATOR OF THE f>'OD[ or DATA ENTRY ll•[XISTJNG DATA 
FILE, 2=N~~LY ASS!GNlD FILE, l•NO PERMANENT COPYI 
FN[NO - INTEGER lNDJCATO~ or THC NUMBER or CHARACTERS TO THE USER 
SUPPLIED -OATA FILE ~Af>'E 
J'11'l - P:TEG~P. INfllCATJ~ or TilE MINP.tUM VALLI[ IN '"XC,.PT' IZE~OI 
!MA~ - INTEGER !NDJCATJ9 or THE M~XIMUM YALU[ JN ·~XCMPT' II OR JI 
TTLN - INTlG[R INDICATOR OF THE roRM or A MATRIX TO BE PRINTED BY 
'PRT•RT' l l•lNlTIAL, 2=EDITEO, l•MlN LINK, 'l•LAST VERSION I 
Er~SG• - CHARACTE~ VAPIADLC ~!TH STANDARD ERROR MF5SAGl 
HEAD• - CHAPACTER VARIA!L[ or A PPOGRAHM[ SUPPLIED HEADING FOR 
HARDCOPY PRINTOUT FROM 'PRTWRT' 
HOG$ - CHARACTlR VA~IASLE OF A USER SUPPLlcO HEADING roR THE HAROCOPY 
PRINTOUT CREATED BY 'PRT~RT' 
FNAMES - USER SUPrLJED NAME FOR THE DATA FILE !UNIT II 
OATES - CHA~ACT[R VARl~RLE roR THE PATE SUPPLIED BY A CALL TO THE 
SYSTEM fUNCTJO~ 'AOATrs•. USED IN 'HEADS' 
TIM[$ - CHARACTER VARIABLE roR THE TIME SUPPLIED BY A CALL TO THE 
SYSTEM FUNCTlO~ 'AOATES'• USED JN 'HEADS' ANO THE PRINTFILE 
NAME 'I·E· .. Pr • 'TIME••"> 
OTllfR ARRAYS AND VARIABLES 
MSGN - THE NUMBER or MESSAGE LINES JN MSG$ FOR PRINTING BY 'MSGPRT' 
SKIP - INTEGER l~DJCATOR TO 'MSGPRT' TO PRINT THE UStR PROMPT 
R~PLY - JnTEGER VARIABLE roR USER REPLIES TO PROGRAMME OPTIONS 
STATUS - lNTCGER VARIABLE OF THE STATUS RETURNED BY A CALL TO 
FASCF2 
HDG[NO - INTlGER COUNTER or THE CHARACTERS IN THE USER SUPPLIED 
1 fiDGS' . 
rAcsrz - UNIVAC SYSTEM INTEGER FUNCTION TO EXECUTE EXECS COMMANDS 
FROM ~ITHIN A PROGRAMME ISEE SPERRY UNIVAC PROGRAMMER 
REFER~NCE MANUAL UP-ezqq.1, ASCII FORTRAN LEVEL 9RI, P7-311 
ASGNEO - INTEGER VARJA3LE SET AT EQUIVALENT OF AN OCTAL VALUE TD 
TEST THE STATUS RETURNED BY A CALL TO FASCFZ TO ASSIGN A 
FILE• IF 'STATUS' • 'ASGNED' THEN THE FILE IS ALREADY ASSIGNED 
REPLYS - CHARACTER VAR!ASLE FOR USER REPLIES TO PROGRAMME QUESTIONS 
INTEGER MXCMPTISO,SOI, 
MTOMSN, FTY?E, rNENO, !MIN, IMAX, TTLN, 
MSGN, SKIP, REPLY, STATUS, HOGENO, FACSFZ, 
+ ASGNED/OIOO~OO~UDODO/ 
CHARACTER HTLBLSo2QIS~I, MSGS•b0161, 
£RMSGS•50, HEADl•SS, HOGS•S5, FNAHEJ•l2, 
DATE,•B, Tl>IE••B, 
REPLYl•J 
TH[ EDITING OPTION IS CHOSEN rROM THE LIST BELO•• FOR OPTIONS 
3 ANO q TllE STATUS OF 'MTD>ISN' IS CHfCKED• JN ALL OPTIONS 
~ SUBROUTINE IS CALLED TO Pf.RFORM THE EOJTING 
IUS l"SG$lll• 'TYPE "I" TO CHANGE AN INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT o• 
~SG,121= 'TYPE "2" TO CHANGE A COMPONENT LABEL *' 
~SG~IJI• 'TYPE "J" TO DELETE A COMPONCNTICOL & ROftl •' 
MSG'l~l= 'TYPE "q" TO AOO A CD,.PDNENT TD THE MATRIX •' 
MSGH51= 'TYP!. "S" TO TE'lMINATE TH.£ PROGRAMME •' 
MSGN = 5 
115 CALL MSGPRTIMSGS,MS~N,SKIPI 
nEADCo. o• EqH = 17~) REPLY 
lFl~EPLYo[Q.JI THEN 
CALL EOEL~TIMXCMPT,~SG~ 1 MTDMSN,JMJN,l"AX,ERMSG$l 
rtst rrtREPLY·~~·2> THEN 
CALL EDLBLil~TLBLi,~SG$,~TOMSN,ERMSG!I 
ELSE IFIR(rLY.EQ•ll THEN 
MSG•l61 ACTS A~ AN lNDICATOP TO 'EDS~TR' AS TO VHETH[r. IT lo CALLED 
AS A RCPEAT OPTION TO D~LETf MO~E THA~ OhE COHPONF~T ~T A Tl~( 
MSG~(b) = 'J~ITlAL' 
125 IFCMTQMSN.[Q.2) TH~~ 
~SGJll)= 'T•IC ~~ATqlX I~ PRESFNTLY DJME~SIONEO tT *' 
rsG~lil• 'lZ x 21. DLLETING A CDMPOHENT llLL GIVE •• 
~SG•l31= •• TRIVIAL ~DPM or THE lNTEPACTJON µATRIX •• 
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SK IP = I 
CALL MSGPRT<MSGJ,MSGtJ,SKtP> 
GO TO l f'5 
UH' If 
CALL EDS~TRt~XCMPT,~TLRL~,~SG$,~TO~SN,ERMSG~I 
~T~HSN = MT[lMS~-1 
MSG$lll= 'FurTHlR COMPD~ENT DELETIONS? IYES/NOI •• 
>•SGN = I 
135 CALL HSGPRT(MSGS,HSG~,SKJP) 
RlADI•, 'IA31' 0 ERP.• 1351 RfPLY$ 
IFINEPLY~.EQ,'YES'I THEN 
GO TO 125 
[LSE lfl~EPLYS.N[.'NO'I THEN 
PRINT•,ERMSG• 
GO TO 135 
END IF 
ELSE IFISEPLY.EQo'll THEN 
t •fr;; JF f c "'TO~SN+ 1) .GT .srJ) TlfEr-J 
~SG,111• 'MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS 150 X 5QI FOR THE COMPONENT •' 
MSG41Zl= 'MATRIX NILL BE EXCEEDED IF A FURTHER COMPONENT •' 
~3GSl31= 'IS ADDED· DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE WITH THE•' 
MSG~l4l= 'PRESE~T MATRIX ? IYES/NOI •' 
~SGN = 'I 
155 CALL MSGPRT(MSGS,~SGN,$KlPl 
REAO(o, 'f~3J', F.RR = 15~) HEPLY~ 
Jr<REPLTt.rQ.'YES'I TH[N 
GO TO 185 
ELSE IFl~EPLYS .. IE.'NO·'J THEN 
PRINT•,ERMSGS 
GO TO 155 
ELSE 
If THE USER ~!SHES TO ARORT THE RUN, HEADS IS SET TO 'ABORT' ANO 
THIS WILL INITIATE A CALL TO 'RUNFIN' ONCE CONTROL IS RETURNED TO 
THE MAIN PROGRAMME . 
HEADS = ' • RUN ABORTED - MATRIX AT MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS •' 
\'IRIT[l2, 'llHl,/////////l,J5X,Al 1 1 HEADS 
Ir A DATAFILE IS DEING USED ITTLN NOT EQUAL TO 31 THEN THE LAST STORED 
VERSION OF THE MATRIX JS PRINTED TO THE ALTERNATE PRINTF"ILE BY A 
CALL TO 'PRT<tRT' 
1FlrTYP[oNEo31 THEN 
HEADS • ' • THE FOLLOWING LISTS THE LAST VERSION OF THE ' 
//'MATRIX DATA IN FILE - '/IFNAMES!l!FNENOI//' •' 
TTL:N = q 
CALL PPThP.TIMXCMPT,MTLBLS,MTOMSN,TTLN,HOGS1HEADSI 
·t:ND If" 





~fD~SN = MTD~S~+l 
"5Gtll l= 'rlH>Tll(R COMPONENT ADDITIONS ? IYF:S/NOI •' 
M~GN = 1 
lb5 CALL M'~P~Tl~SGS,~SGN,S~IPI 
Rt:AOI.-, 'IAJ) 1 , tR? =' lbS) Rt:PLYI 
IFIREPLY$,[Q,'YES'I THEN 
GO TO JqS 
fl5E 1Ff·Ht:F'LYS..N[.'N0 1 l TH~~J 
PRINTCl",,'i:RM3G'f. 
Gt) TO lbS 
END If 
CLS[ IFIREPLY.[r,,51 THSN 
T•tE SAME qouT(N[ FOP TED~ffl\TING TH[ rROGR~MME IS U5£0 AS AeOVE 
H~•C, = ' • RU~ T(R~INATEO ~HILE ~OITING •' 
l/i~I rE12. •111•1.11.~x.A,l///llll, lS~,A) ., HOG!,H[AD\ 
1rcrrypc.~E.l> Tti~~ 
Jl[A[l1. = ' ,,. TH~ -FOLLi.HflNCi LISTl"j THE. LAST Vf.R'::ION or Tf'{~ .,, 
'M~TRJX DATA IN FILE - •r1rN~Mtic1:FN(NOJ// 1 .~ 
TTLN = 'f 
CALL rRr~Rrc~•xc~PT,vTLQLl,MT0~5N,TTLN,HCG~,ltEADi) 
t\ll' Ir 
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<·D TO 11~, 
['1D 11' 
0 
* A:J 0PT10N 13 GIVC~i TO 0 RFURH FURTHtR EDITITJG• IF EOJTtNG 
• I~ couPLCTE, T4[ US~R I Ofr[R[O THE OPTION or CHANGING THE 
o HE~OlNG IN 'HOG\, IF TE PROGRAMME DATA 15 ON FILE trTYPE = 21, 
0 THE U~ER IS orrcRED VAR ous UPDATE OPTIONS 
• 
. 
IBS HSG~lll• 'FURTHER fDITING OF A~Y Kl~D? IY~S/NOJ o• 
fl5G~ = 1 
195 CALL M5~P!~Tf~SG~,MSGN,SKIPJ 
RLAOt~, 'CA))~, ~RP.~ 195J RtPLYS 







GO TO I 5 
ELSE lflR PLY$.N~.·~O'I THEN 
PRINT*, RHSG$ 
GO TO I S 
END IF 
M5Gilll= 'DO YOU ~ISH TO REVISE THE PRINT-OUT HEADING? 
~SG>C2•= 'CYCS/NO). 
MSG~ = 2 
CALL MSGPRTIHSGJ,MSGN,SKIPJ 
READlo, 'IA31', ERR= 2·)51 REPLYS 
IFIREPLYS.EQ.'YES'I THEN 
MSGSlll= 'ENTER THE NEW HEADING I <SU CHARS I• •' 
MSGli = I 
CALL MSGPRTIMSG\,"ISGN,SKIPI 
READ!•, 'CASSI', ERR = 2351 HOGS 
HDGENO = SS . . 
IFllHDGENOoGToOloAND.!HDGSIHDGEND:HOGENDloEQ•' 'II THEN 
HDGEND = HDGEND - 1 




GO TO 215 
ENO IF 
ELSE JFIREPLYSoNE.'NO'I THEN 
PRINT•,,.ERMSGll 
GO TO 205 
ENO IF 
1r1FTYPE0NE.31 THEN . . . 
HEAD$ = ' DATE : '//DATES/I' TIME : 'I/TIMES// 
' DATA FILE IASSIGNEOI : '//FNAMES 
MSGSlll= 'TYPE "I" TO OVER~RITE YOUR DATA F"ILE -ITH THE 
MSG$IZI= ' REVISED COMPONENT INTERACTION MAT~JX. 
MSGSl31• ·'TYPE "2" TO «RITE THE. REVISED COMPONfNT. INTER 
MSGSl'll• ' -ACTION MATRIX TO A NE·W FILE. 
MSG$ISI• 'TYPE "3" FOR NO PERMANENT COPf OF THE REVISED 
~SGWlbl= ' COMPONENT INTERACTION MATRI~• . 
MSGN • b . 
CALL MSGPRTiMSGS,~SGNoSKIPI 
READ!•, *• CRR ; 3151 REPLY 
JrtREPLY.EQ.11 THEN 
• THE FILf IS OVERiRJTTEN BY A CALL TO 'MXFWRT' 
• 
•• •• 
•• •• •• •• •• . ..
CALL MXFWRTIMXC~rT,MTLBL$ 0 MTDMSN,IM1N,JMAXI 
HE~D$ • ' DATE : 'I/OATES/I' TIM[ : 'I/TIME$// 
' DATA FILE IOVCR-WRITTENI : 'ttrNAME~ 
ELS[ IFIREPLY.EQoZI THCN 
• THE USER SUPPLIES A NA~t FO~ THE OAT~ FILE• THIS 15 CHECKED roR 
• UN!QUrNrss. ONCE THE FIL~ IS ASSIGNED, THE DATA 15 BRITTEN TO IT 
• BY ~ c•LL TO 'MxrnRT'. THE OLD DATAFILE IS f~EEC F~OM THE RUN· 




5 T ft TIJ 
MSG\. C 




F-'\C5F2( •·;:rr.ic:t: 1 //F~l.\ME$ f 1:FNCf\:0)//1 •• ) 
)= '~NT[R A NA~E IAS ANY COMRIN~TION OF t TO 12 ~· 
I= 'ALPHA>lllMERIC CHA~ACT[R51 roq Tit[ il~TA FILE· •• 
sGrn TI ~1SG.J. ,M5Gfi ,SK? r) 
, 1 f\12>', (D~ e 275J FNAM(I 
0 TH~ Lt!NGT1t OF THE r I LE ~l\"tE t 5 CHECJf!:O TO ~-:: Lt SS THI\"¥ 17 
• 
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285 IF I lf"•li:N ·GT.;J) .•ric. If NA~L.$1CN[NO:r'1rNDl.ED· •• , , THEN 
r~E~D FNEND - l 
GO TO A5 
r:No IF 
IFCFN~'JO.E~·1> G0 TO 275 
$Tl\TUS = F'AC'5F~t'9'A5G,UP 'l/Ft'ifoME1.Ct:F1Jf.ND)// 1 .,F2 • '> 
IF(STATUS.~E•GJ THE~ 
IF TH~ STATUS or THE CALL TO FAC5F2 rs NOT IN ORDFR, rORRECT!VE 
OPTIONS AP.[ orFERCO 
295 
·~ FILE or THIS NAME ALREA~T EXISTS UNDER 
'YOU• PROJECT-ID• 
1 TYPC "I" TO ENTER •NDTHEF NAME FOR THE FILE 
•• .. 
•• 
~1'.iG J. t 1) = 
M5G'f. ( 21 =-
r1 :..>C, i. ( J) =-
f"l SG 1· ( '.f J =-
~SG"!· CS>= 
MSGN = S 
'TYP~ "2'' TO OVEH-,RITE THIS EX!STlNG FILE •' 
•TYPE ''J" TO TERHINATF THE PROGRAMME 0 1 
CALL MSGPRT(M5G~,HSGN,SKJPI 
~~AO(~, ~, £R~ = 3~S) REPLY 
lfCriEPLY.EQ•I> TH:.N 
GO TO lbS 
[L'.jE IFC~f.PLY.tQ.ZJ TH::N 
1f(STATUS.NE.•SGNf0) THE~ 
STATUS = rAcsrzr•;AsG,A 'l/fNAMESll:rNENDI//' • 'I 
END IF 
HEAO~ = ' OATE : 1 //0ATES//' TIME : 1 //TIMES// 
1 DATA FILE IOVER-WRITTENI : 'l/FNAMES 
~LSE IFIREPLY.EQ.31 THEN 
IF THF RU~ IS TO Bl TERMINATED, THE LAST VCPSION or THE MAT~IX 15 
rs PRINTLD 9T • CALL TO 'PRT~Rl' WITH TTLN = ~. A TEMPDRART FILE 
FON UNIT l 15 ASSIGNED 50 THAT TH[ FILE CXISTS FOR FREEING IN 'RUNFIN' 
'HEAD~' 15 SET TO 'ABO~T' TO INITIATE A CALL TO 'RUNFIN' WHEN CONTROL 
rs RETURNED TO THe MAIN PROGRAMME 
STATUS= FAC5F2t'~ASG,T 1• • '> 
H~AOS = 1 •RUN ABORTED - FILE 1 //FNAMEStl:FNENDI// 
1 COULD NOT BE ASSIGNED •' 
NR ITEIZ, 1 I1111,llllllllll, ISX ,Al 1 1 HEADS 
HEADJ = ' • THE FOLLO~ING LISTS THE LAST VERSION OF THE ' 
//'MATRIX DATA I~ FILE - 1 //FNAHESll:FNENDl// 0 •' 
TTLN = ~ 
CALL PRTWRTl~XCHPT,MTLBLS,HTDMS~1TTLN 0 HOGS,HEADSI 




GO TO Z9S 
E'Hl IF 
ELSE 
HEADS = 1 DATE : 1 //0ATES/I' TIME : 1 //TIMES// 
1 DATA FILE IASSIGNEOI : 1 //PIAMEf 
~NO IF 
STATUS = FACSFl1 1 0>USE l, 1 //Ftl~"E$ll:FNENDl// 1 • 1 1 
CALL MXrnRTl~Xc~rT,~TLBL$,MTOMSN,!MIN,IHAXI 
ELSE If IREPLY.[Q.J I THfN 
ll:AOi = 1 QATE : 'l/flATEJ//' TIME : 1 //TIMES// 
• • ~o P!R~~AN(~T COPY or EDITED MAT~tx o• 
CL St 
315 PRI~To.[~M5ti' 
G.o rn zss 
E~~O If 
['ID IF 
DNCE THC •AT•IX 15 EDITF~ l~D APP 0 0PR!ATE UPDATE OPTIONS HAVE EEEN 
itA~DLrD, TH[ <:[VISf.D MATRIX IS l'!RITT~N TO THE ALTFRNATf PRINTFILE 121 
DY A CALL TO 'PRTAnT' ~(TH TTL~ SET TD 2 
T Tl rJ = 2. 
C~LL PRr:·~T(H~(MrT,~TL~Lt,MTn~S;J,TTL'l,140~1,flfA~I) 
MSGSC 1)= 'A tnrv or !~£ ~DI TED CO~Po~:~r JNTfRAC"TION ~· 
'~'.5G:.tf2)= ··~-\Tf;fX 1t,,S !Jr"t?IJ P'i::C:J"'Dr~ Q~; YOUR PPiriTfll[ '°'' 
SP< 1 r = 1 
:115(;N = 2 
CALL ~sG~~r(M$G,,~~G~.~KJP) 




















































t 'f 1:a 
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SU~RCU~I~l~ (DEL~"T'CMXCMrT,MSG$,~TOMSN,IMIH,l~AX 1 ERMS~$) . 
* T~llS ROUTINE CC~FCCTS !tJDIV!OlJ~L ELEMENTS or TlfE CO~PON~NT MATRIX 
A;1'.Gl11'1E NTS 
~ MXCr'PT - JN! G~r~ APR~Y OF TH[ (~~PONENT MATRJX ELEMfNTS 
* M$G~ - C!iARA TCR A~~~AY ~OR UP 10 b MESSAGES FOR PP[tiTING TO T•tE 
o TO T~ T(EMI~AL SCRlE~ OY •MSGPPT' 
MTG~5~ - l~T GER VAR[~~L[ OF TH£ COMPONEtJT ~~TRIX DIMENSION 
l~IN - ]NTEG R INDICATOR OF TH[ MJNJ~UM VALUt IN 1 MXCMPT' C~) 
• l~l,\X - PJTEG " lNDIC~TOP nr Tift M.OIMUM VALUE p, 'MXO'PT' 11 OR 31 
* Er~SG~ - CH~ ACTER VARl~~LE roR THE ST•NOARO ERROR ~ESS•Gt 
• 
~ QTti[R ARRAYS ~ND VARIA3L£5 
* FIX - INTEGER VARIABLE TO RECEIVE AND CHECK USER INPUT 
• MSGN - (rlTCGER COUNTER nr THC NUMBER OF MESSAGES IN MSG\ TO BE PRINTED 
* BY 'M5GPf1T' 
o S~IP - !NTEGEP INDICATOR TO '~SGPRT' TO PRINT THE USER PRO~PT 




~TOM3Nt l~lN, IM-X, 




• SP~CIFYl~G AND CORRFCTING THE ELEMENT 
105 MSG,Cll• 'ENTER THE ROW NUMBER, COLUMN NU~BER, ANO CORRECT*' 
~3GSl21= 'VALUE Of THE MATRIX ELEMENT TO BE CORRECTED• •' 
If' C t:~AX.CQ• 1) THtN . 
MSGfCJt= ' (ROW,COLUHN• ''O" OR "t~> •• 
fLSE 
MSG$131= ' IROW 1COLUMN,INTEGER BETWEEN ZERO ANO iH~EEI •' 
[NO If 
t!5GN = J 
115 C-LL t1SGPRT(MSG$,~~GN,SKJP> 
125 R£AOlo, •• ~f!R = l'l51 1, J, r1x ,. 
o THE INPUT IS CHECKED T~ SEE IF THE ELEMENT EXISTS, AND WHETHER THE 
• ~EW ELEMENT VALUE IS WITHIN THE LIMITS Of !MIN AND IMAX 
0 
!Fii I ·LE· 0 I.OR.I I oGToMTDMSNll GU TO 135 
IFll J oLE• n 1.DRol J .GToMTOMSNll GO TO 135 
IFllFIXoLTol~INl•OR·IFIXoGT.IMAXll THEN 
135 FRINTo,ERM5G$ 
r.o TO 115 
FND IF 
• ECllOING THS CORRECTION ANt· ENTE~ING THE CORRECTED VALUE TO MXCHPT 
• 
~RITEl*t 't~,J2,A,f2,A,J2,A,J2)•) 
:: ~:;·e~~~ g~~~~~g'4 ~~o~E!:~~~M;f:i:J~~~ ;&Jl,t1x 
M ~c MP Tl I • JI = r Ix 
" • OPTION FOR FVRTHCR CORRFCTIONS OR TO RETUR~ TO 'EDITOR' 
• IFC ~AX,EQ•l> TtiEN 
M G1Cl>= 'ENT[P Ron, C~LUMN, "O" oq "l" (QR "EXIT'') •• 
CL:. . 
~ G~(1)= 1 £1JT~R RO~, COLUMN, J~TEGER BETRElN 0 & J COR "EXIT''> o• 
[ND rr 
MSGN = 1 
C'LL HSGrRT(~SG~.~S~N.~~tr> 
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"iTL!'lli" - (HPi•l\CTlP AP,E,\Y or TH[ C".l~F'ON[tJT LARELS 
~SG~ - C•i~R~~rru ARRAY nr UP TO SIX MESSAGE LINES fOR PQI~TING 
T(; itlL_ Tr.r·••tNAL ~(!=:r..::t-.; f\Y 'H5GP~T· 
~rc·~;N - TiH.: 01:·tr.N5lON :)t THE C~MPOHE.~T "fAfPIX 
~RM~Gi - CHARh(Tt~ VARIAGL: rcR TH[ STAtlOARO Efi~OR MESSAGE 
~ OTH~~ ARS4YS ANO VARl~)LE5 
. 
LAL~ - TliE ~UMOtH or Tli~ COMPO~[NT LADEL TO 0[ CO~RtCTEO 
REPLY$ - CllARftC!LA VAPIABLE FOR USE~ fi[rLt~S TO PROGRAMME QUESTIONS 
CHECK• - CHAPhCTE~ VArlA!LC USED TO CHECK USER INPUT ~EFORE ADJUSTING 
THE PHflGRA!~M[ n~TA 
l!"~TCGER MT[P15N, 
+ Lf~ L fl 
CHARACTE 0 MTLBL,*Z~CSJ), M5Sio6Ul6>, 
Sl-11".SG'b o-S:;, 
~EPLY\•3, CHECKf.•2$ 
o [NTti,ING TH~ LA!,EL ~JU'~BE~ A~0 TH( NCW LABEL .. 
.. 
IJS M G$fll= 'E~TEq THE NU~DER OF THE LABEL TO OE CHAttGED •' 
M GN = 1 
115 C LL MSGr?Tt·~SG$,MSGN,SKfP) 
P AOCo, o, [RR = 12~) LULN 
o CHECqNG IF Tll[ L•!J[L TO BE CoRqECTED ACTUALLY EXISTS 
l•llLBL'JoL[o:)).QR.fLPLN·GToMTDMSIHI THEN 
125 PRINTo,tf?M56\ 
GO TO 11 S 
!. 140 If 
PR I NT1r, • ' 
~-RJT[(ol), '('' ...... L.48E"L ••,1z,•• ts PREStNTLY - •••••• , 
+LUL~, MTLBLilLBLNl .. 
MSGSI l I= 'ENTE'> THE NE" LABEL I 1-20 CHARACTERS I •' 
t<SG•j • I 
IJS CALL MSGPRTIHSG,,HSGN,S~IPl 
~~~Oto, 'CA25>', ERR= 135) CHEC~\ 
• CHECKING THC LENGTH or THE NEW LABEL 
• 
--·- -
IFICll(C(lil21:25J,NE•' 'I THEN 
rRINTo,•oooo RE-(NT£R THE LABEL• IT #AS TOO LONG. ' 
PR!~T•,'•••• !LABEL TO BE 20 CHARACTERS OR LESSI 
GO TO 135 
cLSE 
~TL8LilLBL~l • CHECKi11::ol 
E;,c. 1 r 
~ PROCEDU~C rs R~PF.ATED JR CONT~OL IS ~ETUR~ED To "EDITOR" 
• 
~5G•lll• 'FURTH[~ LAeCLS TO CH~NGE? IYE5,~0I •' 
MSG•l • I 
1q5 CALL M5GPRTCMSGl,MS~~.SKIP) 
Rt:ADI,., 'IA3l ', ERR • 1~51 REPLY! 
IFrR~~PLY:l.EQ•'YE5') TH::N 
UO TO lJS 
[~SE lf"(RCF'LYf.N~."JO') TtftN 
P ~ l :1 To , £RM 5G1 
GO TO l•fS' 
[ ~~D ! r 
p,: T l.IJ.? ~-
r: ~;n 
¢~•••00000~•~•~*****$oooooooeoooo••oooooooooooooooo•~••••••••••••o• 
Suf•Rcur1r.;E: Efi5f-Ti?(MXC"IPT ,MTLl'L1 ,MS()j ,h'lTi)~SN ,ER'ISG'l J 
11415 ~OUTI 1J~ ~~LETE.3 ~ COMrON(Nf F~~~ ffiE CO~POrJ[t;T MAT~IX 
A"'.E.U:--IENTS 
o tiX(MPT - lNT:G ~ lF~AY 0F THf C~~PON~~T HAfR1~ ~Lf"M~UTS 
MiLfl L ,.. - (HAR,, r:r: f..M.M fl, y or Tit~ c O~P:rH. NT LA ~ELS 
'1S::;~ - C!f.',-1:.\CT -~ •\rlP;\Y ·'JF UP TO ~IX MC5'.';,.G~ Lt~J~:> rnr. pnJNT['J(; TO 
TH:.:: n:~··· r~i.\L 'j r-::_~_:..., C.Y ··~S1.iPF.T. 
,... r-:Tri!'S'! - Ttii_ C "'f·1'rJ'.:t-;T "A-:'"•dX lJ1-1':'1SJt')r.J 
!) [l?~~SG'i. - Clt4f"IA rcr.- Vf,rq A.BL:- or Tl!:: ST~.rJPAh"J t:i?PO;' ,~c-ssr~GE 
* OTtf~~ ARR~Y3 ANO V~~f A3l~~ 
0 CMPT'l - T•tE t~T~G=P V~Rr~~·L~ DF T••l NUMC~p s~ TH~ cnHrCJN[~JT TO ~E 




















































































~3·:i'J - l ~JTt.: 
Pr.' I !i 
3~.J" - tnit: 
H~....,.LY! - Ctt 
~D 
f~ COlH1T[fi' ;-'" THC NU:-11\:R or "1fSSAGE5 t~• MSGl TO BE 
n nY ·~~'.ic.P T' 
~ tNDlf~TO TO· 'MSGPPT' TO PRINT THE USlR PROMPT 
~CTL:? VAEl CL~ FQR USEq ArJSSER5 TO PPO~R~MME QUtSTlOSS 
l~iT~G[~ ~XCMl~T(~.1.SJ>~ 
MTPM~l'J, 
C~PTN, ~SG~, SK?P 
CllAh',\CT:::::: 'nLL;L':t>•2UtS..:), "15G.$•6Dtb», 
[~~!S.Gf ->SC 9 
~r.:F·L 'I''). 0.3 
0 If THIS IS Ttlt r1ns.T E~T~Y TO T~E ROUTINE TH[ C0~PO•!E~T LADCLS ARE 
• PPtr~rco •I·l· IF ~sG~(~) = 'I~JTIAL' AS SET JN 'EDITOR'> 
trrvsG~(b).[Q.•~rPEAT') GO TO l~S 
~SGllJ>= 'TH( C0!1PO~£~TS ANE NUM~ER£D AS fOLLO~S •' 
MSGN = 1 
SKIP • I 
CALL ~~GP~Tt~S~~,H~~N,5KIP) 
~RITfto, 'C25(2(6X,tZ,2X,AZa:»t>>'• CN,MTL6L1lN». N = 1,MTD~SN» 
0 
• ENTERING THF NU~BER or THE COMPONENT TO BE DELETtD AND CHECKING 
• THAT SUCH A CO•PONEMT EXISTS .. 
• 
ICS MSG>lll= 'ENT[R THE NUMBER or THE COMPONENT TO BE DELETED •• 
~5G~ = I 
1 IS CALL MSGPRTC~SGS,MSGN,SKIP> 
R~ADC~, •, E?R = 125) CMPTrJ 
IFllCMPTNoLTo!loOR.(CMPTN.GT.MTOMSNll THEN 
!ZS PRINT•,ER~SG> 
GO TO 115 
CN~ IF 
THE PRDCLOURE IS TO MOVE THE ELEMENTS IN THE ROW AND THEN THE COLUMN 
• or TH[ COMPONENT TO BE DELETED TO THE OUTERMOST ROW OR COLUMN IN THE 
o ARN•Y 'MXC~PT', ANO THSN TO REDIMENSION THE MATRIX TO EXCLUDE THE 
o LAST POW ANO COLUMN . .. 
• tr THE COMPONCNT TO BE DELETED IS IN FACT AT THE EXTREME POSITION, 
o ll•E• CMPT~ = MTDMSNI THE~ CONTRO~ IS IMMEDIATELY RETURNED TO 





IFICMPT,[QoMTD~SNI G~ TO 175 
MOVING TH~ COMPONENT RO~ To THE EXTREME POSITION. 
VO l'f5 '' = CMPfN• C~TDMStJ-1) 
MTLDL>INI • ~TLBLSIN+!I 
DO 13S K = !,MTCMSN 
l'XO!PTl'l,KI • MXCMPTllN+ll,KI 
IJS CONTINUE 
14= CONTINU~ 
o MOVING TH[ ROW To THE EXTREME POSITION 
OD 165 ~ • CMPTN 1 l~TD~SN-11 no 1s5 K = 1, MTD~SN 
MXC~PTIK,N) = ~XC~PTIKolN•lll 
155 CONTINUL . 
165 co~TJNUE 
o ~PO~lNG TH[ RC-AfiRA~G~~ ORDER OF THE COM~ONfNTS 
17S ~Sli~tl)= 'TH~ CO~PO~~~TS ARl NO~ ~UMBE~~D AS fOLLO~S *' 
~l3GN = l 
oKIP • I 
(\LL ~ISGPkf(MSGT,~SGN,S~TPJ 
n~ITl($ 1 1 C2SfZt6X,JZ,~X,A2~:>/J) 9 ) 1~;,MfL3L1(~>, N = 1,C~TQMSN-lJJ 
PSG~(b) = 'Pf.r•fA!' 
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THIS POUTI?·H" AU!J~ A (1)'1PON::.rn Ta THf. c~·P~PON['IT MATRIX 
ARGU:·H_NTS 
MXC~1PT - t~TCGLR ARF~Y Of T~~E CO~P~~ENT ~ATRIX Cl~~~NTS 
:'·',TLPL! - CHf'.i-'o\CTtr~ '\f-:P,,\Y nr T•t~ ('1'1f'O''[l'Jl LAB[LS 
1-'S::.'! - Cl!At~/ICTL~ ARPl.Y OF UP TO SI>' M[.55A<;E. LlNf.S roR PRJNTl'-'G TO 
TliE T[PHIN~L SC~[E~ BY ·~sGrRT' 
r~T;)!'\:)~.j - tl ~:t:n~IOr~ Of TH[ (1)'1P0"4:.:~:r MATRIX 
tntrJ - li·JT r;[r:: 1:1['JCATO~~ OF Tff( MIN!MUH VflLUE OF 'MXC""PT' CO) 
P"AX - yqr Gtn It.JOJCATO~:O OF THE M<\X [MU·-~ VftLUE Of '."'1XCMPT. (I OR )) 
[l~~sGi - c ARACTE!~ VARJA~L[ or THE STANDARD lDROR MESSAGE 
OTliCR ~RR1Y$ A~[) VARtA3l.~3 
~5G~ - J~TfG Ii CUll~il~R OF T•tE ~UM~[R 0r ~~SS~GES JN ·~sGt' TO BE 
PRl~lT U liY 1 ~SGPRT' 
SKIP - INTEG ~ IN~JCATOP T '~SGPRT' TO PRINT T~E US[R PRO~PT 
RrPLYI - CHA ACT~R VARIABL OF USCR AH$WERS TO PRObRAMME QUESTIONS 
CHECK• - CHI ACTl~ VA~IA~L TO US[~ USER l•PUT or COMPONENT LABELS 
TO N3UR: THAT TH Y ARE NOT TOO LONG 
J~T~GCR MXCMPT(S~ 1 SJ), 
lMtN, IMAX• 
+ ~SGN, SKIP 
CHARtCTEi? MTLPL~~Z~C5C)t HSGio6~C61, 
[RMSG~$S1, 
PEPLY1*3t Ct1ECKS•2S 
TH( N~~ co~rONE~T IS TAGGED ON TO ·~XCMPT' AS AN EXTRA Rog ANO 
COLUMrJ f INOIC4TED AS ·~~XT'J 
~:xr = MTOM3~·1 
ENfEql~G THE COHPONC~T LA~EL AN INFORMING THE USER OF THE STATUS 
CF THE NlU COMPO~[NT, ANO COMPO~(NT ~ATRIX 
J GS 
MSG•lll• 'ENTLP THE LABEL FOR TH( NEW COMPO~ENT •' 
~~~GN = 1 
CALL ~SGr~Tl~SGl,MSGN,5K1P) 
P[~O(~, 1 (A2 1J)', ERR ~ ins) ~TLOLSC~tXT) 
P~INT$, 1 ' 
~RJTfl~, '(~X•'' o T•t~ ~ATRIX HAS OE~N ~E-Dl~ENSJONEO TO ••.tz. 
+ '' x ••,1z,••. ···,1.~x,•• • T•fF NEW CO~PONENT IS NUM~ER 11 ,12, 
• 17X,''•''•'> NEXT .~EXT, NEXT 
[fJTfqING TH[ ELC~:nrs OF THE ~E~ CUMPON~NT 
•sc1111- 'TD l~T~R THE EL•MENTS OF THE CO~PONENT MATRIX •• 
lf"(PIA.")C.t:C.lt THCN 
M3G$l2J= 'TYPE ''l" FOR A DEPE~OENCY BtT~EEN COMPONENTS •' 
f1~G~tJt= 'TYPE ''O'' FOR ~O INTER~CTION AET~E~N COMPONENTS •' 
'-'SGN = J 
f:L5€ . 
MSGlCZt= 'TYPE IN ·~ JNTtGER V~LUE BETWErN "n" ANO "J" •• 
f": S'l"4 = .l 
f.:Hl IF 
oK IP • I 
CALL r°'SGPkT (MSG'- ,~SUN,SK tP> 
~~:ri:~IhG TH!: *JE•·J C.OMPO.'IE.NT ~0'."' ~LE"'tft>lTS 
f.' .J 1 J s l = 1 , r-1:. x T 
11'."· r' r~ t ~J To , ' ' 
'i'HJTl:l~, •t•• Tiff: 8~.t-~LMO~NCY or '',A2~··· 
11HlTF'.l*t 1 ( 1 ' ON ''.A20) 1 ) 
p:'?NTo,• ???••• ' 
D~Al>Co, •, r~u = J2S> ~xc~~T(J,~rxt> 
c1c:..CKll'JG Ttf\T TM:..: ru:...,::~JT 13 ,=;fTHl'J eou~;os 
~TLHLilll 
~~TLRli(~rxTJ 
Ir ( ( ~tX CM n T ( i , ~J f: X T J • l T, I Pt J ~J, • 01~. ( -., i( C ~1 Pi ( I , N ': ":t T ) • ·:i T. I MI!. X ) ) T ft EN 
!2~ f'~INT~,l 1~r:sG~ 
r~ •) T n I 1 1~ 
r: -.r tr 
1 y·~ C •.H! TI •ntr-~ 
ci~Jr"" .:l~:G TH[ :J·~ 'J ({1·..1_ps·1,:.>-~T COLU"!'..! 
flt) l6S .J = l ,MTi•"13~l 
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.... f~JT '"'· 'l'' T:fi:: n;::r-:=::tj:>£:NCY or '',A.2J>'> ''lLGLt.(t.EXT) 
··J<:JT ((I., '<'' ON ''t1'Z:.JJ•) ~Tl9L1'CJJ 
r:~Jt1 o,• ??7 •.• • 
RC~ll ~. o, crR = 1S5) ··xc~~T(NfXT,J) 
• 




GO T0 t .tfS 
r:··iD IF 
16':· C-'Jl·:TINU£ 






o TttlS SUOROUll~[ UERtVES Al THC MINIMUM LINK MATRIX 
Bl MINIMUM PATHS ARRAYS • • 
.. 
• • • . .. .. . 
• . 
• . 
• • • • • . 
• .. 
• .. . 







Cl TRACKING INFORMATION 
ARGUH[NTS 
MXC~PT - INTEGER ARRAY OF THE COMPONENT INTE•~CTION MATRIX CATA 
NKLI~~ - INT[GER ARRAY FOR THE MINIMUM LINK MATRIX 
NXM!•A •~D "xMrND - INT~GER ~RRAYS FOR THC our- AND IN-MINIMUM 
P~THS TOTALS FOR EACH COMPONENT 
MXMllLT - INT~GCR IRRAY FOR STORAGE DURING THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION 
PROCESS (STORES THE PRODUCT VALUESI 
MXUrilT - INT[GlR ARPAY FOR STORAGE DURING THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION 
PRCCFSS !STORES THE MATRIX TO Bl ~ULTIPLIEO ~ITH MXCMPTI 
HXTR•K - INTEGER ARRAY FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE OF VALUES TO BE WRITTEN 
~g !:~ g~~E~~C~~~~SS FILE 13• ONLY JI ,RECOR~S CAN BE WRITTEN 
1noFX - INTEGER cou~T~R or THE NUMBfR OF VALUES IN MXTRA~ TO BE 
~RITT~N TO FILE 13 
PROO - INTEGl• STORAGE FOR MATRIX MULTIPLICATION PRODUCTS 
NFIL~R - INTEGER INDICATOR TO CONTROL ACCESS TO RECORDS IN THE OiqECT 
ACCESS FILE 13 
KILLER - INTEGER INOICATOP TO TERMINATE THE MATRIX PO~EPING PROCESS 
WHE~ THE MINIMUM LINK ~ATRIX HAS BEEN DERIVED 
FILLCR - INTEGER VARIA3LE SET TO 7[P.0 TO RECono THE NO INFORM4TION 
SITUATION IN THC DIRECT ACCESS FILE 13 
INOCTR - l~TLGtR INDICATOR TO REGISTER ONE OF T"O TYPES OF IRREGULAR 
~ECONDS IN THE DiRECT 4CCESS FILE 13. INOCTR • -I SHO«S THAT 
NO TRACK EXISTS FOR THE COMPONENTS; AND INDCTR • -z SHO*S 
THC MAXl~UM RECORD LENGTH IN FILE 13 IS EXCEEDED FOR T"AT 
PARTICULAR RECORD. THIS INFORMATION IS USED IN 'TRACKS' 
FILES 
mn T IJ - OIPECT ACCESS FILE CREATED IN THE MAIN rNOGPAMME To STORE 
INFORMATION USED IN THE 'TRACK' SUDPOUTINE. 
EACll RECORD IN F!Lt 13 RECORDS INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
LlbKAbF PET~CCN COMFONCNT I ANO J, *HERE THE RECORD NUMBER 
15 GIV[N AS IMTOMSNll-11 + JI. THE FIRST V•LUE OF THE 
EITHER l~OIC~TES I~ IRREGULAR RCC~~O, OP THE NUMBER OF 
VALID V~L~rs STORED IN THC RECONQ. . 
INTEGER ~XC~Pf(S~.s~> •. ~XLINKCSO,SOJ, N~~lNACS0J, MXMINocsry), 
~xMULTCs~>. 11XlJ~tTtS0,5UJt H~T~4KCJ1J, 
t~o~x. PROQ, NFILERt KILLtR, rtLLEP/C/, JNbCTP 
ltJlTlALJZING TH~ STOR!~~ ft~RAYS ANO TflE AR~AY5 USED JN THF MATRIX 
~lJLTiPLICATlON P?OC~3S 
co 1ru..:i I ; l 1oMT(l·,s~~ 
M)('f1 l tJI\ f I I =-
'-! t.. ~ J r~ D f l ) = 
01) l '"'.':J J = I 1 M Ti.J~3"\ 
t F C M X Ct, 0 l ( l , J ) • \, T • ; I TI It.~.; 
~1Xll':IT, l~XLINK A~~ 5~t TG XXCMPT, A~[l ALL UlR~CT flEP~~o~r.c1rs (}.~. 
NDN-Z~PO Vl\Lllf'.3 l~J t·~XC''\PT r...~: !\~C01H'~f! l~J Tff;:. t.rf'r>Orfil/1TL r?fCOt\CS OF 
f fLf. 1 ~. hOTE rH.\T F JLr_ 1) ;:>[(1'H~S A MT[}tASf..: '.( MTPM~i~ A~Ff;,Y J~J ,. 
C0L\J~~ MAJO~ F~5~•tON. TO ~cc1:55 TH~ R~(!)~J COU~[SPU~f)J'IG TO 
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IT I l ,JI = l 
~ll\ ( f 't J) = 1 
X , I 
[R = ft~T)~SN~tt-Jll 
c.: fl3'"!FILri~l l~~Ot.X, 
'!XlJi\ii IT< I ,J > 
~t x L l ~a~ f I , J > 
[. 'Hl Ir 
C 1"; r I ~.iU'.: 
+ JI 
'Ll!\K' J:Jf'lCAT[5 THC LtV:..L or ?J.;[:1'1NG er TttE COMPQ":Ef'~T ItJTERJ\CTIO.N 
MATSiX, MY.(.MrT. 
KILLtP IS S~T TO lfRO ~ FO~E rv~RY N[n rn~SRJNG LlVEL· IF ~ILLER 
OOE.S r-~oT Cfti\~;G~ V.'\LUE T 1, THE. ~)J.ilMU~ Ll"K. MATRIX HAS OE"EN DERIVED 
1 A~iD J CONTROL T4E MAT IX MULTIPLJCATJ0N PROCEDURE 
Tiff :.,ULTIPLICATIC:'!'l PHOC DUR!: FO'~ (LfMENT fl 9 J) 'JNL'f OCCURS tf 
Tiil ~P;JMUM L l~K ~L;:M;:N C ! ,JI HAS NOT YET BEEN AL TE:REC rROM ZERO 
DO lbS LlhK ~ 2 9 ~TO~~N 
K ILLfl; = iJ 
00 tit:, 1 = I ,r!TOMS!'-f 
oo 12~ J = 1.~ro~s~ 
IF IHXLlr<n I ,JI .GT.'JI GO TO 125 
''~MULTlJI = ·: 
ll<Oc X = •] 
DO 115 K = I ,~TOMSN 
A ~ON-lf~O PRODUCT IN THE ~ULTIPLICATION PROCESS INDICATES A NEW 
Ml~l4U~ LINK PATH. THE INFORMATION ABOUT THE PATH IS RECORDED JN 
"'< X Tr,\ K • 
lFllMxCW'Tl~.Jl.GE·ll·ANO.CMXUNITll,Kl·GE•lll THEN 
MXMULTCJI • ~XMULTCJI + MXUNITll,KI 
!~Q[X = !~DEX + I 
IF ~DRE THAN THl~TY Ml~l~UM PATHS HAVE DEE~ FOUND, THC MAXIMUM 
STOR~GE JN FILE 13 IS ~XCEEDEO AND THE INDCTR VARIABLE 15 USED 
TO RCCOllD THI~ CDNDITl~N IN MXTRAK. 
II!'> 
lfCJNOEX.GT.3lt TH[N 
INOCT'1 = -7 
Jff!L[R • IPHDMSN•ll-111 +JI 
'RlT~Cll'~FlLERI INDCT~, FILLER, FILLER 
GO TO ll'> 
END Ir 
MXTRAK(INDEXI = r 
ENO H 
CONT HIVE 
IF A NDN-ZE~O 'LUE HAS BECN DERIVED IN THE PO~ER!NG PROCESS FOR 
~xu~ITll,JJ TH~ ~LL THE l~FOR~ATION ABOUT THE MINIHUH PATH/5 
BrTwsr~ cn~PDH NT I A~D J 15 ~RITTEN FROM MxTRAK TO rlLE 13, AND 
TH~ LENGTH Jr Hl ~INl•UM P•TH 9EThEEN COMPONENT I AND J ILINKI IS 
R[COHOEO lN TH MINJ~U~ Lfrl~ MATNIX. MXLIN~ • 
IF (M)(P1VLT(J) .c;r.n) THEN 
~FILfR: (f'lfTOttSN•ft-J>J + J) 
·~RlE113'N•lLc<>l INDO:X. l'IXTPAICCNI, N. 1. nrnr.x1 
1o11xLl"Jl{ff 9 Jt = Ll?~t( 
K!Ll~R 15 S~T TO I TO INDIC~T~ THAT SOME C~A~5E TO ~XLINK HAS OCCURRED 
DUHJNG Tflf r>O•"'C.R'J•u; P.,.OCL:'.::;5 
KIL~Er = l 
F:~J r, tr 
12c; cu~,rtr~uc 
,.,XUl.JlT IS Jr!tTl L17fD,.. 1 T•tr ~~~XT L;:;VEL r PO;"ifRJNC1 TC M'IC(Mf"T 
t~f'}T[ THAT TH[ v LUC IM Xll"IJ} T JS or·:LY CHI\ Ci\:') 01'-!C~: rf.'OM Zt.PO TO 
TH[ ff~~r ~lf)~.-L '.J'! V~LU THt1f o:.:cu:~5. TH ~EFORF TttE r['J.\L VALU(S 
tn !'-i'.(U•Jt r R~Pi<.t: c•;r TH:. ·11~J1·~u·-1 rl\Ttl •~ro '11\TJOtJ ro:l ~~)(~Jtl~ A.NO MXMINO 
no l J:, J = l. ,,Tn"15'J 
Tf f"··"!U~t Tf I ,J) ·~f·'• 1J THE•·J 
~x,JNITtl ,J> ~ ~~x~uLrtJ> 
1.: ~:o tr 
1 JS cor; TI ~JUE 
.tqS CONT!Nll[ 
I a•1:J 
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• • • 
• 
IF T11r ''1.Cf'IUM Ll'Jr fi,\5 ol'~f'J (()~f'L(T<O.LY DERIVED, THE VALUfS FOR 
TH TOTl\L ''1.t:!I'Hl!-1 r'\TH::> A"350ClATC.:D WlTH EACH COMPONENT 
AH ;-:r\[TT[:; TO '·'X',l'JA-1\M~J MXI~.,t) f~O~ MXUf.JIT,. ANO TtfE fll.(. 13 
RL o~,["':.5 -.~'-llCtl HAV~ NOT f.~Et.N t:RtTTCt~ TO ARE MARKED ~CCC'IRDI~GLY lUStNG 
IN CT"'• -II• 
1 s:., 
lbS 
IF C IK I LLC.R .~Q • '11 ,JR• CL lllK .(Q .t1TD,.5>ll I THEN 
lN~CTi~ = -1 
~O iSS I ~ 1,. ~TO~SN 
t'lC 1S$ J = l 1 MTIJM5N 
ff(~XLltJKCt,J).EQ.S) Tfi[N 
~JF"Jlf"f\ = ( l~1TD~St-Jof 1-1 t) + .J) 
•RITClt3•~flLE?I INDCTR, FILLER 
<:tHl Jr 
~XMP·!Alll = MHIJ'IAlll + MXU~JITC!,JI 
M1'1l!llll!I • "XMIN£llll + MXUNITIJ,11 
CO'ITINU~ 
r,o TO t 75 
Erm IF 
C'.JN T 1'1Ut. 





$UPMOUTINE TRACKSC~XLINK,MTLBLS,HTDMSN,NTRACK,NFILER 0 HOGEND 1 
•HDG~ 9 0ATES.£RMSG!) 
• • • • • • • • • 
~ 
• • . 
• 
• • • • 
0 





• • . 
• • 
THIS ROUTINE EXTRACTS INFORMATION FROM FILE 13 TO PERFORM TRACKS OF 
DEPE>JOENCf BET~CL~ A PAIR COMPO~ENTS SPECIFIED BY THE USER 
ARGU:'IENTS 
HXLINK - INTEGER ARRAY REPRESENTl~G THE Hl~IMUM LINK MATRIX 
~TLBL~ - CHARACTER ARRAY or THE COMPONENT L•BELS 
HTOMSN - THE PlMENSION OF THE COMPONENT INTERACTION ~ATRIX ANO OTHER 
RELATCD ARRAYS 
NT~ACK - INTEGER COUNTER OF THE NUM~Ell OF TRACKS PERrORMED 
NVILE~ - INTEGER POINTER ASSOCIATED •ITH THE rlRECT ACCESS FILE 13 
HOGCND - INTEGER COUNTER OF THE NUMAER OF CHARACTFRS IN HOGS 
HOGf - CHARACTER VARAISLE OF A USER SUPPLIED HEADING FOR THE HARDCOPY 
PRINTOUT OF THE PROG~AMH~ OUTPUT 
DATE• - CHA~~CTER VARIABLE roR TH~ DATE OBTAINED BY A CALL To SYSTEM 
FUNCTION 'ADITCf' USED FOR HEADING l'I THE PLOTTING PROGRAMME 
ERMSG~ - CHARACTER VARIABLE OF THE STANDARD ERROR MESSAGl 
OTHER ARR~YS A~D VARIA3LES 
MXUPPR - INTEGER ARRAY : A "!" IN AllY ELEMENT OF THE ARRAY INDICATES 
THAT THE COMPO~E!\IT llTH THE SAM£ NUMAER A5 THf ELEMENT NUMBER 
SUPPORTS • LINK IN THt TRACK FOR THE STEP BEING PROCESSED 
"XLONR - INTEGE~ ARRAY : A "I" IN ANY ELEMENT OF THE ARRAY INDICATES 
THAT THE COHPONENT ~ITH THE SAME NUMBER AS THE ELEMENT NUMBER 
TERMINATLS A LINK ORIGINAT~D BY SO~E COMPONENT IN MXUPPR 
"XTHFH - INTEGER ARNAY OF TH[ COMPONENTS 13Y COMPONENT NU~BERI WHICH 
APPEAR IN T4E TRACK CU~ED AS INFO FOR THE PLOTTING PROGRAMME! 
MXTRAK - INT~GER ARRAY TD STORE THE DATA P.FAO FROM FILE 13 
STEP - INTEGER COUNTER OF THE ND OF LINKS TO BE PROCESSED IN THE TRACK 
TSTEP - ::~~gE~R~=D~~~r~~c~:_,!;E MAXIMUM NU~BE~ OF LINKS IN THE TRACK 
TNJr>E - Trli: NlJMHLfl OF co~rO•;f::NTS 'IHICH APPEAR IN THE TRACK 1.E. TllE 
NtlM'H.H or V\LU:'.:S IN "4Xl"JFM 
PA - JNT~GER COUNT[~ FDR V!NDING THE OR!Gl~ATING CO~PON~Nrs or A LINK 
•;B - THf "U"nCR or co;1PONENTS .. 41CH TERMINATE ANY Lll\IY nr.JGINATFD BY 
A CDMF'0NF~T IN M~UrPR IRCAO AS FIRST VALUE IN RECORD OF FILE 131 
~ - INTEGER COUNT~H or TH~ MU~B~R or COMPO~ENT NUMU~RS TO ~f qc~o fRO~ 
A PECOHP l~ FILr ll 11.~. THL COMPOHENTS WHICH TEPM!NATF LINKS 
SPEc1r1cn nv •1xuPP~, 
PH - I~~TEG.ER J·HJJCAfOt"{ F"OR :-'RO::::S'.51"'lG EAClf COMF'O~.JF~T ~f"'S::CIFIEO IN M>'.TRAK 
~5G'I - lHC: 'HP .. Ll~:h CH" P:\'OG?.A:~ME 5UPPLIFD M£5SA.GES Jr-f MS<:i• TO O~ PRINTED 
"!'J Tft[ T[R~i}N:\L SC~Er-:N OY "~SGPP.T 0 
SKIP - INTEGEll l~nICATO~ TO 11 MS~PRT'' TO rRJNT T~l U~E~ rR0M~T 
r.:!:-PL'fi - c•1A1~/,(ji_f. V/\!-\lAJLL FO~ US[f' f\EPLI~'3 To Pf•Q<;P.t .. MM£. QUESTIONS 
FIL£3 
UNIT 3 - A DAfAFJLE CR~~T[O BY TH£ rRCGR~M~~ ICALLED PL~TJ~FOJ lJS[D TO 
SUPPLY HI:?: rLOTTINCi Pf<OUqAt1!'1E 0 A~5TSACK"• /o:Hl(l-f 15 ~T.ARTr:D 13'( 
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4 - A D~T~fl 
SUPPLY 1 
~ R~~ 1~t:~ 
IJ - n!PECT 
lMFO~~A 
CP~ATLJ DY lH~ PROGR'M~E IC~LLE~ PLDTDATAI U~ED TO 
f PLOTTl~G PROGRAMME TITH THE DAT• PEQUIRED TO PLOT 
IJTATION OF ALL THE VAL!O TRAC~S ~ERFORMED RY THE US~R. 
ccrss r1L~ CRCATEO 1r1 TttE MAIN PROG~A~ME TO STO~E 
10N U~[O I~ THf 'TRAC~' SUAROUTTNE• 
lNTEGE~ MXLINK<S-~,SJ>,. 
MXllPPRf5J~), ~XLO~R(S~>, MXTNfMl5GJ, MXTRAKCJI>, 
~ro1•5~, NTl~~CK, N~tL:R, lfOGEND, 
5T:P, TST(P, T~OOE, PA, t:o, r, PG, MSGN, SKIP 
CHl\iU1.CTL~ MTLP.L~t>°'.l'J(t""n..'), MSG'to-6:}(b), 
•fJG1•5S, OAT[~~o, ER~SG~$~n. 
PcPLYi•3 
IHFOR~NTID~ D~ EACH T~ACK 15 IRITTEN TO THE FILES 3. AHO q, AND THEN . 
TIF CO>lrLfTE SET IS PLOTTLD ClY THC STARTED PLOTTINr. PROG!l~M"E "~BSTRAI("• 
<STARTED I~ ' 1 RUNrlN''). 
nsG•I ll• ·~LL TkACKS ARE DRA•N AS DIAGRAMS ON THE PLOTTING •• 
MSG~(Z)= 'MACHIN~ ANn AR[ RtTUR~ED TO YOU UNDCR YOUR RUN-JO. •' 
M 5GN = 2 
SKIP • I . 
C~LL HSGPRTl~SGJ,,..SGN,SKIP> 
ENT~NIN~ THE TRACK INFORM~TION 
IQ5 MSGllll• 'TIPE THE ~UMAER OF THE DEPENDENT COHPONENT •' 
M ·;C,~-i = 1 
CALL YSGPRT(HSG~,MS~~.SKIP> 
11~~0($, ~, ERR = tJSl J 
IFlCl.GT.~1T:H1SN>·OP..CleLE·~"J THEN 
115 PRl~To,ERMSG~ 
GO T 0 I U5 
'- 'l[J !I" . . . : 
~iG,111• 'TYPE ~HE ~U~BER OF THE SUPPORTING COMPONENT ~· 
MSGN = I . 
IZS (ALL M5GPRTIMSG$,HS&N,SKIPI 
READ(~, *• E~R = 135) J 
lf'CCJ.GT.MTD,..SN).QR.CJ•L[•IJ)) TH[N 
135 PRINT•,lRMSG~ 
GO TD 125 
END IF 
CHECKING IF A T~ACK CA~ BE PERFOR'4ED 
!FIMXLINKll,Jl.EQ.DI THEN 
tlRITEt•, '<"••• .. THERE IS "10 INTERACTIOPt BETWEEN"• 
''COMPOf,ENT ••,1z,•• A~O COMPONENT '',12 9 ''•'',I, 
'' •••• THEREFORE A TRACK CA"INOT BE PERrORMED•''l'I I,~ 
GO TO 215 
ENO IF 
INITl~LIZING THC INTER~AL ARklYS FOR A NE~ T~ACK 
DO lqS K = I 0MTDMSN 
~XUPP~ (K) = ::! 
MXLO':!R CK J : C 
M-).T!lrMO;:) = '1 
lqS CrJ'lTINUE 
NU~P[R OF LINK3 IH THC TRACK IS READ rPOM ~XLINK INTO TSTEP 
THE Tr-ACK 13 T~r,u.o F1;0:1 TllE SUPPORTl'IG TO Tll[ DEPUJD[NT COMPONENT 
TSTCP = ~Xlll~KCI,J> 
M~llPPH(J) ~ l 
MtTNr~IJI • I 
lH!:. L l"'JK CC>U~!T~~':: 
D·J lq~, 5T~_f' = t,TSTC'"' 
r1r..01uG ALL cn•., 1"0r::;.:.JTS ''lHJCH fl~\JSl~·JAT( f\ LIN'( ro~ THE (1Jr.:REtJT STEP 
no 11 1:. rfl. = i,·~rc..··t~~; 
ff(!-1'-:.Vf'rr.:(P~).r~.t) Tttf-/\ 
flif:: TF:t\~~l~J,\Tl~~G cn~:PO~i:..:;rs ?:LA.TL.fl TO r..r;v (IUJGl'J~.TING cn,.,PO~ft-JT A.PC. 
R: 4. p FR f~ M F l Lr 1 J t :-n l) ~·· y T;.,. .\I(. 
NFILE~ = Cf~,ro~~,,~(f-1)) +·p~) 
;>c;-.;J 
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p~~D(l)'~1rtL[~. ~~R = 15S) NB, fftXT~AK(~J, ~ = t. ~s. +l) 
pr.-i;r.:tt.:tM~ C.\"J OtlLY HANDLE l!il~TY TE:RNl~/\Tl'.JG COMPONCNTS rOR A 
DP!CINAT!~G COMPQ~fr;T IL!~ITATION rs WITHIN FILE 13 AND 
15 R~conu~o AS A 11 -l" IN THE APrROPRIATE RECORD 
IF ("-IH.cc.-2) TP t;: 
aRfT[f~, '<'' $$~ TH~RE ARE "OPE THAN THIRTY SHORTEST 1 ' 1 
::~~!~}.~~,:~ ~ ~~~~~~~~: ~~·}~:~; :7EL'g~P~~~~Jq~~~!~r,,, 
1, J 
~0 TU 21 1; 
DH> r r 
PPor.:..::ssr·~G EACH LIN!': P:.:T:.:~('l THE ORIGUiATtNG ANO TERMINATING COMPO~£NTS 
O~ T~E CU~R[~T STEP• l~FOR~ATION IS WRITTEN TO THE PLOTFILE q. 
DO I b5 [\ = I. nu 
PH = MXT''4~1BI 
"MXLONR IP81 • I. 
MXTNFMIPnt • I 
tRJlE<~, '(2X,tz,zX,IZl 1 ) P~, STEP 
~RITE1q, •12x,1z.2x,121•1 P8, ISTEP•JJ. 
165 CONTINUE . 
[•;n IF 
17~> CO"lTINUE 
o ALL TER~INATING COHPONCNTS ARE 5ET TO ORIGINATING COMPONENTS 
* FOR THE NEXT STEP 
• 
DO 185 K • J ,MTDMSN 
NXUPPRIKI • MXLO•RIKI 
MXLO~RllO = 0 
185 CO>JTINUE 
I'?<; CONTltlUE 
~ nRITING ~LO~ INFORMATION TO FILE 3 
• 
PO Z'-S K • J,MTOMSN 
• 
• O~LY THE COMPONENTS WHICH APPFAR IN THE TRACK ~RE RECORDED ON FILE 3 
• 
IFl~XPiF.,IKJ.[0.11 HIEN 
~RITE13, •12x,12,2x,AZUl'I Ko MTLBLSIKI 
f ~O IF 
205 CONTINUE: 
~TRACK • NTPACK + I 
~RITEil, •1zx,azq1•j •99 <RANKING STOP tAROI' 
ftR!TEl3, •1zx,121•1 TST~P • 
f'iHT£13, 'IZX,AA,ZX,AS0,2X,l21'1 DATE$, HOGS, HDGENO 
~RJT£f3, •t2x,t2,2x,A20,2x,12,2x,A2G>') 
+I, MTLBLSlll 1 J, MTLBLJIJI 
~qJTE•l, 1 f2X 1 Ai3,IZJ'l 'TRACK NU~BER ', NTRACk 
~RtT(cq, 'CZX,AIJ,12) 1 ) 'E~D or TRACK •• ~TRACK 
• 
o CF~ERING THE REPE\T OR RETUR~ T~ MAIN PROGRAMME OPTION 
• 215 Ml6•111• 'DO YOU ~15H TO PERFOPH FURTHER TRACKS? IYCS/NOI •' 
~~SGN_ =- 1 
22~ CALL MSGrRTf45GS 1 MS~N,SKIPJ 
qCAOl*, 'CAJJ'J RtPLY~ 
ff(~frLYI EQ.'YES'J THEN 
'iO TO l S 
[L~E 1rcR PLY~.Nr.·~o·J TtiEN 
P•?l!"<\ITcii, RMSG'f. 
GO Tt1 Z S 
C1\iC ft 
r'!f::TUfHJ 
CO~TRCL I~ R~TU~NED TO THL ~~l~ r~OGRAM~E 
(\10 
0$~**0•0•*•~0~0~00*0~000~0*•°'~~000~0000000~~•••••0~00000$00~~**o•oo 
St.JHt='QUT I ';f. V .'\ l'I( 't ( f"'l(~ir T 1 :~TL~l f, MTOM5N, I r1.A X) 
0 THIS ~10UT I\lr:- cor~f'HTCS A~HJ P~JNTS THE rr..:- /4~(\ 0UT- VALE'~( 1':5 
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19 ~ 1 
1932 
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uniT 
Uf~ I T 
4 - A D~T~ftL~ 
SUPPLY 
~ R~~:~t: 
IJ - n!Pte  
IMFO~~A 
F ~ l 0' r r _~ ( _ll O Lr ~~ ) S   
al ! RDGRln  I   I C I  T   
I  F L   ID 'L A D A  T  SER. 
C[S5 [ CATEn ttl tt[ I  n T  q( 
0  D I~ f I f supnO I _ 
I MXLtNK(S·~,SJ), 
rp {~r ' r I J. TRAKCll), 
TDI' I VIL:P. ti O. 
• : , l ( , on , tJO, P, , H , I  
CHl'I..iU'lCTCR MTlP.L~t>Q:.z'J(r1\~'), MSG'!;o~:}(6), 
.!)~1~S5, D oO ( $ S ,
~';':Pl YJ,,3 
~ on¥ lO o:~ t. R   XRITTE    filE  " tlD ~ ~ O  . 
il' (l~f'LrTE  I  J O [l  !: O I G GflA "[ n lCn,
(STARTED l~ t'n fI "). 
5 .1 II- '.L  5 A  O "  5 I    I  O' 
~ f~ t ~ E n u   L   -ID •  ' 
M5GN ~ 2 
S IP ~ I 
A  " PRT(~SGf MSGN. )
~ G T E TR C  I fOR ATI  
1~ C.IIII. "I f  f  P  M  $' 
f-1 'i r~ ~~ :s: 1 
LL S. 55 5 )
1~~Aor~, 0, ERR  lI . I 
«(I.GT.M nMSN). R «I.LE. ) T E  
liS PHIt,f$,£Rl'lS t 
G() TO I (J~ 
E'W II' , 
5 'III. ' ' [ u e or  I  P  ~
5  = I . 
125 r_ l ~SGPRT(MSG$9MSGN,SKIP'
RE O($, *, E~R : 135' J 
If C .J.  .. fdIT MSN) .OR.LJ .. L[ .. IJ, J [  
135 r ~ '.
GO TQ IZS 
" O I  
C EC I  IF  rRAC~ CA~ ~[ ~
I I I II,JI. .OI T E  
1I I (o. 'I  ...... [~( I  NO I I N ETftEEN ",
t'(O P fJ  t',12," f,J  P  ", 1,.".",1. 
, ...... T EkEF E  T~ACK C N T BE f ,""1 I, 
GO TO liS 
f.ND If 
I ll  RI'  F   _ 
00 I~S K = 1,I1TDI15  
~XUPP~O() G 
)(LO":!RIKJ C 
~\T!irMO;,) = r:t 
I~S (I)';TINU[ 
~ F I 3 I~ e IC  I   rp  M ~ I   
 ",U  I:; ' CEO fiO:  IIC I'I   IlE J [  P NEIll  
5 (P = ~XlII~K(I • .J) 
M~t!PF~{J) I 
MITNr~IJI • I 
TH~ ll"'JK (':)U~!T~~';: 
Co) i9:':, 5T~~r t,TST 1'"! 
ftl\iDjU   (O'1i"G' ~:'  'H1C~ fl:;:l'jI~'Ji\Tt 1'1.. I " F"0fi [ ClJr.: tJ  ;:'" 
no 17'':' r,', = 1,·!T['··f'":~; 
Ir(!1XUf'pr'(l':'J.';:.1) Tlf'-I\,; 
fliE TF "~ I~I,\TI~JG cn j ': TS '".):lA lrJ T  41;V O"IG1'J~,TING CO""rOf..,lftJT AF;lE. 
R;:: 4, p r R n  r II r 1 J Pi T n ~.' y r;.,. .\ I( 
Nftl[~ C( 'TO ~*(l-l)) ."P~) 
~( ,";:  
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p ~ .\ 1) ( 1 .3 ' N r t l [ ~" I: ~ R ::: 1 S S) N B" ( rt x T ~ A K (~ .. )" r" = 1. "'-i S" + 1 ) 
THt" ?r.-c(",;::t.nM:'" C.\~J tll  HI\~~DLE H.I £ !NI\TI'li  ~ [ f   
.~, O I ~ OMPO~fN I IS I I  fI  13  
rJ   t( D D 4   11_2" i   r I   
I  fp·.H.C(;.-l   t"i 
~ r (  •• , •• $,,0 C MOP   I  S S  • 
::~~!~~9~~T:~ ~ ~~~~~~~~: ~~9}~'~; :~ELcg~P~~#~~q~~~!~r)'J 
!. ,j' 
GO u ~  
END IF 
Po(~ssr'~  I K ~ N~[~  I IN I  D I I  E
00 TME . ! 15 ~I T  T E I  4. 
 165['  , >lU 
  'nTqA I '
l KH (  J ::I 1. 
"X '",p , ~ 1 
~ ITr(19 '( ,lZ.ZX,IZ)') 4.  
{~ 'C X.IZ.lX,12)·' FB. ( .l) 
 I  ' 
';I) f
75 l' . 
LL MP E S E S  T  I I I  P S 
~ f  L
00 S k = j,HTOH  
I I ' IL . I I 
XLOIRIKI •  
ISS l I !
.~ IN  
. ~ ( I I   ILE)
~o G   1 H D
' T E P S I  PPF  I   T  A    fi  3 
I I""N "IKI.Eo. I IE'" 
~RTTEC). 't2x"ll.2X" 2C)') . MTlBlst~' 
f D ' 
 I E = (   I 
.AI Ell, 'IZX •• Z~I·j ''1  IR I  5 P t RO" 
\',(111(1 , ' 2X,IZ"I E.P, , 
~~I [IJ" (2X ~ ,2X,A50,lx.r2)· '_ , D 
JTr.(). ' 2 tl.lX,AlD 2X IZ 2X A ~)" 
> . >l L$1I1, .I, I;rLIlL~I.JI
I [')' "2 , I ,t2"} '  8 " C~
\~RrTE('I" '(2)(.1\13, )" 'Ef~D r T  '. ~TRACI( 
 '   qETU N J ~AI  I  
 :;C,H! I~ '   !  [R,OPM RTHE,~ Il CK<;  ( ES/NOI.' 
!'~S ;i ~  
 S $,M5~N J '
( , '(A))') prp
' E l f O.' ') [  
(;0  1 
l (~ l [ ' O" ti  
I J~TrO. 'f. 
 tl  ~ 
[I.e I r 
I'?r:: f ./ 
O ( [  fHL n M
[l>,.JD 
rO~ ~Q:oorOrOorO o~o~rOOQ:~~*"o~rO*~orO~OrO 4*OOrOo~ft~OO*orO~~rO*O$rO$rO~ ~~*~ebc 
SUHt ' Tl';E "; l!j "Y(tll' C"1I:>T.:~rL,}lf.t1TO 5N9Ir1.I\ ) 
o THI'S HOUT [".!r:- COf~F'UT!~5 J\~ID P~INT<:i T E 1".:- "-..If) 0 - \J"a.lf.r~( 1':5 
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': T :; 
- 1NTF."G i\ :d~l~!\Y r.~ TltE (.~>MPONLt.JT tNT[R,,CTION Ml\TRl'< OATA 
- (Hl\i,.\ TL"? ·'RP,,Y Of'". THE COMPOf!t."Jf LA0£L'5 
- Jr~Ti::[j ~ 01~r.·~::;1or~ VALlt~ or Tt!E CO~f'O'V~NT MATRIX A!'40 ~ELATED 
"PRJ\. Y 
IMAX - INTE~f~ tN~JCATJP OF THE MAXIMUM VALUE IN ~XC~PT, U5FO JN 
THIS ROUT!~~ TO l~DICATE #HETH[R A •EIGHTED COHPONENT ~ATRIX 
t·:; l\t:t·~G lf5~rl 
OTH(;1 l\f?~,\Y5 A D VAf- fi\3L:S 
MIORDA - INT[G I/ \~~Al TO soqT THC OUT-VALENCY VALUES IHTO RANKED ORDER 
~IDNOD - INT[b R APRAY TO SONT THE IN-VALE~CT VALUES· INTO RANKED ORDER 
~~~1,2,J - INT Gl~ \RRAY5 TO STORE THE OUT-VALENCY VALU£S• MXAl USED 
FUN UH~[IGHTED M•TRICES. ALL usco roR ~EIGHTEO MATRICES • 
~xr.? .2,3 - A5 A30Vl ro1 Til[ PJ-VALCNC!€.5 
s~or - r~T[GLR STORAG~ UStD }tJ THt SORTJ~G PROCCOURE 
UNL~' - CHARACTER VARl~eLE US~D TO UNDERLl~t THE PRINT HEADINGS 
FILtS 
UNIT Z - ALTERN~TE PNl~TFILE FOR HAROCOPY OUTPUT TO USER 
INTLGER MXC~PTCs~.sJt, 
MXORU~lSDl, ~XORQO(S1), 
~XAfC5!1), HX"2CSC), ~XA3C$0), 





INITIALIZING ALL THE STORAGE A~D 50RT ARRAYS 
DO 1ns I( = •• MTOMS~ 
MXOROACKI = K 
,_,.XOROOCK) ~ K 
"X A I CK I = 0 
"XO I CK I = !' 
MXAZCKI = fl 
"XDlCKI = P 
MXA3CKI = 'J 
MXDHK I = 'l 
!!JS COtH!,.U( 
COMPUTING THE IN- ANO OUT-VALE~CIES 
DO 125 I = I, MTDMS~ 
DO 115 J = 1, 'ITD~S~ 
rr fHXC!H~r c 1, .• H .tQ. l) THEN 
MXAllll - IH~llll •I 
MXDI !JI = MXOl IJI + I 
ELSE Jrcr<XCHPTll,JloEQ•21 THf."I 
MXA2Cll = MXAZlll • I 
MXf>2CJI = MXOZCJI • I 
FLSE IFIMXC,.,PTl[,Jl.rQ,JI THEN 
MXAJf 11 = MXA3111 • 1 
~XDJCJI = MXD3CJI • 1 
FtHl IF 
115 cor:TtNUf 
1 2S C IJN TI NUE 
IF A~ lJNREIGHTED COMPO~~~T ~•TRIX 15 ~EING USED, MXAI IS SET TO 
"XAJ TO C~NFOR~ WITH T~f 5J•TING A~D PRINTING PROCEDURES 
IFCIMAX.FJ.11 THrN 
D 0 I 3 5 K =- 1 , '~ T ['t '13 \I 
~XAJ(K) ~ ~X~l-IK) 
1'XD3CKI = MXflllO 
13'i CCMTJ,...UI. 
£ ~O Ir 
TH[ SOHT p;u f<OlJl i--·:L '!- ·"-'ID OUT-V!tLtNCY TOT.~L~ fRr SO~TEO INTO 
RA~l~ CRrt~ At~n Tti~ OM 0~~r~T ~U~OERS ARE ADJUSTED CIN ~XORO A~RlY$) 
SO THAT THL TtE ('')'~ O'J 'IT 'J"iD:~ 15 '?~COF'0[0• Tft~ HXfi3 •A;"fP,AY tS USED 
Fl1H fl-f[ ".>flHT. F"l)<.; El THLI.) :'"'AT~ICLS, THL OTHC:R AF.rl•'YS CMXA/0 Zf,J) 
ARC ~r1r cnNsro~:Rr:l. 
PO l~S I=: l, (HTDM5~!-lt 
Lll) l'E.: J:: (l+IJ, ~TC·M':.N 
IFC~X•lCll•LToHX•1CJll THE~ 
















































































M~O~~ACll = MXD~UACjl 
~XOHOAfJJ· = S~OP 
~.!;QP = ~·t.~3( I J 
MX~3111 • MX£JCJ) 
.,,Xt"!.J (J) = :S't.10? 
ftH' IF 
IFCM~DlCll•LT·MX~31Jll THE~ 
.-;1,Qf' ; ~''(Ui"?DDC I I 
~x~~DDCI > = ~XORDDCJ> 
!'!XOtH)D(Jl : 5,ynp 
~liOP • 1!XD31 I I 
r::Hl31ll = '1XD3CJI 
~~X!)J C JJ ~ S,10P 
f.•W IF 
l ~S CO'ITI ~UE 
151J CONTINUE:: 
• THE PRINTING ROUTINE. :EIGHTED AND U~~E!GHTED CO~PONENT MATRICES 
• ARE PRINT~D I~ OIFFERE~T FORMATS. IMAX 15 USED TO CHEC~ WHICH FOPM 
~ 15 TO !'( USED• 
• 
• 
IF C IP-'AX.f.U•l J TH~N 




•". :1. I TE C 2 • ' C 1 H l 1 / • b X , A, S )( •A., I .. b X • I ;J (AS) , A 2 • t;X , .. (AS J , A 1 J t J 
'THE NUMBER OF COMPONENTS EACH CO~PONENT DEPENDS UPON', 
'COUT-VALENCY RA~~INGI', 
!~~~~:~.N,;,}:!~!1q:~;::1~~~~::;,~;!_i~:r,'-' 
• R!U"l;I( •• 'COMPQN(NTS I. 'COMPONENT ... 'COMPONENT I 
~RITEil, 'llZX,AIJ,2X,A9 1 bX,~51'1 
'DEPENDED UPON'• 'NUMBER', 'LABEL' 
WRfT~(2 1 1 (0X 1 A~ 1 2X 1 AlJ 9 2X,A9 1 2X 1 A9) 1 ) ·----·. ·-------------·. ·---------·. ·---------· DO loS K = I, MTO~S'I 
~RtTE(2, 1 (7X,tz,9x,12.11x.12,6X,A20J') 
'• MXA3CKI, ~XORDAIKJ, MTLBL~IHXORD~IKll 
COP\TlNUL 
~RITtC2 1 1 (//,7X,Al0 9 12J') '~AXJMUM • '• MTO"SN 
W~ITECZ, 'llHl,/,&X,A,5X,A,/1bX1IOIASl1Aq,5x;q(ASll'l 
'THE NUMBER OF DErE~OE'ICIES SUPPORTED BY EACH COMPONENT' 
'llN-VALfNCY R•NKINGI', . 
CUNLN1i, '-1-=1 1 10) 1 '----•, (lJNlN1 1 N=1 1 'f) 
•:RJT~cz. 'Cll,6X.-~.ZX1Al212X,A9,ZX,A9) 1 ) 
'HANK', 'DEPENDENCIES', ~COMPONENT', 'COMPONENT' 
WR IT~( 2, 'C l'iX ,AG' 1 6X 1Ab1SX.AS) 1 ) · 
'SUPPORTED', 'NUH3tR 1 , 'LABEL' 
~RIT£(2, 'Cb~,~~.z~.A12,zx.A9,2X.A~J') ·----·. ·------------·· ·---------·. ·---------· DO 175 K = I, MTOMSN 
WRITE12, •c1x,1z.sr,12,1nx.12,bX,AZDl'I 
K, MX031KI, MXORDDIKI, MTL9LSCMXO~DDIKll 
C0•'11NU( 
tRITE<2. •c11,1x.~1D,12) 1 ) 1 HAXIMUM = '• HTD~SN 
• E.L 5 £ , 
• •EIGHT~D COMPONE~T INTE•ACTION ~-TPICES 
18S 
WRJTf(2, 'tlHl1/16X,A,SX1A1/1bX.JCtCA~J,A2,sx.~CAS, ,Al•'• 
'THC NUMR[? or CO~PO"E~TS EACH CO~PONENT O~PE~DS UPON', 
'COUT-VALCNCY RANKING)', 
fUNLN~, ~ = t,IOJ, '--•, (U~LNS, N~t.~) 1 •-• 
~~ITftZ, '(// 1 6X,~~,3X,All 1 ZX,41S,ZX 1 AlZ.ZX,A9,2X 1 ~9J'> 
·n~~~·. 'LIMITED c11•, ·~P 0 MFCIA0LE cz1•, 'CO~PLFTE 131 1 , 
'CO..,POt~ENT', 'COMPCN~NT' 
~R1TEC2, 'Cl!~ 9 Al21SX,A12,ZX,A12,SX,~b,~X,~S) 1 ) 
'DfPFN~E~CIL3 1 1 1 DEP~NCE~CIES' 1 'O[P[NOEHCfES't 
'f>JUMRt:.1.••, 'L.f'iif'.\:::L' 
~\RI T 1_: C :! , ' C 6 X , A~ , 2 X , A 1 2, 2 X , A t S , 2. X 1 A 1 Z , 2 X , '' 9 , Z X , A 9 I ' ) ·----·. ·------------·. ·---------------·. ·------------·. ·---------·. ·---------· 00 l~5 K =- 1 1 "!Ti.P1'3N 
r P. I Tr: C 2 , • ( 7 x , I 2. , 'J '! , t 2 , I 3 x , I l., J tt x , I 2. , 11 )( , I 1 • ~· x , A 7. .JI • J 
k , >1 X Li 1 ( !-~ ): U f-' 0 D C .( > ) 1 :1 )( r.1 2 C M X 0 RD D C I< ) ) 1 '·1 J( 0 3 I I( ) , 
MXOri1l{) (I\ I, MTLPL~ ('4)(0R')DCK > > 
COIJT!t!UL 
r!HIT~c~. 1 (/,7~,A10,ll,1JX,JZ,l~X,I2)') ·~~AXIMUM = '• 
MTUMSN, ~TOM3N, MTD~SN 



































































































l~lf  .Rl;>I\Y H  ~)MPON[f I E A t1f1.TRI'( .  
!'"HLi "" C t\. 0\ i:.:~ ,,\  .. \ or r ('! (H!t. iT lA.fJ L
t} 1 N Ii.,\  r, :{ I)I"If.·~;)IOfJ lU H MPO\l;::t-..I HJ\ P,I "D l
l'\PR  
M~ t I I r
i r;OUTI  I 
\ t: l'~  f5i::n
~ i 9 3  I
(A ~ £ f  ~ GH ( M [
T~![~ AqR YS N  
~ ~ f E E!  
I"''.(OF  - INT~·(,;:f;' 
'i( i\ , , J 
: I ~ L~ ;
.y 10 50~1 E 'l ~ l"f
ay U ~ . Y  
' .'S 10 ( n T- F . I 
r! f[ OT I , IL eD FO IEIGH D I ES.
! ) S ,\30 L FO'l ilE. l~J-V L::'N f 'S
S OP t ~ 5 E  '.if 50~ IN oceDU
ur~L CH B IJS~ OERLtNt
f
M 2 I D
N ~ (S _S '
u (5Q) D ;l'
(5Q . ft ( 3Cs.n»
[)1 (5 ) XOZ(~G', I)3€ ::U"
TOHSr-J t
'.:iN
~ R n . (5D)t
Nl*S/'--· '1
N  SO
lOS K ~ I. H ""
D D I  
MXORO[l1K I I( 
II~I rJ
~D I~
"X 2I '  
~Oll I  
r< H ry 
 O j U  )




iF" (H ;-H"T( t J, E .I»
"X~111 1<X~1I11  I 
DIIJ  O IJ • 
lrIMxCHP II I.C . ) I'~
2111 2111  
"X~2IJI llJ
 XCMPT II,JI.oQ.J
JIII " JIII' I 




. U K 1 HT[ ca Q ( ' IS 
~. ] r ~I r S . 1 ~N
~AX.FJ.l) lH(
oa 1 ::   . ! "  l
' A ·(
~ (> 1<1 "lOti
f
) O"l I"'l r:
E [l   
HI[ sorn I~;-:i ( U f"': ) .'\'\l J\ [ r "L F\~
J QR['!L r 3 «I D A S
f If£: "J',; "'I  ),D:=1 is "£C{lPl)(O. t;;. r-t t\  'A~ , I
f 1\' TliE SP ~T. u:' I O 'o'ATr:: S, ~ l\ u\ 'K /O 2(,1
"'lOT :eClN::,IOLnrn ,
;)0 I  : 1 C n 5~ 1)
00 q~  = 1 1) ~ SN
I 'J II. .M 'l( II "l
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r( 1 I). . JI '1 N
~~or ~URD (I'
X n (l) ~ " ( )
~!);.nt(iJ (. l '::: 'V
I ~ / 3I11
'::({l3111 " [\)IJ




UT I t [ N I D
f DI N ~ATS. 5 K r
IS n[ !,).
(P~A)(.f (J. ) ::
. lGH D I ! ~A I 5
16
1", 
) ;;, e " (  1 .1 ,6  5 X 11 A .. ,6  1 ~   IS  ,  x "'« A » " I' , » 
f MP
lOUT- K .
' ' l"':~; :l ~ :;.~;!.l;:"· ·
.'U\;K'" J!4PON(NTS· .. COft1?ClNENT' IIIIPONENT' 
1 (2 (12 ) . . x _ ~·'
', 8
w~t Z. ' b , 'i9ZX.~lJ. q, . q ·,
• ----., ,-------------. 9 • -----____ ', , ________ ._ II 
"'T[l~5N
! [ t 'C Il,SK , X . , 2D'" 
~, 1 l I TLBl$ M RDAIKII
I i.: 
W i (~, '(II IO,( ) ~I - " DIIIIS
N1TE(Z. C1Hl.I,~X,A,SX A I,6 ,IU'ASJ,Aq.5X~"'CA5})" 
~ NDEN 5 ~ O
·IIN-V.Lr~C '~KINGI',
( ". ~":"I,1t.}), --"" .. U LNI, =l,'1J
' C2 (II,6X,A'I.,2X,AI .2X A 2 , Q'" 
·~A. I(". O E.~JO CJES·. POtJE
R1T£C2 ·C qX A9. . 6.5X, ~)·) . 
f..R"  s ABEl
r E · A 2 , ZX, . x, )'----', ,-------- ... -_ ... ' , '_ .... _--_ .... __ ., . ---- ... -... __ . 
00  ~ 'ITD '! 
IZ '17X,Il,SI,Il,IJX,IZ, , 2 I
r. OJI . ~ I R I)
O>;T I E
( 'CII 7X,.10 " 'M i " M
• E.L~t. , 
rr I [O 'ICTID '
I fC ( ,I, . X,A,I.6X.l(t(AS).A2,~X.'1f 5' '" 
E E a cn ~ 5 MP D N
InUT- e
( ~ 10) ' § l ', I.,
R T::( . II.b q 1,2 .A 5.2x,A12 2 . . .~9)·)
'RA ', ( " t pPHr a (Z)' COM E (J)'  
(j"' [ CO~~PCN;::'NT'
5 I 2, (1  •• !Z, t 2 . 5 . b 5 ·)
rp ', ' D , N ,
IoIUM E.I." . I.nE
'  I J.: ~, ( to  ,.. :!   ~   9  fj x ,  . )( II ,'I. q t ;:)[   ) t , 
' ', ._------- ', ' ', ' ------- " t _________ ., , ________ .' 
DO : :' , TTi)"1'
"f" T' «  X 12 f  . 1 "3 'l( " 7   1 4 X  i "  X . r:. .,j)  ) 
)( G . l' r' « i ) . X f} ~ x. Oe ( K » , X D J 
nf{l r 1\) T t.'L': "o4I)(QRI)Dfl() > 
l H
,~! [C , t . I ) Il 1 ~. " AXIM  
rl) 5






































































Z Zf: l 



























2 31 !) 
lJ 11 
2312 
2 31 3 
2 31 'I 
L J l 'j 
2316 
2317 
2 31 fi 
231 '1 
195 
•01~ocR OF Ttir ~u~JCR or CO~PLETE Cl) )tPEND~~CIES' 
~~~l~~6~i~~~ 1 ~/·6~~~~~~~~l~~,~~~~A~}~~,~~q~~~~~~~~~&~~NT' 
1 t I ~.J - V AL ~ i·J C Y :-• II N K 1 ·~ G J ' , 
CU'.:L~.Jt, r.=I.t,1> 1 '----•, C\JNLN'f., N=l,'f) 
~RIT~t:, '(l/,6X,~q,JX,All,2X,A151ZX,Al2,2x.~~.zx.~9)') 
•!\ATJ!\ 1 , 'LI!-':lTf.D ti·>·', '.~f"PR[CIAOLF: f2J', 'COMPLfl[ fJ)' 
•co~PON~NT', 'COMPO~E~T' 
\'; N l Tr:. c 2 • I ' 1 :. x ' r. I 2. 5 x • ~ 1 2 '2 'I( 'A 1 2 '5 x 'Ab • b )'. • A 5, • ) 
'Uf1,[!lOENCI£~'• 'J~P£ND[~(J~S', 'OEPE~OE~CIE5', 
1 4U:1RE~', 'L~O~L' 
J~tT~12, '(bX,e~,z•.~12,2x,AtS,2X,AJl,ZX,AQ,2X,A9J 1 ) ·----·. '------------•, ·---------------·. ·------------·. ·---------·. ·---------· PO lqS t, ~ 1 1 'tf0'1._;~ 
~·atrEc:, •c1x,12.~x.11,1Jx,12,1~x.1z,11x,12,sx,A2o>'J 
K, HXAllMX~i<PAIKll, '1XA2P1XORDAHll, >IX,\31K), 
MXOROACKJ 1 MTLBL~CMXORDA(KJJ 
C:.:H..iTINUE 
~~•r~cz, 1 (/,7X,AlJ,J2,13X,11,Jqx,12>'> 'MAXIMUM= •, 
P.TC'-15~~, MTD~SN 1 Mf('l'15~J 
~HJTCt2, 'C//,bX,AJ'J ' ••••THE COMPONENTS ARE RANKED IN 'II 
• 'OhD£R or THC NUMBER or COMPLETE 131 DEPENDENCIES' 
END Ir 






THIS ROUTINE COMPUToS THE our- AND !N-AVER~GE GRAPH DISTANCES 
$ or TllE SYSTEM REPR(Sf:NTED I" THC C011PONENT INTERACTION MATRIX 








• . .. 




MXLINK - INTEGER ARRAY or THE MINIMUM LINK MATRIX, DERIVED IN THE 
'~INLNK• SUBflOUTINE . 
HTLRL~ - CHAhA:TEA ARRAY OF THE co~roNENT LABELS 
MTU~SN - lNTEGrR VALU[ er THl MIN!~UM LINK MATRIX DIMENSION AND 
. THE Dl•ENSION nr OTH[R RELATED ARRAYS 
OTll[R ARR~YS AND VAPH3LES 
MXA AND MXD - REAL AR~AYS USED TO STOPE rHE OUT• AND IN-AVERAGE GRAPH 
DISTANCES RESrtCTIVCLY 
NA AND ND - REAL COUNTERS OF THE TOTAL NUMBER or VALUES OVER 8HICH 
TH~ AVtRAG~S AR( CO~PUT[O 11.r. THE NUMOER or NON-ZERO 
VALUE 5 TO TllE JlE5rEc TI VE SllMMA TI ON5 I 
s~or - REAL STO~AG~ ro~ TH~ 5oqr1~G PROCEOUPE 
MXORDA ANO MXORDn - ·~•EGER •~RAYS FOR RECORDING THE RANKED ORDER or 
or COMPONENTS ~HEN SORTED BY OUT- ANO IN-AVERAGE 
Gn~PH DISTA~CfS qrsPECTJVELY 
U"LNi - CllARACT[R VARIABLE TO U>jOfRLINE HEADPJGS IN THE ALTERNATE 
PPINTFILE IUNIT 21 
FILf5 
U~IT .? - •LTSD~•T( PR!~FILE FOR HA~DCOPY OUTPUT T~ THC USER 
f.' t AL Y. X o\ f S :~ t , ,.. X 0 C 5 '.t) , 
+ NP, r1D, 3~DP 
INTEG[~ ~xLI~KCS"l 1 S.JJ, 




INJTJALlZT\i·J Ttt€ 'J(HiT 1'.!JL' :;ror,~Gt. .\P-RftYC: 
t:O tnr:> ~! = 1, ~r:1MS'.I! 
'·'X ,\·(ti) : ·: .• L' 
~:Xf'H!~J = .-.: .. 
M~(\R~A(f\.') =- ~~ 
~~X0r:''0ft-,) = ~! 
1 :JS Cl)l·i rt 'HJt: 
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C' 'J l Z ~> t = ! , '"!TD t1 S '4 
~! b. = ;j. [; 
Ul = .J.C 
f1•J 11'.,; J = 1. ~1TO"tSN 
JFC;~XLIN~Cl,JJ.GT.u> TH~~ 
r//J. = N,\ + 1•:1 
M X .\ I II = 11 X A I II + FL 0 AT 111 XL Hl ~ II , J 11 
END J F 
!FIMXLIMKIJ,lloGT.['!J THE!ll 
r-: U : ~ .. D + t • 'J 
r1xon1 = MXOlll • rLOATl"XL!NKIJ,111 
!'rJD Ir 
llS co~,Jf[NUE 




THE SORTING PROCE.f!URE 
I MX A I l 1 'N Al 
IMXDI ll'NDI 
DO l~S I ·= lo IMTOMSN·ll 
DO 135 J = 1!•11, MTOMSN 
!fCIMXAllloLToMXAIJI) THE!ll 
$1'0P = f'~X"Afl) 
MX~lll = MXAIJI 
MXAIJI = S'AOP 
ShOP = MXORDAl!I 
~XOP.OAlll = MXORDAIJI 
MXORDAIJI = snop 
END IF 
lf'HIXDllloLToMXl>IJll THE"1 
Sl"iOP s MXO( I) 
l"XDI 11 = MXDIJI 
,.,.XOCJ) = ~lf\OP 
SWOP = MXORDDl!I 
MXORDDlll = MXORDDIJI 
MXORODIJI = SftOP 
END IF . 
I JS COtlT I NU~ 
1 ~S CONT I •WE 
THE PRINTING PROCEDURE ITO UNIT 21 
~~1Tlt2, 'llH1 9 / 9 bX,A,l,bXtA 1 bX,A,l.6X.10CAS>.SX,7CASt.Alt•) 
•• Tit[ AVERAGE NUHE!ER or LINKS PER CONN!':CT!ON .BETWEEN'. 
•'A COMPONENT A~D OTHERS UPON WHICH IT 15 DEPENDENT' 
+'(AVERAGE OUT-GRAPH DISTA~CE RANKING!', 
+fUNLNi, N: t, l~>. CU~LN~. ~sl,7J 1 '-' 
wqJTEC2, '(//,bX.A~.zx,A~.zX.A9,2X,A9) 1 ) . 
+'RANK'• 'AVE. NO•'• 'COHPON[NT 1 1 'CO~PONENT' 
~RITrcz. 'C12X,AG,SX,A6,bX,AS)•) 
+ 1 1)F LIN~S' • 'NUMBER'• 'LABEL' 
FRITEfl, '(6X,~~.zx,AO,lX.A9,2X,A9J'J 
+•----·. ·--------·. ·---------·. ·---------· 00 155 K = 1, "ITDM5" 
wRtTEf2. •c1x,1z,4x.F~.1,9x,12,sx,-2ol't 
K, "IXUKI, MXOROAIK), MTLBLll~XOROAIKll 
155 CONTl'lUE 
~A : o-~•cFLOAT(~TO~SN) + 1.0) 
'ARlTf.C;?, 1 C//,3X 1 AlU,r't.J)') ''MAXl~UM = '• Nl 
~~JTFC~, 'llHl 1 / 9 6X,A,/,6X 1 A,7i,-,l,bX,10CA~J,SX,7CAS>J') 
+ 1 TltE AVERAG~ ~UM~ER Qf LINKS P~R CONNECTION BET~EEH•, 
··~ COMPONU<I .\ND OT~~~s •HflCH Af!r DEF'EN:JENT 0111 ff', 
+'CAV~f~AGE IN-GRA 0 ~l OtSTA~CE qANKINGJ', 
+tU"JLrJi., N = l, lJJ, fUNL~\ 1 ~=J,7) 
ftRJTFC2 1 'Cl/,6X,A't 1 ZX 1 A0,2~,Aq,zK,A9J 1 ) 
•'f~A'VK.' 'AYi:.· NO. I. 'COMPONENT'' 'CC,..PO'.Jt"llT' 
F~ITCCZ 1 'tl2X,AU,5X,A6,bX,~5J '> 
+'l)F ll~-JK5', 'tlU~,UEli', 'LA.BfL 1 
~~IT~CZ, '(6X,~'1 1 2X,A~i 1 2X,A9,2X 1 A9)') 
+I -- -- I t f -------- f I t - --------I I I - _____ .,.,.._I 
00 lb5 I( ~ 11 f-1T!)MS'I 
~RITtcz, 1 (7X,JZ,~x.r4.1,QX, 12,SX,AZ~t'J 
1< 1 :~XD(KJ, M;tOt.;-UD(KJ, ._.TLGl!l'1XUf'ilJDll'\J) 
lo'> tcmTINl.IF. 
~l"- = .").5ofrtoATtMTl1"1Sr~) • 1.·11 
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H1  " INIl!
1"5 ·. I, lHTD SN-1I
) (1+1) D 5
IFOlXAlII.LT.MX I I '"
S~O -= I" Af '
41 II " II '
l
~ II
D III 2 O
S~OP
 
FllH III.lT."Xll ..l1I ~
5'"i  :III DCl)
! DII)
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I t( . f l,I,bX.A,I,bX,A,bX,A,I,6 ,JO( '.SX, ' I"
"TIIE MB OF E I (TWEE ',
. . f~ N ' IS
.',AVE O 5 "
.f l '.   1. ) " .1 ). I_,
WQlTEt II , ,2X. ,2 , q,"  
. R ~·. . , MPONENT', 
WRl rtz. (12X,AG.SX,Ab,bX.AS) I,
'I) I I(S', ER' .. 
t . h . ,2X x, . . '" 
'----', ._-------', ._--------', ,---------, 
IS  " fI I M5!'14 
"RI ( ·(7X t2 ~X ~Q l. X. .5X _ 0)" 
. ~X'IK'. tHa~DAIKI. Ol\I'IXORD~UII
(O I W
O. .( ' 5 • '
~RI r(:, 'CII,) , o,rQ ! "MAXl~ . A 
I ( ( Hl,l,b ,I.6X. 1~,~,I,bX,ln(AS).SX,1(A5"·
.·'It( e OF W EN',
.. , [,..' ,\~O Hr.:~S IlHI l-i Hf P ;) O!\l iT',
"AV~f~fl i HAO~\ D ~ KING)',
( II! tJlo :: 1, 1]) rU ""''', P>J==1,7)
I F( , (11,6X,Aq, Kt B 2X )')
.... !"(A"VK·, Vi:. .', Il1 NE."", , CO(loltPO'Jt~" 
~ [ , (1 x ? 6r ) )
.'I) L JK5 ~I ~'[JE " I\ r ' 
( · X.~lt,lX. ~i.2X,Aq.2X.
.. '----" ' ... _., ,---------', ,-----  ....... -. 
O~J 16S !::  .. "l :) 'I
\:n~IH·_(2, ' ·lX,J2.lfx,r4.1IlQx,tz ,5X,AL ) )
K, Df'K'" X I.:'V['C1(I. MTl3L!ot"1 uft{)D(K» 
16S CJNTINU
~I\. :).5 •• rLOA. (~·1Tll"1SN . )
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~I);" POUT i ~H: ~~~·u· I\ TH c ~·x ~' J 'J.:\ ·""X!-1 I NO' MT Lr Li ,'1TD~tSN) 
o THIS h0UT1N~ RAr~~S A~O rRINTS T~~ NU~BER or HJ~l~U~ PATHS ASSOCIATED 
~!TH £ACtl COMPUt1f~T . 
* :\f'(:U:H f.1::; 
MXPJ~A - t~TFGE~ ~RQAY or T~IC NUM~£~ Of MINf~UM P~THS CONNECTING 
' C0VPON[~T rn OT••E~S ON WHlC~I IT IS OtPE~D(Nf. ARRAY 
* VALUL5 SET BY '"'1JNLNK'• 
• MXMl~D - ~IMILlR TO KXMI~~. THS NUH~[R OF MINIMUM PATHS LINKING A 
• COMro~H:.NT TO O'!li[RS .~HrCtt -R~ DE.PENDENT ON tT. o MTL~Lt - CHAHACT[R 4RR•Y O~ T•t£ COMPONENT L'~[LS. 
• MTo•SN - INTlGER VALUE er THE co~~ONENT INTFRACTION HAT~IX DIMENSION 
6 AND T~•E DI~ENSION or ASSOCt•TED AqR~YS 
• 
• OTHFR ARHftYS ~~O VARIA~LES 
• MXJ~IJA - INT~GER AR'!AY INTO WlllCll MXM INA IS RANKED 
• •xoPDU - INTEGER ARRAY l~TO ~HICH MX~INO IS RANKED 
• sroP - l~TtGER VARIABLE FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE OF DATA IN SORTING 
UNLN\ - CHAPACTCK VARIAOLE FOR UNDER-LINING HEADINGS ON PRINTOUT . 
• FILC5 
• UNIT 2 - ALTERNATE PRl,TFILE FOR PROGRAMME OUTPUT TO USER 
• 
.. 
1NTE~(R ~X111NA(S0•, ~X~INOCS1J, 




l~ITIALIZING THE RANKING ARqAYS 
nu 1ns N = 1. f.tTOHS'-' 
MXOr~DAO;• ::: N 
MXOROOCN• • N 
I ::ir, CON II NUE 
• fHf ~ANKING PROCEDURE 
• onr11 MX'11NA ANI) MXMIND AR[ RANKED IN DESCE~DING ORDER, ANO ~HE 
• coqRCSPO~Dl~G ARRAYS, ~X3~DA ANO ~XOROD ARE AL~O REARRANGED so THAT 
• THC CORkECT NUM8~RS ANO LA~ELS CAN eE ASSOCIATED WITH THE RANKED 




00 115 I : 1 1 (l"'!TOP'IS;.1.:.1> no llS j !a (f+l), MT0"1SN 
lr!MXMINAllJ.LT,MXMINACJll THEN 
S~OP ~ MXMINAllJ 
MXMINACll • MXHINAIJI 
~XHINACJ• = S~OP 
>•Or • HXO'lDAI II 
~XORnA(l) ; r'xo~~A(J) 
~x0110A<J> = s,or 
rru) Ir 
fFCMX~lN9(1J•LT.~XMIN0(J)J Tfi[N 
S.'Jr"lf"' = MXM fNDC 1) 
~XMlt•O«lt ~ MX~IND(J) 
~·tM(NO(J) = s~11r 
5,,(lp ~ MXor;[lDI I) 
tH:'Jr.-::~) (I l = MXO,l~DC J) 
''XORnOC.J) = ~hDP 
r •n. tr 
11s C)t:r1:1ur. 
THE 1\f1~1tLO .'\i-\P:\Y3 A~:.[. :.rnrr::N ra lHf ALT::.P'JA1£. Pf\rr~TF JLf UNIT z 
~·Hlt>t I'.:. THr·. :;'ilY OlllP:JT OF Tlit !l!l~~KI'..!(, TCT TH[ USER• TH[ F"JLE' 
J ':, c; Y t• 'F. D T 0 TH r. ~ H li.J TC-:; f-· Y ';:· U •J F t ,.~ ' • 
.;; ~ 1 r ~ ' :! , • < t H 1 .1 , b" , ll , / , c. x , r.., s '< , !\ • / , ,, x , e < A- rs> , A q , ; ~ • H « ,., s • , • > 
•'H': !-.iU"li--.L 1•' nr· ·~u1t'11Jll! pr.111:. LJ:tt"'.ING A cc1i1r-•, 
+ 1 )~;[ r re !\LL ~·THt_I:,-; J'·l "HfC·~ tT JS CLP:t,J[.NT'' 
" ' < 0 lJ - M l 'J I ~': U '1 :-: !, TH 1\ C C ~: S '::.J P I L I T Y ii: .! 'H:. Pi :1 , ' , 
+ ( lJ P...1 L j ' ·~ = 1 ' po , ' I - - - - • ' c v ~J L 'l ~ ' r-; = 1 ' ft , 
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+•:,',''J" •, ·~:1·,:t-tui1• 1 •coM~·0r~i:....,r•, •co·~po•;rr~r· 
\', R I r r ( l' ' ( 1 ,~). ' .\::: '':' ,( '~ 6' bx ' A~ J • , 
+ 'f' A T tt ~ ' , '"JU '1 ~: ( 1;: ' , 'LA r~ C. L • 
~~1rc·c7, 'l6X,~4.iX,h7,Z~,49,ZX,ftq)•) 
.4 f ____ It I------- It I--------- I 9 I--------- f 
D1..l 12~· K = l, i1T:>M:i.\I 
uR1rrc2, •11x,1z,j~,1J,ox,12,5x,A7n> ., 
K 1 r·:X:-1Jt~flCK), MX01UA.CK), YiTLE'L'tCP~XOHfJA.(K)) 
125 CG~·1Trt1UE 
,•: ., 1 T;; ' ~ • • ( l If 1 I/. bx. I\' I '6 x ' 4. 5 x • ,. • / '6 x • 9 (A 5 ) • s x • 1 ' As, • A 'I J • , 
+'Tt~E ~u~eL~ or Ml~l~U~ PATliS LINKING A CO~P-•, 
• •ot;~:.r .. 1 TO ''LL 0THER5 SHJCH AJ:\E DEP(:-..DE.rvr Ot1 rr•. 
+'Cfr4-~l~IMlJ~ P\Tff Accrsstrt~rrv RANKINGJ', 
+ < u NL r 1 t , rJ = 1 , .,, • , < J ~ L ~~ f , N = 1 , 7 J , • - - - - • 
WRITfc2, 1 (//,6X.A~.zx,A7,2X1Aq,2x.~0J 1 ) 
.·~~AfJK'. 1 :'11NI~"il't1' I 'COMPQN[NT'' 'COMPON~NT' 
~-·HlTFCl., 'Cl'-IX,A5 1 SX,1'b 1 6X 1 ASJ 'J 
•'P~Ttl~', 'NUMBEI~', 'LAO~L' 
eRtT~cz, '(bX,~~.2x.~1.2X,A91ZX,A9>'• 
+'----'' '-------'I I.,. ________ , I ·---------· 
DO l:l5 I( ::: l 1 MTOMS.'l 
~RITE<2, •c1x,12,;x,13,sx,1i,sx,Aic>') 
<, H~Ml~DCKI, ~X0~DDl•lo MTLBL$1MXOPODIKll 
13S CONTINUE. 






o THIS ROUT!~E DETEHMINE5 ALL THE CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN THE SYSTEM 
• A SUMMARY or THE CR!T!~AL ros!TIONS, ANO A RAN~ED ORDERING OF THE 




• • • • .. 
.. 
• • .. . .. 
• .. 
• • • 
~ . .. .. 
• • • 
* • • • .. 
ARGUMEllTS 
MXLINK - INTEGER ARRAY REPRESENTING THE MINl~UM LINK MATRIX 
MTLRL! - CHA~ACTER ~RRAY OF THE COMPONENT LABELS 
MTDH5N - TH~ DIMENSION or THE COMPONENT INTERACTION MATRtX AND OTHER 
ll[LATEO Al?~AYS 
NrlLER - l~TEGER POINTER ASSOCIATED *ITH THE DIRECT ACCESS FILE 13 
OTHER ARR~YS INO VARIABLES 
MXTRAK - INTEG[R ARRAY T~ STORE THE DATA P.~A) rRo~ FILE 13 
MXOPPR - INf(GER ARRAY TO SORT THE OROlP or COMPONENTS ACCORDING TO 
THEIR CRITICAL POSITION TOTALS 
MXCRIT - INTEGER ARRAY OF THE CRITICAL POSITION TOTALS FOR EACH 
COMPONEN r 
MIUPPR - INTEGER ~RRAY : A "I" IN ANY ELEMENT OF THE ARRAY INDICATES 
THAT TH~ COMPONENT ~ITH TH[ SAME NU~DER AS THE lLEMENT NUMBER 
SUPPORTS A LINK IN THE TRACK FDR THE STEP BEING PROCESSED 
MXLOnR - INTEGER ARRAY : A "I" IN ANY ELEMENT OF THE ARRAY INDICATES 
THAT THE CD~PDNCNT •ITH THE SAML NUMBER AS THE ELEMENT NUMBER 
TlR~INATE5 A Ll~K ORlblNATED ~y SOME COMPONlNT IN MXUPPR 
~A - INTEG[~ ARRAY OF THE NU~eEq or VALUES TD AN AS50CIATED RECORD IN 
rlLL 13• ~ 
PA - INT:GER COU~TER FOR FINDING THE ORIGl~ATING COMPONENTS O~ A LINK 
NCHECK - l~TEGCR INDICATOR Tlf~T A CRITICAL COMPCNENT EXISTS IN A 
TRACK UNDER COHSIDEHAT!ON 
CTL01T - 1Nf(GE: 1l STORAG~ roq Tiff lllU>•BfR or Al; IDENTIFIED CRITICAL 
COMPONENT 
H - IHfEG[R COU~TCR OF THE NU~6ER OF COMPO~ENT NU~BER5 TO BE RCA~ FROM 
~ ;iECt1"0 tr< FIL~ 1J CI .E. THE COMF'OrJ[NTS ~HICH TEPMINATE LINKS 
SP€Ctr1~n ~y YXUFPR) 
s~0r - lNT~tiE~ v~PJ'rLE rOP TEMPOQARY'STCQAG[ OF OAT~ IN SORTING 
LJ~ES - l~TfG(R COU~TER OF TH[ ~UNSER or LINES FRJ~TED TO THE 
ALT~Rr:~T~ P~lNT~fLE CUNJT ZJ. A N~~ PAGl IS CALltO ~~EN 
I: H ·o3• 
UNLP~~ - CH,·, 0 Acr·:;.: v'RJAi.'Lf f') U'H1E"Rll .. lt·_ r1q~:rr1LE Hf.:Afltr.JGS 
FILCS 
\If: u·.:1T ~ - l.L1i~ 1···;i\.T'... ri\l~~TF'Jlr. ros f'f\f')GG°~'-!~f. OUH'UT rn l!Sf.R 
* W JI T 1 ::?, - J I 1: r.:. C T f. C CE ~ :) F 1 l £ C r\ r· A T [ f') l i\ TH: "-\ A I '.J r· F.: l1 G F' .e """4 '.. T 0 5 T .:> ~ E 
r·:FC·? 1 ~t-'.!"IO,..; u:·.i:::u IM r~•t 'TP.ACK' $lJ'.JF:OIJll'-4•. 
I~f[G(D MXLl~lKts·1,~J), 
MXT:=-t.\~ fS··~,.3J• 1 
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+ ~JFILER, ~A, ~CHlC(• CTLCMT. n. S~OP, Ll~ES 
CfiA•~ACTE~ ~TL~'L~*2~1SUJ, . 
U~JLN~•S/'·----•/ 
l~ITl~LIZING VARl•~LES 'ND ARRAYS 
1.Jt::· 
LINES = ~ 




~XllrPQ(KJ = r~ 





an1Tl~G THE SU~MA 0 Y HC•PING TO THE ALTERN~TE PRINTr1Lr1 UNIT 2 
l·.~~1 re <2, • c !Ht ,1,bx .~.zux,A,t,bx ,bf 1'S> ,At ,zox,5fASJ ,AJ, • > 
•'THE MINIMUM rATH CMITICAL LINKS', '!CRITICAL CO~PONENT SUMMARYl 1 1 
+(UNL~J~, "1=1,bJ, '-', CUrlLNS, ~=l ,S>, '---' 
~ri!Tft2, •(// 1 6X,A9.l7X,A10 1 17X,-8J') 
+'DfPENDENT', 'SUPPORTING', 'CRIT[C-L' 
. ~~A~~~~~N;!:x,~~~~g~~~;r! 6 ~l~:t~~ENT· 
;~~!~~!~!_:!~Xr~!!~~~!~!~l! 6 ~!~~!:! ___ , 
A ViACr. 15 PERFOR~!:.IJ IAS IN TH;:: ROUTINE "TqACKS''I FDR THE 
Ll~K•6C H~Th[[~ [VERY CnHrDNE~T I AND EVERY OTHER COMPONENT Jo 
T!IE TRAC~ I"> O~LY P'.:RFORMEO tr THE LINKAGE IS LONGER THAN 2 1 
ANO IF I NOT E~UAL •o J. TH( TqACK PROCEDURE IS SIMILAR TO THAT 
USEO IN "TRACKS"• CRITIC~L COMPONENTS ARE RECOGNIZED #HEN THERE IS 
O'ILY Or.( VALUE IN MXLO~R Ii•[ NCH(CK: II• THE IDENTITIES Of lo J 
AND INY CPITICAL COMPONENT FOUND ARE PRINTED TO THE ALTERNATE PRINT 
r 1u:. 
NFILER = I 
DO 1q5 I = 1 1 MTDHSN 
~RITEil, 1 1Al 1 1 I 
LINES = LIN(S + l 
MXCR()Rlll s I 
DO 12!> J = 1 1 ~TOMS" 
P.EADll)'NrlLER, ERR~ 1151 NBIJI, 
+ (MXTRAKCJ,NJ, N = 1, Nr(JJ, +J) 
115 !FllllPIJlo[t;;,-11 THfN 
~RITEfo, •r11,qx,A.1.~x.a,1,qx,A,/,~X,A>'» 
'•*••THERE ARE MORE THAN THIRTY MINIMUM PATHS LINKING *'• 
'•••• AT LEAST ON( PAIR OF COMPONENTS. THIS EXCEEDS THE *'• 
'**** CAPABILITIES OF THE PROGRA~ME. CRITICAL LINK ANA- •'• 
'**** LYSIS CANNOT BE PERFORMED •' 
GO 10 2JS 
r ND r r 
125 CONTINUl 
DO lUS .J = 1 1 MlD~5N 
tfC(MXLJ~k(J ,J>.LE.lJ.CR.Cl•EQ.JJJ GO TO 105 
DO 17S t~srrp = 1. (l''XllUKCt,.J> - ., 
IFINST[F.,Q.11 TH[N 
on 13S I( = lt MTDMSN 
r~XUf'f'RlK) = i:1 




no t~S K = •• ~TD~SN 
MXUrPRCKJ = ~XlO~RCKt 
"XLC''q(K I 
t-.r:. (lJMT I P.:UL 
1·ss 
i;:MO J F 
'lCHl"CK = :· 
ryo lb~ r~ = 1, ~r~~st: 
JF(Mxurrrtr)J.r1~.1> TH~N 
tio 1 .... s :: = t, "!:Jc P ., > 
? r ( r• x L ') \" !;· ( •,• t. TR I\!<; f p fl • r.) ) • r l} • .l) T .. ~ 91,J 
~kLO.~~f~XT~AKf~A,fi)) = I 
~CHECK = ~C•t~CK • I 
( TLC '-1 T = '.\ '( Tr.'· I( f r ·'\ , t~ ) 
t_:·.J Ir 
Crl'·.iT JriU( 



















































































IF t~;c1iC:CK .:_Q.1 J THEN 
MKCRITICTLCMTI = MXC•ITICTLCMTI + I 
IFtLIN[S.GT.SJJ T~lfN 
~qITEC2, 'ClH1,SX,~9,17X,AlJ,17X 1 ASJ'J 
'OEPi:NOENT', 'SUPPORTING', 'C~lTJCAL' 
~RlT£t2, ·c~x.~q.1nx,Aq,16X,A9J'J 
• cor.,PQ:'ilt..HT.. • COMPONENT.. • CO~PONENT. 
~~lTECZ, 'C6X,~qt17X,AlJ 1 16X•Aq,/J') ·---------·. ·----------·. ·---------· ll~ES ~ f1 
. (l![i If 
wqJTECZ 1 't3X,3C3X,IZ,JX,4ZOJ)'J 
1 1 MTL"·L!.(JI, J, MTLBLH.JI, CTLCMT 1 MTLBLSICTLCHTI 





* SORTING THE COMPONtNTS AY THE TOTAL NUMnER CF TIMES THEY HOLD 




DO ll5 I = I; IMTDMSN-11 
DO 2~5 J = 11+111 MT~M5N 
lFIMXCRITlll•LT.~XCRITIJll THEN 
SWOP = MXCRITlll 
>IXCRITlll = l'XCRITIJI 
MXfRITIJI = S•OP 
S~OF • MXORDRlll 
MXORORlll e MXORDRIJI 




PRINTlNG.lHt RANjE() OROtR AND ~5S0Ci~TED vaLuES.ci~.T~E s~jirb 
COMPONENT$ TO ·THE ALTERNATE PRINTFILE! - · -
rRITE12, •11H1.~16X1A1SX,A,/16X,IOIAS>,~~sx.s1•~1~•~1•1 
+'COMPO~IE~HS l<~NKE:D IN OR[)EP OF CRITl<;AL PATHS SUPf'DliTED', 
• 1 1CR·ITICAL IHPOF>TANCE RANKl>;Gl 1 1 
•lUNLNS• N=l.10>, '·---•, CUNLNt, N•l 1 SJ, '----• 
~RtTEC2, 't//,6X1Aq,2x.~e.2x,A9,ZX1AqJ•) 
+'RANK', 'CRITICAL', 'CO!"tPONENT', 'COMPONENT• 
~RITEt2. 1 (15X 1 AS 1 5M 1 A6 1 bX 1 ASJ'J 
•'PATHS', '~U~&tR', 'LADEL' 
WRITEIZ, 1 1bX,A~.zx,A~.2X,A9,ZX,A91 1 1 
~~~-z;~·K ·:-1:-;r;~s~ ·---------·. ·---------· 
"R IT r 12, • 11 x, 12, ~ x, r ~, 9X, 1z,sx,•z'J1 • 1 
+ K, MXCRITIKl 1 MXORDRIKl 1 HTLBLSIMXORDRIKll 
ZZS CONTl>WE 
~AX • IMTDMSN-l>•IMTDMSN-11 
'·RITEl2 1 1 1//,3X 1 ~l!J 1 IMl'I 1 MAKIMUH = 1 , >IAX 
* CONTROL IS R(TURNED TO THE MAIN PPOGRAMME 
* 235 P~TU~~ 
E ~O 
••~•••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••*••o•••••••••••••••• 
5UPMOUTINE CUTTEMl~XCMP1 1 MXLl~K,~TLBll 1 ~TDHSNI 
THIS ~OUTl~E DETtRMIN~S ALL THE CUT-COMPONENTS TO THE SYSTtM 
• RU'E:~.£NT~D 1111 THE COMPO~ENT INTER•ICT ION •HTRIX 1 AND RA"KS 
'O flf[ CC~PONENTS IN TH[ Of:OER (JF TOTAL NU1'1~f"P. or CUT-PO~·ITIONS 
HLlf• 
ARVV~~.•·.._.r:; 
HX(PPT - INTEG ~ \~RAY er THE cn~PONENT ~ATRIJ [LfMENTS 
KXLl'K - INTEG ~ ~U;lAY RE~R~~C~TJNG T•ff '11~1~UM LIN~ ~AT~l1 
o r:TLCL'J. - CHAI\~ Tt_f~ A1H:i\Y L'r THS COMPOtJC.:~.JT l.&HELS 
-, 
'-.., 
• HTfl~·1SN - Tit': r' ... l"·o..;51or; OF TH!: r.r>MF'O:~rNt JMTf.RACTI-1".J '1ATC>J)( ·"dJD OTH£.P 
* n~.LAT ry .~FFAY3 
• OTH[~ AfiRAY~ ~~D v~~r~Jl~5 
• M~~-Tlf - THE ~fORAGE ~QFAY ro~ A cunRfNT t•ffil~UM Ll~k M~TRJ~ 
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* .. .. 
~AT~IX TO 2£ JP[f TSO UP~~ FCR TH~ NEXT PO~ER LEVEL 
l"~l 1 ULT - li·JTt::G~P jTORA;;r ,\ EAY FOR THE. ro•~·ERING PPOCt..SS· STORES THf 
r F G [• u c T I ~Jr 0 r.: ~AT 1 ., 
~XCUI - l~TEGER Ac&•Y TO R CORD THE NU~EEE OF tl~f5 A COMPONENT IS A 
CUT-C0'·H'C.'![';T • 
MXO~UR - lNTf~[R \RPAY TO ErCORD THr RANKE~ O~OER OF TH~ COMPONENT 
~Ju~·-~r.ns J'! TH~ :::o;;TJUG PROCE:.55 ON "MXCUT" 
cMrT - INT~ClR VARl•OL~ OF TH[ CDMPONEhT OEl~G CONSIOFREO FOR CUT-
PQS 1r1 o~.15 
KILLEq - INT~GE~ l~~ICITOR TC TERMINATE THE POWERING PROCESS nNCE THE 
MINIMUM LIN~ MATN!X HAS ![[N DERIVED 
Ll~K - lNT~~~n COlJ~TER OF T~t[ PO~~RING LEVEL tN THE O[RJVATJON OF 
Tf<( 'I Ill! 'WP L !IJK M ,q RIX 
5l'"OP - JNT::GER STDPAG[ usrr IN TH[ ~.QRTJ~-JG rROCE"OllRf.. 
ll~CS - J~TEGEli (OUNTEQ or THl NUM~[R or LINES ON THE CURRENT PRINT 
PAGE I~ THE ALTERNATE PRINTrlLE• 
UtJLN~ - CH~~ACTEii VARJ-?Lt FOR JNOERLJNING THE H£JOINGS JN THE 
~ l T f. I\~: A T E F' ~ I NT F I l f.. 
FILf5 
U~IT Z - THE ALTlRNATC P~INTFILE FOR OUTPUT TO THE USFR 
U~IT 13 - ~IRECT ACC~SS FILE CREATED IN THE MAIN PROGRAMME TO STORE 
INFORMATION USED I~ THE 'TRACK' SUBROUTINE. 
INTEGER ~xc~rr•~~,~()J, MXLIN~tSO,SO), 
HXP,lttf50,5J), MXUNITtSU,S~J, ~XMULTCSCl, 
~xcuTtS8J, ~XO~ORCSUJ, 
MTO~S~, 
• C~PT, ~ILLE~, Ll~K, SWDP, LINES 
CtiARACTER MTLBLi~zrycs~J, 
U~L~i•Sl'·---- 1 / 
IUITIAL!ZATION OF VAHIABLCS AND A~RATS 
Ll~ES • ~ 
00 ins N ~ lt HTDM5~ 
~XORORINI • N 
MXCUTINI • 0 
!US CONTINUE 
PRl~TING THE CUT-COMPONENT SUMMARY HEADINGS TO THE ALTEPNATE PRINT~ILE 
WRITfl2, •11~1.J,6X,A,BX,A,l,bX,ec•st,AJtex,qcAS>,•Jt') 
+'~IN!MUM AND ~DN-M!NlHUM PATH C~ITICAL LINKS', 
+• lCUT-CO~PONENT SUM~ARY>'t 
+CUNL~$, N::l,n>, '---•, lUNLN\, N•l,~), '---• 
~RIT~l2 1 'l//,6X,~9 1 17X,~101ZlX,A~>'> 
•'DF.P~~O£NT', 1 3UPPORTtNG', •cur-• 
~.RJTEC2, 1 CbX 1 A9,lOX 1 A9,lbXtA9) 1 ) 
+ 1 COMPON~NT', •co~PON~~r·. 'CO~PONENT' 
~H!T[l2 1 1 lbX 1 Aq,l7X,~1~,16X,Aq) 1 ) ··---------•, ·----------•, ·---------· 
THE ~lhl~U~ LINK MATRIK 15 DERIVED IN MXPATH FOR THE COMPONENT 
!NTrAACTION MATRIK ICMPT •JI, ANO THEN FO~ THt ~ATPIX WITH ONE 
CoMrO~ENT 'DlLETED' IC~rT • J,MTOMSNI. THE PROCEDURE DOCUMENTED 
It~ ' 1 Mlt~LNK•1 IS us~o. 
C:.0 195 (MPT :: !.1 1 ~TfH15"1 
CO 115 l = 11 HTD'15N 
00 11S J = l, MT(H1~t.J 
IFllMXC~rT1l,JloGT.Ql.~ND·lloNEeC~PTl.ANDolJ0Nr.CMPTll THEN 
~!XUNIT(l,Jt = 1 
~X?ATrUl,J) ~ l 
EL 5;_: 
!"XU i~ t T I 1 , J ) = ~: 
._, X P fl TH ( l , J) = ·~ 
S:.'iC IF 
11~· rcn~T 1:>1ut 
1)0 1~1::-; Ll~ir. = z, '"T~!'-~:i'~ 
KILL!::'~ = (! 
PO lS~ 1 : •• ~rn~~N 
If"<l•t"•C~1F'TJ GO TC" lSS 
DO 13~ ... J = 1, .,.T~"'tis~; 
li"(CJ.~~.CM 0 T>•O~.(~~P~l~il(,JJ.~T.~J) GO TO 1JS 
·1xrAUL flJ) = .... 
PO lZ~ K = l, ~Tr~~~ 
tr Cl\ .L~.c...,r-f J r:-.o TJ I!': 
1 F ( ( ~ x c Mr· T ( ~ t J) • G [ • 1 ) • !\, :'<! ~. ( t-~ y J ~; 1 T ( I 'r , • v ~: • I ) ) TH s N 
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!F l>\XMULT IJI .~T.;11 T>l~N 




{)0 lLIS J :: 1, !"'ITOMSN 
IF ( Cf.iXU~~IT ( f ,J) ·E"•\.J) ./\NO. CMXMULTf'1) .GT.!', .ANO• 
(J.N[e(~PT)) THE~ 
MXUN l T II ,JI • MX.,ULT IJI 
n:o rr 
1~5 CONTJ~;uc 
1c,5 corn Ir.UL 
DNCr THr CUH~~NT ~INl~UM LIN~ MATRIX HAS BEEN DER!Vro. FVERY ELEMENT 
JN ~XPATH IS CO~PARED •llH TH[ CORRESPONDl~G ELEMENT IN MXLINK. CUT-
roslTIONS ARE R[COGNIZED nHEN THE~E IS A NON-ZERO lLLMENT IN MXLINK, 
AND A ZEQO ELEMENT IN ~XPATHo IF A CUT-POSITION IN FOUND IN THIS 
WAY, TH[ CUT-COMPON[NT ICMPTI. 1. AND J, ARE RECORDED !N THE CUT-
COMPONENT SUMMARY. TOTALS FOR THE NUMYER OF TIMES l CPMPONENT HOLDS 
A CUT-POSITION ARE KEPT IN MXCUT. 
IFllKILLE~·EQoOl;ORolLINK.EQolMTOMSN-1111 THEN 
~RJTEIZ, 'CAt'J ' ' 
LlN~S = LJ~ES + I 
DO 17':> I= lo MTDMSN 
IFll·E~·CMPTI GO TO 175 
DO lbS J = lo MTDMSN 
IFllJ.[Qo:MPTloORolJo[Golll G~ TO lbS 
lFlllUf'HHll,Jl.EQ•OloA»ID·CMXLlr-Kl!,JleGT.011 THEN 
MXCUTIC~rTI • MXCUTICMPTI + l 
If fLINf.SeGT.SJJ TH£N 
WRITEC2 0 'llHl,SX,A9,17X,~10 0 ZIX,Aql'I 
'DEPE'IDlNT'. 'SUPPORTING', •cur-• 
~RTTSC2, •(bX,A9,18~tA9,lbXe-9>'J 
'COMPONENT•, •COMPONENT'• 'CO~PONENT' 
6RlTf.12, 'lbX,Aq,17X,AIU 0 lbX 0 "ql 1 1 
·---------·, ·----------·. ·---------· L ! 'JES • n 
END IF 
t/R IT E I Z, ' I 3 X , 3 I 3 X , 11 o IX , "2 0 I I' I 
lo MTLEIL~lllo J, MTLBL$1Jl 0 CMPT, MTLBLSICMPTI 








TH~ VALUES IN MXtUT ~ND THE CO~?ONENT ORDER IN MXORDR APE SORTED 
!~TO R~~K ORDER FOR THt CUT-COMPONENT R"NKING 
no 21S l = 1. CMTDMS~-tJ 
DO <'~SJ• rl•ll, MTOMSN 
IFIMXCUTllloLT.~XCUTIJll THEN 
560P = MXCUT 11 I 
MXCUTlll = ~XCUTIJI 
MXCUTIJI • StJOP 
SIVOP ~ MXOROP.l]J 
'<XOR01Ull • !HOHDRIJI 
HXORDRIJI • S~OP 
END l F 
2 c:s c or; TI NUt. 
215 COt-•T1r'.llE 
Tl-'~ !<ANt<.£0 Vt..LU~~S I~! ""XCUT, AND Ttfr. RA.NK::C CO~lPONffliT f'OSll IONS tN 
MXOH~P .lfi.f. PRl/JTl..-:l' TO THl lilTf.RNAH.: PRl'"·iTrILE 
~RiltlZ, • llHl,/,6),~.sx,A,/,6X,q(~S),iJ,SX,qf~S),ftJ)') 
•'C~MPON[NTS RA::~co JtJ 0~0~~ 0r CtlT FC51Tl0~3 HtL~·. 
•'CCVT-ro~F0N~hi ;:At-!Kl~GJ', 
~lUNLN1, N~l,Q), '---•, IUNLN$, N=t,qJ, '---' 
~1lttrc2, '<tt,6x,Aq,1x,~ 1t,?x,Aq,2x,AqJ') 
+• 1~~N~·. •cur-•. 1 (0MPe~ENl'. •c:1~PONENT' 
.~~b~~;f&~;~!=~~C~J~~i: 6 •t:~:2?'> 
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~AT~IX 10 PC J~E~ T~O ur~N FeR TH~ NEXT FO~EP LEVEL 
f-'~r1LJLT - Ji·JTLr;~p :iTORA:;r ,\ FAY FOR Tki;. PL)"ERING PPOCr..SS. STORES THf 
r:; G f' U (T I ~J r 0 R;1 "T 1 ., 
~xcur - !~TrGrR lehly TO R CO~D THE Nu~rEE OF TI~FS A COMPONENT IS A 
CUT-(0'-H'G'!["T. 
MXOROR - I~rf~[R \RRAY TO ErCO~D TH~ RANKE3 OfiOER or TH~ COMPONENT 
.~HI.~I.~!:".nS I'! Tk:: :;Of;TlrJG PROC'['S5 ON '":-1XCU,fl 
CMrT - INTSCl~ VARI'DLS Of lHE CDMPON[hT DEI~G CONSIDFREO FOR CUT-
PC~IT10H:· 
KILl~q - INI[GE~ 1~21[.TOR Te TERMINATE THE POWERING PROCESS "NeE THE 
~INIMUM llN~ MATWIX HAS PEEN DERIVED 
lI~K - INT~~~n COllNfER OF '~I[ PO~~RING lEvtL IN THE O[RIVATfON or 
THE ~'lrJl'1U:l LI~';K ,"i"TP.IX 
5l'''OP - INT::G[R STf)PAG[ USff' IN T.t~ ~.ORTJ~·JG r'ROCfDlIRf.. 
lI~rs - J~TE6(li (OUNTEQ OF THL NVM~rR or LINES ON THE CURRENT PRiNT 
PAGE I~ THE ALTERNATE PAINTFILE. 
UrJlN~ - CH~~ACTEi' VARI_~Lt rOR JNDERlINING THE H(ftOlNGS IN THE 
~lTfl\~:ATE F'::-INTFllf.. 
rlLrs 
U~II 2 - THE ALTERNATE pqlh'rIL~ FOR OUIPUI TO THE USER 
U~lT 13 - UINECT ACCES5 FILE CREAIED IN THE MAIN PRDG~'~ME TO STORE 
INfORMATION USED I~ THE 'TRACK' SUBROUIINE. 
INTEGER ~XC~PT(S~,~!)" MXLIN((Sn,SO' , 
MXP'Tt~fSn,SJ), MXUNITCSU,50J, MXMULT(SC', 
~X(UT(S8), ~XO~DR'SU', 
MTO~5~, 
(MPI, KILLER, LI~K, SIDP, LINES 
Cli4RACTER MllBlS~Z9(S1), 
V~L~~.S/'-----·1 
IUITIALllATION Of VIRIA8L(S ANO A~RATS 
ll~ES • ~ 
00 105 N ~ 1, HTOMS~ 
~XORDRIN' : N 
MICUIINI = 0 
IUS CO~TINUE 
PRI~TING THE (UT-COMPONENT SUMMARY HEADINGS TO THE AlTE~NATE PRINTFILE 
WRITrC2, '(lHl,I,6X,A,8XtA,I,bx.e,_s"~l.ex.qCAs,,.3'" 
"~IN!~UM AND ~ON-MINIMUM PATH CRITICAL LIN~S·. 
.' ((UT-CO~PON(NT SUM~ARY)'. 
·(UNl~S, N~l,n). '---', (UNL~'_ N.l,~,. , ___ I 
~RIT~(2, ·(11,6X,.9,17X,AIO,21X,A~)') 
.·CF.P~NO[Nt', '3UPPO~11NG', 'CUT-' 
V,RI1[(2, '(bX.A9,10X,A9,ibX,A9)" 
.·COMPONENT', ·CO~PONE~Tf. 'co~rONENT' 
~lllr(f2, t(bX.A9,17X.~I~,16X,Aq)') .' _________ ', ' __________ " , _________ e 
THE ~lhl~UM LI~K MATRIX 15 DERIVED IN MXPATH FOR THE COMPONENT 
INrrRACTIDN ~AIRIX I["PT • ~l, AND THEN FO~ TH~ ~~TPIX *ITH ONE 
CDMrO~ENT 'DlLEIED' IC"rT • I,MTOMSNI. THE PROCEDURE DOCUMEhTEO 
It~ ffMl'JLNK lt 15 US~D. 
CO 195 (MPT:: IJ, ~TnM5"J 
CO 115 1 =- 1. MT,!)'Io1SN 
00 ItS,J:; 1, MT('t""~~ 
tF(I~XC:1rT(1,J).GT.Q)._ND.(1.N[.C~PT'.AN~.(,J.Nr.CMPT') THEN 
~! x UN I T ( 1 .,J) j 
t-(X:'ATHt I,.)) 1 
-; .. : 
~ x U i~ 1 T t t , .) ) f· 
"'!)( p,a T H ( 1 .,.) ) .~ 
r:,'iC IF 
11~> rOt-:TI:iUi 
QO l~~ LI~'~ = ~, ~T0~5~ 
KILL!:9 :: (J 
~0 lS~ 1 :: 1, ~Tn~~~ 
IF(l .. tC' .. C~rT) 60 T('I lS!:i 
DO 13~ .. J : 1, '~T~"'~'::~; 
li"'fJ.~W .. CM~T).O~.(~XP~l~~(l,J).~T.~,) GO TO tJS 
'1 X!~ lJ L r I J» ::::: .""> 
PO lZ~ K : 1, ~Tr~~~ 
Ir (1\ .L"·:,).C'Ir'f J (",0 TJ I!': 
l~(~XCMr·Tf~,.)) .. Gr.l ),,'~!~.(M1J~lT(t,~',,~~.I)) THSN 
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K Il [I, = I 
MKPATHII,JI • LINK 
E Nr, If 
13S CO~Tt~lJ~. 
1)0 l~S J = 1, ~TDMSN 
IF ((";XU~;IT (I,')) .. E",,;J) ."P.~D. C~XMULT (,J) .GT .. f'I' .AP-IO .. 
(J .. NE.C~PT)' THEN 
'<XUNlTlI,JI = "X~ULTIJI 
OlD If 
1~5 CONTIr~uc 
1<;5 corH Ir.Ul 
ONCr" THF: CU!-,'R~NT .~I~';I/~vM LIN", l"ATRIX HA5 BEEN OERIVtO. fVF.:f?Y ELEME!\4T 
jN ~)(PATH 15 CO~PAREC ~ITH Ttit COqRESPONDI~G ELEMENT IN MIL INK. CUT-
rOS!TIONS ARE R[(OG~IZED nH[N T"E~E 15 A NON-ZERO LLLMENT IN MXLINK, 
AND A lrao ELEME~I IN ~.PATH. IF A CUT-POSITION IN fOUND IN THIS 
WAY, THE CUT-CO'H'ONEfH I(!'PT!, I, AND J. ARE RECORDED IN THE CUT-
COMrON(NT SUMMARY. TOTALS FOR THE NUM~[R or TIMES A COMPONENT HOLDS 
A C T-P SITI  ARE ~EPT IN XCUT. 
IFIIKILLE~.Eg.OI;OR.ILINK.EQ.IMTDMSN-I"1 THEN 
r (2 "A)" , • 
llN~S  LI~ES + 1 
DO 17~ I = I, MIDMSN 
If Il.EtI.C PTI GO TO 115 
DO 16S J • I, MTDMSN 
IFIIJ.[Q.: PTI.OR.IJ.[Q.II' G~ TO IbS 
IFIIM~f'HHII,JI.EQ.()'.ANO.IMXLI"'KII.JI.GT.OII THEN 
MxCUTlc~rTI • MICUTICMPTI • 1 
IF (L INf.S.GT.S3) TH£N 
WRITEIZ. ·'IHI.SX,A •• 11X.~ID.2IX.Aql·' 
'OFPE'liD( "IT'. .. SUPPOR T I NG'" .. CUT-" 
·\,R ITS( Z, • (bX,A9 .18~ "A9.16X,,_9)") 
'COMPONENT', 'COMPONENT'. 'CO~PONENT' 
~RtTr.(Z, '(bX,Aq,17X.AIU.lbl.~q,·, '----_._--', ,-----------, .---------, 
LI'IES = !'l 
END IF 
RRITEIZ. '13X,313X,IZ.IX,AZOII'1 
I. "'TUll~IlI.,), MTLSLSIJI, (MPT. '1TLBlSICMPTI 
LINES 2 LI ES. I 
END IF 
16~ C TI E 
115 C TI E 
GO TO 195 
fN  H 
Ie!:, >;T I £ 
S i  
THe VALUES IN MXlUT 'N~ THE COMPO~~NT ORDER IN MXOROR APE SORTED 
INTO R'~K ORDER FOR THt CUT-COMPONENT R~NKING 
no 2iS I 2 1, C TD SM-t) 
DO <';:, ,) : II-II, MTOMSN 
IfIMICUIIII.LI.MXCUTIJ11 THEN 
ShOP; ""C TIII 
CuTIII • ~XCUTIJI 
XCUTIJI ~ S'IOP 
S~OP = XORDR(1) 
~XORn~111 M~ONORIJI 
MXORDRIJI • S~DP 
END IF 
ZC!l) CO~;T INUt. 
~15 CO\i>JTtr-.lIE 
Tt-l:C: .'(AMI(EO "ALUES I~! 
M):,OH~f· AJi.f F'RIUTl.;t' TO 
r, AND Tt~f R.NK~r CO~IPON~~T POSITIONS iN 
AlT[R~ATE PRl~TrllE 
li'R"I1"[(2, '(lHl.1 b)C"ft,,5X .. ,1,6Y.,q(f!,S),1-3,5Y..4(.~:;"AJ)') 
.·C~MPON[NTS RA::~ 0 it; O~0 Q 0r (tIT FCS1T10~3 HELP', 
"c(uT-rO~F0N~hi Af!Xl~G" 
'(UNLN1, N=l,Q" ---', (U lNI, ~=i ,4)" '---' 
~lltTr(2, ·(II,~X.Aq,7X.\lf.?X,AQ,2X,Aq)') 
.·{~~N(·, 'CUT-', '(OMPe~ENT', 'C:l~lpnNENT' 
.~ b~ {f&~;!!:~~C~J~~t:6It~~;2!') 






















































































































··----•, ·---------•, ·---------•, ·---------· no :2~ K = i. ~ro~s;, . 
~RITrt2, •t1x,1:,qx,1~,9~,J2,bX,A2r)•) 
K, ~·xcUJ(K)' MXORO~CK), ~TLGLi(~XOfiORCKJ) 
22S CONT!~UE , 
M~X : C~TD~1~N-l)O(MfD~5N-1) 
W.ilTECZ, 'Cl/,~X,AlJ 1 1'{) 1 ) '~AXlMUM : '• MAX . 
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THIS ROUTI~E DERIVES THE DISRUPTIVE ~EASURES ASSOCIATED nlTH EACH 
COMPONENT AND R~NKS THE CO~PON~NTS ACCORDINGLY 
ARGU~tNTi 
MXc~rT - INTEGER ARRAY OF THE COMPONENT MATRIX ELEMENTS 
MTLeL' - CHAR•CTlR AfiRAY OF THE COMPONENT LABELS 
PTO•SN - THE DIMENSION OF THl COMPONlNT INTERACTION MATRIX ANO OTHER 
OTHER ARRAYS AND VA~IABLES 
MXRNKA A~D MX~~~U - REAL 'RRAYS FD~ THE OUT- ANO IN-DISRUPTIVE 
MEASU~ES RESP[CTIVELY FOR EACH COMPONENT 
HXCMTA ~ND MXCMTD - THE OUT- AN) JN-AVERAGE GRAPH DISTANCES 
R~SPECTIVELY OF ALL COMPONENTS IN THE FULL 
INTERACTION MATRIX IREAL STORAGE ARRAYSJ 
NA AND ND - REAL COUNTERS or Tl![ NUMBER D~ NON-ZERO VALUES To 
OUT- AND l~-GRAPH DISTANCE SUM~ATIDNS RESPECTIVELY 
STORA AND STDRD - REAL STORAGE FD~ THE ADDITION Of VALUES FOR THE 
AVtRAGE GPAPH DISTANCES CDUT- AND IN- RESPECTIVELY) 
SUM~ ANO SUMO - REAL STORAGE FO~ THE OUT- AND IN- DISRUPTIVE MEASURE 
TOT~LS RESPECTIVELY 
RS•OP - REAL STOR•GE USCD IN THE SORTING PROCEDURE 
MXLl~K - THE MINIMUM LINK MATRIX OF THE CURRENT FCRM Of THE INTERACTION 
MATRIX -
~XUNIT AND ~X~ULT - INT~GER STO~AGE ARRAYS FOR THE POWERING PROCESS 
HXORUA ANO MXOROD - l•IT~GE~ AR~AY5 TO RECORD THE RANKED ORDER Of THE 
CD~PONENTS SORTED FOR THE OUT- AND IN-MEASURES 
CMPT - THE INTEGER VALUE OF THE COMPONENT ~UMPER UNDER CONSIDERATION 
FOR THE DISRUPTIVE MEASURES 
KILLER - INTEGER INDICATOR TO INDICATE WHEN THE MINIMUM LINK MATRIX 
H•S BEEN DERIVED _ 
LINK - INTEGER INDICATOR OF THE LEVEL Of POWERING IN THE MINIMUM LINK 
DERIVATION P~OCESS 
IS~OP - INTEGER ST~RAGE FOR TH£ SO~TING PROCEDURE 
UNLNI • CHARACT[R VARIASLE FOR THE UNDERLINING OF PRINTED HEADINGS 
F I LE 3 




RE.IL MXR~l(A (SU>, MXRSICOt5:H, 
~XC"'IT.S.l5 1 JJ 1 MXC"1TOCSO•, 
~l, ~O, STO~A, STORD, SUHA, SU~D, RSNOP 
JNTLGtR MXCMPT(~,1,SJ), 
H)t"LJtl>.: (!::1'1,5JJ, MXU!'JIT CSt1,5Q) 1 
MXMULTl':-'11, MXDRf)AIS:!I, M~OR()OCSCJ, 
MTDH'.iN 1 
+ c~:rr, KlLLfq, LI~~. IS~or 
CHAH~cT:R ~TLBL!OJ~CSJ), 
+ ~NltJ!OS/ 1 -----'/ 
<QUIVALt:'tC[ IMXDfOD'llJ, 'IXUNITll,111, C'1XORr•Dlll• "XMULTClll 
JNITlALlllNG THE VAP1~3LE3 ~~O 4R~AY5 
DC' 1~:s ic. = i, Tn'1..;.., 
f'l'Xf'~<!<AC..:> = •··1 
M X P :-. y, Ll ( ~: ) =: • .-.. 
MX(P•Tt.t.,_):: .~ 
~'XCl'-'TO ti..) = .·:-. 
1;_:.r-1 (:1\'.TINllF. 
c rr JS u: r. t:1 cor .. T!~OL TH ~'f':::r1r:.r1v!:: f"'~0C~S5 nr ·~:r.~OVJt·;G' ONF: 
C MPJN(NT RO Tlii: ~Y5T'~ T A TJ~t. Ttt~ ~lNJ~tU~ Ll ~ ~~TRIX 
I Tti[N OE IV D rop ~!CH Q DUCEO 5YSl~M. TH£ AV[OAG G~APtt DISTANCES 
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• 
M:::\: .. uR;:.s rva PE. 'R ·1ov D' c~--tP:H.J!='.:!\ilT. THr ~ISf\UPTIV£ ""IE°ASU 
(b,(11 C.CP~PON~~...:T AH'" rc~1 0 l""l '"4XiiN'(A, l;.~Jf) l""Xl1:NI(('!. THE AV~f\l\CJ 
DI3T ~crs FOR TH[ r LL Y5T~M A~ICH ARl USED FOR £,CH 'ALCU 
S1"0E () p, 1'1XCf•1,, ,•H: MX ·no. THE VALU£ OF MXC"'TJl/0 oll:R~ CJ 
Tit( IP.ST ITr.R:,"'"tt,r; or 'tPT CJ.£. CMPT ~). TH£ F'ROCf.lJUR 
DEQ! l~G T~~~ ~tNl'~llM LI ~ ~~TRIX 1$ 51~ LAR TO THAT IN ''Ml~ 
THOS f"OF.. CO!l'IF'UT l'!G ltt£ l'lVf.:1\'ACJC bRAr'H D 5TANC~S AR[ DOCtr~~f'IJ 
"~ST NS''• 
na 215 c~rr = n, ~y~q5N 
uo 11~ I = 1. ~Tn~s~ 








lNITiftLIZl!~G THE ro~EP1~1~ M~TRJCES roR A NE~ MINl~U~ ll~IK P~OCESS 




MXUN1T(J 1 J) = i: 
'.'-1XLINl\tl ... J>: (1 
f ND IF 
11"> CONTINUE 





DO 2rs Ll~K = 2. ~TO~SN 
KILLC:R = l1 
CD ISS I = I, MTD~SN 
IFClo[Q,CMPTI GD TO 1$5 
OD 13$ J = I• MTDMSN 
IFllJ.~Q.CM 0 TJ.OR.CMXLINKCl 0 JJ.GT.Oll GD TO 135 
MXl"UL TIJJ = [) 
DO IZ~ K = I, MTM1SN 
IF l"~EQ•C~PT-1 GO ·-T:J 125 , 
Ir I IM xc 'IPT I K • J). GE.· 1 , • ANO. IM x ulli I-,. I I. K,. GE. I I-,._ THEN 




KILLER • I 
MXLINKIJ,JI •LINK 
n;c IF 
COtJT I NUf 
DO l'IS J = J, HTDHSN 
IFllMXUNITll,JJ,[Q.uJ,AND•IMXMULTCJl.GT.Ql.AND• 
IJ.NE.CMPTll THE~ 




COMPUTING THE AVEPAGE GRAPH DISTANCES FOR EAC~ COMPONENT 
IFCCKILLF.R,fQ,~J.oR.ILINK•EQ•MTDMSNll THEN 




D~ 175 I • I, MTDMS~ 
NA = ~J.U 
Nl' : ~. iJ 
DO lbS J = I, "TDMSN 
IFIHXLl'<•.tl,Jl.GT.'.il THEN 
~XCMTAlll = ~XCMTAl!l • fLO~TIMXLINKll,Jll 
N 1\ :: 1~ ,\ • 1 • :i 
UiC' IF 
11' 11'.XLl~K IJ, I J .GT, ::01 HIE'! 
'1'Y('1TDCI> = !'XCMTDCf) + f"LO.l\.TC~"Xll!'JKC.J,lJ) 
!-~D ::: ~[' • 1 • ""'.' 
f: f\I) l F 
co~~ TI fiUE 
1 r I"': A. GT. J • ; .. J ~~ X CH TA. C l > : C ~):. C t-1 T A C l ) IN I\ ) 
IFl~~.6T,J.al ,..XCMTUlll = l~XCMT~IIJ/~DJ 
cou 1 f r:u!: 
TfiL 1-V[f"f;.Gl uRAf't: P1=Tl\!,C~ . .-s rnR TH£ ~EOUCfD SYST~~s 
f.l 5t. 
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J l :•, 
.311"'6 
Jt~ 7 
1 l r B 
31~? 
31 ! lJ 
3 l l l 
31l2 
3 l l 3 
3 l l '• 
) l 1 ~' 
J 116 





SUf'C' '=" .. • l, 
UO 17~ 1 = l. MT~MSN 
lffl.£li.C'".PTJ GC TO J<;'J 
:; TO.•.'~ :: ·1. 
S TOf\C. = r: • 
~J A ~ ;1 •:.: 
nu = ..... u 
DO 117:_, J = 1, MTO!-!SN 
!F(.1.EQ.c~PT) ~o TO ta5 
{f(~XLl~~ll 9 J).GT.~) THfN 
~.TONA= 5T0FA • fLOAT(MXLU:Kll,JlJ 
'JM = \I A + l •.., 
E':r> ff 
If l~XLl"<lt tJ. t) .GT. J> T•fF.N 
STORP = STOF~ + FLOATC~XLlrJKCJ.I»> 
r\O = ~D + le:' 
[t-iO IF 
co•n P•uE 
CO~PUTl~G THE OISNUPTIVE MEASURES FROM THE DIFFERENCES eET~EEN THE 
FULL 5YSTCM A~O ~EDUCE~ SYSTEM AVERAGE GRAPH DISTANCES OVER ALL THE 




SUMA• SUMA• A~SIMXCMTAllJ - ISTOPA/N~JJ 
ELS[ 
SUM~ : 5U~A • MXC~TACIJ 
Ell<D If 
1rc~O.Gt.u.ct TH~N 
su~o • SU•D • -BSIMXCMTDll) - ISTORD/NDll 
ELS[ · 
SUHD = su~o • MXCMTDlll 
CID Ir 
1'>5 CONTINUE 
MXPNKAIC~PTJ = SUMA 
~X~NKOCCMPT> = su~o 
END IF' 
GO TO Zl5 
~:-.;o 1r 
ZC..!'., CONT JNUl 
2.lC:· CONTINUE 





DO L25 N = l, ~1CH4S"f·-· 
MXOR!lAHil " " 
"XOROIJINJ = r. 
COt;TINllE 
DD Z'l5 I = I, IMTIJM5N-IJ 
D'.l 235 J = 11• ll, MTDl<SPl 
IFCMX~~KAllJ.LT.MXRNKAIJ>J 
RSf,OP:. MXR'Nl<ACI> 
MXRNKAllY • MXRNKAIJl 
MXRNKAlJ) = RS~OP 
15~CP = ~xo~D4lt> 
M•UA(\~111 = MXOPOAIJI 




~XH~KOC1 > : P,XF~K~(J) 
ux~~KDCJl ~ FS~OP 
JSNOP:. ~Y0ROD,l> 
~XOR~~lll • ~-C~DPIJJ 
r'X01'Ql)(JJ :- 15·:,op 
r:i:O IF 
CCMTJa..jU~ 
COt! Tl NV( 
THtN 
THEN 
0 PWt~Tl~IG THE ~A~~lD C~fl[FI or C0~PO~~~TS AMr CISRtJPTIV~ M~ASURES·TO TH£ 
• ALTER~•Tlvr rRl~TFIL[ . 
·~ .. 
ll"R1TE(2 '(ltll,/•bX,li,/ 1 1->X,A.;~:.X,:., /•6X,l)f.\S), 
+ 1 C0MPOh NT~ R~1:t~r 1•: 0~fi£~ 1r T~ Df~RUPTtvr 
•
1 (.;N THr ff((!!-" 111:- llTH[L' (Ul1P!'H1:-~~r LH"ON ·.~·111cu 
• 1 ((v:·~f·0 :.~.T SUSC'..:FTJ~'JL!TY r~ f'l:> llPTJG~ PAN.Cl 
•(l!t-:L~J1, ~,· = l, Ill,'-'• IU'\LN'!, =t,ot, '---' 
\' i? I T [ ( ~, ' C I , /.i), , ,\, ·~ , .":: \ 1 A. l !; , 2 X , A •1 • '1 , A 9 ) 1 ) 
•'hA~~·. •tit l?Lf'TJV[', ·c~~r~~Jr~t'. •cn~,PO~E~r· 
~Rll[C7 1 'C SX 1 47 1 Sx,\~ 9 LX.~S>'J 


























3 l '12 
'31'13 
























































+ 1 M!~ASUFE 1 1 1 NUMG£R 1 9 1 LAREL' 
~~lTCCZ, 1 (6X.~~.2x.~1r.~x.A~.:x.aq)') ··----·. ·----------·. ·----~----·. ·---------· nJ ~~~ K = J, ~T£1HSN . 
\:tllt~t:::, •c1x,·12,Jx.r1.1,9~,12,~x.Az~>'> 
~. ~XR~!KD(Kl, MXC~QDIK), MTLCLf(MXCR~D(~>> 
2S~. CONill~U~ 
r·~; CFLOATCMTl'P~~-l>ofLOAT(MfDMS~+l>>IZ.~: 
~Rllf l:, 1 (//,2X,A1~.r7.J>') 'flAXJMUM = ', r~A 
~klTrc~ ••• lHl,1.ix,~.1,bX,A,SX,A,l.6X,9(A~>.A2,SX,SCASJ) 1 ) 
+'COMP0tiC~TS kA~~EQ IN ORO[R OF T•fEIR OISRUPTl~E', 
•'POTfhTJAL OIJ OTtttl~ COMPONE~TS DfPENOCNT OP! THf~', 
+ 9 ((0~PCNEhT DISRUPTlVl POTE~TtAL RA~KING>', 
+(U~lNt, N = 1 9 9) 9 '--', (UNLN$ 9 N=l 1 l)) 
.~~!!~!~· .~~~,~~~~c~:~X:~JR~g~~~;:!Xr~~~;ANE~T· 
W?llf (2 1 1 (l~X,A7,5X,A6 9 6X 1 AS> 1 ) 
+'MEASURE', 'NUM~E~', 1 LA9(L' 
\i~JT[(2, 'C6X1A~,2x.A1c.2x,A9,2X.A9) 1 ) ··----•, ·----------·. ·---------•, ·-----·----· 
ro ~65 ~ = '· MTU~SN 
gRlTEC2• 1 l7X,I2,JX 1 F7.1,9X,l2 1 ~X,A20t 1 1 
K, Pl~N~AIKI, MXOROAfKJ, MTLBL$IMXDRDAIKIJ 
26~ CO~TJ~UL 
~~ITC<;, •c11.~x,AlW,f7.1) 1 ) ·~AXlMUM = '• NA 




••••******•••o•o•o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SUPROUTINE RUNFINIMXCMPT,MTLBLl,MSGl,MTOMSN,TTLN,IMIN,IMAX,FTYPE, 
+NT~ACK,ERMS~l,HDGS,TIMESJ 
• 
o THIS ROUTINE PEP.FORMS THE TERMINATING FUNCTIONS OF THE PROGRAMME 
• • ~RGUH[NTS 
o MXCMPT - INTlGER ARRAY OF' THE COMPONENT INTERACTION MATRIX DATA 
• MTL~LI - CHARACTEP. ARRAY OF THE COMPONENT LABELS 
• HSGS - CHARACTER ARRAY OF THE PROGRAMME MESSAGES FOR PRINTING 
• TO THE TERMINAL 5CREEN BY THE ROUTINE 'MSGPRT' 
• MTDMSN - INTEGER VARIABLE OF THE COMPONENT MATRIX DIMENSION 
• TTLN - INTEGER INDICATOR OF THE FORM OF' THE MATRIX TO BE PRINTED TO 
• THE ALTERNATE PRINTFILE !UNIT ZI BY THE ROUTINE 'PRllRT' 
• !MIN - THE MINIMUM VALUE llNTEGERI OF A COMPONENT MATRIX ELEMENT 
• IMAX - THE MAXIMUM VALUE llNTEGERI OF A COMPONENT MATRIX ELEMENT 
• FTYPE - INTEGER INDICATOR OF' THE MODE OF DATA ENTRY USED BY THE 
• USER TO ENTER D-TA TO THE PROGRAMME 
• NTRACK - INTEGER COUNTER or THE NUMBER OF TRACKS REQUESTED eY 
• THE USER THROUGH THE ROUTINE 'TRACKS' 
o ERMSGI - CHARACTER VARIABLE OF THE STANDARD ERROR MESSAGE 
HOGS - CHARACTER VARIABLE OF A USER SUPPLIED HEADING FOR THE 
HAPOCOPY PRINTOUT Of THE PROGRAMME OUTPUT 
• Tl~r.i - CHARACTER VARIABLE OF THE UNIVAC SUPPLIED TIME !CALLEO 
• ~y 'ADATES' IN MAIN PROGRAMMEI, USED TO SPECIFY A UNIQUE 
• FILE FOR THE ALTERNATE PRINTFILE - UNIT 2 
• * OTHER APoAYS AND VARIABLES 
• MSGN - INTEGE~ VARIABLE Of THE NUMBER OF ME~SAGES IN MSGI TO BE 
• PRl~TED BY 'MSGPRT' 
• S~IP - INTEGER INDICAT~R TO 'MSGPRT' TO PRINT lHE USER PROMPT 
• FNEND - INTEGER VARIAOLE OF THE NUMBER DF CHARACTERS IN THE USEP 
v SUPPLIED DATA F'ILE NAME• NEEDED FOR A CALL TO 'FACSF2' 
• REPLY - INT,GER VAP.Al8LE FOR USER REPLIES TO PRDGPAM~[ CPTIDNS 
* FAC~FZ - UNIVAC SYSTEM INTEGER FUNCTIOh TO EXECUTE EXFC8 COMM~NOS 
* fROM WITHIN THE PROGRA~ME ISEE SPERRY UNIVAC PROGHAMMER 
• RSFERENCE ~ANUAL UP-eZ'l'i.f, ASCII FORTRAN LEVEL 9Ml, P7-3ll 
• STATUS - INTEGCR VARIABLE SET BY THE FUNCTION FAC!FZ TO REFLECT THE * STATUS R[TURNED BY THE FUNCTION 
• ASCNED - INTEGCA VARIAaLE USED TO CHECK THE STATUS RETURNED BY FACsrz 
• FOR A~ EXEC R~QVEST TO ASSIGN A FILE• SET TD THf EQUIVALENT 
• ~CTAL VALUE l~rlCATING FILE ALREAJl ASSIGNED TO PRDG~AMMC 
REPLY> - CHAKACTl~ VARl~BLE FOR USER REPLIES TO PROGRAMME QUCSTIO~S 
F~1•:, - CHA•ACT[D VAPJAdLE OF THE U5ER SUPPLIED DATA FILE IU~IT I> ~AMF 
o .FJL[S 
U~IT I - P~R•ANENT DATA FILE CONTAINING THE CDMPDNlNT MATPIX DATA 
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UNIT 3 - DaTA FIL[ USED FD• THE PLOTTING [NFOP~ATION CREATED 
o BY 'TRACKS' 




• INTE.GE~ ~XCf"PT ·~··"',SJJ I 
~Tn"StJ, TTL~. fMI~. ·~~x. FTYP[, ~TRACr, 
~SGN, SKtP1 F ~~0 1 R~PLY 1 FACSF~, STATUS, 
1\S(l~lED/O 1-J:_~'.J•' 10r:or:u1 
CHAfil\CTER ~1TL~Lt..•2:lCS ), MSG'fO°'b'Jlb>, 
ER~1$Gtos.~. n~ioss, TIMES•~. 
tilAPioOJ 1 R PLYio3, FNAME,•12 
CFFFi!NG THE USER TH~ JrPORTU~ITY or ~RITl~G IMPEP~ANENT DATA 
lfTYr~ = JJ ·u•TA TO ~ P~P~A~(NT FILE. THE PROCEDURE FOR" ASSIGNING 
~ FILE •NO MRITING THr MATRIX DAT~ TO THE FILE IUNIT II FOLLO~S 
IFIFTYPE.[Q.J) THEN 
MSGiflJ= '1IOULD YJU LlKt TO CH~~GE YOUR Ml~O ANO #RITE •' 
~SGllZJ= 'THC COMPONENT INTERACllON MATRIX DATA TO A •' 
~SGSCJt= 'PER~~NE~T DATA FILE? CYES/~0) •' 
MSGN = J 
lCS CALL MSGPRTCMSGi,~SG~,5KIP) 
R[AOC•, 'lAJ>•, ERR = 105) REPLT~ 
lFCREPLY~·fU.'YES'J THEN . 
!IS t<5G1.(ll= 'ENTER A N~'<E IAS ANY COM!l!NAT!l'N OF I TO 12- •' 
~SG$12l= 'ALPHA•U~CRIC CHAqACTER5J FOR THE DATA FILE, •' 
"SGN = l ' 
125 CALL ~SGPRTl~5GJ,~SG•,SKIPI 
REAOCo, 'C~lZ>', EqR = 12SJ FNAMfS 
Ft<ENt:' = I.? 
135 IFllFNENDoGToOloANDolFNAH(llFN£ND:FNE~DleEQ.• •11 THEN 
FNENP = FtJEND - 1 
GO TO 135 
EN() IF 
IF IF"ll~D.Er.>ocJJ GO TO 1~5 , 
STATVS = rAcsr1c·~~SG,UP 'llFN•MESCt:r~ENOl/l'·•F2 •• , 
IFISTATUSoNEoOI THEN 
~SGJllJ• 'A FILE OF THIS NA~E ALPEADY EXIST~ UNDER •' 
MSG!CZJ= 'YOU~ P~OJECT-10• •' 
~3~fCJ): 'TYPE "l'' TO ENTER ANOTH~R FILE NAME •' 
MSG~l4l• 'TYrE "2" TO OVER-ftRITE THIS EXISTING FILE •' 
MSG51SI= 'TYPE "3" TO TERMINATE TrlE PROGRA~ME •' 
~SGN ::2 S 
145 CALL ttsGrRTIMSG!,MSG~.SKIPI 
RfA0($ 1 • 1 [PR = 155) REPLY 
IFIREPLYoE~·ll THEN 
GO TO !IS 
fLS~ JF(~~~LYe[Q.2) TH[N 
lF (ST.\TUS.t~E.ASGNEOJ THEN 
STATUS = FACSFZl'•ASG,A 'l/FNAME\II:rNENOI//', • 'I 
r::o 1r 
ELSl IF1,EPLYoEQo31 TH~N 
HEAD\ = •o ~u~ •PORTED - NO PERMANENT COPY OF DATA •• 
6~1Tl1Z, 'llHl,ff//f/l/ll,ISX,Al 1 1 HEAD\ 
GO TO 16:. 
£L$E. 
1$~ r~J~T•,EN~SG~ 
GO TO (qS 
(NP IF 
t MD ·If 
5TATUS =- FlCSF2(',.)l.13£ 1, 1 //FMA.ME..$.(l!F~fND)// 1 • • 1 ) 
CALL ~XFRRTtMXC~PJ,MTL~L~ 1 ~TO~SN 1 1~lN 1 lHAX) 
HEADJ = ' fHf "ATq!I UATA CPPINTfO BELC~I HAS OEEN 'II 
'STORED ON Pf1~ANt~T FILE - 'l/F~A~E~ 
TTLN = 'i 
c ALL f' G' T ,, H T ( ~~ :!( c '1 r T '.!TL H l t .. MT {J ~ s ~ • TTL H • ti D G 'l • Hr AD .. , 
fLSf.. lf(R[rLY·r·.~IC•'NC'J Tlf[N 
r>f\ INT~ 1 t.R~1sr1l-
uG TO l ;;: 
":~{' IF 
[NP l F 
T AL i:\tJttTt f"!'.'.'I',f FILE (IJ•JJT 2, IS fq:.c~-At.~0Jr~T~D A~!CJ Ql!f.UO::D F"OQ 
p \Jil • TH lJATA Ft Lr. (U'·JJT 1) 1:: A.L~O fl'?£".ro. lr"" T!'\~(1(5 H~VE 
f ~ r FOR~~~ ( 1.L. ~ r~Ac~ G!'[~T~P T•iA~J z~~OJ, U~lTS J ArJO ~ ARE 
~ R [~~ ~~ll H~ rLOTTl~G P~OGR~M~E. CPLOT.3TAfiT) J~ 5TtRTEll ~y A 
• C L T FACSr • 
lt.5 STATUS = fAC''.;f 2C ':.Vf~[[ 1 • '> 
3 l (: ~· 
3l" I 


















STnTUS = f~CSfl('~~~KrT z •• , 
IF Ct.TEA(t.:.GT.1J) TH(P' 
[~f'F[Lf. J 
f>JDFIL[ 'l 
~TATUS = FAC5F?('~F~EE 3 • '> 
STATl13 = FAC~r~,·~rQl[ q •• , 
ST~TUS = rAc~rzc·~START PL~T.ST~Rr •• , 
~SGfCl>= 'TH~ TR-C~/S TH~T YOU INJTIAT~O NILL~~ P~OC~SSEO 
~SGil2l= '9Y THE PLOTTER• TH[ PLOTTING PRINT-O~T ~ILL BE 
~SG~(J)= 'R~TURt;fil TO YOU UNDER YOUR RUN-IO• 
~~SC.N = 3 
SKI? = 1 
C~LL ~3GPRT<~SG~ 1 ~5G~,5K·fP) 
E~C Jr 
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0 T•ilS PP0GRAM~[ PC~rORM3 THE PLOTTING or OEPE~OENCY TRACKS FOR THE 
o CO~PO~ENT 1NTC1ACTIO~ DRJGRA~~E. A~ ABSOLUTE ElfMENT OF ·THJS 
* r~OGiAMt'C IS EXECUTED DY A CONT~OLL[NG RUNSTRrA~ ~lflCH JS ~TARTED AY 
• THE (CMrOHE~T l~T~RACT!O~ PROGRAMME• . 
• !Iii. DAH.t!L<:::> USl'.> TO 3U~PLV THC PLOTTING DATA TO THE PROGRAM:olE ARE 
• c~:AT[~) itJ Ttt[ r~Al~ P~JGR4~Mf. A~{) ~RITTEPI TO IN THE "TRACKS'' ROUTINE 
0 or THf Cor1poN~NT INTEPACTJO~ rROG~A~Hf 
• 
$ V~riIAELf5 A~C AER~YS 
* OCDf~ - INTEGER ARRAY TO STORE TH[ O~DER OF THE COMPONENTS IN ANY ONE 
* TRICK. U\LY TH[ co~rON[~TS USED IN ~ TRACK FORM PART OF THE 
• TRACK PLOT. THE COMPO~ENT NUMOERS ARE RANKED JN TH[ ORDER IN 
o IHOCH TlfEY 4f'F'E.4R JN TH~ TP.ACK GRID• 
• ~-~K1 - CH4FICTER ARRAY DF TH[ COMPON~NT NUMBERS OF THE COMPONENTS 
o U5E.O IN .A'·JY ONt: TR~CJC 
* L•BELI - T~~ CO•PJ~~~T L4P~LS OF THF COMPO~ENTS USED IN AN• ONE TRACK 
• HDGI - CHAhACTER VA~IASLt OF THE HEADING FOR THE TR4CKS READ FROM FILE 
o J, ~Nr USEN SUPPLIE~ IN THE MAIN CO~PONENT INTERACTION PROGRAMME 
• O•TEt - CHARACTER STORAGE FOR THE DATE ~(AD FROM FILE 3 
• ANI ' ON• - CHARACTER V4RIA~LE FOR THC NUMB[R OF THE DEPENDENT 
• AND OFIGl~ATING COMPONENTS OF THE TRACK * ALeL~$ AND BLOL~ - CHA•ACTEq VARIABLES FOR THE COMPONENT LABELS OF THE 
• C>EPENDENT AND ORIGINATING COMPONENTS OF A TRACK 
TRKN• - CHAPACTER VARIA6LE or T~E TRACK NUMBER !EVERY TRACK HAS A 
SEQ~[NTIAL NUM~ERI 
• CHAR1 - CH•~ACTlR VARIABLE FOR CHARACTER INFORMATIO~ TO BE PLOTTED 
• UY 4 CALL TO ~Yl190L 
• * tIL~5 
• UNIT l - FLOT INFORM•TION FILE, ASSIGNED T~ THE RUN BE THE STARTING 
c RU~5TREA~. 
• U~IT ~ - PLOT DATA FILE, ASSIGNED TO THE RUN OY THE 5TARTING RUNSTREAM 
• • • 





INFORMATl0N ABOUT E4CH PLOT IS qEAD FIRST FROM FILE 3o THIS IS USED 
TO DETERhlNE THE SIZE ~F THE PLOT, TO PLOT THE HEADINGS, AND TO PLOT 
THE REFENE~CE GRID FOP THE TRACKSo 
THE DATA IN FIL~ 4 IS THEN READ ANO USED TO PLOT TH[ TRACKS ONTO THE 
~EFERF.NCE uqlDo END T~ACK CONDITIONS ARE RECOGNIZED IN THE VARIOUS 
~~~D 6~2~[~h~T~,L~~DH~~~ ~~~~K~c:ciET~~l~h~!E~H~,p~~g~~~A~G AT STATEMENT 
T[RHl"AT~5, AND TH~ CONTqOLLING RUNSTREAM DELETES THE PlOTOATA FILESo 
THC HQGRAM~E 15 ~RITTEN IN TH[ CALCOMP PLgTTING LANGUAGE, WITH SOME 
NON- O~FOR~ING STATEME~TS IHICH ALLO~ THE PROGRAMME TO INTERFACE ~ITH 
U~IV RSITY Dr CAP~ TO~~ 'GDP' LANGUA&E KHICH IS CO~PATIBLE WITH THE 





+ TST[P, TNOOE, HDGfNO, X, Y, lNTfR 
CHARACT~~ H~Gi~s~. OATE,•O, ~N~•Z, CNS•2· ALBLf•20. 9LflLl•Zo. 
TRK~f•lS, C~ARt•SS, 
P.A:•1t\1•2l5.JJ, LA.OELS02UfSQ) 
o TJi~ VArtARL~ CH~~~ 15 5fT SO TH4T THE PLOTTl~G IS ONLY 
~ JN"JTJALtzro O~CE 
• 
" 
Ct-ifl.\1 ~ ·~T.\~l' 
f-i.~Dl~:G TU£. f"'ll!T INFO:~~!il 10~1 FR0'-1 UNIT 3 
l'~ (!',LL :;t: ,·,r~·~! C 1) 
T:-~oor = t 
• Ari f•:c or FILr cc·1n111J~ ~~CJG'£f~~p ?Y T~tf fiS~D STATEPENT CAUSE~ THE 
~ PLOTTl'lG 10 L~ T~'.f)!!~'~TfU )Y ST\T~~[NT Nil~J~R Mr. 
• 
,~~, :-::_t['(J, '(:."~,.,;~,:x,"\·?:J', ~..f.1:) = iJ,J) PAMl(J.(TrJ~D~), IAE't:Lt-IT!'JOOEJ 
Jf(i\t..UK~(T"JCJ·f\~_J.!.~·'Q9'J ;j') TO J'.'. 



























































































COliRlL~TtO ~ITH THEIR POSITIONS I~ T•iE TRAC~ GRID 
l~~Aoc~np;~~(TNOOEl, '<lZ>'. £FR= )(I) INTER 
D~DEHllNTENI = TNOD~ 
T~0cr = T~o~r • 1 
G TO ~J 
30 T ODE = TNno~ - 1 
r AD(J, 'C2X,ll) 1 ) TST~P 
R AO(J, 'lZX,A~.zx.~~0.2x.1z>'J DATE$, HOG,, HOGEND 
r. ADC3, •czx.~z.2x,A20,2x.~z.2x,A2~> ., AN,, ALPL$, ~NS, eLSL~ 
~ A0<3t 't2X 1 Al5J 1 ) TRKNt 
THE TR~CK 15 INITIALIZ~D· TH~ llZE or THE PAGE IS DETERMINED FROM 
TH[ NUMDEP OF LINKS IN THE TRACK ITSTEPI, AND THE NUM~[q OF NODES 
ITNODEI. IF THE NU~9~R OF NODES 15 LESS THAN 7 0 THE DlFAULT SIZE 
llN THE X DIRECTION> 15 USED TO ENSURE THAT HEADINGS WILL Filo 
IFICHAR•oNE.'START'I CALL NE~P'G 
CALL PAG~AMITHKN•I 
IF(TNODEoGTo71 THEN 
XPAGF. = llTNOD~•z.01 + bo51 
YPAGE = CtTSTEP•2.SJ + lCeA) 
CALL PAGSIZIXPAGE,YPAGEI 
CALL PLOTto.~.~.s.-JJ 
PLOTTING THE BORDER 
XPAGE ~ IXPAGE - loOI 





PLOTTING THE H~ADINGS 
CHAR• = ' DEPENDENCE OF COMPONENT 'llA~Sll' • 'llALeLS 
•PAGE = ITNODE - 6oZOI 
~~~hsS~H~Oh~x~~=~8~i~t·9~,R;i~,~~!0 •'}'L8LS 
~PAGE • IXPAGE + ~.21 
CALL 5YMOOLIXPAGE,1.o,1.3s,cHARs,o,J91 
YPAGE = llTSTEP•Z.SI + 8091 
CHA~$ = 'DATE - '//OATES 
CALL SYM60Lllol,YPAGE,Oo3SoCHARs,Q,131 
XPA&E = llTNOC>Eo2.01 - c.1s1 
CALL SYMOOLIXPAGE,YPAGE,Oo3S,TR~Ns,o,1s1 
YP~GE = ((TSTEP•Z·S) • a.o), 
XPAGE • llTNDDE • 2•751 - IHOGEND•Uol7511 
CALL SYMOOLIXPAGE,YPAGE,n.Js,HDGS,0,HOGENOI 
P[DEFl~ING THE ONIGIN ro~ THE TRACK GRID 
XP.AGf • I.I 
Yf'AGE = J.3 
CALL PLOTIXPAGC,YPAGE,-31 
fLSE 
IF THC D~FAULT SllEIS USED THE FDLLO~ING PLOTTING PERFORMS Sl~ILAR 
PLOTTING TO THAT AOOVE 
~Pl\GF = 2J.25 
YP,GE = f(T5f[Q*Z•5J + l~e9) 
CALL PAGSIZ<~~AGEtYP-~f) 
CALL f"L(1TCll.S,".~>t-3> 
Yrf.GS:.: = (YP,\Gf. - l• J) 
Xf".-~Gr: = CXPi\b[ - l•;J) 
C~LL PLO!tXr~G ,·!.·~ 1 2) 
C~LL PLOTlXP~~ ,YPAGE.2) 
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CHl\P1 :;:: ' O~P:::.No~~J::E or CO~f"'ONENT 1 //A~:J.// 1 - 'l/4llll.$ 
"C•\ll SY~:BOL(,i.7,1.1~.u.JS,CHAR~.r.s11 
CHl\R'Ji : I flfi.J C0~ff'.)'JE~JT 1 //3N'f.// 1 - 1 //BLOLf. 
CALL SYM90L(q.9,1.o,~.1~.c~AR$,Q,39J 
YPAG~:;:: (CTST[P*2.S) • n.aJ 
CMA!"l'i = 1 Ul\Tf._ - 1 //DATSJ 
CALL SYMGOLC l.7,Y 0 1\G!='." 1 ':..'•3S 1 CHAJ\S 1 ;J,1J) 
(.\LL S'f~r,oLCt.J.:.;S,YP.\GE,!J.J5 1 TP.KNf.,'J 1 1SJ 
YP~~[ ~ fCTSTlr•Z.SJ + n.uJ 
XPAG~ = (CSS - HOGE~DJ•J.JS/2.~J 
C~LL SYMhOLC~r~GE,Y 0 AG~.~.)~,HOG•,o,HJGEHOJ 
x~~GE = l7.Et7~ - TNOO~> 
YPt.G\ = J.S 
C4ll PLOT(~PAG~,Y~~GE,-JJ 
E ~.iP. If 
• THE TPACK GRln ANO LARCL; ARE PLOTTEO 
• • 
CHAR-. = 'L l>HC: ' 
XPAGE = f TN0DL~2.U) 
00 ~0 ~ = 1, T3TEP 
YP4VE. = CJ.u75 + ({K - l>•Z•S>> 
CALL 5YHCOLCXPAGE,YPAG~.~.35,CHAR$,O,Sl 
YPAC,E • FLOATCTSTCP - CK-Ill 
CALL NlJMBER(Y99.,9q9.,a.Js,yPAGE,o,-1t 
~'1 C<HlTINUE 




o PLOTTING THE COMPONENT NUH~~RS AND LABELS ~N THE GRID 
• 
• • • 
00 sn k = o,CT40DE-lt 
CHARS = RA~K$CK+ll 
XPAGE = CK - O·Z61 
YPAGE' = -J.,Z2~1 
CALL SY~OOLCXPAGE,YPAGE,3ol75,CHARS 0 0,21 
XPAGE = FLOATC~I 
(~LL PLOTCXPAG£,J.~,J) 
YP~G( = fTST~P•1·2~, 
CALL PLOTCXP~Gf ,YPAGt,Z> 
XPAGE = CK - a.26, 
yr~G[ = CCTSTEP•l·ZS, + n.~s> 
CALL 5Y~UOLCXPAGE,YPAGE,o.11s,cHARS,~.z1 
XPAGE = FLOATCKI 
YPAGF • CCTSTEP•!·ZSI • GoZ751 
CALL SYMROL(~PAGE,YPAGE,n.1so,LABEL~(K•l),JQ.u,zc> 
5'1 CtHJTll!UC 
Y~•GF ~ CT~ODE - t.J, 
DO ~r'. K = !], T~T P 
vr~G[" = fK•l·I J 
C~ll PLOTCO,YP G~,~J 
(~LL rLcrcxr~G ,Y~AGE,2> 
b~ CO~TlMUE 
1>FADl'JG TH~ rL0Tl~G 0~TA rso~ fll[ q, ~~JO PLOTTt~G TH~ TRACkS O~TO 
TH~ srrrRCNC~ ~,l?JG. ~-~ [~~ (O~DITIO~ rs R~COGNIT~O ~H~N A NON-
JNTfGf~ VARI~~~L[ ts ·lr~n fP.]M T~C fll[ C'[~U Of '~~CK'>· 
CALL ;E::rE:~Jl~t 
7~ ~L~~(1, '(!X,12,:i,!2) ', [!;R 
X PA t. ~ = < •J ;? D ': i? C X > - 1 J 
YP.".1.iS:.: : (CY - I) .$f .2r:i,J 
Cftll PLVTIY.f',f,;:-,y=>,\c,c ,_l) 
f~ t: 1, r' c ·t , • < :: x I ::. , : ' , 1 z > • , t: 1 i~ 
X r I\ G :: = t v » ~ r1 C X J - 1 1 
YPAC'. = ((Y ll.,l • ..:'.-J 
C~ll PLOT1xr G~,Y~A~r.~J 
1:, x. y 






GO TO 7~ 
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THIS RUNSTREAM CONTROLS THE PLOTTING OF 











the system run statement 
@run runid,account,matrix,10,100 





The GDP programme at the University of Cape Town 
interfaces with the system plotting hardware 
@gdp*abs.input 
the plotting programme is executed 
@xqt plot.abstrack 
the plot data files are released and deleted 
@free 3. 
@free 4. 
the dummy file "checker" is deleted to indicate to any 
subsequent runs of the component interaction programme 































THIS RUNSTREAM ACCESSES AND EXECUTES THE 










assigning the programme file 
@asg,a component*matrix. 
executing the programme 
@xqt matrix.analysis 
* 
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9. APPENDIX B - COMPONENT INTERACTION ANALYSIS EXAMPLES 
9.1. Illustrative Estuarine System 
9.1.1. Unweighted Illustrative Estuarine System 
* component interaction matrix 
* minimum link matrix 
* valency rankings 
* average graph distance rankings 
* minimum path accessibility measure rankings 
* critical-component summary and ranking 
* cut-component summary and ranking 
* disruptive measure rankings 

















































n I -· 
ILLUSTRATIVf ESTUARINE SYSTEM 
•••••00000000000000*$00000000000 
THE COMPONENTS ~RE AS FOLLO~S:-
ROOTEO VEGETATION 
2 PLANT bE~RITUS 
J BENTHIC FAUNA 
'l ESTUARINE FISH 
5 AVIFAUNA 
6 HUMANS 







2 3 'l s 6 
•••••••••••••••••••••• .. a I I I I 0 • • I Q ., (' tJ 0 .. • 0 I c 0 c (l • • 1 I 1 0 0 t' • • c 0 I I •) • • 0 0 0 I c rJ • 
·········•••000~000000 
1 2 3 'l 5 6 
I ROOTED VEGETATION 
2 PLANT DETRITUS 
:i CE'HHIC FAUNA 
q ESTUARl'JE FJSH 
s AVIFllUNA 
6 HU'IAN3 
THE NUMAER OF COMPONENTS EACH CO'IPONENT DEPENDS UPON 
----------------------------------------------------' ' 
RANK COMPONENTS CO'IPONF.NT CO'IPONENT 
CEPENDED UPON IHJM[!( ~. LllBO:.L -------·------ --------- ---------I 'I I ROOTED VEGETATION 
z ) 'I E5TUARINE: FISH 
3 2 5 AV I FAUNA 
'I I 2 PUINT DETRITUS 
s 1 3 BEN TH IC F.~UNA 
6 I b HUMAt.S 
MAX I MUM = 6 
J 2 3 q. 5 6 
0••00000000000000$~000 
1•2llliO• 
2 o I 2 2 2 2 0 o 
3 • 2 1 3 J 3 0 • 
q o l I l· 2 2 0 o 
5 • 2 Z 1. 1 3- D • 
6 • Z 2 2 I · 3 0 • •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 z· J q s 6 
I ~DOTED VEGETATION 
2 PLANT DETRITUS 
3 BE'lTHIC FAUNA 
'l ESTUARINE FISH 
5 AVIFAUNA 
6 HU"IANS 
THE NUMBER OF DEPENDENCIES SUPPO~TED OY E~CH COMPONENT 
---------------------~--------------------------------
RANK DEPENDENCIES COMPONENT· COMPONENT 
SUPPORTED NUMBER L4BEL ---- ------------ ' --------- ---------l 3 z PLANT DETRITUS 
2 3 ) SENTHIC FAUi~A 
3 3 q ESTUARINE FISH 
q 2 1 ROOTED VEGETATION 
5 I 5 AV IF AUNA 
6 ;) 6 HU!~ANS 














THE AVERAGE NO~e~P OF LINKS PER :C'!llNECTIO'I PET~fEN 
A COMPONENT AND OTYER5 UPON NHICH IT 15 DEP~NDENT 
THE AVERAGE NUMBEr OF uw::; PER CO\INECTIO'I OETl!EEN 
A COMPONENT· AND OTHERS ~HICH ~RE DlPE~OENT ON IT 
RANK AVE• NC. COMPOf;EfJT C (l~PC''l'C 'JT . RANK AVC: • NO• COMPONE!llT COMPONENT 
OF L IW<5 NU~Ll~R L"P.!:L OF LI lllK S l\IUMBER lll.'3EL -------- --------- --------- ---- -------- --------- ---------z. 'I 3 !'UITtilC f 11ur;11 I 2.J s .~VIFllUNA 
2 z. Ll 6 lflJ"", ;'\ ,., 5 2 I. 7 J 'J.ENTfflC FAUNA 
3 1. s s •vrrr.Jrl·\ 3 I• 7 'l ES TUA~ I 'ff FI :OH 
q I• 8 2 PL·' Ill !Jt:Tr.ITUS 'I I • 7 I ROOTED VEGETAT!O'I 
s I •'I ,, l5 TL•A~ J 'J~ Fl 511 s ... s 2 PLANT DETRITUS 
6 I• 2 I 0 0'.lT'.'. ::> Vf:GE T~T IO~J 6 •C 6 HU"~1'5 
MAX !MUM = 3.S MAXIMUM = J.s 
,. 
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1 • 1 I
1 .1
5 1·. S
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THE" NUMl3ER OF •'\INl"U>\ PaTHS Ll'OK{~;:; ~ cc:·IP-
ONE!'1 TO ALL OTHERS O~·: .',HJCll IT 13 DC:PC:IJC>EliT 
RANK Ml 'II I MUM COMPONENT COMPO!JENT 
PATHS NU!'ibE.P. LA3EL ------- --------- ---------1 b 1 PuOTC:D VEGETATION 
2 b s AV I FAUNA 
3 5 3 BENTHIC FAUNA 
'I 5 'I !:STUAfilNi: FISH 
·s 5 ;;: PLANT DETRITUS 
b 5 b HUMANS 




2 PLANT DlTRITUS 3 8ENTHIC FAUNA 
2 PLAtlT DETR! TUS 'I ESTUARINE FISH 
2 PLANT DI:TR ITllS 5 AVIF'AUNA 
3 BENTHIC fAUN~ I ROOTED VEGETATION 
3 BEIHHIC fAUNA ii ESTUARINE FISH 
3 flEl\ITHIC FAUN~ 'I ESTUARINE FISH 
3 BENhlIC FAUNA 5 AV I FAUNA 
3 BENTHIC f'AUNA . 5 AV IFAUtU 
'I ESTUARINE f l~H 5 AVIFt.UNA 
5 AVIF'Au.NA l ROOTED VEGETATION 
b HUMAtJS 1 ROOTED VEGETATION 
b HUMA~IS 2 PLANT DETRITUS 
b HUMANS 3 9ENTHIC FAUNA 
b HUMANS 5 AV I FAUNA 
b HU"IANS :; AVIFAUNA 
THE NU~HER OF 0(Nl~UM PATHS LINkJ~~ A COM?-
ONU1T TO ALL OTtti._~!5 <:rn!Cd A".f D::?;o;;DUH c:~ IT 
RANK Ml NI MUii COMPONENT COMPOllC:IH 
PATHS NUM5[R LAEL ------- --------- ---------












2 PLANT DETRITUS 
1 ROOTED VEGET•TION 
2 PLANT DETRITUS 
1 ROOTED VEGETATION 
2 PLANT DETRITUS 
ROOTED VEGETA~lON 
'I ESTUARINE FISH 
'I ESTUARINE FISH 
'I ESTUARINE FISH 
'I ESTUARINE FISH 
J ROOTED VEGETATION 






2 PLMiT ::>£TRITU5 
3 UENTHI:: F ~.UIJA 
'+ l $ TllA RI~,;: f' I SH 
5 AVIFAU\14 
b HUMANS 
COMPONENTS RANKED IN ORDER Of' CRITICAL PATHS SUPPORTED 
--·---------------------------------------------------
R-NK CRITICAL C0MPOl4£NT Cl)MPONENT 
PATHS tlUMllER LABEL -------- --------- ---------l .1 I POOH:::> VEGETATION 
2 s 'i fSTUllRINE FISH 
3 3 2 PLANT DETRITUS .. ii 3 ~ENHl!C FAUNA 
5 c s AVlf'AUNA 
6 J b HUH ANS 
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MINIMUM .\NO ~O~-MINl"IU~ PATH CRITICAL Ll~<S 
DEPENOE~H SUP PD I\ TI '4 G 
COMPONENT \:G~1PC~::::\JT 
--------- ----------
2 PLHjT OETR!TU5 J eENT.H IC FAUNA 
2 PLANT DETRITUS 'I !: 5 T J A '1 I NF. FISH 
2 PLANT DETF< ITUS s AV IF .\U '•A 
J BEN TH IC f"AUI'.~ 'I ESTur.;i INE FISU 
3 BEN TH IC r AUf\iA s AV I FAUNA 
'I ESTUARINE FISH .s AV I FAUNA 
6 HUMANS s AV I FAUNA 
3 BEN TU IC r A ur~ A I ROOTED VEGETATION 
3 BEN TH IC FAUN A 'I fSTUAR !NE f"ISH 
3 BUHUIC FAUNA 5 AV I FAUNA 
6 HUMANS 1 ROOTEJ VEGETATION 
6 HUM ANS 2 PLANT DETRITUS 
6 HUM ANS J fJENTfi!C FAUNA 
6 HUt·~ ANS s AV I FAUNA 
ORTE - 061881 TRACK NUMBER 
ILLUSTRATIVE ESTUARINE SYSTEM 
\._..;:,":> ~ 'I>~<,.'#- t'«.;:,¥' - t \":>'+-
t'-q..~':__ ~<..'+-\(, ~'#-\~~ ~q.. 
2 'b<;; ~.,, .. ..;:, ,i\t"'>J 




DEPENDENCE 0F C0MP0NENT 5 - RVIFRUNA 
0N C0MP0NENT 2 - PLANT DETRITUS 










2 PLOH DETRITUS 
2 PLANT DETRITUS 
2 PLANT DETRITUS 
'I ESTUARINE FISH 
'I ESTUARINE FISH 
'I ESTUARINE FISH 
'I ESTUA~INE FISH 
COMPONENfj ~•NKEO IN ORD~R OF CUT PO~ITIO~S HFLD 
------------------------------------------------
RANK CUT- COMPONENT COMPDNENT 
PO SI TI O~J S NUMHER Lft9EL 
--------- --------- ---------I 7 I i<OOTEO VEGETATION 2 'I 'I ESTUH< !NE FISH 
3 3 2 PL A fiT DETRITUS· 
'I 0 3 PDJTHI C FAUNA 
5 u s AV IF.\U~H 
6 0 6 ttUMANS 
MAXIMUM " 25 
COMPONENTS RANKED IN ORDER OF THEIR DISRUPTIVE 
POTENTIAL ON OTHER COMPONENTS DEPENDENT ON THEM 
-----------------------------------------------
RANK DISRUPTIVE" CQMPONC:NT COMPONENT 
ME A SURF. NUMBER LABEL ---------- --------- ---------l ..... I 
i 
ROOTED VEGETAT 10~1 
2 2·9 'I ESTUARJ"IE flSH 3 2~6 2 PLANT Di:TRITUS 
'I ·6 5 AVIF~UNA s • 'I 3 BENTHIC FAUNA 
6 .o 6 HUMANS 
- I 

















COMPONENTS R-NKEO"IN ORDER OF THE DISRUPTIVE POTfNTIAL 
ON THEM FROM THE OTHEN COMPONE~TS UPON WHICH THEY DEPEND 
-------------------------.-------------------------------
RANK DISRUPTIVE COMPONENT COMPONENT 
MEASURE NUMBER LA a EL ---------- --------- ---------1 3.3 I ROOTfD VEGET.HION 2 1·0 2 PLANT DETRITUS J ·6 'l ESTUARINE FISH 
'I .6 J BENTtilC FAUNA 5 .5 6 HUMANS 
6 .... 5 AlllFAUNA 
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9.1.2. Weighted illustrative estuarine system 
* component interaction matrix 












"JEIGHTED" ILLUSTRATIVE. ESTU,R(h~ SySTEM 
•••••••~•~****~~o•~**~*n*~**4*~*g***0090 
.THE COMPONENTS AhE AS FOLLD~s:-
1 ROOTED VEGETATION 
2 PLA"T DETRITUS ' 
3 IJFIHHIC FAUNA 
'f ESTUARINE FISH 
5 AV IF AUt;A 
b HUMANS 
THE IN~TIAL COMPONENT INTER~CTION ~ATRIX 
2 3 .. 5 b 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 * 0 I 1 I I 0 .. I ROOTED .VEGETATION 2 • 3 0 0 c 0 0 * 2 PL Ar~ T DETRITUS 3 .. 0 3 \J c G 0 .. 3 BENTHIC FAUNA .. • I 2 3 n iJ 0 • .. ESTUARINE FISH 5 • 0 0 2 2 a 0 • 5 AV I FAUNA 
b • 0 I) c I 0 0 .. b liU~ANS •••••••••••••••••••••• 
l 2 3 ~ 5 b 
THE NUM~ER OF COMPONENTS EACH COMPONENT DEPENDS UPON !OUT-VALENCY PAN,INGI 
'RANK LIMITED I 11 APPRECIA&LE CZI COMPLETE c 3 I COMPONENT COMPONENT 
DEPENDENCIES . DEPENDENCIES DEPENDENCIES NUMBER LABEL 
------------ --------------- ------------ --------- ---------1 1 :J 1 l ROOTcD VEGETATION 
2 l l I z PLANT DETRITUS 
3 l l l 3 B!'NTHIC FAUNA .. 2 l a 'f ESTUARINE FISH 
5 l 0 a 5 AV I FAUNA 
b c c 0 b HUMANS 
IUXIMUM ., b b b 
•••• THE C0MPONENTS ARE RANKED JN ORDER OF THE NUMBER OF COMPLETE 131 DEPENDENCIES 
THE NUMBER OF DEPENDENCIES SUPPORTED BY EACH COMPONENT llN-VAL~NCY .RANKING! 
• RANK LIM I TEO 111 APPRECIABLE. Iii COMPLETE I 31 COMPONENT COMP ON ENT 
DEPENDENCIES DEPENDENCIES DEPENDEl'<CIES NUMBER LABEL 
------------ --------------- ------------ --------- ---------l 0 (J I 2 PLANT DETRITUS 
2 0 n, I 3 BENTHIC FAUNA 
3 l I l .. E.STUARUJE FISH 
'f .. 0 rJ I ROOT£0 VEGETATION 
!; 0 ~. ~ 5 AV IF.AU:-JA b I c b HUMAt.S 
MAX I MUM = b b b 
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* All data and coMputed infarMation associated * 
* with this ~Jn will be available ta you as a * 
* hardcopy print-out listed Lmder your userid. * 
* Enter a descriptive heading of up to fifty * 
* characters for this print-out. * 
* In order to enter the coMponent Matrh: 
1fat;!1 * 
* type II 1 " ta assi•3n a perM<:inent data file * 
* type 11211 to <:1ccess i.:I perManent data 'file * 
* type 11311 for no perManent dat::1 recol'd -: 
* enter the naMe of the data file * 
>none:-:z 
:t::t:ERTRAN ERROR ** BAD STATUS:400010000000 FOR CALL FACSF 
(~ass, a none:c~ • 
>6 
* The above e1·ror Mess<:1•3e indicates why your * 
* file cannot be assi•3ned to this run. * 
* type II 1 " t..a 1'1:?.-enter :Cl d::1ta file naMe * 
* type "2" to us.e another w::1y to enter d::1ta * 
* type 
11311 to terMinate the pro•3r::1MMe -: 
* In order to enter the coMponent MC'd,ri:< d::1ta * 
* type II 1 II to c-1ssi•,3n :::1 perM<:"lnent 1fot<:1 file * 
* ty~·e 
11")11 
.:.. to ctCCeSS <:t perM<:1nent dat<=1 file * 
* type ."311 for no perM<:inent d<:1ta record * 
* What is the diMension of the coMponent Matrix 1 * 
* Center an integer value between one and fifty> * 
* Ndte any Mistakes you May Make when entering * 
* data. You .will be able to correct theM later * 
* Enter the coMponent labels (any coMbination * 
* of between 1 and 20 alphamJMeric chara~ters> * 
c:oMponent 1 ·~ 
>rooted vegetation 





* A l data and cOMputed inforMation associated * 
* with this NJn i l be available to you as a * 
'" hardcopy print-out listed un er your userid. * 
* Enter a descriptive heading of up to fifty * 
* characters for this print-out. * 
:+: In ol'd l' to e t l' the cOMponent citl'i;.: d<:1t;!I * 
*' type " " to a55i'3n a pel'M:cment d"l" ,,"'l file :+: 
*' t e " H t  ,,)C s a p ' :::m  o:l<:1t<:"l 'file  
*' t e " " fOI' no per anent d<.,t::1 l'eCOl'd * 
:+:  t   f t  t  il  :+: 
>(  
**ER   :     
9  ne)o:  
 
:+:  l'ror' e sel',:! YOllr :+: 
 <I sig nl '"  " o l I!~-enter' <I :i't<1 <:"'IMe :+: 
  
II,,)" 
.:. . ~, "'"IY l' c'l'  :+: 
:+: t  " " l' Pl' ' 1''' 1'I  '" 
:+:  l' t l' COMpo cltd { r :+: 
*'  "1 " ,,'Is i'a :,,  l- ;, ded',"  '*' 
ty~le '1" ::I (;!  a l' clne eft.:::! :+: ... 
t  , 3" Ol- l' ::ll1 ::l't l' =+: 
 t i  t  i i   CO t trix? =+: 
*' (enter  i t  l  t    ) '" 
 ote a  ist~kes  ay a e e  t ri   
* data. ou . ill e a le t  rrect the  l t r :+: 
=+: nter the cD~ponent labels (any CO n =+: 
* of bet een 1 and 20 alp nu erlc chari~ters) '" 
CO nent 1 '? 
>l' oted vB'd tion 
COM~)(me nt 2 '? 














,,, type 11 ·1" to •?nter the Matrh: data <:1s zeroes or ::1s ones * 
* type "2" to enter the dependencies on a weighted scale * 
* type "1" to enter the coMponent i nter<!1ction· * 
* Matrix eleMent by eleMent. * 
* type "2" to enter the coMponent inte1"ciction * 
* Matrix row by row. * 
?'f!'?? 
•••• u " • " 
* To enter the eleMents of the coMponent Matrix * 
*type "1" for a dependency between coMponents * 
* type "O" for no interaction br.:!tween coMponents * 




Th~~ dependency of rooted ve•3etc1tion 
on rooted vegetation 
??? ••• 
The 1jependency of i~ooted ve•3etation 
on plarrt detritus 
??? .•• 
The dependency of rooted vegetation 
cm l:oen th ic: f<:11.ma 
???. '"' 
The dependency of rooted vegetation 
on estuarine fish 
??? .•• 
**** :i11ter;:·1ction•; with plant detritus 
The dependency of plant detritus 
on rooted vegetation 
??? •.. 
The dependency of plant detritus 
on pl~nt detritus 
??? .... 
Thf.~ depeni:ifrncy of pl<:mt detr Hus 
on b•?nthic f<:1un<:1 
??? • • n 
>9<.~ 
**** Re-enter the last response. It was faulty. 
>O 
The df~pendency of pl<:int detritus 
on l::oenth i c f<:1ur1<.1 
??? ••• 
164 SE /P E C S 
;to type ",'  t  ' lyter the Citrh: data <:IS zeroes Ol' ,15 ones ;I; 
• type "2" to enter the dependencies on a eighted scale ;I; 
p'i'? ••• 
>1 
:+: t e " " t  l' t  cO O lyt i tel-"I i n' :+:
* tri  le t y le t.  
*' t e " " t  l' t  cOMponent inter'a  :+:
*' tri  r   r . ;I; 
;I;  t  t  l t   t  O pone t t i  :+: 
 type  f    t  O pone t :+: 
'" .y 0  ' l'clctio f.  O pone t '" 
"'  




de ~j ro te get
'i' '?? .... 
on b t i lun
??? II Q 
st. ;;ll'i  
'  •
:f::+:* intel'CKti s li:rt1  tl'
D   
 •• 
   l t 
 I oint d(~t)"' i :; 
 ... 
Thf.~ d(,mcy er  c t tr itus 
 tll::m  fo'IUllel 
 •• 
? 
 e-e ter t  l st r s s . t as f lt . 
e dependency of ant etrit s 














:+: A copy of the c:oMponent interaction Matri>: * 
* has been recorded on your printfile. * 
* type II 1 H to edit or correct the r1atri;< data 
* type 
11"')11 .... to COMpute the Mini MUM link M:crtri>: 
* type 11311 to do selected i nter.c1c t ion tr<:1ces 
* type "4" for Mec:1sures Of coMponent if'lport<:mce 
* type 11511 to terMin<:rte the pro•3raMMe 
* type "1 " to chc.n•3e <:in individual eleMent :f: 
* type 
II') It .... to cl .. 1<1n•3e a coMponent label * 
* t,ype "3" to delete c1 coMponentCcol & row) * 
* type "4" to add c1 coMponent to the Matrb: :f: 








* Enter the row nuMber, coluMn nur1ber, and correct * 
* value of the Matrix eleMent to be corrected. * 
* (row,coluMn,integer between zero nd three) * 
>6,4, 1 
**** The dependency between 6 and 4 has been changed frol'I 2 to 





* Furth(-:!\" editin•3 of <:iny kind ? <yes/no) :f: 
* Do you wish to revise the print-out heading 1 * 
* (yes/no). * 
* type "1" to over•..Jrite your d<:rta file 1.Jith tl·v~ * 
* revised cor1ponent interaction Matrix. * 
* type "2" to write the revised coMponent inter * 
* -action Matrix to a new file. * 
* type "3" for no perManent copy of the revised * 





>I< l~ecol~de Olll' l a
:+: 
'" t  
:I< 














era i ace  
eclSlIY'eS of' O
r ina  gra










U sl' (:0 ", :f.ll1d Ol'l'





:+: rthel'  ti n'  (J ;;m ) * 
:+: fj(J i ~:ih '  
'"   
~~ t ding?
'" 
:+:  II el~wri t OUl' \:lt I.~ h ;I: 
,  i
















* type '' 1 " to edit or correct the Matri:< d<:1ta * 
* type .~I 2 II to COMpute the MiniMLIM link M~1tri~-~ * 
* type 11311 to do selected inter<:1ction tr<:1ces * 
* type "4" for Measures of coMponent iMport.:1nce * 
* type 11511 to terMin<:1te the pro•3raMMe * 
??'?~>a• .. n 
21. 
* A copy of the MltnMUM link Mc1trb: has been written * 












to edit or correct the Matrix data * 
to coMpute the Minit'lltM link Matri>: :t: 
to do select~d interaction traces * 
for Measu~es of coMponent iMportance * 
to terMinate the prograMMe * 
* All tracks are drawn as dia9raMs on the platting * 
* Machine and are 1~eturned to you under your run-id. * 
* type the nuMber of the dependent coMponent * 
* typt~ the nuMber of the support i n•3 coMponent :t: 
rr'~'?'!) M •fl• 
)!.) 
:t: Do ~ou wish to perforM further tracks ? (ye~/no) * 
???? ..... 
>no 











to edit or correct the Matrix data * 
to COMpute the MiniMUM link. M::1tri:< :f: 
to do selected interaction traces * 
for Measures of coMponerrt iMportance * 
to terMinate the prograMMe * 
















for the valency rankings of coMponerrts * 
to coMpute the average path rankings * 
to c:oMpute the Mi niMUM J.in~. ranld rt'3S * 
to coMpute the cr'itica 1 p<:1th r::inldn·,:is * 
to coMpute the ct.rl'.-coMponi::!nt r2inldn•3s * 
for the disr~Jtive Measure rankings * 
166 / ROGRAMf.m 
Ul" i C01~1~E!c <!l  \'i: ,j; lt  '" 
:I: U"1 t1 
" '" i U "I't,rb t-
r' "3" CI l t l~<!lct i l'ace '" 
;t OI' E!aSU1'E!S O port':!l1 :+: 
' 
ustt l"Minat  l"O'i:!l'EIM '*' 
:+:  nl atrix
•  
* t  
:I: t  
*' 
*' t  














' I's l'':l (:'lo iil'.;l :+: 
' !'la l'etlll'll YOll l' YOll l'
:+: 
'*' U Sllp in'  COM *
* y ,~~"" •. ~" ...
* r' OI'l' atl~h( <:,t<:1
*' "2" i i i\ l'i){ *
• rrt r




;+: "1" m~ ;;!len ;+; 
H2"  <it'3  <'lt :+: 
H H CO linl! :I: 
"4" COM =+: 
* 
t C H t1 Cl. t  '" u 11 OI~  i eclSUr(~~ l'"lI1 in';:t!; :+: 











USER/PROGRAMME COMMANDS 167 
* Do you wish to initiate a new run ? (yes/no) * 
* All data and coMputed inforMation associated * 
* with this run will be available to you as a * 
* hardcopy ~;rint-out 1 isted under your userid. * 
* Enter a descriptive heading of ~) to fifty * 
* characters for this print-out. * 
'f'i''i'? •••• 
><:1ppm1di:{ b ··· 1,J(~i·3l·1ted illu·:;trative estu<:1rine systeM 
**** Re-enter the last response. It was faulty. 
* All data and coMputed inforMation associated * 
* with this run will be available to you as a * 
* hardcopy print·-out listed under your userid. * 
* Enter a descriptive heading of up to fifty * 
* characters for this print-o~t. * 
>a~Jendix b - weighted CIM 
>·1 
* In order to enter the coMponent Matrix data * 
*type "1" to assign a perManent d~ta file * 
* type "2" to ~~cess a perManent data file * 
* type "3" for no perM<inent d<:1t<:1 record :t: 
*Enter a naMe <as any coMbination of 1 to 12 * 
* alphanuMeric characters) for the data file. :t: 
* A file of this naMe already exists u~jer * 
* your project-id. :t: 
* type "1" to enter <.1nother n::1M(~ for; the fi J.r~ =t= 
=t= type "2" to over··-1..iril.i.:! this (;!i:istin·a fili:~ =+= 
:j: type "3" to USf~ cil10ther 
0
Wc1y to r.:!nter ij;:;rti!I * 
* type "4" to terMinate the prograMMe * 
*Enter a naMe (as any coMbination of 1 to 12 * 











'lpp i:< ·· '/1(;!i',3I-l'te st\'  \I (;!stucll'i 
O
;I; ,!!l'd PV l' t·-ou"t. ti l' lI d
' H <I in',3 :+: 




m' l' cm :;:lt:; 1'€!Ctll' '"











'·J ·I'···IA"(' i t.i.:! IS ~): i st i )l' ile :1: 
us~ <Inot l' wa')" Q f;!nter' o::J;:;rt;::! *' 
 I'  i m:lt(;? r'O'ar::I Mt~ :+: 
 Ente  B COMbin t :\: 












9.2. Detailed Estuarine System 
9.2.1. The Positive Component Interaction Matrix 
/ 
* component interaction/minimum link matrix 
* in-valency ranking 
* in-average graph distance ranking 
* in-minimum path accessibility measure ranking 
* critical-component summary (abbreviated) and ranking 
* cut-component summary and ranking 
* in-disruptive measure ranking 
* dependency track examples 
168 
. . t il  st ri  ste  
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t t   
 i i ti   

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































' ~ t"i i-<: Ul H en I-' O'\ '° POSITIVE DE AILED ESTUARINE SYSTE~1 ANALYSIS 1 
"POSITIVE" [STU~RINE SYSTEM 
*****$*$*$**$***$****$***$$****** 
TIlE Ca'1F'ONENTS ARE AS rOlLO";S:-
I FRESH~ATER IrlO~) 
Z NUTRIENTS ( Y(LINGl 
3 ESTUAR SEDIMENTS 
q filvtR 
5 RIVER f3A\lKS 
(;, RIVCR MOUTH 
7 SEAWAT(R 
e TIDE 
9 MARl SEDIMENTS 
10 C TS , WAVES 
II 5 & DUNES 
12 l/lNKTON 
13 AQUATIC ANT 
Iq MARGINAL EGE 
IS T RRES1RIAL II 
16 O'O-OHGIINI 
17 IO IINIITON 
la es THIC FAUNA 
19 NEKTONIC rAUNIl 
JC TERRSTRL V£RTEeRATES 
ZI MUDflATS 
22 MARSHI SED/SWAMPS 
ZJ DETRIT 
2q FLOODPLAIN/ISLANDS 
T TAL ~RY 
S PR I TAT 
WIS RUNOf 
W/S GROUND'.'ATEfI 
29 lIS GEOL Y/TOPOGPHY 
Jr) '~'/S 810'" 5 
31 W/S SOLAR RADIATION 
J2 ViIS WIND 




J7 fA 5 
38 AG CULT AL RUNOFF 
J9 INOUSTRIE 
~O I~DU TRIAL EFFLUENTS 
"II HOU5 NG 
q HO 0 SraAGE 
1.'U E 5 
"1"1 RS ONILISTS 
qS I OAT 
q6 AD T filDGES 
q7 CANALS & MARINAS 
>C, -. '" . 1-, 
"" " . • "'. ~ '"  -. ..I, 
I 
'" I ,.,
'" . -. :z , 
-  
>: 1 • "" :c • .... 


























































































































M A X I M U~ .. " 'f 7 
COMPONENT COMPONENT 
NUMBfR LABEL 
I FRESHXATER C/FLO~I 
2 NJTRIENTS l/CYCLIN~I 
7 SEAllATER 
JI W/S SOLAR RADIATION 
8 TIDES 
25 TOTAL ESTUARY ZONE 
'lb ROAD/AIRPORT/BRIDGES 
:Z9 ~/5 GEOLOGY/TOPOGPHY 
IB CENTHIC FAUNA 
'f3 BUSINESSES 
27 •15 RUNOFF 
2b W/S PRECIPITATION 
J ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS 
'I RIVER BED 
~ RIVER MOUTH 




IS· -TERRESTRtAL VEGATN 
5 RIVER BANKS 
'17 CANALS b MARINAS 
lb MICRO-ORGANISMS 
J9 INDUSTRIES 
10 CURRENTS & •AVES 
'l'l· RECREATIONALJSTS 
J2 ii/S UNO 
J'f ·DAMS 
:Z'I F~OOOPLAIN/ISLANDS 
IJ AQUATIC PLANTS 
J5 PLANT COMMUNITIES 
20 TERRSTRL VERTEBRATES 
21 MUDFLATS 
'11 HOU:> ING 
23 WIS GROUNDWATER 
17 lOOPLANKTON 
'15 SHIPS & BOATS 
JO ~IS ~IOHASS 
12 PHYTOPL~NKTON 
II BEACHES & DUNES 
l'I MARGINAL VEGETATION 
'12 HOllSEtiOLO SEWAGE. 
JB A~RICULTURAL RUNOFF 
lJ RESERVES & SITES 
Jc> MINES 
9 MARINE SEDIMENTS 

























THE AVERAGE NUM~ER or LINKS PER CONNECTION BETAEEN 


















































































































































RESERVES & SITES 




























TOTAL ESTUARY ZONE 
r;/S GROUND.VATER 
WIS WINO 










~IS SOLAR RADIATION 
~IS GEOLOGY/TO"OGPHY 
~IS RUNOFF ' 
FRESH,ATER I/FLOW) 
INDUSTRIAL EFFLUENTS 



























































8  O  Ol [~ (I[ S f  ~






























 It   " 1I1!  ~ 'I 1 
~P I D "
 
-I "'. 2, -I 
"" ZI 
' .. , 
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b Of  
D N E D D I--------------------------------------------------
III\;I(  ~I  •  
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1 2
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16 1.
1 .0 '






























































THE NUMBE~ OF ~INIMUM PATHS LINKING A COMP-


































































I l l 
109 
l :J 7 
l 'Jb 
l Q'I 
l 0 l 





























~S SHIPS & 50ATS 





5 RIVER BANKS 
'11 HOUSING 
31 W/S SOLAR RADIATION 
'13 BUSINESSES 
28 N/S GROUNDNATER 
37 FARMS 
'12 HOU~EHOLD SENAGE 
'I RIVER SEO 
b RIVER MOUTH 
12 PHYTOPLANKTON 
22 MARSH/REEDBED/St~MPS 
36 AGRICULTURAL RUNOFF 
23 DETRITUS 
8 TIDES 
11 BEACHE~ & DUNES 
7 SEA.OATER 
3 ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS 
13 AQUATIC PLANTS , 
1'1 MARGINAL VEGETATION 
2 NUTRIENTS I/CYCLING) 
32 h/S ~IND 
9 MARINE SEDIMENTS 
30 N/S BIOMASS 
JO CURRENTS & WAVES 
35 PLANT CO~MUNITlEs-· 
'l'I RECREATIONALISTS 
39 INDUSTRIES 
33 RESERVES & SITES 
19 NEKTONIC FAUNA 
'lb ROAD/AIRPORT/BRIDGES 
3'1 DAMS 
I FRESH .. ATER f/FLOWI 
26 ~IS PRECIPITATION 
:Z7 ~IS RUNOFF 
JS TERRESTRIAL VEGATN 
20 TERRSTRL VERTEBqATES 
29 n/S GEOLOGY/TOPOGPHY 
2S TOTAL ESTUARY ZONE 
3b M WES 
18 &ENTHIC FAUNA 











































































































































































BEACHES & DUNES 
fRESHIATER f/FLO•I 




TOTAL ESTUARY ZONl 
CANALS & MARINAS 
TERRSTRL VERTEBRATES 
MINES 
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I FRESH ... ATER 





I /FLOll I 
C/FLOilll 
I/FL Old 








































2 NUTRIENTS I/CYCLING) 
2 NUTRIENTS C/CYCLINGI 
2 NUTRIENTS I/CYCLING) 
2 NUTRIENT~ I/CYCLING! 
SUPPORTING 
COMPO'.'it~H 
7 NUT~ICNTS I/CYCLING) 
'I RIVER BED 
5 RIVER BANl(S 
S RIVER BANKS 
11 CUN~ENTS & iiAVES 
10 CURRENTS & iiAVES 
10 CURRENTS & ~AVES 
11 BEACHES & DUNES 
11 BEA:HES ~ DUNES 
11 BEACHES & DUNES 
12 PHYTOPLANl(TON 
12 PHY-TOPLANKTON 
13 AQUATIC PLANTS 
13 AQUATIC PLANTS 
l'f MARGINAL VEGErATION 
Jq MARGINAL VEGETATION 









28 W/5 GROUNDftATER 
31:1 r./S BIOMASS 
J!J N/S BIOMASS 
31 W/S SOLAR RADIATION 
33 RESERVES & SITES 
33 RESERVES & SITES 
33 RESERVES & SITES 
JS PLANT C0:-4MUNITlES 
JS PLANT COMMUNITIES 
3S PLA~T COMMUNITIES 
36 "4 I N<:S 
36 MINES 
30 AGRICULTURAL RUNOFF 
38 AGRICULTURAL RUNOFF 
39 HWUSTRJES 
'fl HOUSING 
'12 HOUSEHOLD SEWAGE 
'12 HOUSEHOLD SENAGE 
'I. REC~EATIONAL.ISTS 
qq RECREATIONALISTS 
'IS SHIPS & SOATS 
'15 SHI?S & BOATS 
'lb ROAD/AIRPORT/BP.IDGES 
9 MARINE SEDl~ENTS 
"28 W/S GROUNDl'IATCR 
32 ~1/5 >'\IND 
33 RESERVES & SITES 






27 ~/:, ~'U"IOfF 
'fq RECRfATIONALISTS 
q6 ROAO/AIRPORT/BP.lDGES 
27 l'/5 RUNOFF 
q'f RECREATIONALISTS 
q6 ROAD/AIRPORT/BfilDGES 
27 W/S RUNO(F 
2 NUTRIENTS C/CYCLIMGI 
37 FAP.f'!S 
2 NUTRIENTS C/CYCLINGI 
37 FARMS 
2 NUTRIENTS C/CYCLINGI 
37 FARMS 
-3 7 .FA RMS 
2 NUTRIENTS I/CYCLING> 
37 FARMS 
2 NUTRIENTS C/CYCLINGI 
37 FARMS 
2 NUTRIENTS I/CYCLING> 
37 FARMS 
2 NUTRIENTS C/CYCLINGI 
37, FARMS. -
27 l\i/S RUNOFF 
2 NUTRIENT$ l/CYCLINGI 
37 FARMS 
26 WIS PRECIPITATION 
q~ RECREATIONILISTS 
~6 ROA~/AIRPORT/6RlDGtS 
27 1'1/S RUNOFF 
~q RECREATIONALISTS 
'16 R04D/AIRPORTIBRIDGES 
27 W/S RUrlOFF 
~6 ROAD/AIRPORT/BRIDGES 
27 W/S RUNOFF 




2 NUTRIENTS C/CYCLINGI 
37 FARMS 
q6 ROAD/AIRPORT/BRIDGES 
2.1 WIS RUNOFF 
39 INDUSTRIES 
3'1 DAMS 
27 'f;/S RUNOFF 
I 8 B EN HI I C F AUN A 
29 ~/5 GEOLOGY/~OPOGPHY 
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MINIMUM AND NDN~MINIMUM PATH CRITIC~L LINK3 ICUT-COMPCMSNT SU~M~f\Yl 
------------------------------------------- -----------------------
OEPEN(IErlT 5UPPOllT l'IG CUT-





8 TIDES I FRESHNATER l/fLOlll b RIVER MOUTH 
H 
8 TIDES 2 NtJT:.IENT5 l/CYCLP.IGI 6 RIVER MOUTH t-3 
8 TIDES J i::STUARINE SEDIMENTS .b RIVER MOUTH H 
8 TIDES 'I RIVER BED b RIVER MOUTH <: 
8 TIDES 5 P.lVER OAl\iKS b RIVER MOUTH t:rj 
8 TIDES 7 '.;EANAH_R b RIV£R MOUTH -
8 TIDES 9 MARINE SEO I MEN T5 b RIVER MOUTH t::l 
8 TIDES l'l CURRENTS & ~AVES b RIVER MOUTH t:rj 
8 TIDES I 1 BOCHES & DUNES 6 RIVER MOUTH DEPENDENT SUPPORT INC, CUT- t-3 
8 TIDES 12 PHYTOPLANKTON b RIVER MOUTH COMP.:ONENT COMPO'llC:i\IT ~OMPONENT ::t:< 8 TIDES lJ .\QUAT lC PLANTs· b RIVEP. MOUTH --------- ---------- ---------8 TIDES l'I MAR~INAL VEC,ETATION 6 RIVER MOUTH 10 CURRENTS & ~AVES I FRESUi'ATER 1/FLOWI 11 BEACHES & DUNES H 
8 Tl DES 15 TERREsTRIAL VEGATN b RlVC.R MOUHI 10 CURRENTS & WAVES Z NUTRIENTS I IC YCL Pl GI 11 E\EPCHf_S & DUNES ~ 
8 TIDES 16 MICRO-ORGANISMS 6 RIVER MOUTH 10 CURRENTS & 1tAVES 3 ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS 11 BEACHC:S & D 1J~lE S t:rj 
8 TIDES 17 ZDOPLA'lK TON b RIVER MOUTH · 10 CURRENTS & WAVES 'I R l V!:R BED I 1 BEP.CHE.S & DUNES t::l 
8 TIDES le OENTUIC FAUNA 6 RIVER MOUTH 10 CURRENTS & ~AVES 5 RIVER BANKS 1 I BEACHES & DUNES 
8 TIDES 19 NEKTOPi!C FAUNA b RIVER MOUTH IC CURRENTS & WAVES b RIVER MOUTH 11 BE4CHES f. DUNES t:rj 
8 TIDES zry TER~STRL vrRTEBRATES b RIVER "OUTH 10 CURRENTS & ~AVES 7 SEANP.TER 11 BEACHt:S -f, OWll::S Ul 
8 TIDES 21 i'IUDF'LATS 6 RIVER MOUTH 10 CURRENTS & "AVES -8 TIDES 11 BE.ACHES t. DUNES t-3 
8 TIDES 22 MPRSH/REEDBED/SNAMPS 6 RIVER MOUTH 10 CURRENTS & ~AVES 9 MARINE SEDIMENTS l I OE4CHES & oi.mES c 
~ TIDES 23 OC:TRITUS 'b RIVER MOUTH 10 CURRENTS & WAVES 12 PHYTOPLANKTON l I BEACHES & DUNtS 
8 TIDES .2'1 fLDOOPLAIN/ISL~NDS b RIVER MOUTH 10 CURRENTS t. NAVES I 3 AQUATIC PLANTS 11 BEACHES f, OUMC:S ::t:< 
8 TIDES 2$ TOTAL ESTUARY ZONE- b RIVER MOUTH 10 CURRENTS & '\AVES I~ MARGINAL VEGETATION 11 bEACHES & DU:1ES ~ 
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9.2.2. The Negative Component Interaction Matrix 
* component interaction/minimum link matrix 
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9.3. Nanaimo Port Component Interaction Matrix Analysis 
* component interaction/minimum link matrix 
* critical-component summary and ranking 
* cut-component ranking 
* disruptive measure rankings 
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10. APPENDIX C - GRAPH THEORY DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAE 
10.1. Symbols and Formulae 
A - the adjacency matrix of any non-planar directed graph 
Ax - the adjacency matrix of 'A' with vertex 'x' removed (i.e row 
and column x are set to zeros) 
x - any single vertex in 'A' 
m - the number of vertices in 'A' 
L[N] - the minimum link matrix of 'A' 
L[Nx] - the minimum link matrix of 'Ax' 
m 
the in-valency of any vertex j in A= :S A(i,j) 
i=l 
m 
the out-valency of any vertex i in A= ~ A(i,j) 
j=l 
m 
the average in-graph distance = 
of any vertex j in A 
~ L[NJ( i, j) / n 
i=l 
where n = the sum of the non-zero 
elements in column j of L[N] 
G(i) - the average out-graph distance 
of any vertex i in A 
m 
= ~ L[N] ( i, j) / n 
j=l 
where n = sum of non-zero 
elements in row i of L[N] 
m 
Gx(i) - the average out-graph distance = 
of any vertex i in Ax 
~ L[Nx](i,j) / n 
j=l 
where n = sum of non-zero 
elements in row i of L[Nx] 
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D(x) - the (in-) disruptive measure of vertex x in graph A where 
x-1 
D(x) = :E I G(i) - Gx(i)I + 
i=l 
m 
:E IG(i) - Gx(i)j 
i=x+l 
The alternative forms of the last three measures (i.e. in- or 
out~forms) can be computed by summing down columns or across rows 
as is appropriate. 
10.2. The Maximum Values of Some Graph Measures 
Maximum Valencies 
Many applications of graph theory (e.g. for the study of 
communication networks) do not consider the possibility of a 
vertex linked to itself. However, for environmental systems, an 
edge A ( i, j), where i=j,. does have a useful meaning. The maximum 
valency for any vertex is therefore equal to the total number of 
vertices in the graph (i.e. the value of m). 
Maximum Average Graph Distance Measure 
The maximum value of G(i) occurs when each vertex is connected to 
one and only one other vertex because 
* A graph, A, with each vertex connected to one and only one 
vertex has the form : 
X  v
I
{ X 1 X( /
  
)   
~1 ximum
Iv1a
s I  
1 I 
(i, " 














and any row i in L[N] will contain a $equence of values from 1 
to m. Row 1 for the above graph would be : 
j = 1 2 x-1 
m 
i=l; L[N](i,j) = 1 2 x-1 
j=l 
m 
Therefore ~ L[N](i,j) = m(m+l)/2 
i=l 
and G(i) = (m+l)/2 as n = m 
x x+l m-1 
I x x+l m-1 
' (which is the sum of the 
arithmetic progression) 
(there are no zero values 
in row i) 
m 
m 
* It is not possible to have an element in L[N]>m as this would 
not be a minimum linkage (i.e. a path with more than m linkages 
must pass through at least one vertex more than once). For any 
longest minimum path in row i there must be a sequence of 
shorter paths. That is, if i and j are connected by a minimum 
path of m links, there must be some vertex k, such that i -> k 
by m-1 links, and k -> j by one link; and so on. 
* Adding an edge to A (to give A') either produces more 
connections, or leaves the linkage the same. If more 
connections are created in the graph, one or more elements of 
row i in L 1 [NJ must decrease in value (i.e.· some minimum paths 
are shortened by the addition of a non-duplicating edge). 


























* Removing an edge from A (to give A") reduces one or more 
elements in row i of L"[N] to zero. However, the sequential 
increase in the row elements must still occur, and for a row 
with one zero value there will be values from 1 to m-1. 
Therefore 
m 
~ L"[N](i,j) = m(m-1)/2 
j=l 
and G"(i) = m/2 as n = m-1 in this case (there is one zero 
value in row i) 
Therefore G"(i) is always less than G(i). 
The maximum value of G(i) is (m+l)/2. 
G(i)max = (m+l)/2 
Maximum Number of Minimum Paths to which a Vertex can be Critical 
A critical vertex is one whose removal from a system disconnects 
one or more minimum paths. 
M-2 
From the figure above it may be seen that a configuration is 
always possible such that the removal of a vertex (X) disrupts a 
minimum linkage between every other vertex. As each vertex is 
linked to m-1 other vertices, the maximum number of minimum paths 




















Maximum Number of Paths to which a Vertex ~ay be a Cut-vertex 
A cut-vertex is one which is critical to minimum and non-minimum 
paths. As X is also a cut-vertex to all paths in the case 
described above, the maximum number of paths to which a vertex may 
be a cut-vertex is also (m-l)(m-1). 
Maximum Value of the Disruption Measure - D(~) 
Given 
D(x) =.~ I G(i) - Gx(i) I 
1;t:x 
D(x)max occurs for G(i) a maximum, and Gx(i) a minimum, or 
viceversa. In general the minimum value of G(i)>O for any graph 
with a non-zero number of edges. Therefore 
m 
D(x)max < ~jG(i)max - oj 
i#x 
< {m-1) I (m+l) /2 - ol 
< {m+l){m-1)/2 
In fact it can be shown, considering particular cases, that 
D(x)max = {m-3m+4)(m-l)/2m for m>7: m(m+l)/4 for 4<m<8: and 
(2m-l)(m-l)/m for l<m<S. However, for this thesis, and the CI 
programme listed in Appendix A, D{x)max is taken as the proven 
upper bound, which is 
D(x)rnax (m+l)(m-1)/2 
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